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8. Vowels “ vocoids

8.1. In this chapter, we will explain –in depth– the articulations of vowels. We refer
to vowels as vocoids, or vowel phones, when looking at them from an exclusively pho-
netic point of view. Instead, when we speak of their distinctive role in a particular lan-
guage, we will call them vowels, or vowel phonemes. In the case of graphic symbols, we
will again speak of vowels, or of vowel graphemes. It should be clear, in the first place,
that the matter (¤ sounds) and substance (¤ phones) must be fully grasped, given that
these elements constitute the essence of vowel articulations. Everything else is neces-
sarily secondary, including the form (¤ the phonemes of a given language).

˛e characteristic quality of vocoids depends on the shape assumed by the ar-

ticulatory channel while they are being formed. Specifically, we mean their po-
sition, determined by the raising and forward–backward movement of the back
of the tongue, as well as by the shape imparted to the lips. Acoustic and radi-
ographic phoneticians give too much importance to the inevitable and objective
fact that the pharyngeal cavity is wider with front vocoids, since the tongue mass
has been moved forwards. As vocoids move farther and farther back, the dimen-
sions of the pharyngeal cavity automatically become smaller, all the way to the
point of true back vocoids.

It is true that this change implies a di‡erence in the shape of the ‘articulatory
channel', and that this di‡erence, in turn, produces alterations in the physical (but
not physiological) processes which a‡ect the sound wave. ˛e result is a change in
the acoustic measurements; but all this has little relevance to the actual articula-
tory intentions, as should be quite clear.

˛us the production of vocoids has three fundamental components, not counting
the expiratory air which makes them possible and gives them voicing, by vibrating
the vocal folds (at least in the case of the more common vocoids). As a matter of fact,
it will be seen later that further modifications of vocoids are possible, potentially re-
garding articulation — phonation, particularly in certain specific languages.

For now, however, we will discuss the three fundamental components of vocoids
(naturally returning to other topics which have already been mentioned): vertical
raising of the back of the tongue (in cooperation with movements of the jaw), in
the direction high–low; horizontal forwards–backwards movement along the
front–back direction: and finally, lip rounding, according to the alternation
round–spread. ˛erefore, the components can be summarized in tongue posi-

tion (both vertical and horizontal, of the back of the tongue), and lip shape.

8.2. ˛e older, prescientific method of describing the ‘vowels' of a foreign lan-
guage typically involved making vague references to the sounds ‘hypothesized' for
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one's own language, together with occasional comparisons with some other ‘bet-
ter-known' widely-spoken European languages, for significantly di‡erent sounds.
It was not realized that the vocoid systems of two languages never correspond sat-
isfactorily. Also neglected was another point which is clear to us today: that no
two people speak the same language in exactly the same way, since there are indi-
vidual, regional, and sociocultural di‡erences of pronunciation which are often
quite notable.

It is therefore necessary to analyze the vocoids of a language by following a scien-
tific approach, working independently of any particular language while nonethe-
less making solid connections to the precise inventories of a great number of nat-
ural languages. ̨ is approach is called the phonetic me$od. ̨ e first step in the
method involves understanding the vocoids of one's mother tongue (which does
not necessarily coincide with the national or o‚cial language). ©th this begin-
ning, it is then possible to move on to pronouncing any vocoid in any language.

8.3. vocoids are by nature in opposition to the other category of segmental
sounds, the contoids. In fact, vocoids are distinguished particularly by being (rela-
tively) static, by a fair amount of distance between the articulators, and also by
having their articulation restricted to a limited physical area within the oral space
(constituted e‡ectively by the area ranging from the zone of the prevelum to the
boundaries of the palate and the velum, as can be seen in û 5.1 and û 8.1). ̨ eir stat-
ic nature, articulatory distance, and limited range, are in contrast to the movement,
articulatory proximity, and extended range of articulations characteristic of the con-
toids. In fact, these last can be produced in every possible articulatory zone, includ-
ing very peripherical ones, such as the lips, the teeth, the pharynx, the larynx, Â.

For vocoids, the position (or shape) imparted to the lips is also essential (as al-
ready stated above). ˛is component of the articulation is independent and non-
-contiguous with respect to that of the back of the tongue. Moreover, the involve-
ment of the glottis is usually assumed to be part of the articulation, and the result
is voicing. Voicing gives greater substance and resonance to vocoids, thereby mak-
ing them easier to distinguish and recognize in their particular timbres, 52 in all,
together with further nuances which are equally perceptible and recognizable, and
reproducible as well. On the other hand, voiceless vocoids are also possible, even
though here the individuality of the particular timbres is naturally diminished.
Voiceless vocoids can even be used distinctively as phonemes in certain languages,
opposing the more ‘normal' voiced phonemes (Ô § 11.18).

û 8.1. Articulatory space for vocoids.

8.4. ˛erefore, vocoids are phones in which the expiratory air passes freely out
of the mouth, moving along the middle part of the back of the tongue. ˛e tongue
position is (relatively) rather stable throughout the duration of the phone. More-
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over, the opening of the jaw (and naturally, also the space between the back of the
tongue and the palate) is never less than that found in dorsal approximants, such
as (j, ¥÷ µ, w). As was seen in § 5.5-6, this last group is characterized by a less sta-
ble and quicker articulation than the corresponding vocoids, (i, y÷ M, u). For the
various positions of the back of the tongue and of the lips, in the course of vocoid
articulations, Ô û 8.6-9.

˛ere exist vocoids with greater jaw opening as well, passing through interme-
diate stages until reaching the level of true open vocoids. It will be immediately
seen that it is helpful to classify the di‡erent vocoids in six degrees of jaw opening,
organized into three groups. We see now –once again– that vocoids have a limited
zone of production, in terms of the height of the tongue and the jaw. ˛e mouth
must be appropriately open, but not too much, so that a natural articulation
which combines fluidly vocoids and contoids is possible. ˛e opening should not
be overly narrow either, since otherwise unhelpful friction and noises would be
produced (which would also be annoying while communicating with others).

Moreover, there needs to be enough space between the open and close degrees
to make it possible to distinguish cleanly the intermediate levels, which are vari-
ously used by the di‡erent languages. ˛erefore, for purposes of classification, this
space is subdivided into three horizontal zones: close, mid, and open. Each one
of these is in turn subdivided into an upper or lower part, thereby allowing fur-
ther internal distinctions.

In this manner, one obtains the following six –successively greater– degrees of
tongue/jaw opening for vocoids: high, lower-high; higher-mid, lower-mid;

higher-low, low; whose existence can also be demonstrated experimentally with,
for example, x-ray photographs or films.

8.5. In order to investigate the natural limits of the area of vocoid articulations,
the author used x-rays and a small metal chain, with a coated lead ball in the center.
˛e chain was then extended along the longitudinal groove of the tongue so that the
lead ball would coincide in position with the center of the back of the tongue (the
position of the lead ball is shown in û 8.1, where it is magnified so as to be more ev-
ident, and it is furthermore represented with a square marker, but a round one for
(u)). In this way, it is possible to detect the horizontal and vertical movement of the
tongue, together with its shape with respect to various fixed points on the palatal
vault, while various vocoids are being articulated. In order to ensure that the articu-
lations were natural, photographs of speech made with and without the chain were
compared (as well as the corresponding magnetic or electronic recordings). 

i u

π å 

û 8.2. Vocograms and labiograms of vocoids in the extreme positions.



˛e essential point, therefore, is to succeed in identifying accurately the full range
of (horizontal and vertical) movement of the lead ball, during the articulation of
the most extreme possible vocoids, uttered in a natural way. One such result is that
the highest and frontest possible vocoid is (i) (û 8.1, where we give precisely those
points on the vocogram which are most extreme and peripheral). Raising the
tongue further, we inevitably pass (through the palatal approximant (j), û 5.1 “ û
10.6.1, towards the end of the first part of the figure) to a point where friction is
produced, resulting thereby in the voiced palatal constrictive contoid, (J) (û 10.5.1,
at the beginning of the last but three row). Moving the tongue forward, as well, the
quality of vocoids would be lost, resulting in a timbre more like that of a contoid.

{Especially non-phoneticians will frown on this (perfectly grammatical super-
lative) the frontest, preferring ‘the most forward', or even ‘the most front'. ˛e
same holds true of the backest, in comparison with ‘the most retracted/back', and
of the corresponding comparatives: fronter, backer̆ }

˛e highest and backest vocoid possible is (u) (û 8.1). Raising the tongue fur-
ther, the resulting phone passes through the velar rounded (w) (û 5.1 “ û 10.6.1,
at the beginning of the last but two row), before yielding the voiced velar (round-
ed) constrictive ()) (û 10.5.1, third orogram in the last but two row); while mov-
ing the tongue farther back, the result would be the uvular rounded constrictive,
(R) (û 10.5.1, the first in the last but one row).

˛e lowest and backest vocoid possible is (å) (û 8.1). Moving the tongue far-
ther back, the result would be the prepharyngeal approximant contoid, (˚) (û
10.6.1, the first in the last row), and moving still farther, we encounter the prepha-
ryngeal constrictive, (∆) (û 10.5.1, the last one in the last row), where both of
these are voiced.

Combining the level of jaw opening characteristic of (å) and the forward posi-
tion of the tongue found in (i), we come to the lowest and frontest possible vo-
coid, (π) (û 8.1), which constitutes the articulation most di‡erent from that of
the contoids, with which it in fact has no natural connection or similarity (unlike
in the other cases mentioned here). We (the author and many others) have already
explained that (π) is actually a low front vocoid (even though the oƒIPA continues
to describe this vowel as higher than it actually is), as the acoustic analyses them-
selves clearly demonstrate.

8.6. Joining together these four points, in a schematic way in order to be more
practical, and enlarging the figure, we arrive at the vocoidal quadrilateral, or
vocogram (û 8.2), into which all vocoid phones possible in any language can be
placed. (Concerning possible modifications of these, Ô § 11.17-19.)

˛e left side of the vocogram is thus the front limit of the articulatory area for
vocoids, while the right side is the back limit. ˛e space between these two limit-
ing barriers can be usefully divided into five columns. On the ends, we have the
front and back vocoids; in the middle, there are the central ones. Since it has
been proved worthwhile to use specific markers also for phones in the areas com-
prised between these strips, the two other vocoid columns are referred to as front-

-central and back-central respectively.
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Observing the vocogram of the phones which are unmarked (in the sense of be-
ing unrounded – û 8.3, first vocogram, columns 0-4), we see that in the back re-
gion, the four closed and mid boxes have their vocoid symbols placed in paren-
theses. ˛is is due to the fact that when back unrounded vocoids are found in lan-
guages (mostly Eastern Asian ones), these vocoids, ((M, û, X, x)), are articulated
farther forward than (u, U, o, ø).

˛ey are therefore more accurately defined as back-central vocoids, rather
than purely back ones. If, one day, a language should be found possessing vocoids
in the area of these four boxes, an appropriate symbol can always be brought into
use. ˛ese supplementary symbols, prepared according to the principles leading
to the expansion of this present handbook, are, in fact: (*, ï, Ú, ¢).

We move ahead, now, to the vocogram of the rounded phones, which are
marked because they are produced with lip rounding (û 8.3, second vocogram,
columns 5-9). Here it can be seen that, corresponding inversely to what occurs
with unrounded vocoids, the four mid and low front boxes have symbols placed
in parentheses. In fact, the vocoids (y, Y÷ °, #÷ §), occurring in languages such as
French and German, are articulated farther back than (i, I÷ e, ™÷ E), and are there-
fore defined more accurately to be front-central vocoids. If symbols for truly
front rounded vocoids in these areas should become necessary, it could be possi-
ble to use (∏, π, œ, ì).

û 8.3. ˛e 52 vocoids of canIPA (with the 8 ‘potential' ones) and labiograms for the high ones.

Instead of looking at just the position of the lead ball for vocoids, we can also
consider the entire surface of the tongue, with respect to the palatal vault. From
this point of view, we see that the position is practically the same as that found in
less tense realizations of (j, w) (Ô û 8.1). For this reason, it might seem more log-
ical to define the two vocoids (i, u) as ‘palatal' and ‘velar rounded', respectively,
like the corresponding contoids. ˛is would have the advantage of maintaining a
(useful) connection between vocoids and contoids. However, there are three ca-
nonical ‘places of articulation' for contoids in this area: palatal, prevelar, and velar
(together with rounded versions of each of these); while there are necessarily five
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corresponding areas for vocoids (to be objective). One approach might be to name
five di‡erent places of articulation, which could therefore be: palatal, postpalatal,
prevelar, provelar, and velar (as, in fact, will be done later, when we seek to indi-
cate nuances and distinctions relating to medial approximants –articulated with
the medium-dorsum of the tongue– and similar contoids articulated nearby, Ô §
10.13 and û 10.12, by comparing them to the space of vocoids).

But it seems preferable to follow the terminology proposed above: front, front-

-central, central, back-central, and back, in addition to the correspondent
rounded forms. In fact, it is appropriate to treat vocoids by means of the voco-
gram, both for learning and for teaching purposes.

Also alpha(nu)meric indications, using the numbers 0-4 and 5-9 together with
the six heights, denoted with a-f, can be a useful way to refer to particular vocoids.
˛is is particularly the case while speaking on the telephone, or while writing e-
-mail messages (without having to use attachments, which require both people to
have the same fonts or being able to write and read pdf files). For example, we can
write (a) = 2ƒ, (i) = 0å, (u) = 9å, (°) = 6© and (È) = 2©…

>Looking carefully, it can be seen that there is a certain di‡erence between the
roman ‘zero': 0, and the letter o written in small capitals: o. ˛e letter has a some-
what greater height than the numeral, and a di‡erent thickness, more like that of
the roman lower case: o, di‡erently from the numerals (which have much more
homogenous shapes, and, in the case of the more traditional roman form of 1,
namely 1, a more evident serif, with respect to i in small capitals: i).

˛ese numerals –0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9– are referred to as lower case, or high and low,
or traditional, or refined, or also typographic characters, and they are definitely
more elegant than the upper case, or high, or modern, or common, or school char-
acters – é & " ' ( ç è ) £ à.≥

Other less useful classifications

8.7. However, if one wished to remain completely faithful to the indications of
the x-ray photograms, the result would be a complementary and rather di‡erent
classification of the vocoids. According to the point of greatest closure of the ar-
ticulatory channel, the vocoids would be apportioned into at least six places of ar-
ticulation, and ten would not be by any means impossible. ˛ese would or could
be: ‘palatal, (postpalatal,) prevelar, (provelar,) velar, (postvelar,) uvular, uvulophar-
yngeal, (prepharyngeal,) pharyngeal'! In order to express the degree of progressive
opening, the diagram would resemble a wheel hub with spokes coming out of it,
pivoting on the area of (É).

˛e result would be that, for example, from (i) to (E), vocoids would be con-
sidered ‘palatal'; from (u) to (È), ‘velar'; and from (π) to (å), ‘pharyngeal'! But, a
classification of this sort has no practical advantage, even as regards the complex
phenomena of assimilation and coarticulation.

Rather, the subject would become needlessly complicated. Furthermore, the
same ‘love of the truth', if applied rigidly, could induce one to think of (i) (and the
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full series, even including (M)) as ‘bidental' vocoids; and also (u) (and the full se-
ries, even including (Y)) as bilabials, since the narrowest point of passage for the
air in the articulatory channel is actually between the teeth, or between the lips,
respectively. At this point, one would encounter the fresh problem of trying to
come up with new terms, in order to distinguish between the members of these
new and ‘alien' series! ˛erefore, we will not speak of this classification any more
– yet certain people, working exclusively with machines, seemed to consider it a
more scientific approach.

In the meantime, the full validity of the articulatory (and auditory) classifi-
cation has been fully and convincingly demonstrated. In fact, neither the ‘highest
point' of the tongue, nor the point of ‘narrowest passage' between the articulators
are particularly important for practical purposes. Acoustically, the shape of the ar-
ticulatory channel determines the glottometrical instrumental measurements;
however, these are more speculative than practical. Instead, the glottographi-

cal data furnished by natural phonetics (that is articulatory and auditory, as
well as functional] give precious and essential information and descriptions, which
are absolutely indispensable in learning and teaching.

But the fact of considering the ‘highest point' of the tongue in the x-ray prints
as the truly fundamental aspect led to a series of problems. In fact, the undeniably
brilliant idea of Daniel Jones (to which the experiments of previous phoneticians
also contributed) became manifested in a sort of deformed trapezoid, with the up-
per part much longer than the lower part, and the back part less long than the
front part. ˛e reasons for these asymmetries lie in precise physical barriers: the
tongue is in fact more mobile in the high-front area than in the low-back area. It
would have been better to adopt a partially di‡erent criterion with respect to that
useful for contoids, for which a global articulation is decidedly more important.

Considering, instead, a constant point, namely the center of the mediumdor-

sum (¤ the absolute center of the back of the tongue, where the lead ball on the
chain was placed during our early experiments), the resulting figure is similar to a
much more regular quadrilateral. ©th modern technology, it is no longer necessa-
ry to use the chain and lead ball – better and more ‘natural' results can be obtained
with a few simple considerations and certain particular substances.

Even though any diagram with sharp corners is rather unnatural, it is still help-
ful to make the figure as schematic and regular as possible. Although simplified in
this way, the diagram retains all of its usefulness in practical contexts, as will be
seen in applications to languages and dialects.

8.8. Another defect was the attempt to subdivide the internal spaces between the
four ‘cardinal' points in the quadrilateral by means of an ‘auditory equidistance', in-
stead of continuing with articulatory subdivisions, naturally, aided by audito-

ry feedback. It is quite clear that something which is purely auditory cannot be
faithfully transmitted without a direct contact with the source or producer of the
sound. In this manner, even the learning and training of specialized phoneticians
has su‡ered, and the results have inevitably included undesired and unappreciated
discrepancies, with respect to the articulatory method assisted by auditory feedback.



˛ose who have not become blinded uncritically in the conviction that the low-
est and frontest vowel is ‘(a)', but instead try to do (articulatory — acoustic) pho-
netics without preconceptions and irrational biases, and to see directly what is go-
ing on, will necessarily arrive at the conclusion that the lowest and frontest possi-
ble vowel is certainly (π). For the sake of precision, given the partial di‡erence be-
tween the two approaches in question, we should mention that the ‘cardinal' val-
ue of ‘(a)' corresponds, in practice, to our (Å) {((Å÷))}, which, in any case, is di‡er-
ent both from (π) and from (a) (given that it is practically halfway between these
two vocoids, according to our classification).

Of course, it is not our responsibility to convince everyone that this is true, giv-
en that it would be simple and su‚cient for anyone (even minimally) competent
in the subject to check the matter personally, once the idea has been explained
clearly. Nonetheless, we cite here some sources, who –with di‡erent principles and
methods– have come to the same logical (and objective) conclusions: Delattre et
al. (1951), Hyman (1975), Chapman et al. (1988’), without mentioning various
contributions of the present writer. All things considered, it has been known for
a (‘relatively' short) time that the Earth is not flat and that the Sun does not revolve
around it! Just a question of ‘points of view'?

8.9. At any rate, as the tongue is moved so as to produce successively all of the
most external vocoids (those which are most peripheral in the diagram), the re-
sulting figure is somewhat circular, a sort of lopsided oval. ˛is can be seen in û
6.1, where we move gradually from the more realistic to the more schematic, due
to the practical reasons mentioned above.

Afterwards, we will see the orograms of all of the vocoids, in their medial val-
ues. By ‘medial values', we mean the central position in their box, within the vo-
cogram. It is useful to work from these values as starting points, which can be con-
sidered basic, fundamental, or canonical. ˛e ‘cardinal' values used by Jones
were instead as peripheral as possible in the vowel trapezoid, and as far from one
another as possible. ̨ e Jonesian cardinal vowels (recorded on discs, Ô Jones 1956),
in all, were only 18 in number. ˛ey were subdivided into ‘primary' cardinal vow-
els and ‘secondary' ones: ‘primary' (i, e, E, a, A÷ O, o, u), and ‘secondary' (y, °, §,
π, Ø÷ √, X, M), together with (…÷ %).

Moreover, the vowels of Jones were organized by reference to their frequency in
the di‡erent languages of the world, with particular emphasis on the European
languages. For this reason, the rounded and the more ‘normal' unrounded vowels
are ‘mixed' together, instead of being presented in two homogeneous series, as in
our approach. In any case it is unquestionably true that the primary vowels are
more widely used in the various languages of the world, and that the secondary
vowels are only added afterwards in learning phonetics (even if there are certainly
exceptions, unless all the di‡erences are leveled away in the context of a very ab-
stract form of phonology).

In any case, in common practice, 8 additional vowels were usually added to the
18 ‘cardinal' ones: (¤/I, Y, ¨/U÷ È, +, ‘÷ å÷ π) (in practice, there were two notational
variants, shown here separated by slashes, while (π) was omitted –until the reform
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of 1979– because of not being documented in the descriptions of real languages).
˛e trapezoid of the most recent reform (finished in 1996) adds (Ù, ê) and makes
(I, U) o‚cial, thereby rejecting (¤, ¨). However, the value of each symbols has been
made (even more) vague, within a fairly theoretical and ‘potential' trapezoid; this
is particularly true in the case of (È).

˛e o‚cial location of (a) still su‡ers from the original limited use of symbols,
for phonemic purposes, when it was enough to be able to distinguish two kinds
of a, in respect of only one graphemic symbol. ̨ erefore, one of the two extremes
was denoted ‘normally', with (a), while for the other a graphical variant of this
symbol was used, whether derived from cursive script (as in the case of a (A)), or
from Greek, or from horizontal or vertical reflections of roman letters in some oth-
er cases. In certain types of intraphonemic transcription used for English, (π) /π/
was symbolized by ‘/a/', while (A:) /A:/ was simplified into ‘/a:/', and likewise (¤, ̈ )
/I, U/ became ‘/i, u/', in opposition to (Ii, Uu/¯u) /ii, uu/ represented (still today! –
as has already been mentioned) with ‘/i:, u:/', as if the di‡erence was only one of
length.

˛e real problem of the 18 ‘cardinal vowels' (unlike our various canonical canIPA
vocoids) is highlighted by the fact that they are not easy to be adequately re-
produced even for trained phoneticians (not to speak of makeshift phoneticians,
perhaps on the Internet). In fact, the CV (as they currently are) are just the pur-
suit of (almost) unnatural boundaries (obtained mostly auditorily, sometimes even
for the four initial CV!).

Instead, we have to find those articulatory positions which can be easy for every-
one to produce through their own organs, with no stressful excess (which, of
course, does not mean that people are allowed to freely use the vocoids of their
own language!). In addition, even the internal subdivisions must not be an (audi-
tory) imitation of an absolute model, to be just reproduced parrot-fashion. On the
contrary, they have to correspond to precise articulatory gradations, which must
be calibrated for the mouth of each person, without ‘cheating' (perhaps even un-
intentionally) by introducing paraphonic characteristics (precisely as voice imita-
tors do), and playing with secondary tones or using supplementary modifications
of the pharyngeal and labial cavities (exceeding what is natural).

More about vocoids

8.10. We have instead 52 symbols (or 60, including the eight available for ar-
ticulations which had not yet been found in the languages of the world), and we
use a vocogram with more rigorous subdivisions and clearly demarcated areas,
which makes precision obligatory. In fact, it is not enough (for us, at least) to
dump symbols here and there all over the diagram. Proceeding in this way, there
is a serious risk of ending up with the common problem (unfortunately, seen in a
great number of books) of trapezoids of the same language (and the same accent),
which seem to be referring to very di‡erent languages, instead of just one. ˛is
problem occurs in the case of trapezoids made by di‡erent authors, but it can al-
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so occur with those of a single author (sometimes even within a single book). One
cause is, of course, the excessively indeterminate nature of the o‚cial diagram, in
which there are practically no internal subdivisions.

To present our vocoids, we use two separate vocograms, depending upon wheth-
er the lips are rounded or not (Ô û 8.3, û 8.8, “ û 8.9). Of course, this separation
is only methodological. In fact, while describing languages, vocoids should be giv-
en together, regardless of the shape of the lips. ˛e shape of the lips is not ignored,
however (as often happens, even with the o‚cial trapezoid), but is instead clearly
marked by the shape of the markers placed in the positions of the relevant phones.
˛us rounded vocoids have a circular marker, while unrounded ones have
a square one. ˛is convention can be seen in all our vocograms, and in those in
é 16-23, but in particular in those in HPr.

‹en vocoids occur with the lips in a position halfway between the two of these,
that is half-rounded, they are indicated by markers in the form of lozenges, or
equiangular rhombi (thus, a square, rotated by 45°, ¤ a sort of diamond shape).

˛erefore, in theory, we could have 26 vocoids more, by counting the half-
-rounded ones (and potentially 30, with the extra 4 unrounded vocoids not yet
found in languages, but see § 8.29-31, as well).

So far, the most common ones have been: (¨, ˚, W÷ Ù, :, w÷ ,, ~, „÷ Ï, ∑÷ †, ,÷ Ω, Ë,
a). Labiograms for half-rounded vowels are shown in the central column of û 8.9.
In the same figure, it is also possible to see the di‡erences between the two main
types of lip rounding: the types with and without some protrusion of the lips. In
the case of high vowels, where the di‡erences are more evident, we have: with pro-
trusion, (y, u), while without protrusion, (Y), and with half-rounded lips, (¨, ̊ , W).
In the case of (%, ¯), we have more commonly the type of rounding without pro-
trusion; but the type with protrusion is also possible. Occasionally, rounding with-
out protrusion can occur even with (y, u), in particular languages.

As has already been mentioned, the orograms (or sagittal cross-sections) also
contain a sort of skeleton of the vocogram (the vowel quadrilateral). ˛is ‘skele-
ton' can then function as a reference for comparisons and contrasts, as well as for
acquiring the vocoid in question. In the description of actual and particular lan-
guages, only the large vocogram needs be used (and possibly multiple ones, if one
alone is insu‚cient for the task of showing clearly all of the realizations possible).

In û 8.4.1, we give a variety of vocoid diagrams (vocograms). ˛e first two are
those given by Daniel Jones (the first of these su‡ers, as can be seen by its shape,
from the unfortunate fact of having considered as primary the ‘highest point of
the tongue', instead of a fixed point, ¤ the center of the mediumdorsum). ˛e next
four represent successive developments of these original diagrams. ˛e seventh is
the o‚cial diagram, given in the most recent reform [oƒIPA]. ̨ e eighth is our own
quadrilateral [canIPA]˚ which is for us the vocogram par excellence, also seen, in a
smaller size, in the orograms of û 8.1, and, enlarged, in û 8.2.

In order to make a useful comparison with the canonical canIPA vocoids (9 of
which are di‡erent: 5 unrounded and 4 rounded)˚ we have placed in û 8.4.2(.1)
the 18 o‚cial cardinal vowels of Daniel Jones. Here we list the latter in italics, to
avoid any possible confusion: {i˚ e˚ ù˚ l˚ a˚ §˚ o˚ u}˚ {y˚ @˚ œ˚ ^˚ <˚ ≠˚ ì˚ æ}˚ {I˚ Û}.
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Were we to follow our own habitual ordering (which keeps the unrounded and
rounded vocoids separate), we would have: {i˚ e˚ ù˚ l˚ a˚ ≠˚ ì˚ æ÷ I}˚ {y˚ @˚ œ˚ ^˚ <˚
§˚ o˚ u÷ Û}, that is canIPA: (i, e, E, Å, å, ∏, Ú, *÷ …), (Y, ∏, œ, π, Ø, O, o, u÷ %).

û 8.4.1. Di‡erent types of diagrams for vocoids.

In û 8.4.2(.2), again using canIPA symbols, we show the values most commonly
attributed to these (o‚cial) symbols in phonetics treatises: (i, e, E÷ …, a÷ M, X, √, A),
(y, °, §, π÷ %÷ u, o, O, Ø); while the theoretical and peripheral values (which are
found much more rarely, if at all) are better represented by other symbols (which,
nevertheless, suggest their values): (Å, å, ∏, Ú, *), (Y, ∏, œ), û 8.4.2(.1).

û 8.4.2. ˛e cardinal vowels of Jones placed upon our vocogram using canIPA symbols (1) and
canIPA values referring to ‘cardinal' symbols (2).

˛e markers placed in û 8.4.2(1) are those which, in our convention, are used
for representing vocoids with ‘intermediate' lip position, that is, half-rounded lips.
˛e only purpose is to indicate simultaneously the two di‡erent articulations,
rounded and unrounded, which were intentionally produced in the same points.
˛e markers are located in the most extreme points, according to the criteria fol-
lowed by Jones – in fact, their purpose was to bound the space of vocoids. In û
8.4.2(2), instead, we have placed the appropriate markers in the centers of the rel-
evant boxes, so that they will have our canonical values. In this way, the spirit of
the two approaches to the vocoids of the world's languages can be better compared.

We have included û 8.5 as well (for Spanish and for British English), in order
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to show two triangular vocoidal schemes which are decidedly not advisable, giv-
en that they do not respect the phonetic reality of the articulatory apparatus in
various languages of the world. ˛ese are given in a.1-2, and despite their defects
(the first is actually upside-down), they continue to be used. We have also provid-
ed the more common acoustic scheme (based on the first two formants, F» and F”;
note that 25 = 2500 Hz, 2 = 200 Hz) for Spanish (å.3, as in the stressed vowels of
uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco) and for the 12 monophthongs of British English (∫.1,
as in: city˚ to bring˚ to eat˚ book˚ beck˚ lack˚ luck˚ mark˚ mock˚ four˚ fur ('s¤Ti, ThÈ-
'b>¤˙:, Th¯'IiT, 'b¨k, 'b™k, 'lπk, 'låk, 'mA;k, 'mØk, 'fø:, 'f‘:). ˛ey are not derived from
a triangle, but rather from a quadrilateral with the upper right corner part tilted
to the right (although English /u/ is actually back-central rounded). In this it
di‡ers from our quadrilateral, where that part tilts to the left (∫.3), and from the
current o‚cial compromise trapezoid (∫.2), where that part is vertically straight.
In this last case, it is easy to see the vagueness concerning subdivision, and the
markers placed upon it which are always black and always round (regardless of lip
position and stress). We have placed there the 12 vocoids (corresponding to 12
monophthongs) of neutral British English, which are then given again in our own
faithful vocogram (∫.3), together with all of its inherent advantages.

û 8.5. Di‡erent ways of showing vocoids (5 Spanish and 12 British English monophthongs).

û 8.6-7 show, respectively, the orograms and labiograms of the 12 vocoids found
in neutral British English, (i, ¤, ™, π, å, A:, Ø, ø:, ¨, ¯, ‘:, È) (corresponding to the
actual monophthongs of English, excluding thus cases such as tea˚ two /'Tii, 'Tuu/
('ThI;i, 'Th¯;u), which –clearly– are diphthongs, as we like to repeat).

8.11. ©th even a cursory examination of some of the vocograms in the pho-
nosyntheses (and those for the 12 languages in HPr), it can be seen that a great le-
vel of precision is possible. Inside each box in the vocogram, the markers can be
found located in a variety of di‡erent positions, even along the boundary lines at
the border between two or more boxes. By simplifying somewhat, however, we can
say that each vocoid has at least nine possible locations within a given box. ˛us,
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besides a central (a) in its box, (a§, a÷, a@, aï, a°, aí, a#, a/), as well. For instance, it is
quite easy to hear di‡erent kinds of (a)-sounds in the first elements of the diph-
thongs /a™, aø/, as in height˚ house /'ha™T, 'haøs/ ('haÙT, 'haÖs). In regional pronun-
ciations, they can vary as far as (Å, √, A, Ø) Â for /a™/, and (π, Ä, Å, √, A) Â for /aø/.

û 8.6. Orograms of the vocoids of the 12 neutral British-English true monophthongs.

û 8.7. Labiograms of the vocoids of the 12 neutral British-English true monophthongs.

˛e central location is fundamental, although it is not necessarily the most fre-
quent or ‘normal' one (just as the peripheral ‘cardinal' locations of Jones were not
the most common, either). Besides this, there is the possibility of shifting in a
high–low direction, or in a front–back direction. Combinations are also possible,
such as high–front, low–back, low–front, high–back.

‹ile listening to recordings in order to analyze a particular language, it is
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definitely helpful to use diacritics of displacement, especially while making notes
by hand. ˛us, a point, (3), can be placed (or a double underlining (=) as with con-
toids, § 9.5) generally underneath a vocoid to indicate (fairly) central position
within the box (È, A, e, ¥). It would also be possible not to use any diacritic, con-
sidering the central position as the default one. For this approach to work, ab-
solute consistency is necessary, so that later on, it will not become necessary to
wonder whether the absence of a point underneath meant simply the refusal to
take a firm position on the exact location of the vocoid (as could happen when in-
dicating a mere opposition with other vocoid symbols, such as (e), with respect to
(I), or (™), or (Ù)…).

˛e other diacritics indicate a direction of displacement, which is the direction
in which the middle ‘prong' is pointing: (°, §÷ @, #÷ ï, /÷ ÷, í) (here in opposing pairs).
˛us the first denotes raising, while the second refers to lowering, as in (I, i); the
third indicates displacement forwards, while the fourth refers to backwards move-
ment, as in (¤, Ù); the fifth denotes raising and fronting together, Â. ˛ey can al-
so be combined: two of the same diacritic symbol (for example, (##)) indicate a dis-
placement all the way to the edge, or even slightly beyond, while a single diacrit-
ic, placed within parentheses, (([#])), denotes a lesser degree of displacement.

For particular (descriptive or teaching) purposes, icons of the type ê, and Ì,
Ç, 7, ), and 6, ¶, è, •, may be useful, in order to indicate the nine general po-
sitions within a particular box.

It is clear, however, that there are many more than nine positions actually pos-
sible – at least twenty or so per box, even continuing to simplify a bit. To give a
round number, there are somewhere from 500 to 1000 possible vowel sounds,
which are then representable by the 52 vocoids (although with di‡erent locations
inside the vocogram). On the other hand, according to the language spoken, an
average speaker typically only distinguishes 5 to 15 of these (even if the phonemes
may be more, thanks to the addition of length, or nasalization, Æ).

8.12. But let us now move on to a consideration of all of the vocoid articula-
tions. We will proceed vertically, according to places of articulation, starting with
the more simple vocoids, namely those without lip rounding (û 8.8, upper part).
For the sake of completeness, the ‘virtual' vocoids are also present – with no gray
background – with their symbols placed in double parentheses. ˛e lower part of
û 8.8 gives the rounded vowels (30 in all, too, four of which are in parentheses).

To begin, we should observe the figures carefully; we will then provide exam-
ples. As can be seen readily, all of them are di‡erent from one another! Vowel oro-
grams should not be considered hurriedly, lest important details be missed. For
each one, the reader should seek to reach a su‚cient level of competence in kines-
thesia, so that they can be articulated while the figures are being inspected.

û 8.9 shows the labiograms of the di‡erent vocoids. ̨ e reader should note that
the first column, that of front vowels, is articulated with spread lips: (i, I, e, ™, E,
π); all of the other unrounded vocoids have the lips in the neutral position. In the
central column, we find the labiograms of the half-rounded vocoids, such as (¨, a).

‹ile we are on the topic of rounding, we note that there are two di‡erent
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f 8.8.  Vocoid orograms. 
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types of rounding. ˛e more common one involves the addition of a certain
amount of lip protrusion (Ô û 8.3 and û 8.9), and is typical of the front-central
rounded vocoids (such as (y)) as well as the back rounded ones (such as (u)). ˛e
other type is a sort of èvertical¶ rounding (as can be seen in û 8.3 {Ô û 8.9, as
well}). It is typical of front rounded vocoids (such as (Y)). Central rounded vocoids
(such as (%)) and back-central rounded ones (such as (¯)) can be articulated in ei-
ther of the two ways, according to the language. For this reason, in the illustra-
tions mentioned, these vocoids are placed in both categories (in brackets). In û
8.9, the half-rounded vocoids also appear in brackets (and, in fact, they are not ex-
tremely common), while the 8 ‘virtual' vocoids are placed in double brackets.

It will not be superfluous to emphasize that the oƒIPA vocoids, located as they
are in their ‘potential' trapezoid, without true subdivisions and with only a mea-
ger number of symbols available, seem to have been ‘forced' together due to an
anxiety for generalizations. ˛is organization is responsible for the (not unduly
scientific) ‘beliefs' that (y), in reality, is merely (i) with rounding (the vocoid we
denote (Y)), and that (M) is actually (u) without rounding (the vocoid we denote
(*)). Instead, phonetic reality shows that (y) is a front-central rounded vocoid,
while (M) is back-central (unrounded).

8.13. For the purpose of learning and rationally memorizing the value and lo-
cation of all of the elements of our vocogram, we will proceed through the vari-
ous symbols, explaining their origin as well when this is useful. We will begin with
the symbols for the 18 Jonesian cardinal vowels, considering û 8.3 (and relying
upon the orograms already provided, as well). ˛ese symbols will be considered
according to the conventions of use which have developed over the course of time
– particularly the practice of denoting the most widely used and most frequent
sounds with the most normal symbols. In fact, at this point, some of the cardinal
symbols have ceased to represent the sound they (theoretically) had originally, and
now denote the values that were more commonly attributed to them (often in-
cluding more than one of our boxes), because of being commoner in the languages
of the world.

As other symbols are added, it becomes necessary to maintain the connections
between the new symbols and the old ones, within the limits posed by keeping
them clearly distinct and by the necessity of allowing them to be (relatively) easi-
ly written, by hand as well.

Given that the Latin alphabet served as a starting point, it was natural for the
five vowel letters to represent the most frequent and normal sounds: (i, e, a, o, u);
these are used by many languages in stressed and unstressed syllables. In order to
indicate the most frequent variants of (e, a, o), it was decided, logically enough, to
denote more open vocoids, with respect to (e, o), with the symbols (E, O) (and, in
fact, these symbols are literally open). In Portuguese, German, Italian and many oth-
er languages, we encounter ‘closed' phonemes /e, o/ and ‘open' ones /E, O/. (˛is ter-
minology refers to the relationships between the two e's and the two o's, not to the
extreme points on the vocogram which are high and low – o‚cially close and open˘]

A timbre di‡erent from (a) was shown by a variant in ‘cursive', which was then
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wisely ‘straightened' and adapted to the type of character which is technically re-
ferred to as roman, or plain, or non-italic. ˛e resulting character was (A). In the
traditional pronunciation of French, it was important to distinguish between two
di‡erent kinds of a sounds, a ‘front' one and a ‘back' one (but in reality, one is
front-central, (Å), and the other back-central, (A)), although in modern pronunci-
ation, the phonemic nature of the distinction has been done away with, because
the second timbre has been eliminated. In neutral English, whether American or
British, the front a is a truly front vocoid, (π), in opposition to (A:). (For English
and French as well, in regional variants, or even in pronunciations widely used in
the media, the actual realizations can be notably di‡erent, Ô HPr é 2 “ 4.)

8.14. Continuing to pass through the symbols, the grapheme y was used, very
intelligently (and with the inspiration of some northern European languages), for
the front-central rounded vocoid (y), found in French flûte, (y), or in German
über˚ (y:). ˛is freed the alphabet, finally, from the handicap of previous ‘phonet-
ic alphabets' (and some later ones as well!), namely, the use of diacritics to denote
timbres, instead of modifications of timbres, as would be more than logical.
For this reason, ‘symbols' such as ‘/ü˚ ö˚ ä˚ ë˚ ï/' are absurd, without mentioning
‘masterpieces' like ‘/±/', in place of ('^:).

Taking the graphemes @˚ œ from European alphabets as well, it was then possi-
ble to represent the other two front-central rounded vowels which are most com-
monly found, (°, §): in French bleu /°/, œuf /§/, and in German schön /°:/, löschen
/§/. To these, a small capital version was added, for the open vocoid, (π) (which
is often omitted from tables and lists due to its rareness, or because it was thought
to be absent from real languages).

In the back region, the unrounded vocoids theoretically corresponding to (u,
o, O) were denoted, in this case as well with quite positive results, by (M, X, √). In
reality, rather than being ‘back' vocoids (as they would be theoretically), they are
back-central, given that in the back region it is di‚cult to produce unrounded vo-
coids (since they would sound rather similar, while requiring a greater e‡ort).

˛e cardinal symbols become 18 in all, with the simple, but clever, addition of
(…, %), for the high central vocoids.

8.15. ˛e next additions involved other distinctions which were important for
the relative openness of several vocoids already present. In these cases, small capi-
tals were used (wisely adapted to the dimensions of lower-case characters, even if
the di‡erence, though real, was not obvious; however, noblesse oblige!]˘

In this way, the lower-high vowels (I, Y, U) were obtained, corresponding to (i,
y, u) (even though, in place of (I, U), the optional variants (¤, ¨) were frequently
found; we use these last for other, similar values, as will be seen shortly). ©th this
expansion of symbols (and, naturally, in accord with the actual timbres of the vo-
coids), (I, Y, U) represent well the sounds of neutral German in List˚ fünf˚ Lust /'lIst,
'fYnf, 'lUst/. As it happens, (U) is not a true small capital, (which would be ‘(√)', and
this last is actually used by publishers who do not have the real symbol), but it is
decidedly more conspicuous than the small capital, and also easier to write by hand.



˛e emaciated central area of the vocogram received three more elements,
which are fundamental in British English, namely (È, ‘, å), progressively opener
(¤ lower), as in the murder (∑È'm‘;Då). To these, (π) was added, as in hat ('hπT). As
is well-known and as we have emphasized, this vocoid constitutes today the lower
front limit of the modern scientific vocogram, even though the o‚cial trapezoid
obstinately places ‘(a)' in this corner, while putting ‘(π)' above it. ˛e value of (å)
is clearly connected, in its shape as well, to that of our central (a). In fact, if one
were to use the o‚cial trapezoid rigorously, but rather blindly, (å) would need to
be used for Spanish or Italian casa (even for the stressed syllable!), since –among
the few o‚cial symbols– (å) is the one which is closer to the timbre in question.
However, phonetics is an artistic, and also human, science and thus is capable of
common sense (and of the possibility of expansion and adaptation), notwith-
standing ridiculous and anachronistic refusals to move forward.

8.16. In the latest reform, three other vocoids have been added to the o‚cial
trapezoid. One is the rounded vocoid corresponding to (‘), namely (ê) (which, ap-
propriately, is similar to the unrounded symbol, while being closed o‡, given that
the vocoid is rounded). ˛is vocoid occurs, for example, in neutral New-Zealand
English, as in fur ('fê:), while British English has ('f‘:). (In the early periods of the
reform, from 1989 to 1993, the symbol was mistakenly flipped horizontally – in
place of (ê), there appeared ‘(∏)', which in our system canIPA is used with a di‡er-
ent value.) Another symbol is (+), which represents a rounded vocoid, as is logical
from the shape, with the addition of the horizontal line characteristic of central
high vocoids. We find an example in the Netherlands Dutch lus ('l+ß). In our voco-
gram, this new symbol corresponds completely to the schwa (/'SwA:/) (È), natural-
ly with rounding.

O‚cially, the other new symbol, (Ù), ought to represent the unrounded vocoid
corresponding to (+). However, given that in the o‚cial trapezoid, (È) is extremely
vague and generic (which denotes, more than anything else, ‘not being on the pe-
riphery', and can refer to fully 17 of our symbols, in transcriptions of di‡erent lan-
guages by di‡erent authors!), we prefer to give (È) its more normal and frequent
value, which is the value o‚cially attributed to ‘(Ù)'. In this way, we can reserve
the front-central value (not just central, but certainly higher-mid) for (Ù), which,
given its relationships of symmetry with other symbols, fits well between (e) and
(È). It is used, very usefully, for the second element in the English diphthong of
words like fly ('fla;Ù) (rather than ‘/flaI/'; or ‘/flai/', which was very commonly used
in a still earlier period).

CANIPA vocoids

8.17. At this point, we move on to additional vocoid symbols, found in canIPA.
˛ese represent quite precise vocoids which are in no way secondary to those al-
ready treated. Beginning, again, with the unrounded ones, we have, between (i)
and (…), the high front-central vocoid, (Û), whose shape is clearly linked to that of
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(i), but with a bit of di‡erence. ˛is vocoid occurs in Somali: inan (çÛ2nan), or al-
so in the Italian dialect of Bologna: finîr (fÛ'nÛir). Below (Û), we find (¤), which is
very common in English, for example in lisp ('l¤sp). ˛is symbol resembles the
lower part of (e) (as is logical, given that the vocoid is similar to (e, Ù) from an au-
ditory point of view).

In the central box of the lower-high vocoids, we find the small capital version
of (…), namely (¢), as in German: bitte ('ÊIt¢), which fits in well into the series of (I,
Y, U). At this point, however, the visual pattern of small capitals (which had to be
interrupted earlier by (¤)), continues, to a certain extent, with (û), clearly related
to (M), given that it is the lowered variant of this last. ˛is vocoid occurs in
Turkish: karª (k√'Rû).

A small-capital e (adapted perfectly, as always, to the correct dimensions) pro-
vides an ideal way to fill the urgent need for a front phone, halfway between (e)
and (E), which is therefore (™), as in English: yes ('j™s).

8.18. ˛e mirror image of (™), that is (É), can certainly be linked up to the par-
allelism between (e, Ù), as can be seen from the vocogram. An example can be
found in Mandarin Chinese: rén (4⁄Én). ˛e higher-low front-central vocoid, (Ä),
maintains a clear relationship with (E), while naturally remaining distinct from it.
We find this vocoid in Arabic: walad ('wÄlÄd). ̨ e last element of this series is (Å),
as in French: papa (pÅ'pÅ), or Mandarin Chinese: wan (5wÅn). Frankly, it might
seem, given the general pattern of the small capitals used elsewhere, that it would
make more sense to use this symbol for the value we denote here by (a), thereby
forming a (perhaps more ‘harmonious') series ‘(a, Å, A)'. However, as we have al-
ready mentioned, the central value is for a by far the most normal and frequent
one, in the languages of the world. For this reason, the order (Å, a, A) is fully le-
gitimate, and logical as well. ˛e back-central lower mid vocoid, (x), clearly re-
sembles both (X) and (√), which are on either side of it, vertically. We find this vo-
coid, for example, in Mandarin: feng (5fx,), and in Russian: vodka [bodka] ('vjøt-
kx). We represent the value theoretically denoted by ‘(√)', that is, higher-low back,
with the vocoid (∏), whose shape is similar to that of (√) , given that the sounds are
similar, though not identical. We encounter this vocoid in the Netherlands Dutch:
koud ('k∏Ut), or in the Tyrolese dialect spoken in Alto Adige (in northeastern Italy):
wasser ('6ùss∏).

˛e actual cardinal value of ‘(A)', in the trapezoid and in the records provided by
Jones, is the rarely occurring (å), which is found in Dutch: Amsterdam (&åmßtı'dåm).
Instead, we use the symbol (A), more logically, for the value found, for example, in
British English: car ('khA:), in American English: car ('khA:<), and in very many oth-
er languages. ̨ e link between (å) and (A) is made even stronger by the fact that cer-
tain publishers, due to typographical limitations, would substitute (A) with (å).

8.19. We now move on to the rounded vocoids, pronounced with rounding of
the lips. We mention again that the theoretical ‘(y, °, §, π)' are in reality, front-
-central rounded vocoids; thus, it is appropriate to leave them with the values they
have always had in practice. All that is left is to complete the sequence (including
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(Y)), by adding the intermediate (#), similar to (°), but not identical, as with the
other flipped or rotated symbols. We find it in French: seulement (s#l'mŒ).

If we move on to the true front rounded vocoids, we find only the two close
ones, (Y, è), as in Swedish: ny ('nè;Y) {/'nyy/}. ̨ e shapes, irrespective of any graph-
emic value for the second symbol, resemble one another (as lower-case and small
capital, respectively), but are also similar to the nearby (y, Y). It is therefore more
useful and ‘natural' to consider the more frequent ((y, Y)) as more ‘canonical', and
to derive (Y, è) from these (instead of the other way round), by moving the tongue
forward by an average of a couple of millimeters.

Moving on to the central rounded vocoids, it is logical to fill the gap between (%,
+) by adding (T), which can be found in Icelandic: unna ('öTnna). Just as motivated,
in its phonic value as well, is the use of (@) for the higher-low vocoid in the series,
as in Parisian and mediatic French: bonne ('b@n), or in Swedish: dörr ('d@R). ˛e
low vocoid, (∏) sounds like an (a) with a sort of darkening added. ̨ is is caused by
the rounding, which is necessarily not very strong, given that the vocoid is (so) low.
˛is vocoid occurs in the rather broad English accents of Cardi‡ or Truro (Corn-
wall), as in on ('∏n); or in the Dutch accents of Amsterdam or Leiden (or mediatic
‰emish, as well): kan ('k∏n); or in the broad accent and dialect of Bari (in south-
ern Italy): sante ('s∏√n∂È). For these reasons, the connection with (a) is fairly solid
and natural. Our symbol is preferable to the more bulky ‘(ê)', decidedly di‚cult
to write by hand (the reader should try, if in doubt!), even though this last might
seem more ‘logical', in a series.

8.20. In the back rounded series, the addition of (ø) deserves some comment.
It was added to fill in the lower-mid position, as in the other series. However, the
shape of (o) cannot be e‡ectively modified by rotations or reflections, nor by cre-
ating a small capital. For this reason, the only way to maintain the connection
with the normal letter o was to use the Greek letter sigma (s, disregarding its com-
pletely di‡erent value in Greek). ˛erefore, (ø) represents the timbre halfway be-
tween (o, O), as found in English: pour˚ ('phø:{<}) ((<) is for the American pronunci-
ation), or in Spanish: moda ('mø;ƒa).

All of the back-central rounded series, (¯, ¨, P, Ö, ∏, ù), is nothing other than a
modification of the back rounded series, and (some more, some less) all of the sym-
bols resemble the others. For example, (¯) and (u); (¨) resembles the correspon-
ding unrounded vocoid ((û), with the same location) as well, not just (U); (P) re-
sembles both (¨) and (o); (Ö) is derived from (ø), as well, by 180° rotation; final-
ly, both (∏) and (ù) resemble, respectively (O) and (Ø), with modifications chosen
from among the few still possible at this point.

Although phonemic transcriptions (but also those which seek to be phonetic) of
French, by using /u, o, O/, create the idea that this language has vocoids similar to
those of Portuguese, or Italian, or German, the reality is quite di‡erent. In fact, in
French (in ‘modern' pronunciation), we find examples of all six of the back-central
rounded vocoids, as in pourtour (p¨Æ't¯:Æ), monôme (mÖ'nP:m), bonne ('b∏n), cent
('sŒ). In English, the symbol (¨) is necessary in words such as look ('l¨k).

In Tuscany as well, the Italian phonemes /u, o, O/ are actually pronounced (¯,
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P, ∏), at least as the basic form, with forwards or backwards diphthongizations pos-
sible in certain areas (as can be seen from the Tuscan phonosyntheses, for ∫orence,
Siena, Pisa, Livorno/Leghorn, and Piombino, in é 16). Here are a few examples
in the pronunciation of ∫orence: luna˚ dopo˚ modi ('l¯:n√, 'dP:FP, 'm∏:di).

8.21. Now, keeping in mind the 52 orograms of û 8.8 (placed at the end as an
appendix for purposes of referral and checking, and with the 8 currently ‘theoret-
ical' ones as well), we will present briefly the symbols together with languages us-
ing these vocoids. ˛e examples are not complete, since for now it is su‚cient to
run through the vowel phones quickly. In é 15-23, the phonosyntheses of 320
tongues (¤ languages, dialects, and variants are given). Further examples can be
found there, as well as reliable information for beginning a rigorous study. HPr
gives systematic treatments of the twelve languages there considered (together with
variants of these): English, Italian, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian,
Arabic, Hindi, Chinese, Japanese, and Esperanto.

Unrounded vocoids:

(i) vivir Spanish
(I) Kind German
(e) sete ('se:te) Italian
(™) settecento (&s™t-) Italian
(E) sette ('sEt:-) Italian
(π) hat English

(Û) inan (çÛ2nan) Somali
(¤) bit English
(Ù) bite ('baÙT) English
(É) bèn Mandarin Chinese
(Ä) walad ('wÄlÄd) Arabic
(Å) lac French

(…) ty (= tv) Russian
(¢) bitte (-t¢) German
(È) to be (TÈ-) English
(‘) fur British English
(å) lover ('låvå) British English
(a) datar Spanish

(M) zí/z® Mandarin Chinese
(û) hammock (-ûk) English
(X) cè Mandarin Chinese
(x) céng Mandarin Chinese
(√) love American English
(A) hot American English

(∏) paus ('p∏Uß) Neth. Dutch
(å) kans Neth. Dutch

Rounded vocoids:

(Y) ny ('nY:) Norwegian
(è) ny ('nè;Y) Swedish

(y) lune French
(Y) Glück German
(°) deux French
(#) sœurette (s#-) French
(§) sœur ('s§:˜) French
(π) sœur ('sπ§R) Canadian French

(%) null Norwegian
(T) nul ∫emish Dutch
(+) nul Neth. Dutch
(ê) fur New Zealand English
(@) dörr Swedish
(∏) kan ('k∏n) some Dutch accents

(¯) vous French
(¨) look English
(P) beau French
(Ö) bonnet (bÖ-) French
(∏) bonne French
(ù) ân ('öù:n) Persian

(u) susurro Spanish
(U) und German
(o) sotto ('sot:to) Italian
(ø) ottocento (&øt-) Italian
(O) otto ('Ot:-) Italian
(Ø) hot British English
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We will proceed according to places of articulation, rather than by manners –
therefore, vertically, along the columns. (Here we give as well, in parentheses, the
symbols for possible vocoids in the eight boxes which are currently empty.) We
have, therefore: front (i, I, e, ™, E, π), front rounded (Y, è, {∏, π, œ, ì}), front-central
(Û, ¤, Ù, É, Ä, Å), front-central rounded (y, Y, °, #, §, π), central (…, ¢, È, ‘, å, a), central
rounded (%, T, +, ê, @, ∏), back-central (M, û, X, x, √, A), back-central rounded (¯, ¨,
P, Ö, ∏, ù), back ({*, ï, Ú, ¢}, ∏, å), back rounded (u, U, o, ø, O, Ø).

At any rate, it is naturally also useful to produce the horizontal series (by manners),
as an exercise: high (i, Û, …, M, {*}), (Y, y, %, ¯, u), lower-high (I, ¤, ¢, û, {ï}), (è, Y, T,
¨, U), higher-mid (e, Ù, È, X, {Ú}), ({∏}, °, +, P, o), lower-mid (™, É, ‘, x, {¢}), ({π}, #, ê,
Ö, ø), higher-low (E, Ä, å, √, ∏), ({œ}, §, @, ∏, O), low (π, Å, a, A, å), ({ì}, π, ∏, ù, Ø).

8.22. ˛e phonetic method makes it possible to conquer (with a bit of practice,
that is, getting into the spirit of the method) the sounds of other languages and
dialects, by starting from one's own. For this reason, we will now observe at least
the orograms of the twelve vocoids which are the realizations of the actual monoph-
thongal phonemes of present-day neutral British English (û 8.6, with unstressed
/i, u/, as in react, influenza), in order to provide an objective starting point (even
though almost every native speaker has a regional pronunciation, at least to some
degree). We give labiograms as well (û 8.7, without showing the teeth), which are
more functional and to the point, since they allow the viewer to concentrate on
the essential elements without distractions.

‹ile, for the languages indicated in § 8.21, the reader is referred to the phono-
syntheses or to HPr˚ where they are dealt with, for the somewhat simplified voco-
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grams of British English, we direct the reader back to û 6.1.2 (and to é 2 of HPr,
for a fuller treatment of various English accents, with variants).

And now (Ô 8.8), let us examine the 52 orograms necessary for describing ade-
quately the languages and dialects of the world (with the 8 theoretical ones added
as usual). It would naturally be helpful to look at the vocograms in the various pho-
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nosyntheses (and in HPr), and not just for study, but also to satisfy a simple (but
legitimate, and healthy) scientific and human curiosity.

û 8.9 gives labiograms for the vocoids, many of which naturally coincide (since
di‡erent vocoids can have the same lip position). It will be useful to consider all
of them carefully, proceeding with kinesthesia as necessary in order to produce
each articulation, working from the more familiar to the less common ones. ˛ere
are 5 types of lip position, with 2 which are more normal (¤ neutral and round-
ed), and 3 complementary ones (¤ spread, half-rounded, and vertically rounded).

For the sake of greater completeness, we give in û 8.10 all of the possible vo-
coids, including both the 8 potential ones and also the 30 with intermediate lip
positions (halfway between neutral and rounded), that is, half-rounded (shown by
the appropriate diacritic).

Articulatory practice

8.23. Once the most common (or familiar, for a given person) vocoids have
been located in the vocogram, it is necessary to find out their true positions, not
just what one thinks they ought to be. It is also necessary to be able to pass from
one sound to another, initially starting with the more familiar ones (as always).

To use kinesthesia to feel the di‡erent positions of the tongue and of the lips, it
is singularly useful to articulate the sounds slowly, with great patience and care. It
is particularly important to learn to articulate them silently – without letting air
out and without ‘voicing', or in other words without letting the vocal folds vi-
brate, even in the reduced manner present while murmuring. As it happens, voic-
ing covers over and masks the essential movements, thereby distracting from the
full sensation of kinesthesia. ‹ispering (voiceless lenis phonation) will be used
later, as a compromise between the useful artifice of silent articulation and normal
phonation of real speech.

It is only necessary to make a single attempt in order to see how our ability to
perceive movements of the tongue and lips becomes incredibly expanded, if we
concentrate only on the sounds, without any sort of phonation. (Of course, this
does not mean that we should stop breathing.)

˛is is the practice of silent introspection, and it helps us to discover many un-
expected and unsuspectable things. It is possible to add, instead of exhalation, a
voiceless inhalation (performed in a noiseless way). In fact, if we articulate a phone
(whether a vowel or consonant, but required to be continuous, ¤ without occlu-
sion), and then inhale while maintaining the position of the phone, we become
better able to perceive the point of articulation, because we are aided by the sensa-
tion of breeze caused by the incoming air. In the case of constrictive contoids, this
sensation is naturally even more evident.

In the case of vocoids, one should try to practice pronouncing phones which
are between those already known (including new ones that have already been
learned well). Here again, silent introspection is a good method, in alternation
with inhalation, whispering, and full voicing.
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It is necessary to reach the point (at the beginning, with the help of a handheld
mirror) where one is capable of feeling fully all of the movements of the lips, the
tongue, and the jaw.

8.24. If we use neutral British English as a starting point, and continue to make
reference to the general vocograms (û 8.3 “ û 8.8-9), it will be possible to learn
to produce phones which are near (¤) = (I, ¢), or (Û, Ù); near (¨) = (U, T), or (¯, P);
near (™) = (e, E÷ É); near (ø) = (o, O÷ Ö); near (π) = (E, Ä, Å); near (Ø) = (O, ∏, ù); near
(A) = (a, √, å); near (å) = (a, ‘) or (√, Ä); near (È) = (¢, ‘), or (Ù, X); near (‘) = (È, å),
or (É, x). Lip rounding can be added, while taking care not to change the position
of the tongue, in cases like: (¤) = (Y); (È) = (+); (‘) = (ê), Â. Rounding can also be
taken away, such as in: (¨) = (û); (Ø) = (å), Â.

˛en, one can isolate the members which form the diphthongs of British
English: (Ii, ™I, aÙ, øÙ, aÖ, ‘¨, ¯u), (i, I, ™, a, Ù, ‘÷ ø, Ö, ¨, ¯, u), and then change
their lip positions: (Y, è, π, ∏, °, ê÷ ¢, x, û, M, *).

If we have already learned, or phonetically felt (y, °, §), or (M, X, √), perhaps we
instinctively articulate them as front-central rounded vocoids (and not front
rounded ones, (Y, ∏, œ)) and as back-central ones (not back unrounded ones, (*,
Ú, ∏)), respectively.

In the context of this exercise, it would be useful to succeed in producing even
vocoids not currently found in any analyzed language, since the result would be
progress in disciplining one's articulatory movements. At the same time, it is natu-
rally clear that in languages such as French and German, front rounded vocoids
((Y, è, ∏, π, œ)) should not be accepted in place of (y, Y, °, #, §); just as (*, ï, Ú,
¢, ∏) would not be appropriate in languages (Asian or otherwise), which have (M,
û, X, x, √).

Other exercises, which should also be carried out calmly and patiently (and in
the beginning in silence, following one's progress carefully on the vocograms), in-
volve producing homogeneous and gradual sequences of vocoids (at the initial,
perhaps incomplete ones). ˛us, it is possible to move along the columns, from
the top to the bottom (and vice versa), as well as horizontally, from front to back
(and vice versa). We have: (i, I, e, È, E, π), (u, U, o, ø, O, Ø), (y, Y, °, #, §, π), (M,
û, X, x, √, A), Â. Also: (π, E, ™, e, I, i), (Ø, O, ø, o, U, u), (π, §, #, °, Y, y), (A, √, x,
X, û, M), Â. And still: (i, Û, …, M, {*}), (I, ¤, ¢, û, {ï}), (e, Ù, È, X, {Ú}), (™, É, ‘, x,
{¢}), (E, A, å, √, ∏), (π, Å, a, A, å) (and vice versa).

It is possible to do the exercises along diagonal movements, even though this is
a bit trickier, since two parameters change each time instead of just one. For exam-
ple: (i, ¤, È, x, ∏), (I, Ù, ‘, √, å), or: (Y, Y, +, Ö, O), (è, °, ê, ∏, Ø), Â. An exercise such
as: (i, Y, È, Ö, ∏), (I, °, ‘, ∏, å) would be yet more complicated, but certainly not
useless; here changes in all three parameters occur together.

Another exercise, which is quite a bit less di‚cult, but certainly not useless, in-
volves alternating the two fundamental positions of the lips, while moving verti-
cally and horizontally (in the two directions; and, as always, in silence at the out-
set): (i = Y), (I = è)÷ (… = %)÷ (Û = y), (¤ = Y), (Ù = °), (É = #), (Ä = §)÷ (M = ¯), (û =
¨), (X = P), (x = Ö), (√ = ∏), (A = ù); and (ù = A), (∏ = √), (Ö = x), (P = X), (¨ = û),
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(¯ = M)÷ (§ = Ä), (# = É), (° = Ù), (Y = ¤), (y = Û)÷ (è = I), (Y = i)÷ (% = …), Â. Clearly,
checking the position of the lips and of the tongue (when possible), in a mirror,
can be a great help.

In the case of the lips, however, it is certainly practical to start with the vocoids
of one's own language, even if not a neutral variety. From this point, rounding can
be taken away (or added, depending on the case), as we have already seen above.
And still more exercises can be imagined...

8.25. ˛ere are various quantitative dimensions associated with the articula-
tions of vocoids: the opening of the jaw with respect to the front teeth, the dis-
tance from the palate to the back of the tongue, as well as the distance between
the lips in the case of rounded and unrounded vocoids. We can give average meas-
ure ments in these cases, to be found in û 8.11 (in correlation with the six adjoin-
ing bands of û 8.3).

But, on the other hand, it is apparent that we can pronounce (i, I, ¤, Ù, ™, π, a,
å, ‘, È, A÷ Ø, ø, Ö, ¨, ¯, u) fairly clearly, both with our teeth together, as well as with
two fingers placed between the teeth, to create an artificial opening of at least 30
mm. In fact, the mouth uses various compensatory adjustments to continue to
speak in a satisfactorily comprehensible way.

It is su‚cient to remember that we generally are understood even when speaking
(bad-manneredly) with food in our mouth, or (more tolerably) while sucking on a
candy. ˛e mouth uses appropriate adjustments also when certain consonants are
found near the vowels. In order to produce the grooved consonants /s, S/, as in sassy,
shush! ('sπsi÷ 'SåS, 'S√S), or in Italian sasso and Sciascia ('sas:so, 'SaS:Sa), there has to be
very little jaw opening – in fact, the teeth are quite close together (as can be seen in
û 6.12 “ û 9.1 as well). Now, in order to produce (s, S) with an (π, a) in the mid-
dle, it is natural for the (π, a) to become adapted to these circumstances, by being
pronounced with less opening (as can be easily seen with a handheld mirror).

Naturally, the physical structure (of the articulatory apparatus) of the speaker
makes the picture more varied, as we move from the average case to particular
ones. A small child and a big man almost 7 ft tall will have correspondingly di‡er-
ent measurements, which can be di‡erent (smaller for the child, bigger for the
man) by as much as 50%. ˛is is without considering other communicative vari-
ables – if a person yells in anger, or two lovers speak softly together, the configura-
tion of the phonoarticulatory apparatus changes radically, and this change is also
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due to the paraphonic characteristics which are added (Ô é 14).
Human language is so complex and organized, but at the same time adaptive,

that any ‘speaking' machine (both for encoding and, especially, for decoding mes-
sages) remains far away from being convincing, or even from being able to com-
municate e‡ectively. ˛is is true even without taking into account the more com-
plicated and remarkable semantic and conceptual aspect of the problem.

Diphthongs: one phoneme or two?

8.26. ˛e question of whether diphthongs should be considered mono-phone-
mic or bi-phonemic is easily resolved by considering the facts of the matter, not
just theoretically, but according to practical phonemics.

Beforehand, we observe that it is appropriate to use the Latin prefix (bi-) instead
of the Greek one (di-) – even though the opposition is with mono- (Greek). ˛e
reason is to avoid uncertainties and ambiguities with related terms, such as diphon-
ic, which refers to pairs of phone(me)s with the same articulation (in place and
manner), but with di‡erent sorts of phonation: ™ (p, b) /p, b/.

˛e other similar term, but only lexically, is diaphonemic, which refers to func-
tional entities belonging to a given system, but showing di‡erences with regard to
accents. In a single language, it is frequently important to di‡erentiate social or
geographical accents. ˛is occurs, for example, in the case of British and American
English – from a diaphonemic transcription such as /'gø¨, 'suup, 'håT, 'lXst, 'l]st,
'hÈ;<i, 'kA:≤, 'b™ùÈ≤, 'nˆuu/ Â (go˚ soup˚ hut˚ last˚ lost˚ hurry˚ car˚ better˚ new), it is
then possible to derive the British phonetic transcription (('g‘;¨, 's¯up, 'håT, 'lA;sT,
'lØsT, 'hå>i, 'khA:, 'b™Tå, 'nj¯;u)), and the American one (('gø;¨, 'sUup, 'h√T, 'lπsT, 'lO;sT,
'h≥;i, 'khA:<, 'b™m≥, 'nU;u)).

In Italian, as in Spanish and many other languages, diphthongs are sequences,
which are also as such in writing, by combining the normal symbols which are
available: they are, consequently, biphonemic sequences. ˛ese sequences are
formed by simply combining the various vowel phonemes, with their normal reali-
zations (subject only to certain limitations on which combinations are possible,
due to historical and contingent reasons). ˛e most frequent Italian diphthongs
(the true diphthongs, correctly excluding sequences of /0é/, as in /jE, wO, ja, wa/,
Ô § 5.2-3) are: /ai, ia, ie, io, au/, followed by: /Ea, Ee, Ei, Eo, Oi/, and: /Eu, eu, ei, oi/.
˛e diphthongs /ae, Oa, Oe, ea, ua, ue, ao, Oo, eo, oa/ are decidedly less frequent,
while /oo, ui, iu, ii, ee, aa/ are still rarer. If we do not restrict ourselves to words,
but count phrases and sentences as well, Italian has examples of all phonic diph-
thongs possible, including /Ou, ou, uu/ (Ô § 5.1.2-3 of MaPI).

We will give only a few examples, from the most to the least common: partirai˚
fattoria /parti'rai, fatto'ria/ (&paRti'ra;i, &fatto'ri;a) (both with three syllables), sono ur-
genti /sonour'GEnti/ (&sonouR'GEn:ti) (sequence of four syllables).

˛e choice of whether to indicate diphthongs explicitly or not depends natural-
ly on functional and statistical factors, not just distributional and structural ones.

˛us, in Italian (and in similar languages, such as Spanish and Portuguese, Â),
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it is normally possible to avoid making lists of all the diphthongs (or vowel se-
quences) available. Equally, one generally does not make lists of all of the conso-
nant sequences, among other reasons, because it would not be easy to be certain
of giving really complete lists (or tables). ˛e only way to be sure of the results
would be to manage to consider all the scientific, technical, and rare words, while
including only ‘o‚cial' words, but leaving out connected utterances.

8.27. ˛e Germanic languages, instead, have systematic inventories of diph-
thongs, even though the orthographies are normally not so systematic, often pre-
senting multiple ways of writing restricted and recognizable phonemic entities (for
reasons having to do with the historical evolution of languages).

For example, within words in English, we have the following diphthongs: (Ii,
™I, aÙ, aø, ‘¨/ø¨, ¯u/Uu, øÙ) (excluding, for now, cases like hear, care, hears, cares,
hearing, caring /'h¤È≤, 'k™È≤÷ 'h¤È≤z, 'k™È≤z÷ 'h¤˘<¤˙, 'k™˘<¤˙/, in order to avoid com-
plicating excessively our development – given in diaphonemic transcription). ̨ ese
diphthongs are clearly mono-phonemic, first of all because they are paradigmatical-
ly in opposition both to other diphthongs, and to simple /é/, as in: leak ('lIik), lake
('l™Ik), like ('laÙk), Luke ('l¯uk/'lUuk), look ('l¨k), lick ('l¤k), lack ('lπk), lock ('lØk/'lAk),
luck ('låk/'l√k) (where the slashes are used to separate British and American pro-
nunciations).

Secondly, they are mono-phonemic also because their phonetic realization is not
derived from the individual symbols within each diphthong, but globally. Should
we go on to consider other English accents (such as the more than 200 given in EPs),
the phenomenon would become even clearer, as many variations are encountered
which depart considerably from the (dia)phonemic representation (Ô the exam-
ples given in § 1.5).

Moreover, in English it is not possible to find examples of single segments or
symbols, such as /a, O/, but only /A:, O:/, unless we should go back to obsolete nota-
tions, such as /a, a:, O, O:, ai, au/ for /π, A:, Ø, ø:, a™, aø/. ˛e last two of these are
still given today as /aI, aU/, even though the real and normal articulation is (aÙ,
aÖ); but this is the maximum amount of precision and refinement to be found, for
the time being, in internationally printed works.

We will briefly, as an example, look into the case of /¤È≤, ¤˘</, which presents a
complication due to the existence of two fundamental types of neutral English ac-
cents, British and American. As elsewhere, the problem is resolved diaphonemi-
cally. American English is ‘rhotic', or in other words r is pronounced in all cases,
not just when transcribed /</ (¤ in front of vowels), but also as the diaphoneme
/≤/ (¤ in word-final position, or before a consonant): hear, hears, hearing /'h¤È≤,
'h¤È≤z, 'h¤˘<I˙/ ('hI;≥, 'hI;≥Ω, 'h¤<¤˙). British English, on the other hand, has not been
rhotic for about the last three centuries, and has therefore become ‘non-rhotic':
('h¤;å, 'h¤;ÈΩ, 'h¤È>¤˙). From the transcriptions, it can be seen that British English
has diphthongs in these cases as well (and in the case of /™È≤, ™˘<÷ ¨È≤, ¨˘</, too).

8.28. It is certainly true that in English, there are also other vowel sequences,
which form triphthongs. However, in these cases we are always dealing with com-
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binations of elements which have already been seen elsewhere. For example,
British English has: higher /'ha™È≤/ ('haÙå), tower /'TaøÈ≤/ ('ThaÖå), slower /'slø¨È≤/
('sl‘¨å), and in both accents we have: Hawaii /hÈ'wa™i, -'wA:i, -'wA:ii/ (hû'waÙi,
-'wA;i, -'wA;Ii), Haweis /'hø:¤s, 'hø™s/ ('hO;¤sa, 'hø;¤sb, 'høÙs), Louis /'luu¤s, 'luuÈs, 'luui/
('lUuÈsa, 'l¯u¤sb, 'lUuia, 'l¯uib); also, in the word idea, the neutral British pronuncia-
tion is generally: /a™'d¤È/ (aÙ'D¤;å), while the American one is: /a™'diiÈ/ (aÙ'DIi√).

German has three monophonemic diphthongs: /ae, ao, OY/ (ae, ao, OY), which
have, inevitably, many di‡erent realizations in di‡erent accents. ˛ese can be seen
in é 5 of HPr, or especially German PronunciationS˚ and also in the dialect phono-
syntheses of é 17, in NPT: Alsatian, (Munich) Bavarian, Luxembourger, Mocheno
German (Italy), (South Tyrol/Alto Adige) Tyrolese (Italy), cennese, (Zurich) Swiss
German. In these other dialects, other diphthongs can be found, of a centralizing
type, which can be generically described as /iÈ, yÈ, uÈ/. Phonetically, there is much
more variety than the phonemic or graphemic notation of many descriptions
would encourage one to think.

For the sake of simplicity, we now consider the typical realizations of the three
canonical phonemes in just the broad regional accents of cenna and Zurich.
Given the examples Eis˚ Haus˚ neun /'aes, 'haos, 'nOYn/, in neutral German, we
have: ('öaes, 'haos, 'nOYn), while in the accent of cenna: ('EÙs/'πÉs, 'h∏øs/'hØÖs,
'nO,n/'n√Yn/'n∏ên) (also (@°, §°))), and in that of Zurich: ('ÅiΩ, 'hå¯Ω, 'nêin/'n∏in).
If we were, for the sake of hypothesis, to consider the three diphthongs as bi-
-phonemic, that is, formed from combinations of five independent elements, such
as /e, a, O, o, Y/, the diaphonemic aspect of the transcription would be lost, there-
by rendering this sort of transcription of no utility. 

8.29. As happens with contoids, also for vocoids some special halfway symbols may
be necessary, if we want to avoid having to decide almost on the toss of a coin which
symbol to use, as when within oƒIPA, two di‡erent transcribers might chose either (e)
or (E), (o) or (O), (a) or (A), for actual (™, ø, a). ˛ese further canIPA symbols can be
useful, when we want to highlight articulatory nuances between di‡erent accents of
one language, as well. For Spanish and Italian, for instance, it could be expedient to use
symbols which are astride two (or even four, Ô û 8.15) others: (e/™) ((e)), (™/E) ((E))÷
(o/ø) ((o)), (ø/O) ((O))÷ (Å/a) ((a)), (a/A) ((q)); even astride: (i/I) ((¤)), (I/e) ((&)), (u/U) ((U)),
(U/o) ((u)). ̨ is last series might be useful for variants of German as well, together with
(y/Y) ((y)) and (Y/°) ((§)). Besides, the following could come in handy as well (E/π) ((p)),
(π/Å) ((π)), (A/å) ((⁄)); and (O/Ø) ((Q)).
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û 8.12. Possible ‘special' symbols for intermediate canIPA vocoids.
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For the sake of completeness, û 8.12 shows the 42 halfway symbols for vocoids
which could actually be useful. As a matter of fact, it concerns cases where any de-
cision to use either symbol between more normal ones could conceal some impor-
tant realities. ˛ese symbols can resolve this dilemma over the best way to render
nuances accurately, avoiding troublesome and ugly diacritics (and, indeed, ambi-
guous ones), just as we decided to do also for certain contoids, which are typical of
particular languages or variants).

˛e first vocogram shows the unrounded ‘halfway' vocoids; the second, the
rounded ones. But it is recommended to use (some of) them in cases of real necessi-
ty and, above all, if one actually knows how to do it. Otherwise, ‘normal' canIPA
symbols –or even oƒIPA– should be su‚cient. In certain books and websites one
can even find o‚cial quadrilaterals very much alike for di‡erent languages (with
markers absurdly placed exactly on cardinal points).

CANIPA vocoids “ correspondent O‡IPA symbols

(i) ‘(i)' (=)
(I) ‘(I)' (=)
(e) ‘(e)' (=)
(™) ‘(ef) or (EF)'
(E) ‘(E)' (=)
(π) ‘(a)' (–)

(Û) ‘(i&), (i]) or (…Ω)'
(¤) ‘(I&) or (I7)'
(Ù) ‘(e&), (e7) or (ÙΩ)'
(É) ‘(EZ) or (eZ)'
(Ä) ‘(aZ ) or (E7), (E&)'
(Å) ‘(a7) or (a&)'

(…) ‘(…)' (=)
(¢) ‘(…f) or (ÈFH )'
(È) ‘(È) or (ÈF)'
(‘) ‘(‘)' (=)
(å) ‘(å)' (=)
(a) ‘(a7&) or (åf)'

(M) ‘(M7 ), (MΩ )'
(û) ‘(MZ ), (MfË ), (Mf7 ) or (‰F7)'
(X) ‘(‰Ω) or (‰7)'
(x) ‘(√Z), (√F7) or (‰Z), (‰f7)'
(√) ‘(√Ω), (√7)'
(A) ‘(AΩ), (A7 )'

(*) ‘(M)' (–)
(ï) ‘(Mf ) or (‰f)'
(Ú) ‘(‰)' (–)

(¢) ‘(‰f) or (√F)'
(∏) ‘(√)' (–)
(å) ‘(A)' (–)

(Y) ‘(y)' (–)
(è) ‘(Y)' (–)
(∏) ‘(°)' (–)
(π) ‘(°f) or (§F )'
(œ) ‘(§)' (–)
(ì) ‘(π)' (–)

(y) ‘(y7), (y.)'
(Y) ‘(Y7), (Y& )'
(°) ‘(°7), (°& )'
(#) ‘(§Z ), (§F7 ) or (°Z ), (°f7 )'
(§) ‘(§7 ), (§& )'
(π) ‘(π7 ), (π& )'

(%) ‘(%)' (=)
(T) ‘(%f ) or (+F)'
(+) ‘(+)' (=)
(ê) ‘(ê)' (=)
(@) ‘(êf)' (–)
(∏) ‘(π&7 )' (–)

(¯) ‘(u7), (uΩ )'
(¨) ‘(U7), (UΩ)'
(P) ‘(o7), (oΩ)'
(Ö) ‘(OZ), (OFË) or (oZ), (ofË)'
(∏) ‘(O7), (OΩ )'
(ù) ‘(Ø7), (ØΩ )'

(u) ‘(u)' (=)
(U) ‘(U)' (=)
(o) ‘(o)' (=)
(ø) ‘(OF) or (of )'
(O) ‘(O)' (=)
(Ø) ‘(Ø)' (=)

(¨) ‘(ig) or (yG)'
(˚) ‘(…g) or (%G )'
(W) ‘(MgË ) or (uGË )'

(Ù) ‘(Ig) or (YG)'
(:) ‘(Ig.) or (YG.)'
(w) ‘(Mgh ) or (UGË)'

(È) ‘(eg) or (°G )'
(,) ‘(e.g ), (e7g ) or (ÙËg )'
(„) ‘(‰Ëg ) or (oËG )'

(Í) ‘(ehg ) or (EHg )'
(Ï) ‘(‘g ) or (êG )'
(∑) ‘(√Zg ), (√@7g ) or (OZG), (O@7G )'…

(É) ‘(Eg) or (§G )'
(†) ‘(aZg ) or (§.G )'
(,) ‘(√Ëg ), (√7g ) or (OËG ), (O7G )'

(Ω) ‘(aHg ) or (πHG )'
(Ä) ‘(a7:g ) or (åhg ) or (π:7G )'
(a) ‘(AËg ), (A7g ) or (ØËG ), (Ø7G )'.



8.30. We now present systematically our 60 vocoids (omitting the ‘special' ones)
and their correspondents among the 28 o‚cial ones; this task will obviously re-
quire adding a fair amount of diacritics to the o‚cial ones, if they are not to re-
main generic and vague. We give the eight potential vocoids as well, so that the
di‡erences can be better understood – in fact, as we have already mentioned, in
our system the more normal and natural values are given to the traditional sym-
bols. We include 18 with intermediate lip position, as well. We show by (=) perfect
coincidence in the use of symbols, by (=) an approximate coincidence, and by (–)
a conflict between the two systems.

8.31. Going back to canIPA vocoids, let us notice that with (µ, ¤) we indicate
backing or fronting of the dorsum (whereas oƒIPA uses (m, —) for this purpose, but
(µ, ¤) for the so-called ‘retracted/advanced tongue root'. Instead, in our system (!)
indicates spread or neutral lip-position, as in the general symbol (Ÿ). (Let us also
observe that paraphonically §Ÿ@ indicates an added smile while speaking; whereas
§≠@ shows pouting, Ô û 8.14.)

We have seen (Ô û 8.9-10) that, when using actual –not generic– symbols, it
can be useful to be able to indicate an intermediate lip-position between neutral
(and spread as well) vocoids and rounded ones, as in (Ù, ,, °) or (∏, ©, O), Ô û 8.13.
However, it could be important to be able to also distinguish further degrees such
as (Ù, ,, ï, °, Ú) or (∏, ©, Ö, O, Ø). In fact, sometimes it is useful to show slightly de-
labialized phones, such as the third elements in the series just given, (ï, Ö), or else
slightly labialized phones, such as the second ones, (,, ©). ‹en these notations
are useful and used, we have to explicitly indicate that it is not the plain interme-
diate position between unrounded and rounded vocoids, ¤ half-rounded ones (û
8.13), as can be seen from û 8.14. In addition, if necessary, the last elements of the
series given above are used to indicate that (already) rounded vocoids are over-
-rounded, (Ú, Ø) (û 8.14).

Also for central approximants, above all, it could be useful to distinguish de-
grees of labialization, as for instance in: (V, ≥, ‹, w, „).

û 8.13.  Scale of three labial positions.

û 8.14.  Scale of six labial positions (the first is paraphonic as the last one can be).
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Appendix

Intermediate vocoids 

8.32. Considering û 8.12, let us expand a bit the number of possibilities for
‘special' –or halfway– symbols for intermediate canIPA phones. For easier com-
parisons, we show normal canIPA vocoids, followed by those of û 8.12 (mostly for
vertical insertions), adding a further possible set of special intermediate vocoids
(for crosswise insertions, between two or four other symbols). Of course, these are
not really necessary. But, indeed, they could be useful to distinguish between ac-
cents of a same language, when other ‘special' symbols are already used to show
timbre nuances, which might be important not to ignore.

û 8.15. Further possible ‘special' symbols for crosswise intermediate canIPA vocoids.

ˇ
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Uvulo-pharing(e)alized vocoids

8.33. To accurately describe certain pronunciations of German, for instance,
we need to identify at least six such vocoids, that we show side by side with their
plain correspondent vocoids.

û 8.16. Some uvulo-pharyng(e)alized canIPA vocoids.

Lateralized (or latero-contracted) vocoids

8.34. Equally, to accurately describe the neutral pronunciation of Mandarin
Chinese, we need to identify at least eleven such vocoids, that we show side by side
with their plain correspondent vocoids.

û 8.17. Some lateralized (or latero-contracted) canIPA vocoids.
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Labiodentalized vocoids

8.35. To describe the mediatic accent of the Netherlands, we need at least a la-
biodentalized vocoid taxophone, (á), that we compare with its plain rounded
counterpart, as a general vocoid, (Û) (though Netherlandic has (u) for /u/). It can
occur for /éué/, mostly /éuÈ/, which often becomes (éVé, éVÈ), and thus (éáé,
éáÈ), as in duwen. (By the way, let us notice that /V/, in International Netherland-
ic, is rather /B/, and that it is no good idea at all to show it as /w/.)

In the same mediatic accent, before V (not necessarily between V]˚ /V/ can typic-
ally be realized as a voiced labiodental semistop-semi(con)strictive by detension
(with possible bilabialization, too, that we add in û 8.18, although it would be
more logical, perhaps, to show and treat it in é 10): (…, …è), as in wie.

û 8.18. A labiodentalized canIPA vocoid (and two contoidal taxophones).

Semi-velarized vocoids

8.38. Up to now, one single semi-velarized vocoid has been found (˙ 8.19): an
‘(i)' sound with a strong dark coloring: (–), which will not be confused with central
(…), either as a sound (or as a symbol, if an analogy between (l) and (7) is clearly
drawn).

<is new modified vocoid, in fact, sounds as a combination of (i) and (…), and
occurs in the broad accent of Berlin, for /i:/, as in sieben ('z–;–bµ), instead of ('zi:bµ).

˙ 8.19. Orogram “ palatogram of the semi-velarized vocoid (–) (the dotted lines indicate
normal (i)).

ˇ
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Palatograms of CANIPA vocoids

8.37. Let us observe very carefully the palatograms of our vocoids, also by com-
paring them with those of contoids (shown in ˙ 10.9.12-13, as well).
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û 8.21.  Palatograms of canIPA vocoids. 
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û 8.20.  Vocograms with canIPA vocoids. 
 



Di‡erences in vocoids for male, female, and child voices

8.38. <e human ear can normally distinguish between male and female (and,
indeed, infant) classes of voices, in an easy and automatic way, by spontaneously
compensating and calibrating all the actual di‡erences that we all can perceive.

However, acoustically this cannot be done in such a natural and immediate way,
as ˙ 8.22 clearly shows, although these diagrams result from an average of sever-
al voices. Instead, each single voice would inevitably show many surprising and
puzzling peculiarities.

û 8.22. <e acoustic way of ‘showing' phonic things.

Bad ways of dealing with vowels “ vocoids

8.39. It is clear, by now, that Phonetics is not for anyone, to say nothing about
Tonetics. <is is true both for learners and would-be teachers, owing to lack of in-
terest or skill. In this case, they generally just neglect what they cannot appreciate
and use. But, in the case of would-be authors, who actually happen to write a book
on the subject, without having the gift for doing it, things become very serious
and dangerous, too. Unfortunately, there are very many cases of this calamity.

As for the treatment of vowels, there are five frequent ways to cause damage. <e
first one consists in not using any diagram at all, but showing only symbols, possibly
very general ones, in a list, just with a written example for each phoneme. <us aban-
doning the readers to themselves, with no useful explanation. <is commonly hap-
pens in current language dictionaries.

<e second way consists in still using very general symbols, but putting them in an
unsatisfactory kind of table of little help, with few or no explanations, as for instance
in <e Oxford Dictionary of Pronunciation for Current English.

<e third way of dealing badly with vowels consists in using some kind of more or
less o‚cial diagram, such as the IPA quadrilateral, but still considering the symbols
used as a kind of spelling. <us putting them exactly on the cardinal points, and wast-
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ing any opportunity of being really useful, as did C.M. Wise in his books (and so
many after him, as well).

<e fourth bad way consists still in using generic symbols and putting them in
quadrilaterals, but with poor skill and with little correspondence to actual sounds,
especially for ‘/i:, u:/', as it happens in <e Longman Pronunciation Dictionary and the
Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary, too. In addition, as they refer to the same
kind of pronunciation, they should, at least, be more uniform and coherent in their
way of putting the symbols on the diagrams.

<e fifth way consists in showing quadrilaterals, drawn simply from written re-
ported descriptions by other authors, without actually having listened to these sounds.
<is is what used to do, for instance, Jack Windsor Lewis, for scores of languages,
with no clear distinction between phonemes, phones, and taxophones. Not rarely,
even some phonemes were lacking in his diagrams, and taxophones were very inco-
herently shown, producing unreal and risible figures.
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9. Consonants “ contoids (1)

9.1. In this chapter we will thoroughly deal with consonantal articulations,
which we call contoids when we consider them from an exclusively phonetic
point of view, or consonant phones. Instead, when we speak of their distinctive
function, in some languages, we will call them consonants, or consonant pho-
nemes. ‹en we refer to their orthographic aspect, we will call them consonants a-
gain, or consonant graphemes.

As we already know, even the characteristic qualities of contoids –as those of vo-
coids– depend on the shape given to the articulatory tract during their pro-
duction. However, the areas involved are decidedly much wider than that of vo-
coids (which is very restricted, as we have seen in § 8.1-6). As a matter of fact, from
the lips to the larynx, each place can be decisive to articulate a contoid. And there
are also complex articulations, with both di‡erent simultaneous or sequential plac-
es, as we will not fail to see below.

However, even for contoids there are three fundamental components for their
production, which are made possible by the expiratory air that gives them çvoiceÇ.
˛is is produced by the presence of vibrations of the vocal folds, as far as (the most)
normal contoids are concerned. In fact, we will then see that for certain contoids
(used in some languages) some articulatory — phonatory modifications are possi-
ble, including the activation of non-pulmonic mechanisms.

For the moment, though, we will deal with the three fundamental components
(by taking them up again from é 6): the manner of articulation, from nasal
to lateral (according to our own preferred order, based directly on articulatory con-
siderations), with further internal subdivisions, which are necessary to specify
some manners or their combinations more clearly.

˛en, the place of articulation, from bilabial to laryngeal, with an even
greater number of further internal subdivisions, which are also necessary, to be
able to explain di‡erences (which can be slight but not at all unimportant). ˛ey
are determined by minor changes or by combinations of one or more places to-
gether.

≈nally, for contoids their phonation type is paramount, as it generally makes
it possible to double the number of contoids, with the possibility of opposing
–even functionally in various languages– voiced and voiceless contoids, as in lag-
ging, lacking or view, few /'lπgI˙, 'lπkI˙÷ 'vjUu, 'fjUu/.

9.2. Also for contoids there was an older, prescientific, method of describing
the çconsonantsÇ of a foreign language by making vague reference to the sounds
çhypothesizedÇ for one's own language, with occasional cross-reference to some
other çbetter-knownÇ widely-spoken European languages, without ever using artic-
ulatory figures, like orograms –mostly– which must be analyzed in the smallest de-



tail (of course when they are clearly reliable) for useful and necessary comparisons.
˛is is needed exactly in order to be able to see the di‡erences, even before be-

ing able to perceive them auditorily and kinesthetically (¤ through an appropri-
ate awareness of the movements of the various articulators, during the production
of di‡erent contoids).

˛erefore, it is necessary to analyze even the contoids of a given language with
a scientific method, which must be unrelated to any language, although firmly
based on a precise inventory of a considerable number of natural languages. ˛us,
the (aforementioned) phonetic method is the answer. As for vocoids, the first
stage consists in becoming aware of the contoids of one's own mother tongue
(which does not necessarily coincide with the national or o‚cial language). Start-
ing from these contoids, afterwards it will be possible to pronounce any other con-
toid belonging to any language.

9.3. By nature, contoids contrast with the other category of segmental sounds
– vocoids (as already said). In fact, contoids are mainly distinguished by having the
following essential characteristics for articulatory organs: movement, approach

(between parts, which is quite evident, even up to full contact) and extension to
all possible articulatory areas, even very peripheral ones, which go from the lips
and teeth to the pharynx and larynx, with any possible intermediate and com-
bined positions.

All this is contrasted –for vocoids– with their relative staticity and considerable
distance between the articulators, and the limited physical area within the oral
space, which is necessary for their articulation (substantially constituted by the
area ranging from the zone of the prevelum to the boundaries of the palate and the
velum, as can be seen in û 8.1).

Contoids can have their timbres modified by the intervention of the lips; but
generally with no actual influence on the possibility of really changing a phone in-
to a phoneme, within one language. ˛ese are mostly just phonetic nuances (not
phonemic di‡erences), which must absolutely not be neglected, however, neither
in descriptions nor in learning/teaching. In fact, even for French or Mandarin Chi-
nese /j, ¥/, at least another di‡erence is always present. As a matter of fact, neutral
French has /j/ (,), a palatal semi-constrictive, V /¥/ (¥), a postpalatal rounded ap-
proximant, while French variants and Mandarin have /j/ (j), a palatal approximant
(V /¥/ (¥), a postpalatal rounded approximant). See, however, § 17.56 for Croatian
(C, ‚÷ &, 1).

˛erefore, since repetita iuvant, contoids are phones characterized by move-
ment, where expiratory air does not go out of the mouth very freely and often
produces very important noises (which are typical mainly for certain articulation
manners, as the constrictive {or çfricativeÇ} one).

9.4. In order to obtain the possible range of contoids (used –or usable– by the
world's di‡erent languages), we made x-ray photos and films, and palatograms ob-
tained using both a mechanic and electronic artificial palate. ˛is is a kind of
toothless denture (expressly prepared for every particular phonetician's palate)
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which is put into one's mouth in order to observe the points of contact between
the tongue and the hard parts of the palatal vault. ˛e mechanic type is more pio-
neering and requires full commitment and considerable skill. In fact, overlooking
more specific particulars, after a given phone has been articulated, the artificial
palate must be drawn out in order to immediately observe the contact points be-
tween parts of the tongue with parts of the palate.

Obviously, the phones must be articulated in the most natural possible way. ˛e
operation has to be repeated several times, by simultaneously tape-recording every
item, in order to be able to verify their actual naturalness, even later on.

˛e electronic artificial palate is much more modern (and expensive too). It has
a great number of microsensors, arranged on the whole surface and connected to
very thin wires (coming out from the mouth angles) that are plugged into a com-
puter. In this way it is possible to see on the display all the points of contact or ap-
proach during actual articulations, not only those of a single phone but of whole
utterances as well. Every movement is shown on the display in real time. ˛ere-
fore, it is possible to use the display too, in addition to kinesthesia and self-listen-
ing, in order to have continuous feedback on the articulations produced, to mod-
ify them and immediately verify the e‡ects. Of course, it is possible to store and
print everything (both for contoids and vocoids).

9.5. For phonetic notations, above all when handwritten, during the analysis
of a language while listening to some recordings, it is certainly convenient to use
the diacritics of displacement. ˛erefore, contoids are double-underlined, (=), to
show a (more or less) basic, or canonical element (instead of the dot used for vo-
coids, since in our notation system a dot beneath a voiceless contoid symbol indi-
cates voiceless lenition, as in (ù, s)). Also displacements are then indicated, as: (≈,
B, Ê, b, ∑, n, N), following the same criteria used for vocoids, in reference to the
most typical places and manners, and some tiny (ï, /, ÷, í) can be used as well.
˛erefore, even for contoids, according to particular (descriptive or teaching) pur-
poses, icons like ê (and Ì, Ç, 7, ) and 6, ¶, è, •), can also be useful in order
to be able to show up to nine general positions, starting from the characteristics
of each articulation manner.

A canonical value will be indicated by ê, to be rigorous and coherent, even for
the stop manner. As a matter of fact, the tiny cross must not be interpreted as a
point of contact, rather as the essence of each contoid. ˛us, for instance, Ì will
not necessarily be a stop, but simply a more energetic articulation, which means
that when it is applied to a stop, it will indicate a firmer and tenser occlusion;
when applied to a constrictive, or an approximant, it will have a closer approach
than normal, which is fairly di‡erent for constrictives (with noise) or approxi-
mants (almost without noise). ˛e opposite nuance is indicated by Ç; whereas, 7
and ) will indicate more advanced or retracted articulations, respectively, always
in relation to those that are considered to be canonical. ≈nally, 6, ¶, è, • will
indicate combinations. Of course, all these icons can be referred to any articula-
tion manner, again starting from the typical and canonical value each one has. On
the other hand, we need not resort to these indications, unless their actual utility
is thought to be really important…



9.6. û 9.1 shows the most peculiar labiograms for various contoids, typical of some
well-known languages. Realizations with extra rounding are also added, in order to
highlight di‡erences (which are visible in the three orograms given at the bottom).

Besides, û 9.2.1 presents further perspectives, with linguograms which help to
distinguish grooved from slit contoids, and those with di‡erent types of lateral
contraction: bilateral, unilateral, and constrictive unilateral.

û 9.2.1. Contoid linguograms.

û 9.2.2. Contoid palatograms.
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û 9.1.  Contoid labiograms (and five orograms for the lips again). 
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û 9.2.2 also provides some revealing palatograms, which contribute to further
clarifying the di‡erences between some manners of articulation.

In addition, û 9.2.3 shows the fundamental di‡erence between trills (here, the
voiced alveolar is given, which has two rapid tappings, (r)), taps (again the voiced alve-
olar is given, (R), with just one tapping), and flaps (still voiced alveolar, ([), with one
tapping, but of a di‡erent kind, since the tip of the tongue is first brought behind the
alveolar ridge, and then, while it moves forwards, it rapidly strikes the ridge and ends
in a front position, from where it will soon pass to the next phone in the word). 

û 9.2.3. Di‡erence between (alveolar) trill (r), tap, (R), and flap, ([).

Although they are already presented here, by means of definitions and phonet-
ic symbols, in é 10 all the contoid orograms considered in this book will be seen
in a systematic way. Of course, we will proceed according to manners of articula-
tion, by going horizontally across the table in û 10.1 (which contains the 321 com-
monest or most useful articulations, among the 464 found, which are given how-
ever in the lists and orogram tables in é 10, with their 774 phones).

≈rst of all, let us carefully observe the figures (although not all of them togeth-
er!); then, we will give some examples.

9.7. Going back to the basic contoids, which were given for each manner of ar-
ticulation in § 6.3.0-7, let us now consider neighboring articulations, which pres-
ent slight di‡erences or some combinations of places of articulation. ˛e figures
that accompany our exposition must be analyzed very very carefully, in order to
perceive the di‡erences. It is important here to really know actual articulations,
and to reflect, not only on the symbols, but also on the figures. In this way, one
can kinesthetically comprehend all the components indeed, and then reproduce
every single phone, although by trials (of course), until one can produce it natural-
ly. It would certainly be useful to be able to make constant reference to languages
and dialects, which use those sounds. However, even without them –and even
without specific examples– it is fundamental to start finding their correspon-
dences, by helping oneself with any available means. In order to see concretely
how languages may be analytically described, readers are referred to the 12 lan-
guages dealt with in HPr, beginning from those one knows çbetterÇ, to çdiscoverÇ
what one may have always been able to do, but has never thought about, using the
advantageous guidelines and terms of the phonetic method.

r
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Nasals (Ô § 10.2)

9.8. Similar –but obviously not identical– to (bilabial] (m), we find (with sec-
ondary coarticulations, in the sense of incomplete articulations, of an approximant
type, which are less evident, although perfectly perceptible): ([), bilabial round-
ed, with rounding added to the complete contact between the lips; (m), palatal-
ized bilabial, with the back of the tongue raised towards the palate; (M), uvular-
ized bilabial, with the back raised towards the uvula.

©th regard to the apical articulation, we have the alveolar nasal contoid, (n),
and its rounded version, (“); in addition: velarized or uvularized alveolar, both rep-
resented with (n) (which can also be rounded, shown by (6)), and even the semi-
-velarized or semi-uvularized alveolar, (±), produced with a minor raising of the
back towards the velum or uvula, in comparison with (n).

Before meeting these articulations, by proceeding from the outside towards the
inside, that is from the lips towards the uvula, we find: dental, (n), ((˙)), with the
same possible coarticulations, and, before that, labiodental, (M), also with labializa-
tion, (}), palatalization, (“), or uvularization, (") (and possible further combina-
tions, as the alveolarized labiodental, (¸), which combines the normal labiodental
phone with the alveolar one, simultaneously). Further possible articulations are: la-
bial-apical, ((Õ)), with the tip in contact with the upper lip, and denti-alveolar, ((n)).

˛e labiodental articulation, (M), cannot stop the air completely, since there is
some free passage between the teeth and at the corners of the mouth, as well.
However, it is possible to produce a more energetic articulation, although more
wearing, which can be represented with («). (It could seem to be more correct to
exchange these two symbols, since the curly tail is typical of semi-nasals, § 9.9, but
not exclusively. In addition, the most common and frequent realization in so many
languages is (M).)

Besides, there are other nasals, with two simultaneous articulations: dental–bi-
labial (N), or alveolar–bilabial, (¯), ¤ a dental/alveolar and a bilabial one. In ad-
dition: postalveolar–bilabial, (|); velar–bilabial (\) (it is advisable to write these
terms by using an n-dash, and pronouncing them with two stresses, for instance:
/'vIilÈ≤ baE'lEIbjÈı/).

Furthermore, we find a series with bilabialization, that is with a bilabialized co-
articulation, but with no complete closure, ¤ with a simple vertical approach (ver-
tical rounding). We then have the following articulations: bilabialized dental/alve-
olar, (º), with the possible addition of palatalization (palato-bilabialized den-
tal/alveolar), (ª).

Slightly behind the alveolar place, we find the postalveolar nasal, (N) (apico-
-postalveolar), also with labialization, (æ) (postalveopalatal rounded]; and (sub)api-
co-palatal, (%) (even with labialization: apico-palatal rounded, (Æ)).

9.9. Subsequently, we find laminal articulations, which concern the part of the
tongue just behind the tip (Ô û 4.2 {: å, 11}), with secondary coarticulations at
the palate or velum: postalveo-palatal, (~), ((n)), and postalveo-velar, (2), ((˝)).

In addition to the palatal articulation, (N) (and palatal rounded, (”)), we have
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the prepalatal nasal, (~), and the uvularized palatal, (˙) (with uvular coarticula-
tion). Also a postpalatal is possible, ((∞)), which is intermediate between palatal and
prevelar. ˛e fourth fundamental nasal contoid, is velar, (˙), with its prevelar vari-
ant, ((”)) (usually simply transcribed as (˙)); then, uvular, (,), and pharyngealized
uvular, (~); they can also have additional rounding, (˙, N, ó).

In addition, there are nasals with labiodental coarticulations: labiodentalized bi-
labial ((‹)), labiodentalized alveolar ((¸)), labiodentalized velar ((Ñ)).

We also find nasal contoids which do not stop the passage of expiratory air at
all (even less than  (M), since they have no contact with the roof of the mouth).
˛ey are semi-nasals (or semi-… nasals): the most frequent is provelar, which we
define semi-provelar, («). It is very important in Japanese, for instance, where it is
a phoneme too (Ô § 12.2.1.1-2 of HPr); and it is typical of many northern region-
al accents of Italian, for /n0/.

We then have the semi-palatal, (n), which can be the typical realization of /N/ in
some languages, especially African ones, as Tupuri, or in regional accents or di-
alects (as in some Brazilian pronunciations). Actually, these two semi-nasals, with
incomplete contact with the roof of the mouth, are diaphones, since in addition
to the two points indicated (¤ provelar and palatal), they oscillate quite a lot. In
fact, the palatal one has a range of possible realizations going from the prepalate
(along the palate), to the postpalate – with nasalized approximant versions (Û, J, q,
¨), as well.

Equally, the prevelar oscillates from the prevelum (along the provelum), to the
velum – with nasalized approximant versions (Ç, µ, Ö, ê). We add two further
semi-nasals, which are possible in various languages, especially in fast speech, par-
ticularly between V (and in weak syllables, even by dissimilation): come on!
(khûM'Ø;n, -'A;n), how many times ('haÖmÈ∫i 'Tha;ÙmΩ). Also these two are dia-
phones, since their realizations can oscillate between (nasalized) versions of bila-
bial approximants or constrictives, (Ê, ̆ ) (or labiodental sometimes, (√, „)) on the
one hand, and between (nasalized) versions of alveolar approximants, (ˆ), or taps,
(Í), or even dental/alveolar semi-constrictives, (æ), on the other hand. ˛e four of
them –plus the postalveolar one, (π) ((¯, Í))– are necessary for accurate transcrip-
tions of Hindi, for /n/ followed by continuous C (Ô § 10.2.1.1-2 of HPr).

Lastly, we provide a choice for voiceless nasal contoids, which can be useful
(since they di‡er from simple devoicing, indicated by the diacritic (=), as in (≈, n,
˚, ~)): (), 7, £, ∞, }, 8, , —, ]); they are fully voiceless, although they are still
nasal approximants.

A fair number of voiced nasals are also used as intense contoids (as in English,
but most of all in German, Ô § 5.2.1-7 of HPr): (õ, ó, ô, ?)…

Stops (Ô § 10.3)

9.10. Let us now consider the stop manner of articulation. In the labial area,
we find, of course, the bilabial diphonic pair, (p, b), with its çvariationsÇ: bilabi-
al rounded, ((, {); palatalized bilabial, (p, b); uvularized bilabial, (P, b).



Before meeting the specific apical or laminal articulations, we find the following
pairs with two simultaneous contacts: dental–bilabial, (t, d); alveolar–bilabial,
(∏, Ê) (please note the di‡erence in comparison with the symbol (F)); bilabi-
al–postalveolar, (¿, …); and labio-apical, (p, b), with a single contact.

Following are the two very important pairs: dental, (t, d) and alveolar, (T, D),
which must definitely be kept separated and indicated with di‡erent symbols, at
a phonetic level, although from a phonemic point of view they are both rendered
with /t, d/, unless the two articulations are actually opposed phonemically. Equally
firm is the decision to assign the unmarked symbols, (t, d), to the dental pair,
which is the most frequent and widespread in the languages of the world, although
in English (which is the most transcribed language of the world, certainly also be-
cause of the poor correspondence between its traditional spelling and actual pro-
nunciation) they are alveolar, (T, D) (unfortunately still rendered as ç(t, d)Ç).

˛e possible variations of (t, d) are: labiodentalized dental, (˛, Ã); predorsal den-
tal (or predental) (˛, Ã); denti-alveolar, (4, 7); dental rounded, (T, D); uvularized den-
tal, (t, d); and the variations of (T, D) are: alveolar rounded, (†, ˛); velarized alveo-
lar, (Ú, ¢).

Next comes the (apico)postalveolar place of articulation, with (˛, Ã), and its vari-
ants: (apico)postalveolar rounded, (t, ∂); velarized apico-postalveolar, (¥, ƒ) and ve-
larized apico-postalveolar rounded, (Î, ‡); apico-palatal, (†, fl) and apico-palatal
rounded, (Ï, í).

9.11. Moving to dorsal articulations, we also find –near the palatal place, (©, á)
(which is one of the most frequent representative)– the following versions: palatal
rounded, (√, ◊) and uvularized palatal, (u, U) (besides the postpalatal one, (©, á), ((£,
8)), which is slightly more retracted, but not yet prevelar); before these, we have
the prepalatal, (+, _), and prepalatal rounded, ((ÿ, á)), pairs.

At the velum, of course, there is the very important velar pair, (k, g), with its
variants: prevelar, ((´, Ò)) (generally transcribed (k, g)) and velar rounded, (k, g)
(which is di‡erent from velar–bilabial, (p, B)); further back, there are the pairs:
uvular, (›, G) and pharyngealized uvular, (Ä, g), and their rounded versions: uvu-
lar rounded, (Á, G) and pharyngealized uvular rounded, (ô, õ).

In addition, we find the pharyngeal pair, (¿, Ñ); lastly, we have, but not as a di-
phonic pair (because of objective impossibilities, since the vocal folds cannot vi-
brate, nor can they let air pass freely, being firmly tightened up), the laryngeal stop,
(ö), with its rounded version, (?), and also: palatalized laryngeal, (_), and uvular-
ized laryngeal, (ö).

As can be seen in § 10.3.4, some stop-strictive articulations with incomplete con-
tact are also possible.

Constrictives (Ô § 10.5 – çfricativesÇ)

9.12. We must always keep in mind an important di‡erence which is typical of
certain constrictives: between grooved and slit (the latter being the çnormalÇ one).
In fact, the lamina (or the tip) of the tongue is apt to form a furrow along its sur-
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face. ̨ e parts near the furrow are put in close contact with the hard palate: teeth,
alveolar and postalveolar regions, and palate. ˛is last is then an apical articula-
tion (not dorsal), and the furrow is in this case not along the tip but along the lam-
ina. However, it adds its characteristic peculiarity, all the same.

˛erefore, the furrow becomes a real tunnel, within which the expiratory air is
forced, constricted, so that a characteristic hiss or whistle is produced. Once we
know that the corona can produce this furrow (and with the help of orograms and
palatograms), it is simpler to experiment and identify –by constant auditory feed-
back– the various articulations, which can actually present it.

We have to clarify one further point. It is extremely important not to unduly
extend the concept of sulcalization. In fact, although (f, v) are necessarily num-
bered among slit contoids, it would be utterly wrong to describe them as articu-
lated with çungroovedÇ lamina, since for labiodentals (as (f, v) certainly are) the
lamina is not involved at all.

˛erefore, only for apical or laminal contoids (concisely called coronals), is it
possible to have (phonemic) opposition, as in English: thing ('†¤˙:)˚ normal (or
non-grooved) and sing ('s¤˙:)˚ which is grooved. So, when (†) is described as a den-
tal constrictive (with a raised tip of the tongue, or denti-alveolar) and slit is added,
this is done to be sure to avoid confusing it with (s), ((s)), which is a dental constric-
tive (with a raised tip of the tongue) but grooved.

˛e places of articulation, for which the furrow can actually be the only di‡er-
ence in order to phonemically distinguish other slit (or more çnormalÇ) constric-
tives, are: dental (either with a lowered or raised tip), uvularized dental, alveolar,
apico-postalveolar̆

9.13. If grooved contoids are considered marked, it is understood that the oth-
ers are unmarked, and (ungrooved) unmarkedness need not be mentioned (indeed
it is definitely better not to, unless it is to avoid ambiguity). Simply, marked con-
toids have an extra articulation feature, for coronal contoids.

Starting from the most outer ones, we find the following pairs: bilabial, (å, 6)
and bilabial rounded, (4, •); labial-apical, (π, ∏); labiodental, (f, v), and labio-
dental rounded, (5, ç); palatalized labiodental, (f, v); uvularized labiodental, (f, v),
and uvularized labiodental rounded, (f, ˚); predorsal-dental, (fl, ∂); dental, (†, ∑)
(in the case of a more forward articulation, with the tip of the tongue slightly pro-
truding, we could have an interdental –or pro-dental– pair, ((w, W)), although nor-
mally it is simply (†, ∑)).

However, the term çinterdentalÇ runs the risk of being misleading for those who
might actually try to produce a sound by keeping the tip between the upper and
lower teeth. Normally, even if the tongue is protruding, only approaching the up-
per teeth is important, while the lower teeth might even be completely missing. In
addition: dental rounded, (Ñ, ‹); uvularized dental, (T, D); alveolar, (Q, z); alveolar
rounded, (î, ï); (apico)postalveolar, (P, p); (apico)postalveolar rounded, (O, ø).

Moving on to grooved constrictives, we find the pairs: dental (with a lowered
tip) (s, z), denti-alveolar (with a raised tip) ((s, z)), but normally written (s, z); with
the variants: labiodentalized dental, (À, ã); dental rounded, (s, z); uvularized den-
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tal, (†, Ã); alveolar, (ß, fi), alveolar rounded, (À, ë), and alveolar protruded, (), F)
(note the di‡erence, although slight: in the last cases the rounding diacritic is fused
with the symbols, thus becoming protrusion; however, the case is di‡erent for (‚,
Ÿ), which are probably to be preferred to (x, )), although for simple labialization,
since they can be more frequently used in languages such as Spanish); velarized
alveolar, (*, ï).

˛erefore, for some of the places of articulation we have just seen, pairs are dis-
tinguished by the presence or absence of the lingual groove: flat, (fl, ∂÷ †, ∑÷ T, D÷
Q, z); grooved, (s, z÷ s, z÷ †, Ã÷ ß, fi). We have to add a constrictive pair which is both
(slit) alveolar and a tap as well, (4, (); it is thus distinct from both (slit) (Q, z) and
(grooved) (ß, fi). We also find a pair of grooved dental semi-constrictives with a low-
ered tip of the tongue, (∂, d) (which is not the only one {Ô § 9.14, half-way through
it}).

Continuing with grooved contoids, we find the following pairs: (apico)postal-
veolar, (ß, Ω), and (apico)postalveolar rounded, (è, ¶); velarized (apico)postalveolar,
(∑, „), and velarized (apico)postalveolar rounded, (., ÷); apico-palatal, (a, å), and api-
co-palatal rounded, (A, Å); velarized apico-palatal, (ß, Ω), and velarized apico-palat-
al rounded, (fi, Ë).

To complete the survey of grooved constrictives, we have the pairs: postalveo-
-palatal, (ë, ò), and postalveo-palatal protruded, (S, Z) (also with a postalveo-palatal
hyperrounded version, («, »)); postalveo-prevelar˚ (., ÷), and postalveo-prevelar pro-
truded˚ (/, \) (also hyperrounded (!, ˘)); postalveo-velar, (“, ‰), and postalveo-velar
protruded, (S, q) (also hyperrounded (£, })); prepalatal, (À, =), and bilabialized pre-
palatal, (¿, B) (or prepalatal rounded (∫, Ê)). Lastly, we also have a pair of grooved
postalveo-palatal semi-constrictives, (À, ö) (also with the protruded version, (», «) as
well, although with a greater degree of labial and oral opening), but this is not the
only one (Ô § 9.14).

9.14. Moving back to slit constrictives, we have the pairs: palatal, (Â, J), and
palatal rounded, (c, j); uvularized palatal, (¨, Û). Often, the actual pronunciation
of (J) is halfway between constrictive and approximant, therefore semi-constrictive,
which is better represented with a more specific symbol, (,) (not given in (( )), be-
cause it is usefully and frequently used). Also the postpalatal constrictives ((…, ·))
may be of use.

Besides, we have two further groups of pairs: velar, (x, Ÿ), and velar rounded, (x,
)) (çphilographicallyÇ, the symbols (‚, Ÿ) might be preferable; they are extendible
to other cases as well, but not so easily to all, especially for di‡erent places of
articulation, particularly grooved ones), with a prevelar variant, ((¢, Ú)) (normally
rendered with (x, Ÿ)). ˛en, uvular, (X, º), and uvular rounded, (X, R)÷ pharyn-
gealized uvular, (á, W), and pharyngealized uvular rounded, (Â, W); in addition:
prepharyngeal, (…, ∆); pharyngeal, (h, h), and pharyngeal rounded, (–, â). Lastly: la-
ryngeal, (·, â), and laryngeal rounded, (Î, ÿ) (there are also laryngeal semi-constric-
tives, ((Ö, Õ))).

˛ere is also a new important category of contoids, semi-constrictives, which is
formed by phones which are intermediate between constrictives and approxi-
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mants. It contains ten diphonic pairs, five of which are slit, and five grooved. In
this last case, of course (as these articulations are intermediate), the furrow is less
evident than in constrictives; however, its presence is equally perceptible.

˛us we have the following pairs – slit: labiodental, (ƒ, √)÷ dental, (fl, ∂)÷ palatal,
(∆, ,)÷ velar, (·, y)÷ velar rounded, (â, m)÷ and grooved: dental, (∂, d)÷ postalveolar,
(Á, Î)÷ postalveo-palatal, (À, ö)÷ postalveo-palatal protruded, (», «)÷ prepalatal, (Q, Y)
(in addition to two voiced phones: postpalatal rounded, ((˚)), and prevelar, ((g))) Ô
§ 10.5.4-5.

Sometimes, for semi-constrictives, we find actual oscillation between the con-
strictive and approximant types. Also for this reason, it may be important to have
this intermediate category available – possibly, even for other places of articula-
tion, in comparison with the ten more çcanonicalÇ ones given here. ˛eir impor-
tance increases also because of the stop-semi-constrictives, which derive from them,
as we will see in § 9.18.

In addition to the pair of constrictive trills (seen above, (», «)), some further
ones, which are articulated in further back positions and are di‡erent from those
we have just considered: uvular, (º, ̃ ), and uvular rounded, (ã, r); pharyngealized
uvular, (‹, â); pharyngeal, (", 2) (they are all çstrongerÇ than: (X, º÷ X, R÷ á, W÷ h,
h), which means that they are produced with greater force, because of an increased
amount of expiratory air used).

˛ere are also some constrictive laterals; the most widespread pair is the first we
give: alveolar, (!, ¡) (possibly also dental, ((;, .))); postalveolar, (≠, ±); prepalatal, (≤,
≥) (possibly also postalveo-palatal, ((…, ÷))); palatal, (î, ÿ); velar, (l, ¬); uvular, (œ, Œ).

In a general table, the trills and laterals which are constrictive as well will ap-
pear more appropriately within their own manners of articulation (rather than
with constrictives proper), with the additional feature of constrictive markedness.

Stop-strictives (Ô § 10.4 – ça‡ricatesÇ)

9.15. Methodologically, it is correct to present stopstrictive contoids after stops
and constrictives as well, since they are derived from the (temporal) fusion of these
two (homorganic) manners. In fact, their first part is a stop, whereas their second
part is a constrictive contoid. Nevertheless, their total duration corresponds to that
of a simple segment: (c) lasts as long as (t) or (S). However, in the table of a given
language, or in a general table, the correct collocation of stopstrictives is, of course,
between stops and constrictives.

In our simplified table of consonant sounds (û 6.2), we have placed one pair of
stopstrictives: postalveo-palatal protruded, (c, G), which has greater variations, as
the version without labialization, postalveo-palatal, (C, ‚); besides, postalveo-velar
protruded, (C, c), and postalveo-velar, (©, ≈). For the first two pairs given here,
we find a variant with a raised tip of the tongue as well, which can be represented
as ((c, g÷ C, G)), whenever it is thought to be useful. ̨ ere can also be the need to
transcribe a hyperlabialized version of (c, G), ¤ postalveo-palatal hyperrounded,
(&, 1) (if necessary, ((v, ∆)), too).



Geminated stopstrictives are rendered by doubling their whole symbols: (cc,
GG÷ CC, ‚‚÷ CC, cc÷ ©©, ≈≈)… However, if for any reason, we thought it con-
venient to show that the first part of a geminate has no audible o‡set, so that in
reality it becomes a true stop (unreleased and definitely homorganic to the suc-
cessive stopstrictive), we ought to resort to some special symbols that show –for
the first elements– only the occlusion without the typical characteristic of stop-
strictives (¤ the combination of a first part, which is a stop articulation, with a sec-
ond one, which is a constrictive, in the same place of articulation).

˛erefore, in a more meticulous –but not necessary– transcription, we would
have: ((tc, dG÷ TC, D‚÷ yC, fc÷ Y©, F≈)), Â (by introducing special symbols for
stops that, in actual fact, would almost exclusively occur only in such cases, since
the hold of the first phone continues into the second one, with an o‡set –or explo-
sion– occurring only at the end of the sequences given. It is true, however, that in
Hindi the stop variant is possible for postalveo-dorsal stopstrictives, Ô § 10.3.2 of
HPr]˘

9.16. On the other hand, it is extremely misleading (and even quite unsuitable)
to transcribe the first parts of geminated stopstrictives, belonging to this group,
by using the symbols (t, d), as too often is still the case: ç(tc, dG)Ç. But it is just
as misleading to render simple stopstrictives as if they were sequences (among oth-
er things, heterorganic, according to the symbols used), as ç(tS, dZ)Ç! Still, even to-
day (when, at last, we can transcribe whatever we want, and really need, thanks to
simple programs to produce fonts), authors and publishers, too often, content
themselves with transcriptions like the following (where we show Italian examples
because of gemination) ç/'fattSe, 'rEddZe/Ç, or even ç/f'at:Se, r'Ed:Ze/Ç (rather: ç/f'at:-
Se, r'Ed:Ze/Ç, also by changing çprevocalicÇ stress and çchronemesÇ, /:/, into ordi-
nary apostrophe and colon (ç/', :/Ç), for /'facce, 'rEGGe/ facce˚ regge…

Strictly speaking, though, the most appropriate symbols for stopstrictives would
be some –even çmore specialÇ– monograms; this does not mean (c, G÷ C, ‚),
which is a combination of (t, d) with (S, Z÷ ë, ò), but more typical and original ones,
such as ((c, g÷ C, G)). However, this choice would inevitably bring us to use doz-
ens and dozens of new symbols (and even more, including various diacritics) Â.

Instead, it is more than su‚cient to have a generic indication of the three main
macro-places of articulation (together with the indication of voicing as well): labi-
al, (p, b); prelingual, (t, d); and postlingual, (k, g). ˛eir being combined into
monograms (which renders reading and writing –even by hand– definitely easier)
automatically implies that they are –quite naturally– homorganic. And this is de-
termined by their constrictive element, to which the stop element perfectly adapts:
(∫, ∫÷ q, Q÷ w, Ÿ).

Although we have not yet introduced the other most recommendable symbols,
for the various necessary stopstrictives (which we will see afterwards), here we pro-
vide a choice of them, both to show their complexity and to highlight the advan-
tages of the other canIPA symbols, in comparison with the seeming simplicity of
the oƒIPA ones. ˛e latter, actually, fail to show several things, which are far from
being superfluous! Here are the most important ones: (P, B÷ T, D÷ k, j÷ ⁄, r),
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which are decidedly less recommendable than (∫, ∫÷ fi, "÷ k, ›÷ ∑, W). On the
other hand, they would still be better than plain and ambiguous (and misleading)
digrams (pf, bv÷ tß, dΩ÷ kÂ, gJ÷ kX, gº)… (even than (]f, 7v÷ ˛ß, ÃΩ÷ ©Â, áJ÷ ›X, Gº)).

9.17. Going back to the survey of stopstrictive contoids (and continuing from
the beginning of the articulatory tract), we now consider the following diphonic
pairs: bilabial, (p, ñ), and labiodental, (∫, ∫); then, slit dento-predorsal (or pre-
dental, or dental with a lowered tip), (=, ≠); dental, (‡, ƒ), alveolar, (., …), and
alveolar rounded, (¨, Û); besides, (apico)postalveolar, (∏, π), and (apico)postalve-
olar rounded, (Ú, ¢). For these four pairs it is fundamental to specify that the
tongue is slit, since the corresponding grooved articulations exist too, as we will
see shortly.

Notice that, strictly speaking, the stop phase of (∫, ∫) is produced by the con-
tact between the internal part of the upper lip and the external part of the lower
lip. However, the true and typical articulation remains labiodental –and the same
is true of the correspondent stop contoids (], 7), § 9.10– as can be seen from û
10.3.1 “ 10.4.1.

Usually, in general tables (for constrictives, as well, of course), grooved articula-
tions are explicitly indicated, which are the marked ones since they have an addi-
tional peculiar characteristic: to be precise the furrow along the çcoronaÇ (¤ tip —
lamina). Consequently, all other articulations altogether are defined slit, although
they include the bilabial and labiodental pairs (just seen), for which it would be
absurd to think of the lingual furrow, or of its absence as well, since the tongue is
not involved at all in the articulation of these contoids (as we have already said). 

˛e grooved stopstrictives corresponding to the areas of the slit ones (just seen)
are above all those of the following diphonic pairs: dental, (q, Q) (with a lowered
tip), and denti-alveolar (with a raised tip, in which case the symbols ((q, Q)) can be
used, if necessary), with the variants: dental rounded, (q, fl), and labiodentalized
dental, (Ë, Z). For grooved contoids in the alveolar area, we have the alveolar, (ç,
Ç), and alveolar rounded, (é, 0), pairs.

We have to add here a slit alveolar pair which is both a stopstrictive and a tap
too, (`, Ô) (it is more rarely a trill˚ (Õ, í)). ˛us, it is di‡erent from both (., …)
and (ç, Ç).

9.18. We continue then with the pairs: velarized alveolar, (s, S), and velarized
alveolar rounded, (ß, fi); (apico)postalveolar, (fi, "); (apico)postalveolar rounded,
(6, •); velarized apico-postalveolar, (Ã, Ó); apico-palatal, (<, ≤); apico-palatal
rounded, (>, ≥).

Completing the aforementioned pairs with a lamino-postalveolar component (Ô
§ 9.15), we have: postalveo-palatal, (C, ‚), and postalveo-palatal protruded, (c, G) (al-
so with the postalveo-palatal hyperrounded variant, (&, 1)); postalveo-prevelar˚ (∫, Ê),
and postalveo-prevelar protruded˚ (~, ˙) (also hyperrounded (¿, ˚)); postalveo-velar,
(©, ≈), and postalveo-velar protruded, (C, c) (also hyperrounded (8, {)); and pre-
palatal, (⁄, Á), and bilabialized prepalatal, (Â, ©) (or prepalatal rounded (b, B)).
Lastly, we have to mention a grooved postalveo-palatal stop-semi-constrictive pair, (À,



á) (also with its protruded variant, (fi, F)), but it is not the only one, Ô § 10.4.5-6.
Going back to slit pairs, we find: palatal, (k, ›); palatal rounded, (9, à); uvu-

larized palatal, (q, Á); prevelar, ((∞, )) (normally rendered as (w, Ÿ)). ˛en we
have: velar, (w, Ÿ), and velar rounded, (K, ∞); uvular, (∑, W), and uvular round-
ed, (º, ); pharyngealized uvular, (k, K), and pharyngealized uvular rounded,
(º, ˜).

In addition to the alveolar stop-strictive pairs (seen at the end of § 9.17):
tap(ped)˚ (`, Ô), and trill(ed), (Õ, í), we also have the uvular trill(ed) one, (},
£), also with rounding, (], 8).

˛ere are also some stopstrictives with lateral explosion, which are composed of
a constrictive lateral with a homorganic stopped first part, that is lateral stop-

strictives. Our symbols are such that we need not pre-empt those of lateral con-
strictives (which are easily obtainable). ˛e most widely used pair is the first we
give: alveolar, (l, ¬) (possibly also dental, ((L, l))); postalveolar, (ª, ˆ); prepala-
tal, (<, >) (possibly also postalveo-palatal, ((Œ, œ))}; palatal, (W, Ó); velar, (L, ı),
and uvular, (Ù, Ø).

Lastly, we have a group of stop-semi-strictives (which is somehow intermediate
between stops and stopstrictives). ̨ ey are produced with semi-constrictives as sec-
ond elements, Ô § 9.14: (‡, ◊÷ ⁄, Ã÷ º, Ÿ÷ ˜, ‚÷ Ü, ä) and (ı, D÷ ú, ∂÷ À,
á÷ fi, F÷ ¬, fl).

It is certainly useful to consider another particular group: that of semi-stop-

strictives (which is intermediate between stopstrictives and constrictives). In
fact, the first part of the phone is less evident, because it is either less occlusive (¤
articulated with a less energetic closure), or shorter than normal (in which case,
the second element is generally slightly longer, let us say: 1st = 1ˇ’ and 2nd = 2ˇ’).
˛e most appropriate notation for semi-stopstrictives is with a superscript first el-
ement, always combined into monograms (to avoid ambiguities), as in: (÷, ó÷ ˘,
ô÷ ≥, W÷ X, V÷ B, ¸) and (Ú, ï÷ \, õ÷ ˚, ö÷ >, ˇ÷ Æ, ü). ˛ese phones can be use-
ful either for actual articulations with reduced first elements, or for fluctuations,
which are quite possible. ˛us they function as diaphones, too.

Approximants (Ô § 10.6)

9.19. Also for this manner of articulation, we will put the various phones into
coherent groups. Starting from the lips, we find the diphonic pairs: bilabial, (F,
B), and bilabial rounded, (Ç, Ì) (with the addition of rounding); palatalized bila-
bial, (1, »); and uvularized bilabial, (F, ñ); besides: labiodental, (&, V), and labio-
dental rounded, (è, ¶); palatalized labiodental, (1, »); uvularized labiodental, (f,
◊).

For prelingual (or coronal) contoids, we have the pairs: dental, (Ï, ƒ) (with a
raised tip); alveolar, (≈, ¸); (apico)postalveolar, (P, ⁄), and (apico)postalveolar round-
ed, (ë, Ë); apico-palatal, (≈, c), and apico-palatal rounded, (‰, C). As for the dorsum
(or back of the tongue), we find the diphonic pairs: prepalatal, (Œ, ª), and prepal-
atal rounded, (Ò, 0); palatal, (â, j), and palatal rounded, (h, y); uvularized pala-
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tal, (£, 8); besides, prevelar, (Õ, j), and prevelar rounded, (´, é); velar, (∆, V), and
velar rounded, (W, w).

For precise transcriptions, sometimes we need symbols for voiced approximants
with intermediate articulation places: postpalatal, ((3)), and postpalatal rounded, (¥);
pro-velar, (µ), pro-velar rounded, ((°)). Obviously, as can be seen, the symbols o‚cial-
ly known as çlabial-palatal, (¥)Ç, and çvelar, (µ)Ç, in actual fact are postpalatal round-
ed (¥) and provelar (µ) (exactly as the corresponding vocoids: (y, M)).

Let us draw attention to the di‡erence between pre-velar and pro-velar, in the se-
ries: palatal, (postpalatal), prevelar, (provelar), velar. As the two intermediate terms
(given in brackets) were needed, rather than a hypothetical çpostprevelarÇ, noth-
ing better has yet been found. Obviously, they also correspond to the classification
of vocoids (in their much more limited space): front, front-central, central, back-
-central, and back.

Furthermore, we have the following pairs: uvular, (˜, ̃ ), and uvular rounded, (2,
·); pharyngealized uvular, (x, ‰), and pharyngealized uvular rounded, (ö, ü); pre-
pharyngeal, (H, ̊ ); pharyngeal, (·, H), and pharyngeal rounded, (û, ô). ≈nally, we have
the pairs: laryngeal, (h, H), and laryngeal rounded, (∆, ·). We also have a series of ap-
proximants which are often the realizations of /h/ with various assimilatory color-
ings. ˛ey have an intermediate phonation type between (h, H): (+, ´, =, ≠, ±).
Lately, it has been necessary to add two çfrontÇ voiced semi-approximants: bilabi-
al, (b), and dental, (d) (which are important for certain varieties of Spanish, too).

To the previously examined real approximants it is useful to add some more at-
tenuated articulations than the canonical ones, though they are su‚ciently percep-
tible as di‡erent (and, clearly, di‡erent from a çphonic zeroÇ, ( ), ((`)), as well!).
˛ey are èsemi-…¶ approximants, for which the dorsum's approach is less than
normal (and the same is true of the lips in rounded contoids): semi-palatal, (ã);
semi-prevelar, (F); semi-provelar, (=). We must also add: semi-postpalatal rounded,
((%)), semi-prevelar rounded, ((Æ)), semi-velar rounded, (j). Especially those shown
in ( ) are quite useful. However, oƒIPA contents itself with just four contoid sym-
bols in the phonetic space of vocoids (and only after the second-last reform, in
1979, has been added (µ)).

Obviously, semi-constrictives are in an intermediate position between real cons-
trictives and approximants. And our scale continues, since we also need a certain
number of semi-approximant contoids (Ô § 10.6.2), which are intermediate be-
tween approximants and a complete lack of any contoid articulation (but this does
not imply that we move on to vocoids articulations, which are a di‡erent catego-
ry). For semi-approximants, the terminology can oscillate; in fact, with scientific
rigor, we can speak of the çpalatal (ã) (or velar rounded (j)) semi-approximantsÇ,
or we can also speak –with communicative e‡ectiveness– of çthe semi-palatal (ã)
(or of the semi-velar rounded (j)) approximantÇ.

9.20. Still among approximants, we find a series of lateralized approximants,
which are di‡erent from normal lateral approximants, generally called simply lat-

erals (as (l, ı, L)). ˛eir articulation is typically approximant, that is with quite a
slight approaching on the part of the articulatory organs with the addition of a lat-



eral contraction of the body of the tongue, which fairly changes the overall timbre
of lateralized phones. ˛e çnoveltyÇ of this category is that it includes composite
phones, as far as manner of articulation is concerned; although, essentially, the ac-
tual novelty is a more rigorous and scientific approach, since these phones have al-
ways existed: they were simply described in an inappropriate way, without under-
standing their true nature. ˛erefore, they were confused with other phones,
which are similar but not identical! Mostly, various languages use these phones in
their voiced version (although it is obviously possible to produce the voiceless cor-
responding ones, too).

By starting from the outside, as always, we meet the following lateralized ap-
proximants (that is {laterally} contracted, which means with lateral contraction of
the tongue, as for true laterals, but with no central contact with the upper part of
vocal tract). We group them in homogeneous series: dental, (Ã), alveolar, (¸), uvu-
larized alveolar, (!), (apico)postalveolar, (Í), velarized (apico)postalveolar, (|). ˛e
last two also have the corresponding slightly rounded phones: (apico)postalveolar
rounded, (>), and velarized (apico)postalveolar rounded, (˛). Two further ones are
added: postalveolarized prevelar rounded, (<), and uvulo-postalveolarized velar
rounded, (<). ˛ere is also a combination of (Í) and (V), with lateralization, which
produces the labiodentalized postalveolar rounded variant, (S).

Two di‡erent symbols are useful too, mainly for accurate descriptions of certain
variants of American English, for voiced contracted semi-approximants (which are
weaker than normal correspondent çroundedÇ phones, (<, <)): postalveolarized
semi-prevelar, (‰), and uvulo-postalveolarized semi-velar, (≈), practically with no
rounding (Ô § 10.6.6).

Some of these are also used as intense contoids: (ˇ, ‰, ≥, >)…

Trills, taps “ flaps (Ô § 10.7)

9.21. ˛e çtrillÇ category of contoids is actually composed of three partially
di‡erent manners: true trills (or çrollsÇ, a less satisfactory auditory term, instead
of the preferable articulatory one), that is those with –at least– two rapid tappings
of the movable organ (¤ tip {of the tongue}, uvula, or lips), taps (those with just
one tapping), and flaps (which have a more complex mechanism, with a tapping
during its movement forwards).

˛e most common trills are: alveolar, (r), and uvular, (K); both can be round-
ed, too: alveolar rounded, (d), uvular rounded, (R). More rarely, a dental articula-
tion is found, (r) (so that a di‡erent symbol is not needed); besides: velarized alve-
olar or uvularized alveolar, (5) (once again, one symbol is su‚cient); also: (apico)-
postalveolar, (#), apico-palatal, (E), and prepalatal, (D). Another place of articula-
tion, for a rarer trill, is bilabial, (∫).

As we have already seen (§ 9.14), there are also some constrictive trills, in di-
phonic pairs: (º, ˜÷ ã, r÷ ‹, â÷ ", 2). For the alveolar place, taps, (4, (), are more
frequent than trills, (», «) (which are more complex).
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9.22. Among taps, the most frequent is alveolar, (R), which can also be round-
ed: alveolar rounded, (∂). More rarely, a dental articulation is possible as well, (R)
(but another symbol is not necessary); besides: velarized or uvularized alveolar, (R)
(again, one symbol is su‚cient); also: (apico)postalveolar, (e), prepalatal, (ç), and
uvular, (r), in addition to bilabial, (´) (notice the di‡erence).

˛ere is also a series of lateralized taps (¤ taps articulated with the addition of
a simultaneous lateral contraction of the tongue): alveolar, (¬); (apico)postalveolar,
(»); apico-palatal, (¡).

flaps are: labiodental, (Ñ); alveolar, ([); (apico-)postalveolar, (®); apico-palatal, (®);
prepalatal, (R). ˛e most frequent, though, is alveolar, ([), (also) lateralized: (m).

‹enever voiceless symbols for this category are needed, the following can be used
(here we give some trills, taps, and flaps, in diphonic pairs, where the most çnormalÇ,
¤ voiced, are given second): (Ì, ∫÷ ç, r÷ (, #÷ {, D÷ ', K÷ 5, R÷ 4, e÷ 3, r÷ Ó, [÷ r, m÷ ∆, ®).

Some trills or taps can be intense, as: (“, (, Ú) (which are more energetic, not
longer; thus, (() remains di‡erent from both (r:) and (rR, Rr)).

Laterals (Ô § 10.8)

9.23. Contoids included in the lateral manner are generally (bi)lateral (and ap-
proximant as well). In fact, the expiratory air passes at the sides of the tongue, with-
out producing any appreciable noise. However, there are also some unilateral
phones (still approximant), whereas others are constrictive unilaterals. ˛ese pro-
duce an evident friction noise.

˛e most important lateral is alveolar, (l) (less frequently, dental, with the pos-
sible special symbol ((l)), or denti-alveolar, ((R))). It has a number of variants: alveo-
lar rounded, (t); velarized alveolar, (ı); semi-velarized alveolar, (]); uvularized alve-
olar, (l). In addition: (apico)postalveolar, ($); velarized (apico)postalveolar, (¯); api-
co-palatal, (Ú); prepalatal, (¬) (or even postalveo-palatal, with the same symbol or
with ((L))); palatal, (L); velar, (ı); uvular, (ì). ≈nally, also the curious labial-apical,
(Ö). Rounded articulations are also possible, as: (t, ∞, *, ï, ¯, F)…

Unilateral (approximant) contoids are: alveolar, (ô), prevelarized alveolar, (|),
and velarized alveolar, (÷) (also uvularized alveolar, (ˆ)). ̨ e diphonic pairs of con-
strictive unilaterals are: alveolar, (!, ¡) (possibly also dental, with the same symbols,
or with ((;, .))); (apico)postalveolar, (≠, ±); prepalatal, (≤, ≥) (possibly also postalveo-
-palatal, with the same symbols, or with ((…, ÷))); palatal, (î, ÿ); velar, (l, ¬); uvu-
lar, (œ, Œ).

˛ere are also semi-lateral contoids (or lateralized approximants), which corre-
spond to (j, j, V): palatal, (¡), prevelar, (˘), and velar, (ù); with possible rounded
versions, as velar rounded, (§). Obviously, (ù) –lateralized velar– must not be con-
fused with the velar lateral phone, (ı) (which has only one contact between the
postdorsum and the velum, but not at the sides of the tongue), nor with velarized
laterals (with the tip of the tongue in contact with the alveolar ridge, and the post-
dorsum approaching the velum): velarized alveolar, (ı), or semi-velarized alveolar,
(]). However, they have articulatory and auditory relationships, although they are



di‡erent phones. An alveolar semilateral occurs, too, (¬).
‹enever voiceless symbols for this category are needed, the following can be

used: (a, Ñ, ‹, ó, ú)…
Some laterals can be intense, as: (Í, ®÷ æ, @).

Memorizing

9.24. It would be useful to be able to learn the value and the placement of all
the contoids presented in HPr, including the less important and rarer ones. How-
ever, we are well aware that it is not an easy operation, especially considering their
substantial, and not superfluous, number, in order to be able to analyze, describe,
and learn–teach, in an e‡ective and convincing way. ˛is task has to be under-
taken enthusiastically, not unwillingly: not as a duty, but as a pleasure.

Obviously, at the beginning, it is most important to know where (and how) to
look – in the sense of symbols, orograms, tables… In fact, the first step towards
succeeding in finding what one is looking for is to know that these elements exist
(and where they can be found).

˛erefore, even for contoids, in order to rationally memorize, we procede –in
successive steps– however, not beginning from the symbols of our first table (Ô û
6.2, with its 19 basic articulations), but from the o‚cial one (Ô û 7.1), to arrive
–at last– at our own canIPA table, given in û 10.1{.1-3} (and at the lists and oro-
grams which follow and complete it, even for the 137 articulations which do not
appear in the table, not to further complicate it, since it contains 319 articulations
out of 462 {for 527 contoids out of 772}). To do that, we will follow the same cri-
teria we use for vocoids, by commenting and observing the symbols.

˛us, by excluding the six letters –of the Roman alphabet– which are used for
vocoids, that is (i, e, a, o, u, y), the nineteen remaining letters –quite rationally–
have received their phonic values, according to their use in the main European
languages; while, the non-IPA alphabets which use ç(y)Ç for the contoid (j), are ob-
viously obliged to use ç(ü)Ç for (y).

9.25. Although, for the moment, we refer to the o‚cial table, we follow our own
order for articulation manners, which seems to be more logical and more useful.

˛us, by considering the nasals, we can see that more normal are indicated by
(m, n), as in man ('mπ;n). In the o‚cial table, five more appear, including the
(non-phonemic) labiodental, (M), as in inferior, emphasis (¤M'f‘:, ¤M'f≥:÷ '™MfÈs¤s);
the postalveolar (called çretroflexÇ), (N), as in British English entry ('™N˛>i); the pal-
atal, (N), as in Spanish doña ('dø;Na); the velar, (˙), song ('sØ;˙, 'sO:˙); and the uvu-
lar, (,), in German: Dehnung ('∂e:nU,). As can be seen, the new necessary symbols
were obtained by the addition of a leftward small tail for three symbols: in one case
it has been attached to the last leg of (m), to obtain the labiodental variant, (M);
by attaching it to the last leg of (n), in imitation of (g), which is equally velar, (˙);
in the third case, (N), the tail has been attached to the first leg of (n), in imitation
of (j) (so that it is di‡erent even from (˙)). ˛e fourth case of tail addition, pres-
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ents a rightward small tail, (N), in imitation of the whole postalveolar (çretroflexÇ)
series, with (˛) Â. For the uvular place (of articulation), the prevailing character-
istic is the use of small capitals (further adapted by slightly reducing their actual
size and somewhat modifying their shape), which produces (,).

9.26. For the stop manner, highly logically, we have (p, b), as in beep ('bIip); (t,
d), as in Spanish tender (ten'd™R); and (k, g), as in keg ('kh™;g). ˛e avoidance of
ç(g)Ç will be deeply appreciated, although many –not particularly careful– authors
and publishers use it instead of (g), which is obtained from an italic form of ä (as
for (A), from a]. In fact, (g) integrates better into the series (p, b÷ d÷ ›), avoiding
strange shapes, too; besides, it is easier to write by hand. Lastly, the uvular stop is
rendered with (›), logically accompanied by a small cap for the corresponding
voiced phone, (G), as in Somali: qíiq ('Gi:›).

˛e other o‚cial stops are: postalveolar (çretroflexÇ), coherently in British
English (and in all varieties with postalveolar (>), for /</) we have train ('˛h>™;In),
dry ('Ã>a;Ù). Quite rationally, palatal stops are rendered with (©, á), as in Czech: sìt
('si:©), podìl ('pøái:]) ((á), while actually being an overturned (f), recalls (j); but in
the commercial version of the ugly font used in the o‚cial chart, many phoneti-
cians and publishers have accepted a very badly made symbol, without consider-
ing its typographic origin, which is (á)). ˛e last stop is glottal, (ö) (which recalls
the apostrophe of transliterations, ç'Ç), as in Arabic: sa''aal (sÄö'öÄ:l).

9.27. Momentarily setting aside stopstrictives (ça‡ricatesÇ, which do not appear
in the o‚cial table, because of the bad habit of erroneously considering them a
mere juxtaposition –instead of a combination– of a stop and a constrictive,
çfricativeÇ), we will now see the symbols of the constrictive manner (of articula-
tion). ˛ey are more numerous, also because of some wrong collocations, due to
an original underestimation or unawareness of the di‡erence between constrictives
and approximants.

True constrictives are: labiodental, (f, v), in five ('fa;ÙÑ); slit dentals (or çinter-
dentalÇ, (†, ∑), in the thing (∑È'†¤˙:); grooved dental, (s, z), in size ('sa;ÙΩ); postal-
veo-palatal protruded (çpostalveolarÇ), (S, Z), in dilution (D¤'l¯uSó, DaÙ-) (Am. (DÈ-
'lUuSÈn)), delusion (D¤'l¯uZó) (Am. (DÈ'lUuZÈn)), obtained with an ancient conven-
ient deformation of (s, z). (However, in one of the çprovincialÇ phonetic alphabets
used in Italy, ç(S), (Z)Ç correspond to (z), (Q); they are also used in some diction-
aries of Italian, which do not use transcriptions, but graphemes with diacritics or
modifications.)

˛en come true postalveolar constrictives (the sadly notorious çretroflexÇ), reg-
ularly indicated with (ß, Ω), as in Mandarin Chinese: shu (5ßu) and in Taiwanese
pronunciation of Mandarin: rén (4ΩÉn) (which in Mandarin is (4⁄Én), ¤ a real ap-
proximant, even if traditionally represented with ç/Ω/Ç, for lack of appropriate sym-
bols). ˛en palatal, (Â, J), as in Greek: chéri [x°ri] ('Â™;Ri), géiso [ge so] ('Ji;ßø); ob-
viously (J) recalls (j), although it shows a di‡erence which is not small, even if ig-
nored by many; while, (Â) is immediately associated with palatality, within IPA,
so that we –and others too– have chosen (v) as the element to indicate çpalataliza-
tionÇ, as in (~, +, _, ⁄, Á, À, =, ¬)…



After, we find: velar, (x, Ÿ), in American Spanish: jefe ('x™;fe), in Spanish: pegar
(pe'ŸaR); and uvular, (X, º), in Iberian Spanish: jefe ('X™;fe), in German: Ring ('ºI˙).
For these symbols, it would be more çlogicalÇ to form pairs as ç(x, º)Ç and ç(X, Ÿ)Ç;
but, (x) and (º) are so frequent (and so widely used, since the beginning of the
IPA) that it was simpler to accept (x, Ÿ) and (X, º). However, often, in certain lan-
guages /x/, /Ÿ/ are used phonemically (even for (X), (º), not necessarily in pairs,
though). ˛e last true constrictive in the o‚cial table is voiceless pharyngeal
(çepiglottalÇ), (h), as in Arabic: fari∆ ('faRIh).

9.28. It is better to move the other five –(F, B), ç(˚)Ç, (h, H)– into the approxi-
mant manner, since in most languages, where these symbols have been used they
actually correspond to approximants, as in Japanese fune ('FM3n™), in Spanish lobo
('lø;Bo), in Arabic: fa‘‘aaliiya-h (&faHHa'li:jÄ). Note that for homogeneity we mark
all pharyngeals (çepiglottalÇ) with a horizontal stroke, whereas we indicate prepha-
ryngeals with other symbols, including the voiced one, (˚). In this way, the laryn-
geal stop (ö) (or çglottal stopÇ) is di‡erentiated better from the (voiced) pharyn-
geal approximant (H), which is certainly more widespread than the pre-pharyngeal
(çpharyngealÇ) one. Too often, even in books, the two symbols (ö, ˚) are confused
and misused!

Here are examples of the laryngeal approximants, (h, H): hit ('h¤T), and behind
(b¤'Ha;Ùnfl, bÈ-, -h-). Should it be really necessary to indicate laryngeal constrictives,
in the canIPA alphabet we have some symbols derived from these, which recall
them fairly easily (as we will see below, in the more systematic part: é 10, with all
the orograms).

9.29. ˛e o‚cial table gives a diphonic pair of çlateral fricativesÇ or rather con-
strictive laterals, that is lateral contoids with a tighter stricture which produces
noise. ˛e o‚cial symbols are ç(!, ú)Ç, but we prefer (!, ¡), since we have a whole
series of constrictive laterals, which otherwise would be di‚cult to use coherent-
ly. We find (!, ¡) in Zulu: umºaba (Uõ'!a;a3‘ba), indlala (In'¡a;a3la); in Welsh:
@aneıi (!a'nE!i) (with local variants, (≤, î, Ò)).

Among other things, the phoneticians of long standing, who have followed all
the developments since the beginning of the IPA˚ know quite well that the origi-
nal voiced symbol was not ç(ú)Ç, but ç(ë)Ç, with explicit advice not to consider the
symbol a combination of (l) and (Z). In 1888, the present writer was not yet born;
but soon after his birth, in 1947, he began doing practical phonetics (as everyone,
anyway, but has never stopped since). He started doing it with books and special
recordings when he was 12 years old – shortly after the 1951 reform. However, he
retraced all the phases from the beginning, thanks to the issues of the phenome-
nal Maître Phonétique˚ and very soon he joined the International Phonetic Asso-
ciation and subsequently attended University College London, where the IPA had
been based for generations. In his school days, even in class, he used to read books
on languages and phonetics, so as not to waste time… and he learnt English by
himself with the aim of reading the great books on Phonetics, starting from †e
Principles of the International Phonetic Association.
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9.30. For approximants, the o‚cial table provides five (voiced) elements, (V),
ç(<, >)Ç (which will be dealt with at the end of this section), (j, µ), plus two more,
added among the çother symbolsÇ, (¥, w) (respectively called çlabial-palatalÇ and
çlabial-velarÇ for our postpalatal rounded and velar rounded). ˛us we have the
labiodental, (V), as in Dutch: wad ('Våt); (j, ¥÷ µ, w), palatal, postpalatal round-
ed, provelar and velar rounded, corresponding to the vocoids (i, y÷ M, u); we find
them in yes ('j™s) and wet ('w™T); in French nuit ('~¥i); and in Japanese kawari
(3kå'µå2mi).

In the table, although in a di‡erent order, we find three trills, in opposition to
two taps. ̨ e latter, as already seen (§ 6.3.6 “ § 9.22), have a single tapping, where-
as the former have at least two, or more. ̨ e trills are: bilabial, (∫), as in Asua (spo-
ken in Zaire): Bo'e (ç∫O3öE); alveolar, (r), as in Italian re ('re); and uvular, (K), as a pos-
sible variant in French and German: rein ('Kì), recht ('KEÂt), respectively. ˛e only
true tap in the o‚cial table is alveolar, (R), as in caro in Spanish ('ka;Ro), or Italian
('ka:Ro), or Portuguese ('ka;Ru), respectively, compared with carro˚ Spanish ('kaRr:o),
or Italian ('kar:Ro) – let us carefully observe the order of each phone: (Rr:) (Sp.) and
(r:R) (It.). (In Portuguese carro is ('ka;ºu), and in Brazilian Portuguese ('ka;˜u).)

To be rigorous, postalveolar ç(#)Ç, which has been put in the table (obviously as
çretroflexÇ), is not a real tap, but a flap, as we will see below (§ 10.7 “ û 10.6). Be-
sides, we prefer a di‡erent symbol, (®), since ç(#)Ç has too often been used like a
jack of all trades, even for ç(<, >)Ç, especially before ç(>)Ç was introduced.

In the canIPA alphabet, for English ç/r/Ç (rather, interphonemically, /</), we use
(>) for British and (<) for American pronunciation (contrary to the widespread an-
tiphonetic use based not on sounds, but on terms to define them, and on outdat-
ed fallacies). ̨ us, red /'<Ed/ is ('>™;fl) in British English, and ('<™;fl) in American En-
glish. However, in the canIPA alphabet, (#) also appears (and (E) as well), but as a
real trill, since it is possible to produce such kind of phones, although they are used
in few lesser known languages.

9.31. Lastly, we find four lateral approximants: alveolar, (l), as in lily ('l¤li);
postalveolar (çretroflexÇ), ($), as in Swedish: Karl ('khØO$); palatal, (L), as in Italian
paglia ('paL:La), Castilian Spanish olla ('ø;La), and velar, ç(ì)Ç – not to be confused
with the more frequent velarized (alveolar) (ı), as in Bill ('b¤ı:). We prefer to use
(ı), for the velar symbol (and reserve (ì) for the uvular one, for homogeneity with-
in series), as in Somali: lo' ('ıøö).

We omit the contoids given under çother symbolsÇ, which have already been
mentioned in § 7.2-3, § 7.7 and § 9.30.

Equally, we leave the analysis of the other parts of the o‚cial chart to the read-
er's initiative and interest, including non-pulmonic contoids (which, however, we
will treat scientifically presently, in § 11.10-16, by showing the o‚cial symbols as
well, which are not satisfactory) and segmental and prosodic diacritics (which we
find only partially acceptable), but we will deal with all the diacritics belonging to
our canIPA version. 
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Articulatory practice

9.32. Obviously, also for consonants, it is very useful to train oneself as much
as possible, to manage to appropriately grasp all the di‡erences and characteristics
of every single phone. Silent introspection (Ô § 8.23) is very important for all con-
toids too, including inhalation while an articulation is being sustained (except, of
course, for stops and for the non-continuant phase of stopstrictives).

In the same way as for vocoids, also for contoids one must be able to feel exactly
all the movements of the lips, tongue and jaw (at first with the help of a hand-mir-
ror).

In order to feel the movement of the velum, it is advisable to start with a long
voiceless (m::) that is (): :); then, while lengthening it, we have to think of a series
of (p)'s, which have to be inserted into the sequence, obtaining ()p)p)p). After-
wards, the same has to be done with voicing, which produces (mbmbmb). At this
point, the feeling of the velum, which raises and lowers, is quite evident while it
closes and opens the passage into the nasal cavity again.

Soon afterwards, the same e‡ect must be practiced at other places of articula-
tion, until one definitely succeeds in keeping the movements under control. In
fact, they have to become intentional.

It is extremely important to become well aware of the di‡erence between (i, u)
and (j, w) (Ô û 5.1), by starting from two series of (a::), that is ('a: :a: :); they have
to be joined by inserting (i: :), which produces ('a: :i: :a: :), then ('a: :i:a: :), and ('a: :ia::),
('a:ia), ('aia); finally, ('a: :j:ja::) and ('a: :jja::) will be uttered, and then ('a: :ja::), ('a:ja),
('aja). It is necessary to become aware of the di‡erence through silent introspec-
tion (without using the air coming from the lungs), then with a whispered voice
(as for {lenis} voiceless sounds) and, lastly, with a full voice (as for voiced sounds).
Further experiment drills can be done freely with any other contoids, or pairs, or
sequences.

To produce a velar lateral, (ı), it is su‚cient to start from palatal (L) and slight-
ly retract the tongue, without removing the dorsal contact, but firmly keeping the
typical lateral contraction. ̨ ose who (still) lack (L) can begin articulating the stop
(g) and laterally contracting the tongue (Ô û 9.2, (l, {L})), while the place of
articulation is being maintained. It could also be useful to pass through an inter-
mediate phase, by producing instead a velar lateral stopstrictive, (ı); then, the lat-
eral constrictive part has to be lengthened, (¬), and transformed into the corre-
sponding approximant, (ı), by slightly opening the jaw and augmenting the lat-
eral contraction.

9.33. Furthermore, silent introspection of all the kinds of //r//, that the di‡er-
ent languages use, would certainly be interesting, ranging from (r, R) to (K, º, ˜),
to (<, >), Â. ˛ose who do not have an appropriate articulation of (r) or (K) are ad-
vised to start from the corresponding voiceless phones, (ç, '). In fact, without the
vibrations of the vocal folds, the undertaking is favored by a greater quantity of
expiratory air, which is typical of voiceless phones, in comparison with voiced ones
(for which the air encounters an obstacle at the glottis). ˛erefore, a greater a-
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mount of air and force manages to move the tip of the tongue or the uvula more
easily (as a matter of fact, it is only a matter of mechanical physics, certainly not
of intentional commands).

In addition, it is paramount to be able to relax all the muscles of one's own
mouth and to use diaphragmatic breathing (Ô û 4.3), so as not to thwart the exper-
iment. Also drinking some water can help. Besides, it can be useful to lean back
(or even lie down) to continue the drill better.

In the case of speakers whose language lacks a phonemic opposition between /l/
and some kind of //r// (™ Chinese, Japanese, Korean), there are still greater prob-
lems. In fact, they have no awareness of the importance of such a di‡erence, to the
extent that they actually can not perceive the two di‡erent sounds, since their lan-
guage has only one distinctive entity (a sole phoneme) in that phonic space.

˛erefore, at first it is paramount to try to clearly identify the two entities
(which are di‡erent from both a phonetic and phonemic point of view, in Western
languages and many more).

Often, such Oriental speakers articulate (¬), both for (l) and (R), thus unifying
their characteristics into a sole phone, instead of taking advantage of their di‡er-
ences in order to become able to di‡erentiate them adequately. In fact, one must
just be a lateral, (l), while the other must just be a tap, (R).

˛us, it is fundamental to distinguish and reproduce them, in order to then be
able to produce them intentionally, in their appropriate contexts, without confus-
ing words (and concepts) like Halley /'hπli/ ('hπli) and Harry /'hπ<i/ ('hπ>i, -<i), or
long /'lØ˙/ ('lØ;˙, 'lO:˙) and wrong /'<Ø˙/ ('>Ø;˙, '<O:˙), or even wall /'wO:ı/ ('wø:ı, 'wO:ı)
and war /'wO:≤/ ('wø:, 'wø:<). However, there is a greater di‡erence between (l) and
(>, <), than between (l) and (R), so these Orientals can succeed better in English
than in Spanish or Italian. ˛ese examples are crucial: Spanish mal /'mal/ ('mal)
and mar /'maR/ ('maR), or alma /'alma/ ('alma) and arma /'aRma/ ('aRma); Italian ma-
le /'male/ ('ma:le) and mare /'mare/ ('ma:Re), or alto /'alto/ ('al:to) and arto /'arto/
('ar:to). In unstressed syllable, it is still more di‚cult, especially in Italian, since /r/
is (R): per parlare /perpar'lare/ (&peRpaR'la:Re).

û 9.2.4. In order to be able to make the best use of the articulatory terminology utilized in
the next chapter, it is advisable to pay close attention to the following indications.

å positions of the velum (lowered 1, or raised 2). Subdivisions of the articulatory organs in
the oral cavity. ∫ palatal vault, primary: (upper) dental 1, prepalatal 2, palatal 3, prevelar 4, ve-
lar 5, uvular 6; and secondary: alveolar 7, postalveolar 8 (together they are prepalatal: 2), post-
palatal (between palatal and prevelar) 10, provelar (between prevelar and velar) 11. Point 9 is
(sub)apicopalatal, or propalatal. © subdivisions of the tongue, primary: coronal 1, dorsal 2, radi-
cal 3; and secondary: apical 4, laminal 5, predorsal 6, (mid)dorsal 7, postdorsal 8.
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10.  Consonants “ contoids (2)

10.01. For the sake of thoroughness and to facilitate finding and memorizing
the various consonantal articulations, we have to consider some lists, which may
not be considered just entertaining, but are however something necessary. By
grouping them into seven sections, with internal subdivisions, we will provide
some 500 articulations (although there can certainly be others, by combining fur-
ther places and manners of articulation). ˛ey will appear after the rich, but par-
tial, table (û 10.1).

Obviously, diphonic pairs count as one articulation, not as two. ˛erefore, in
practice, every articulation can produce a diphonic pair, with two contoids which
are distinguished only by their phonation type (\ voiced or voiceless).

In the table of û 10.1 (which is long and therefore divided into three parts, to
avoid reducing it too much and make it indecipherable), we will give only the
(more than) 300 ‘commonest' or most ‘important' articulations (out of the almost
500 included in the lists), depending on vertical and horizontal axes, for more than
500 contoids (out of the some 800 included in NPT˚ and in û 10.2-8). ˛e signs @
(which alternate with the names of the manners provided, on the left side) indi-
cate the ‘intermediate' manners, which do not appear in the table. ˛us, the table
of contoids, although occupying three pages (û 10.1), is merely indicative, giving
only about 70% of all articulations. And, of course, the orograms show much bet-
ter than definitions their real articulations, also by comparing similar orograms.

Table of the main CANIPA contoids

10.02. We will now give the table of the main contoids belonging to the canIPA
alphabet. It will emerge rather clearly that unitary symbols are preferable to the
o‚cial ones which need so many diacritics in order to be exact.

However, the way they are placed in the table is quite su‚cient to make their
values clear (as happens to the vocoids in the vocogram), especially if they are cou-
pled with their orograms (which are to be analyzed very carefully).

CANIPA contoids (displayed according to articulation manners)

10.1. In our lists, in double square brackets, less common –but more precise–
symbols appear, which can be rendered with more ‘normal' symbols, given in sim-
ple brackets – in less sophisticated transcriptions, once their exact articulations are
clearly known.
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For sonant (or sonorant˚ Ô § 11.21) phones, which are more often voiced, we
will indicate the rarest voiceless phones in round brackets (in the lists). Instead,
we will indicate less frequent articulations, which are given near more normal ones
(and represented by the same symbols), by putting them in round brackets (in the
figures).

‹en no symbol is given in square brackets, it is substituted with /. For voice-
less phones this appears first, while it is shown last for voiced phones. ˛us, any
possible ambiguity is avoided. Obviously, a symbol appearing alone stands for a
laryngeal stop (or a phone with mixed phonation, or else with the phonation type
indicated by the corresponding laryngogram).

An eight-pointed asterisk, ˝, placed before the lips of a given orogram, high-
lights the few canonical articulations, which constitute the frame of the o‚cial
consonant inventory (although, somehow, canIPA and oƒIPA symbols do not fully
correspond). ≈nally, a small ring, °, indicates that that articulation does not ap-
pear in the table of û 10.1 (which –otherwise– would become impossible to han-
dle and see adequately).

In these synopses, we will use the most precise symbols, to couple each articu-
lation exactly with its symbol, although for some of these, generally, commoner
symbols can be used (as can be seen in § 10.2-8).

For all our articulations (with their unitary symbols), we thought it useful to
add the corresponding oƒIPA ‘transcriptions' (given within ‘ '), in order to show
their ‘composition' (almost as in chemical or algebraic formulae).

˛is will be useful both to understand the combinations of the few basic sym-
bols with so many diacritics (even if we did not use all those which could have
been necessary for absolute precision), and to highlight that it is unthinkable to
do ‘diacritical transcriptions', as all other ‘phonetic alphabets' do.

Among the fundamental criteria of the original IPA, in fact, was also that of
avoiding articulatory diacritics. Let us recall that it is paramount to carefully ob-
serve the orograms, to constantly compare them, and to find similarities between
symbols too, by starting from the o‚cial ones, from which the others have been
derived (although with useful modifications and some necessary substitutions).
Obviously, not all the oƒIPA diacritics we are forced to use combine well (and some
are also left out).

ˇ
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Nasals /ö/ (ö, Ñ) (115)

10.2. ˛ese include three synopses grouped into ‘front', ‘back', and ‘semi-nasal'
(which have no complete occlusion between the articulators).

10.2.1. Front nasals (ö) (41).

({)}, m)Ò» bilabial (= between the lips) ‘(m= , m)' (–, =)
(/, [)Ò” bilabial rounded (= bilab. with lip rounding) ‘(m„)'
((/, M))Ò’ alveolarized bilabial (= bilab. w. tip approach. alv. ridge, without contact) ‘(m¬nff )'
({Ù}, m)Ò[ palatalized bilabial ‘(m= J, mJ)'
(/, —)ÒÌ prevelarized bilabial ‘(m= Ω̂ , mΩ̂ )'
({I}, M)Ò• velarized bilabial ‘(m= ,̂ m )̂'
(/, M)Ò] ((W)) uvularized bilabial ‘(m &̂)'
(/, Õ)Ò labial-apical (= between the upper lip and the tip of the tongue) ‘(my )'
((/, ‹))ÒÔ (m) labiodentalized bilabial ‘(m√)'
({7}, M)»Ò labiodental (= between the lower lip and the upper teeth) ‘(M+ , M)' (–, =)
(/, «)»» hyper-labiodental (= labiodent., w. firmer contact, no air passes betw. teeth) ‘(MH )'
(/, })»” labiodental rounded (= labiodent. + lip rounding) ‘(M„)'
(/, “)»’ palatalized labiodental ‘(MJ)'
(/, ")»[ velarized labiodental ‘(M )̂'
(/, ")»Ì ((„)) uvularized labiodental ‘(M&̂)'
((/, ¬))»• pre-dental ‘(ÎnË )'
(({µ}, ¯))»] ({]}, N) dental–bilabial (= simult. dent. “ bilab.) ‘(m¬nÎ)'
((/, º))» bilabialized dental (= with secondary labialization) ‘(YYn¬mff )'
((/, ª))»Ô bilabialized palatalized dental (= with secondary labializ. “ palataliz. ) ‘(YYn¬mff J)'
((/, ˙))”Ò (n) dental, or prodental (= dent. with a lowered or raised tip) ‘(nÎ) or (nΩ )'
((/, ~))”» (“) dental rounded ‘(YYn„)'
((/, ≠))”” (n) uvularized dental ‘(YYn&̂)'
((/, n))”’ (n) denti-alveolar (or postdental, or prealveolar) ‘( ¥n)'
({]}, N)”[ alveolar–bilabial (= simult. alveol. “ bilab.) ‘(n≠Î „, nÎ„)' or ‘(n≠Î ¬m, nÎ ¬m)'
(/, ⁄)”Ì alveolarized bilabial ‘(≈n, mn)'
((/, º))”• bilabialized alveolar ‘(nÎ ¬mff )'
((/, ª))”] labio-palatalized alveolar (= with second. labializ. “ palataliz.) ‘(nÎ ¬mff J)'
({£}, n)” alveolar (= between the alveoli and the tip of the tongue) ‘(n≠Î , nÎ )' (–, =)
(/, “)”Ô alveolar rounded ‘(nÎ„)'
((/, ¸))’Ò (n) labiodental–alveolar ‘(nÎ ¬M)'
((/, ]))’» (n) labiodentalized alveolar ‘(nÎ√)'
({í}, n)’” velarized alveolar ‘(n≠Î ,̂ nÎ ˆ)'
((/, ±))’’ (n) semi-velarized alveolar (with very slight velariz.) ‘(nÎ f̂)'
((≥))’[ (n) uvularized alveolar ‘(n≠Î &̂, nÎ f̂)'
({∞}, N)’Ì postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(+N, N)' (–, =)
(/, æ)’• postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(N„)'
((/, ú))’] labialized postalveolar ‘(N ¬mf )'
((/, |))’ postalveolar–bilabial: (apico-)… (= simult. postalveol. “ bilab.) ‘(N ¬m)'
((/, n))’Ô velarized postalveolar: (apico-)… ‘(N¬mˆ)'
(/, %)[Ò apico-palatal (= between the {hard} palate and the tip) ‘(NÎ. )'
(/, Æ)[» apico-palatal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(NÎ. „)'.
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10.2.2. Back nasals (ö) (28).

((/, n))[” (~) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(n+¥:, n¥:)'
((/, ˝))[’ (2) velarized postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(n¥:ˆ)'
({}}, ~)[[ pre-palatal: (lamino-)… (= between the prepalate and the lamina) ‘(n+¥ J, n¥J)'
((/, √))[Ì labiodental–pre-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(n¥JM)'
((/, ]))[• labiodentalized pre-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(n¥J√)'
(/, Ô)[] pro-palatal (= between prepalatal and palatal) ‘(NË)' (–)
({8}, N)[ palatal (= between the {hard} palate and the {medio}dorsum) ‘(N+ , N)' (–, =)
(/, ”)[Ô palatal rounded ‘(N„)'
(/, ˙))ÌÒ ((≤) uvularized palatal ‘(N!̂)'
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û 10.2.1.  Front nasal orograms (41).
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((/, ∞))Ì» (N) postpalatal (= retracted palatal or advanced prevelar) ‘(N.)'
((/, ”))Ì” (˙) prevelar (= between the prevelum and the {post}dorsum) ‘( Ë̇ )'
((/, µ))Ì’ (˙) provelar (= between prevelar and velar) ‘( Ë̇:)' (–)
((/, ¯))Ì[ (˙) provelar rounded ‘( Ë̇:„)' (–)
({}, ˙)ÌÌ velar (= between the velum and the {post}dorsum) ‘( +̇ , ˙)' (–, =)
(/, ˙)Ì• velar rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(˙„)'
(/, \)Ì] velar–bilabial (= simult. velar and bilabial) ‘(˙¬m)'
(/, †)Ì bilabialized velar ‘(˙„)'
((/, Ñ))ÌÔ (/, ˙) labiodentalized velar ‘(˙√)'
((/, ≠))•Ò (/, ˙) labiodentalized velar ‘(˙√)'
(/, m)•» velar–dental (= simult. velar and dental) ‘(˙¬nY )'
((/, û))•” dentalized velar (with secondary dentalization) ‘(˙ınYh )'
(/, m)•’ velar–alveolar (= simult. velar and alveolar) ‘(˙¬nÎ)'
((/, û))•[ alveolarized velar ‘(˙ınÎh)'
(/, n)•Ì preuvular ‘(,Ω )'
({—}, ,)•• uvular (= between the uvula and the {post}dorsum) ‘(,=, ,)' (–, =)
(/, N)•] uvular rounded ‘(,„)'
(/, ~)• pharyngealized uvular ‘(,/) or (,&)'
(/, ó)•Ô pharyngealized uvular rounded ‘(,/„) or (,&„)'.

10.2.3. Semi-nasal (46).

((/, M))]Ò (m) bilabial semi-nasal (= bilabial, but with no full contact) ‘(mf )'
((/, à))]» (m) bilabial semi-nasal rounded ‘(mf „)'
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û 10.2.2.  Back nasal orograms (28). 
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((/, Ç))]” palatalized bilabial semi-nasal ‘(mf J)'
((/, à))]’ velarized bilabial semi-nasal (= bilabial, with no full contact “ velarization) ‘(mf ˆ)'
((/, ¶))][ labial-apical semi-nasal ‘( hmy )'
((/, ¯))]Ì (M) labiodental semi-nasal (= labiodental, with no full contact) ‘(Mf )'
((/, ))]• labiodental semi-nasal rounded ‘(Mf „)'
((/, `))]] palatalized labiodental semi-nasal ‘(Mf J)'
((/, ))] (M) velarized labiodental semi-nasal ‘(Mf ˆ)'
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û 10.2.3.  Semi-nasal orograms (46). 
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((/, ´))]Ô dental-bilabial semi-nasal ‘( hnY„)'
((/, ı))Ò pre-dental semi-nasal ‘( hnY )'
((/, ˙))» (n) dental-bilabial semi-nasal (= dental, with no full contact) ‘( hnY )'
((/, Œ))” dental-bilabial semi-nasal rounded ‘( hnY„)'
((/, %))’ labiodentalized dental semi-nasal ‘( hnY √)'
((/, œ))[ velarized dental semi-nasal ‘( hnY ˆ)'
((/, ∏))Ì (n) denti-alveolar semi-nasal ‘(nh )'
((/, ∫))• (n) alveolar semi-nasal (= alveolar, with no full contact) ‘(nÎh )'
((/, Ø))] (n) alveolar semi-nasal rounded ‘(nÎh„)'
((/, Æ)) labiodentalized alveolar semi-nasal ‘(nÎh ˆ)'
((/, £))Ô alveolar velarized semi-nasal ‘(nÎh ˆ)'
((/, î))ÔÒ alveolar uvularized semi-nasal ‘(nÎh &̂)'
((/, π))Ô» (or ((`))) (N) semi-postalveolar semi-nasal (= postalveolar) ‘(Nh )'
((/, $))Ô” (or ((Ô))) (N) velarized semi-postalveolar semi-nasal (= postalveolar…) ‘(Nh ˆ)'
((/, ¥))Ô’ apico-palatal semi-nasal ‘(&Nh )'
((/, Î))Ô[ apico-palatal semi-nasal rounded ‘(&Nh „)'
((/, û))ÔÌ postalveo-palatal semi-nasal ‘(n¥.§ )'
((/, ˛))Ô• velarized postalveo-palatal semi-nasal ‘(n¥.§ ˆ)'
((/, µ))Ô] (~) prepalatal semi-nasal (= prepalatal, with no full contact) ‘(n¥§ J)'
((/, #))Ô labiodentalized prepalatal semi-nasal ‘(n¥§ J√)'
((/, n))ÔÔ (N) palatal semi-nasal (= with no full contact) ‘(Nh )'
((/, ®))»ÒÒ palatal semi-nasal rounded ‘(Nh„)'
((/, ˘))»Ò» uvularized palatal semi-nasal ‘(Nh &̂)'
((/, ¥))»Ò” apico-palatal semi-nasal ‘(Nh&)'
((/, Ω))»Ò’ pre-velar semi-nasal ‘( ḣΩ )'
((/, ⁄))»Ò[ pro-velar semi-nasal (between prevelar “ velar) ‘( ḣΩ )'
((/, ›))»ÒÌ pro-velar semi-nasal rounded (between prevelar “ velar) ‘( ḣΩ „)'
((/, «))»Ò• (˙) velar semi-nasal ‘(̇h)'
((/, Å))»Ò] (˙) velar semi-nasal rounded ‘(̇h„)'
((/, —))»Ò velar–bilabial semi-nasal (= simult. velar and bilabial) ‘(˙¬mf )'
((/, @))»ÒÔ labiodentalized velar semi-nasal ‘(̇h√)'
((/, fi))»»Ò velar–alveolar semi-nasal ‘(̇h ınÎh )'
((/, N))»»» (,) preuvular semi-nasal ‘(,fË )'
((/, ≠))»»” (,) uvular semi-nasal (= uvular, with no full contact) ‘(,f )'
((/, Ä))»»’ uvular semi-nasal rounded ‘(,f „)'
((/, ∂))»»[ pharyngealized uvular semi-nasal ‘(,f /)'
((/, fl))»»Ì pharyngealized uvular semi-nasal rounded ‘(,f /„)'.

ˇ
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Stops /F/ (F, K) (78)

10.3. ˛ese include four synopses: front, back, and laryngeal; with the addi-
tion of some ‘semi-stops'.

10.3.1. Front stops (F) (39).

(p, b)Ò» bilabial (= between the lips) ‘(p, b)' (=)
((, {)Ò” bilabial rounded (= bilabial with lip rounding) ‘(p„, b„)'
(p, b)Ò’ palatalized bilabial ‘(pJ, bJ)'
(P, b)Ò[ velarized bilabial ‘(p ,̂ b )̂'
(Q, ≈)ÒÌ velarized bilabial rounded ‘(pˆ„, bˆ„)'
(P, b)Ò• ((≈, ¸)) uvularized bilabial ‘(p!̂, b!̂)'
(Q, ≈)Ò] ((ñ, ö)) uvularized bilabial rounded ‘(p!̂„, b!̂„)'
((], 7))Ò (p, b) labiodental (=between the lower lip and the upper teeth) ‘(p√, b√)'
((˝, Ó))ÒÔ (p, b) labiodental rounded (=between lower lip and upper teeth) ‘(p√„, b√„)'
(p, b)»Ò labial-apical (= between the upper lip and the tip of the tongue) ‘(ty, dy)'
((Q, Á))»» semi-alveolarized bilabial (= bilab. with tip approaching alveoli, no contact) ‘(p¬tÎÎ§, bıdÎÎ§ )'
(t, d)»” dental–bilabial (= simult. dent. “ bilab.) ‘(tY¬p, dY ıb)'
((ª, ¸))»’ semi-labialized dental (= with secondary labialization) ‘(YYt¬pff, YYdıbff )'
((˛, Ã))»[ (t, d) labiodentalized dental (with a lowered tip) ‘(YYt√, dY√)'
((ï, ˝))»Ì ((˛, Ã)) (t, d) labiodentalized denti-alveolar (with a raised tip) ‘(YYt:√, dY:√)'ï˝

((˛, Ã))»• (t, d) dental, or predental (with a lowered tip) ‘(YYtΩ, dYΩ)'
(t, d)»] dental, or lamino-dental (with a raised tip) ‘(YYt, dY)'
(T, D)» dental rounded ‘(YYt„, dY„)'
(t, d)»Ô velarized dental ‘(YYt ,̂ dY )̂'
(t, d)”Ò ((Â, Ñ)) uvularized dental ‘(YYt!̂, dY!̂)'
((4, 7))”» (t, d) denti-alveolar (or postdental, or prealveolar) (with raised tip) ‘(YYt:, dY:)'
((}, ⁄))”” semi-labialized denti-alveolar (with no firm bilabial contact) ‘(¥¥t¬pff, ¥¥dıbff )'
(∏, Ê)”’ alveolar–bilabial (= simult. alveol. “ bilab.) ‘(Ît ¬p, Îdıb)'
(T, D)”[ alveolar (= between the alveoli and the tip of the tongue) ‘(tÎ, dÎ )'
((B, ∫))”Ì semi-labialized alveolar (with no firm bilabial contact) ‘(Ît ¬pff , Îdıbff )'
(†, ˛)”• alveolar rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(tÎ„, dÎ„)'
(Ú, ¢)”] velarized alveolar ‘(tÎˆ, dÎ ˆ)'
(Ú, ¢)” ((Î, ÿ)) uvularized alveolar ‘(tÎ!̂, dÎ !̂)'
(3, ')”Ô velarized alveolar rounded ‘(tÎˆ„, dÎ ˆ„)'
(†, ¨)’Ò back-alveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘( Ę̈Ë, ËËÃ)'
(˛, Ã)’» postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛, Ã)' (=)
(¿, …)’” postalveolar–bilabial: (apico-)… (= simult. postalveol. “ bilab.) ‘(˛¬p, Ã ıb)'
(t, ∂)’’ postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘( π̨„, ÃÎ „)'
(¥, ƒ)’[ velarized postalveolar: (apico-)… ‘( π̨ˆ, ÃÎ ˆ)'
(Î, ‡)’Ì velarized postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… (with lip rounding) ‘( π̨ˆ„, ÃÎ ˆ„)'
(¥, ¤)’• back-postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘( »̨, »Ã)'
(†, fl)’] apicopalatal (= between the {hard} palate and the tip) ‘(π̨., ÃÎ:)'
(Ï, í)’ apicopalatal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(π̨.„, ÃÎ: „)'
(Ä, ˛)’Ô velarized apicopalatal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(π̨.ˆ„, ÃÎ: ˆ„)'.
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10.3.2. Back stops (F) (27).

((T, D))[Ò postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(t¥:J, d¥:J)'
((t, d))[» postalveo-palatal protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(t¥:J„, d¥:J„)'
((Y, F))[” postalveo-velar: (lamino-)… ‘(t¥:Jˆ, d¥:Jˆ)'
((y, f))[’ postalveo-velar protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(t¥:Jˆ„, d¥:Jˆ„)'
(+, _)[[ pre-palatal: (lamino-)… (= between the prepalate and the lamina) ‘(t¥J, d¥ J)'
(ÿ, á)[Ì labialized prepalatal (with vertical labialization): (lamino-)… ‘(t¥JB, d¥ JB)'
(U, ä)[• pre-palatal rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(t¥J„, d¥ J„)'
(œ, Œ)[] pro-palatal (= between prepalatal and palatal) ‘(©Ë, áË)' (–)
(©, á)[ palatal (= between the {hard} palate and the {medio}dorsum) ‘(©, á)' (=)
(√, ◊)[Ô palatal rounded ‘(©„, á„)'
(u, U)ÌÒ ((˚, ¿)) uvularized palatal ‘(© &̂, á &̂)'
(ó, ª)Ì» ((…, ó)) uvularized palatal rounded ‘(© &̂„, á &̂„)'

û 10.3.1.  Front stop orograms (39). 
 

p/b (/{ p/b P/b

ñ/ö

p/b

]/7

t/d

˛/Ã ï/˝ ˛/Ã 

t/d

4/7

T/D t/d

T/D∏/Ê 

†/˛ Ú/¢ 3/'

˛/Ã 

t/∂ ¥/ƒ Î/‡ 

†/fl Ï/í Ä/˛ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

° 

° 

ª/¸

}/⁄

B/∫

Q/Á

° 

° 

° 

° 

Ò» Ò” Ò’ Ò[

≈/¸
Ò• Ò]

Q/≈° 
ÒÌ Ò 

ÒÔ »Ò »» »” 

»’ »[ »Ì »• 

»] » »Ô 
Â/Ñ
”Ò 

”» ”” ”’ ”[

†/¨
’Ò 

”Ì ”• ”]

Î/ÿ
”Ô 

” 

’» 

¥/¤
’• 

¿/… 
° 
’” 

’’ ’[ ’Ì 

’] ’ ’Ô 

˝/Ó
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((£, 8))Ì” (©, á) postpalatal (= retracted palatal or advanced prevelar) ‘(©&, á.)'
((´, Ò))Ì’ (k, g) prevelar (= between the prevelum and the {post}dorsum) ‘(kΩ , gË)'
(k, g)Ì[ velar (= between the velum and the {post}dorsum) ‘(k, g)' (=)
(k, g)ÌÌ velar rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(k„, g„)'
(p, B)Ì• velar–bilabial (= simult. velar and bilabial) ‘(kıp, gıb)'
(($, ¢))Ì] semi-dentalized velar (with tip approach. the teeth, but with no contact) ‘(k ıtf, gıfd)'
(Ç, ‘)Ì velar–dental (= simult. velar and dental) ‘(kıtY, gıdY)'
((º, Ÿ))ÌÔ (Ç, ‘) velar–alveolar (= simult. velar and alveolar) ‘(kıtÎ, gıdÎ)'
((q, g))•Ò preuvular ‘(›Ë, GΩ)'
((Q, G))•» preuvular rounded ‘(›Ë„, GΩ„)'
(›, G)•” uvular (= between the uvula and the {post}dorsum) ‘(›, G)' (=)
((Á, G))•’ uvular rounded ‘(›„, G„)'
((Ä, g))•[ pharyngealized uvular ‘(›/, G/)'
((ô, õ))•Ì pharyngealized uvular rounded ‘(›/„, G/„)'
(¿, Ñ)•• pharyngeal (= between the lower pharynx and root of tongue, ‘epiglottal') ‘(¿, ¿î )'.

10.3.3. Laryngeal stops (,) (5) – voiceless (or a-voiced, by definition).

(ö)•] laryngeal (= between the vocal folds, including the arytenoid cartilages) ‘(ö)' (=)
((?))• (ö) laryngeal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(ö„)'
((_))•Ô (ö) palatalized laryngeal (with the dorsum raised towards the {hard} palate) ‘(öJ)'
((ö))]Ò (ö) velarized laryngeal (with the {post}dorsum raised towards the uvula) ‘(öˆ)'.
((Õ))]» (ö) velarized “ labialized laryngeal ‘(öˆ„)'.

û 10.3.2.  Back stop orograms (27). 
 

T/D t/d Y/F y/f

+/_ ÿ/á U/ä 

©/á √/◊ u/U ó/ª 

£/8 ´/Ò k/g k/g

p/B Ç/‘ º/Ÿ

›/G Á/G

¥/g Î/õ ¿/Ñ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

° 

° 

[Ò [» [” [’ 

[[ [Ì [• 

[ 

[]

[Ô ÌÒ Ì» 

Ì” Ì’ Ì[ ÌÌ 

Ì• Ì ÌÔ 
$/¢° 
Ì]

•” 
q/g
•Ò 

Q/G
•» •’ 

•[ •Ì •• 

œ/Œ
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10.3.4. Some ‘semi-stops' are also possible, which are less firmly articulated (¤
with partial occlusion). ˛ey remain di‡erent both from very tense constrictives
and very lax stopstrictives. We will indicate here only those produced at the most
important places of articulation, practically the o‚cial ones (8). ˛eir generic sym-
bol is (K), whereas they can be represented with the diacritic shown. It is impor-
tant to observe well (in the nearby enlargements) the non-contact at the articula-
tion places. For the laryngeal phone Ô û 10.3.3, but most of all Ô û 4.4.∫.

((π, ∏)) or (P, Ê)]” (p, b) bilabial (with no full contact) ‘(ph, bf )'
((fl, ∂)) (t, ∂)]’ (t, d) dentale (with no full contact) ‘(tY§, dY§)'
((·, ∆)) (T, fl)][ (T, D) alveolar (with no full contact) ‘(tÎ§, dÎ§ )'
((ˆ, ª)) (†, Ã)]Ì (˛, Ã) postalveolar (with no full contact) ‘( §̨, fÃ)'
((Æ, æ)) (c, f)]• (©, á) palatal (with no full contact) ‘(©f, áh)'
((˜, º)) (k, Ÿ)]] (k, g) velar (with no full contact) ‘(kf, gh )'
((‚, ä)) (›, ‚)] (›, G) uvular (with no full contact) ‘(›h, Gf )'
((,)) (,)]Ô (ö) laryngeal (with no full contact) ‘(öf)'.

ˇ

ö _

ö 

?

˝ 

° ° ° 

û 10.3.3.  Laryngeal stop orograms (5),  
four with coarticulations: bilabial (or  
rounded), palatal, velar, velar rounded. 
 

•]

• •Ô ]Ò 

Õ
° 

]» 

û 10.3.4.  Semi-stop diagrams (8).

π/∏ fl/∂

·/∆ ˆ/ª

Æ/æ ˜/º

‚/ä ,

° 3

3

3

3 3

3

3

° 

° 

° 

° 

° 

° 

° 

]” ]’ 

]• ]]

] ]Ô 

][ ]Ì 
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Stop-strictives /!/ (`, @, Ô, &, ̃ , º, ¤, I) (still called ‘a‡ricates' – 114)

10.4. ˛ese include ten synopses of plain (or ‘slit', or un-grooved) and grooved
phones. Of course, grooved refers to the actual groove which can be formed on the
tip and lamina of the tongue. Also some laterals and trills are given, since for these
phones a stopstrictive manner is frequent.

We include the synopses of stop-semistrictives (or stop-semiconstrictives, with
a semiconstrictive second element, § 10.4.5-6) and also the synopses of semi-stop-
-strictives. ˛ere are two kinds of semistop-strictives: by detension and by propor-
tion. ˛ose by detension have, as their first element, a semistop (§ 10.3.4 “ §
10.4.7-8). ˛ose by proportion have a very short stop as their first element.

10.4.1. Stop-strictives /`/ (`) (27).

(p, ñ)Ò» bilabial (= between the lips) ‘(pıF, bıB)'
(Ó, ˝)Ò” bilabial rounded (= bilabial with lip rounding) ‘(pıF„, bıB„)'
(∫, ∫)Ò’ labiodental (= between the lower lip and the upper teeth) ‘(pıf, bıv)'
(=, ≠)Ò[ dental, or pro-dental (with a lowered tip) ‘(tx†Ω , dx∑Ω)'
(‡, ƒ)ÒÌ dental, or lamino-dental (with a raised tip of the tongue) ‘(tx†, dx∑)'
(9, à)Ò• dental rounded (with raised tip of the tongue) ‘(tx†„, dx∑„)'
(`, –)Ò] velarized dental (with raised tip) ‘(tx†&̂, dx∑&̂)'
(, ∞)Ò velarized dental rounded (with raised tip) ‘(tx†&̂„, dx∑&̂„)'
(`, –)ÒÔ ((Ä, Ã)) uvularized dental (with raised tip) ‘(tx†&̂, dx∑&̂)'
(, ∞)»Ò ((À, á)) uvularized dental rounded (with raised tip) ‘(tx†&̂„, dx∑&̂„)'

û 10.4.1.  Stop-strictive orograms (27). 
 

p/ñ Ó/˝ ∫/∫ =/≠ 

‡/ƒ 9/∞ `/– /∞ 

./… ¨/Û 

∏/π Ú/¢ k/› 9/à 

q/Á ∞/ w/Ÿ 

K/∞ ∑/W

º/ k/K º/˜ 

˝ ˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

%/O

° 

Ò» Ò” Ò’ Ò[

ÒÌ Ò• Ò] Ò 

Ä/Ã À/á
° 

ÒÔ »Ò »» »” 

»’ »[ »Ì »• 

»] » »Ô ”Ò 

”» ”[

”Ì ”• ”]

k/Ÿ
”” 

K/‚
”’ 
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(., …)»» alveolar (= between the alveoli and the tip of the tongue) ‘(t\<=ÎH# , dx <ÎH# )'
(¨, Û)»” alveolar rounded (= alveoalr with lip rounding) ‘(t\<=ÎH#„, dx <ÎH#„)'
(∏, π)»’ postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛ı>HH, Ãı>HH)'
(Ú, ¢)»[ postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(˛ı>HH„, Ãı>HH„)'
(k, ›)»Ì palatal (= between the {hard} palate and the {medio}dorsum) ‘(©¬Â, áXã)'
(9, à)»• palatal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(©¬Â„, áXã„)'
(q, Á)»] ((ä, â)) uvularized palatal ‘(©¬Â !̂, áXã !̂)'
(%, O)» postpalatal (= retracted palatal or advanced prevelar) ‘(©¬Â:, áXã:)'
(∞, )»Ô (w, Ÿ) prevelar (= between the prevelum and the {post}dorsum) ‘(k¬xΩ , g¬‚Ë )'
(w, Ÿ)”Ò velar (= between the velum and the {post}dorsum) ‘(k¬x, g¬‚)'
(K, ∞)”» velar rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(k¬x„, g¬‚„)'
(k, Ÿ)”” preuvular ‘(Ω›¬X, ΩG¬º)'
(K, ‚)”’ preuvular rounded ‘(Ω›¬X„, ΩG¬º„)'
(∑, W)”[ uvular (= between the uvula and the {post}dorsum) ‘(›¬X, G¬º)'
(º, )”Ì uvular rounded ‘(›¬X„, G¬º„)'
(k, K)”• pharyngealized uvular ‘(›ı=KHH, GxKH#)'
(º, ˜)”] pharyngealized uvular rounded ‘(›ı=KHH„, GxKH#„)'.

10.4.2. Grooved stop-strictives /Ô/ (Ô) (39).

(Ë, Z)” labiodentalized dental (with a lowered tip of the tongue) ‘(t¬sY√, dızY√)'
(≥, ≤)”Ô labiodentalized dental (with a raised tip of the tongue) ‘(t¬s√, dız√)'
(&, Á)’Ò ((∑, ‹)) uvulo-labiodentalized dental (with a raised tip) ‘(t¬sY!̂√, dızY!̂√)'
(q, Q)’» dental (with a lowered tip) ‘(t¬sY, dızY)'
(q, fl)’” dental rounded (with a lowered tip + lip rounding) ‘(t¬sY„, dızY„)'
((q, Q))’’ (q, Q) denti-alveolar (with a raised tip) ‘(t¬sY, dızY)'
{{_, —}}’[ (q, fl) denti-alveolar rounded (with a raised tip + lip rounding) ‘(t¬sY:„, dızY:„)'
(ç, Ç)’Ì alveolar (between the alveoli and the tip) ‘(t¬sÎ, dızÎ)'
(é, 0)’• alveolar rounded ‘(t¬sÎ„, dızÎ„)'
(à, 9)’] alveolar protruded ‘(t¬sÎ„Ω, dızÎ„Ω)'
(s, S)’ velarized alveolar ‘(t¬sÎ ,̂ dızÎˆ)'
(ß, fi)’Ô velarized alveolar rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(t¬sÎ„, dızÎ„)'
(fi, ")[Ò postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛¬ß, ÃıΩ)'
(6, •)[» postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛¬ß„, ÃıΩ„)'
(Ã, Ó)[” velarized postalveolar: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛¬ß ,̂ ÃıΩˆ)'
(/, \)[’ postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… (= not laminal) ‘(˛¬ßˆ„, ÃıΩˆ„)'
(<, ≤)[[ apicopalatal (= between the {hard} palate and the tip) ‘(˛Xß., ÃıΩ. )'
(>, ≥)[Ì apicopalatal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(˛Xß.„, ÃıΩ.„)'
(C, ‚)[• postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (between the postalveolar area and the lamina, with

raising of the mediodorsum, and with a lowered tip) ‘(¥tıSJ, ¥dıZJ)'
((Å, fi))[] postalveo-palatal half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥tıS{„}, ¥dıZ{„})'
(c, G)[ postalveo-palatal protruded: (lamino-)… (with protr., not just round.) ‘(¥tıS„, ¥dıZ„)'
(&, 1)[Ô postalveo-palatal over-rounded: (lamino-)… (with round. and protr.) ‘(¥tıS„g, ¥dıZ„g )'
((C, G))ÌÒ (C, ‚) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (between the postalveolar area and the lami-

na, with raising of the mediodorsum, and with raised tip) ‘(¥:tıSJ, ¥:dıZJ)'
((ª, ˆ))Ì» (c, G) postalveo-palatal half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıS{„}, ¥:dıZ{„})'
((c, g))Ì” (c, G) postalveo-palatal protruded: (lami.)… ‘(¥:tıS„, ¥:dıZ„)'
((v, ∆))Ì’ (&, 1) postalveo-palatal over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıS„g, ¥:dıZ„g )'
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(∫, Ê)Ì[ postalveo-prevelar: (lamino-)… (with raising of the dorsum towards the prevelum,
not towards the palate) ‘(¥:tıSΩ̂, ¥:dıZ Ω̂)'

((∂, ƒ))ÌÌ postalveo-prevelar half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıSΩ̂{„}, ¥:dıZ Ω̂{„})'
(~, ˙)Ì• postalveo-prevelar protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıSΩ̂„, ¥:dıZ Ω̂„)'
(¿, ˚)Ì] postalveo-prevelar over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıS Ω̂„g, ¥:dıZ Ω̂„g )'
(©, ≈)Ì postalveo-velar: (lamino-)… (with raising of the dorsum towards vel.) ‘(¥:tıSˆ, ¥:dıZˆ)'
(Ÿ, ∆)ÌÔ postalveo-velar half-protruded: (lamino-)…‘(¥:tıSˆ{„}, ¥:dıZˆ{„})'
(C, c)•Ò postalveo-velar protruded: (lamino-)…‘(¥:tıSˆ„, ¥:dıZˆ„)'
(8, {)•» postalveo-velar over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:tıSˆ„g, ¥:dıZˆ„g )'
(2, ”)•” labiodentalized postalveo-velar: (lamino-)… ‘(¥:t ıSˆ√, ¥:dıZˆ√)'
(⁄, Á)•’ pre-palatal: (lamino-)… (= between the prepalate and the lamina) ‘(t¬s¥J, dız¥ J)'
(Â, ©)•[ bilabialized pre-palatal: (lamino-)… (with vertical labialization) ‘(t¬s¥JB, dız¥ JB)'
(b, B)•Ì pre-palatal rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(t¬s¥J„g , dız¥ J„g )'.
(}, ])•• pro-palatal (= between prepalatal and palatal) ‘(t¬s¥J, dız¥ J)' (–)

û 10.4.2.  Grooved stop-strictive orograms (39). 
 

Ë/Z ≥/≤ ∑/‹ q/Q

q/Q _/— ç/Ç 

s/Sé/0 à/9

fi/" 6/• Ã/Ó //\

</≤ >/≥ C/‚ 

C/Gc/G &/1

c/g v/∆ 

©/≈ 

C/c 8/{ ⁄/Á 

Â/© b/B

ß/fi

˝ 

q/fl 
˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

° 
2/” 

° 

∫/Ê

¿/˚~/˙

” ”Ô ’Ò ’» 

’” ’’ ’[ ’Ì 

’• ’] ’ ’Ô 

[Ò [» [” [’ 

[[ [Ì [• 

[ 

Å/fi
[]

[Ô ÌÒ 

Ì” 

ª/ˆ

Ì» 

Ì’ Ì[

Ì• 

∂/ƒ

ÌÌ 

Ì] Ì 

•Ò 

Ÿ/∆

ÌÔ 

•» •” •’ 

•[ •Ì •• 
}/]
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10.4.3. Lateral stop-strictives (˜) (11).
((L, l))•] (l, ¬) dental (with lateral contraction of the tongue) ‘(tı!Y, Ydıú)'
(l, ¬)• alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(t¬s¥J, dız¥ J)'
(´, Ò)•Ô alveolar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(t¬s¥J, dız¥ J„)'
(⁄, —)]Ò velarized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(tı!Îˆ, Îdıúˆ)'
(6, ¶)]» velarized alveolar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(tı!Îˆ„, Îdıúˆ„)'
(ª, ˆ)]” postalveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(˛ı!Î:, ÃıúÎ: )'
((Œ, œ))]’ (<, >) postalveo-palatal (with lateral contraction) ‘(tı!¥:J, ¥:dıúJ)'
(<, >)][ prepalatal (with lateral contraction) ‘(tı!¥JΩ, ¥d ıúJΩ)'
(W, Ó)]Ì palatal (with lateral contraction) ‘(©ıL=@F, áıLF@)'
(L, ı)]• velar (with lateral contraction) ‘(k¬ì=@F, g¬ì@F)'
(Ù, Ø)]] uvular (with lateral contraction) ‘(k¬ì=@F:, g¬ì@F:)'.

10.4.4. Tapped and trilled stop-strictives (º) (4).

(`, Ô)] tapped alveolar ‘(t¬R=@F, dıRFF)'
(Õ, í)]Ô trilled alveolar ‘(t¬r=@F, dırFF)'
(}, £)Ò trilled uvular ‘(›¬K=@F/, G¬KFF/)'
(], 8)» trilled uvular rounded ‘(›¬K=@F/„, G¬KFF/„)'.

10.4.5. Stop-semi(con)strictives (@) (7, others are possible).

((:, /))” (p, ñ) bilabial (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(pXF§, bıBf)'
((Ì, ◊))’ (∫, ∫) labiodental (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(pıff, b¬fv)'
((⁄, Ã))[ (‡, ƒ) dental (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(tı†f, dı∑f )'
((º, Ÿ))Ì (k, ›) palatal (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(©ıÂh , áıhã)'
((˜, ‚))• (w, Ÿ) velar (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(k¬xf, gıh‚)'
((Ü, ä))] (∑, W) velar rounded (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(k¬xf„, gXh‚„)'
((Ü, ú)) (∑, W) uvular (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(k¬X§, g¬ºf)'.

û 10.4.3.  Lateral stop-strictive orograms (11). 
 

+
L/l

+
l/¬ 

+
´/Ò 

+
6/¶ 

+
ª/ˆ Œ/œ 

+
</>

+

W/Ó 

+
L/ı 

+
Ù/Ø 

+
⁄/—

˝ ° ° 

° ° ° 

° 

°

° 

° °

° 
•] • ]Ò 

]» ]” ][

]Ì ]• 

•Ô 

]’ 

]] +

Õ/í `/Ô }/£ ]/8° ° ° ° 

û 10.4.4.  Tap “ trill stop-strictive orograms (4). 
 

] ]Ô » Ò 
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10.4.6. Grooved stop-semi(con)strictives (&) (8, others are possible). Of course,
their groove is less marked than for normal phones, and thus possible even for
palatal and postpalatal phones.

((ı, D))Ô (q, Q) dental (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(Yt¬sf , Ydızf )'
((ˆ, ª))ÔÒ (ç, Ç) alveolar (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(Ît¬sf , Îdızf )'
((ú, ∂))Ô» (fi, ") postalveolar (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(t¬ß§ , dıΩf )'
((À, á))Ô” (C, ‚) postalveo-palatal (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(¥tıSfJ, ¥dıZ§J)'
((fi, F))Ô’ (c, G) postalveo-palatal protruded (= with semi-constr. second elem.) ‘(¥tıSf„, ¥dıZ§„)'
((¬, fl))Ô[ (⁄, Á) prepalatal (= with semi-constrictive second element) ‘(¥t¬sfJ, ¥dızfJ)'
(Œ, ^)ÔÌ palatal (almost (k, ›) but with grooved “ semi-constr. second el.) ‘(k¬Â§ ¶, g¬Z§ ê)'
((…, ó))Ô• postpalatal (almost (%, O) but with grooved “ semi-constr. second el.) ‘(kXÂ§1 ¶, gXZ§1 ê)'.

10.4.7. Semistop-strictives by proportion (¤) (6, others are possible).

((÷, ó))Ô] (∫, ∫) labiodental (= with reduced first element) ‘(zpıf, Wbıv)'
((˘, ô))Ô (‡, ƒ) dental (= with reduced first element) ‘(ÉYtı†, ÉYdı∑)'
((T, Y))ÔÔ (., …) alveolar (= with reduced first element) ‘(ÉÎtı<HF≠, ÉÎdı<HF)'
((≥, W))»ÒÒ (k, ›) palatal (= with reduced first el.) ‘(z©XÂ, záıJ)'
((X, V))»Ò» (w, Ÿ) velar (= with reduced first element) ‘(Wk¬x, zgıŸ)'
((B, ¸))»Ò” (∑, W) velar rounded (= with reduced first element) ‘(Wk¬x„, zgıŸ„)'.

ú/∂ 

¬/fl 

À/á 

fi/F

ı/D
° ° ° 

° ° 

û 10.4.6.  Grooved stop-semi-(con)strictive orograms (8). 
 

ˆ/ª
° 

Ô 

Ô’ Ô[

ÔÒ Ô” Ô» 

° ° Ô• ÔÌ 
Œ/̂ …/ó

Ì/◊ º/Ÿ 

Ü/ä 

° ° ° 

° ° 

û 10.4.5.  Stop-semi-(con)strictive orograms (7). 
 

’ 

]

[

˜/‚ 
° • 

Ì 
://° 

” 

Ü/ú
 

⁄/Ã 

÷/ó ˘/ô T/Y

≥/W X/V B/¸ 

˝ ˝ 

˝ ˝ 

Ô] Ô ÔÔ 

»ÒÒ »Ò» »Ò” 

û 10.4.7.  Semi-stop-strictives by proportion (6). 
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10.4.8. Grooved semi-stop-strictives by proportion (I) (5).

((Ú, ï))»Ò’ (q, Q) dental (= with reduced first element) ‘(Wt¬sY, WdızY)'
((\, õ))»Ò[ (fi, ") postalveolar (= with reduced first element) ‘(Wt¬ß, WdıΩ)'
((˚, ö))»ÒÌ (C, ‚) postalveo-palatal (= with reduced first element) ‘(WtıS¥:J, WdıZ¥:J)'
((>, ˇ))»Ò• (c, G) postalveo-palatal protruded (= with reduced first element) ‘(WtıS¥:„, WdıZ¥:„)'
((Æ, ü))»Ò] (⁄, Á) prepalatal (= with reduced first element) ‘(Wt¬s¥J, Wdız¥J)'.

10.4.9. Semistop-strictives by detension (¤) (6, others are possible).

((¨, Û))»Ò (∫, ∫) labiodental (= with semistopped first element) ‘( hpıf, fbXv)'
((ø, Ø))»ÒÔ (‡, ƒ) dental (= with semistopped first element) ‘(§Ytı†, §Ydı∑)'
((œ, Œ))»»Ò (., …) alveolar (= with semistopped first element) ‘(§Îtı<HF≠, §Îdı<HF)'
((–, —))»»» (k, ›) palatal (= with semistopped first el.) ‘( h©XÂ, háıJ)'
((é, 0))»»” (w, Ÿ) velar (= with semistopped first element) ‘(fk¬x, hgıŸ)'
((´, Ò))»»’ (∑, W) velar rounded (= with semistopped first element) ‘(fk¬x„, hgıŸ„)'.

10.4.10. Grooved semistop-strictives by detension (I) (5, others are possible).

((}, ]))»»[ (q, Q) dental (= with semistopped first element) ‘(ft¬sY, fdızY)'
((«, »))»»Ì (fi, ") postalveolar (= with semistopped first element) ‘(ft¬ß, fdıΩ)'
((è, •))»»• (C, ‚) postalveo-palatal (= with semistopped first element) ‘(ftıS¥:J, fdıZ¥:J)'
((¢, Ú))»»] (c, G) postalveo-palatal protruded (= with semistopped first element) ‘(ftıS¥:„, fdıZ¥:„)'
((±, [))»» (⁄, Á) prepalatal (= with semistopped first element) ‘(ft¬s¥J, fdız¥J)'.

û 10.4.8.  Grooved semi-stop-constrictives by proportion (5). 
 

Ú/ï \/õ 

˚/ö >/ˇ Æ/ü 

˝ ˝ 

˝ 

»Ò’ »Ò[

»ÒÌ »Ò• »Ò]

¬/© 

+

û 10.4.9.  Semi-stop-constrictives by detension (6). 
 

¨/Û ø/Ø

œ/Œ –/—

é/0 ´/Ò

˝ ˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

»Ò »ÒÔ 

»»Ò »»» 

»»” »»’ 

3 3

3 3

3 3+
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ˇ

3

3

3

}/] «/»

è/•
¢/Ú

±/[

˝ ˝ 

˝ 

»»[ »»Ì 

»»• 
»»]

»» 

3

3+

û 10.4.10.  Grooved semi-stop-strictives by detension (5). 
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Constrictives /ò/ (ƒ, â, _, , `) (still called ‘fricatives' – 127)

10.5. ˛ese comprise five synopses of plain (or ‘slit', or un-grooved) and grooved
phones. Again, grooved refers to the actual groove which can be formed on the tip
and lamina of the tongue. ̨ e possible laryngeal constrictives are also shown; and
semi-constrictives are given, as well (including grooved ones). Instead, the synopses
of lateral and trilled constrictives are placed among the corresponding manners,
since that is their prevailing aspect. 

10.5.1. Constrictives (ƒ) (40).

(å, 6)Ò» bilabial (= between the lips) ‘(F, B)' (–)
(4, •)Ò” bilabial rounded (= bilabial with lip rounding) ‘(F„, B„)'
(ƒ, ‡)Ò’ palatalized bilabial ‘(FJ, BJ)'
(z, Z)Ò[ velarized bilabial ‘(F ,̂ B )̂'
((ò, ¡))ÒÌ (z, Z) uvularized bilabial ‘(F &̂, B &̂)'
(π, ∏)Ò• labial-apical (= between the upper lip and the tip of the tongue) ‘(sy, zy)'
(f, v)Ò] labiodental (= between the lower lip and the upper teeth) ‘(f, v)' (=)
(5, ç)Ò labiodental rounded ‘(f„, v„)'
(f, v)ÒÔ palatalized labiodental ‘(fJ, vJ)'
(f, v)»Ò velarized labiodental ‘(f ,̂ vˆ)'
(f, ˚)»» velarized labiodental rounded ‘(fˆ„, vˆ„)'
((@, æ))»” (f, v) uvularized labiodental ‘(f &̂, v &̂)'
((Æ, ô))»’ (f, ˚) uvularized labiodental rounded ‘(f &̂„, v &̂„)'
((fl, ∂))»[ (†, ∑) dental or pre-dental (with a lowered tip), or predorsal-dental ‘(†xs, ∑xz)'
((w, W))»Ì (†, ∑) pro--dental (with a raised and protruding tip), or interdental ‘(†Ω, ∑Ω)'
(†, ∑)»• dental (with a raised tip) ‘(†, ∑)' (=)
(Ñ, ‹)»] dental rounded (with a raised tip) ‘(†„, ∑„)'
((Ω, Ë))» ((†j, ∑j)) palatalized dental (with a lowered or raised tip) ‘(†J, ∑J)'
(T, D)»Ô velarized dental (with a raised tip) ‘(† ,̂ ∑ )̂'
((ù, ü))”Ò (T, D) uvularized dental (with a raised tip) ‘(† &̂, ∑ &̂)'
(Q, z)”» alveolar ‘(H<F≠ , H<F)'
(î, ï)”” alveolar rounded ‘(H<F≠„, H<F„)'
(P, p)”’ postalveolar: (apico-)… (not lam.) ‘(H#>= , >H# )'
(O, ø)”[ postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… (not lam.) ‘(H#>= „, >H#„)'
(Â, J)”Ì palatal ‘(Â, ã)' (=, –)
(c, j)”• palatal rounded ‘(Â„, ã„)'
((fi, fl))”] (¨, Û) uvularized palatal ‘(Â :̂, ã :̂)'
((…, ·))” (Â, J) postpalatal (= retracted palatal or advanced prevelar) ‘(Â., ã>)'
((¢, Ú))”Ô (x, Ÿ) prevelar ‘(xΩ, ‚Ë)'
(x, Ÿ)’Ò velar ‘(x, ‚)' (=, =)
(x, ))’» velar rounded (or (‚, Ÿ), Ô § 9.14) ‘(x„, ‚„)'
((W, R))’” (X, º) preuvular ‘(XË, ºΩ)'
((>, <))’’ (X, º) preuvular rounded ‘(XË„, ºΩ„)'
(X, º)’[ uvular ‘(X, º)' (=)
(X, R)’Ì uvular rounded ‘(X„, º„)'
(á, W)’• pharyngealized uvular ‘(X/, º/)'
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(Â, W)’] pharyngealized uvular rounded ‘(X/„, º/„)'
(…, ∆)’ prepharyngeal (= between the upper pharynx and root of the tongue) ‘(h, ˚)' (–)
(h, h)’Ô pharyngeal (= betw. the lower phar. and the root of the t., ‘epiglottal') ‘(…, H)' (–)
(–, â)[Ò pharyngeal rounded (‘epiglottal' rounded) ‘(…„, ˚„)'.

10.5.2. Laryngeal constrictives (â) “ semi-constrictives (°) (or ‘glottal', (in In-
ternational English pronunciation: (lÈ'<¤~G°, lx-, -Gi°, &lx<È~'Gii°), or laryngal (lÈ-
'<¤˙g°, lx-), 12 – Ô § 10.13, too).

((·, â))[»-[” (h, H) laryngeal (= between vocal folds, including arytenoid cartilages) ‘(h, H)'
((Î, ÿ))[’-[[ (h, H) laryngeal rounded (with lip rounding) ‘(h„, H„)'
((°, C))[Ì-[• (h, H) palatalized laryngeal ‘(hJ, HJ)'
((∑, ‹))[]-[ (h, H) laryngeal (semiconstrictive, with less energy and expiratory air) ‘(hf , Hf )'
((√, Ñ))[Ô-ÌÒ (h, H) laryngeal rounded (semiconstrictive) ‘(hf „, Hf „)'
((©, ¸))Ì»-Ì” (h, H) palatalized laryngeal (semiconstrictive) ‘(hf J, Hf J)'.

û 10.5.1.  Constrictive orograms (40). 
 
 

å/6 4/• ƒ/‡ z/Z

π/∏ f/v 5/ç 

f/˚ f/v f/v

fl/∂ †/∑ w/W

Ω/Ë Ñ/‹ T/D

Q/z î/ï P/p O/ø 

Â/J c/j ¨/Û …/·

¢/Ú x/Ÿ x/) W/R

X/R á/W

Â/W …/∆ h/h –/ÿ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

X/º ˝ 

˝ 

° 

>/<

Ò» Ò” Ò[

ò/¡
ÒÌ 

Ò’ 

Ò• Ò]

ÒÔ 

Ò 

»Ò 
Æ/ô
»” »» 

Æ/ô
»’ »Ì »[ »• 

»] »Ô 
ù/ü
”Ò » 

”» ”” ”[”’ 

”Ì ”• ” ”]

”Ô ’Ò ’” ’» 

’’ ’[ ’• ’Ì 

’] ’ [Ò ’Ô 
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10.5.3. Grooved constrictives (_) (45).

(∞, )Ì’ prodental ‘(ËsY, ËzY)'
(s, z)Ì[ dental (with a lowered tip) ‘(sY, zY)'
(s, z)ÌÌ dental rounded (with a lowered tip) ‘(sY„, zY„)'
(À, ã)Ì• labiodentalized dental (with a lowered tip) ‘(s√, z√)'
((s, z))Ì] (s, z) denti-alveolar (with a raised tip) ‘(s&, z&)'
((`, –))Ì (s, z) denti-alveolar rounded (with a raised tip) ‘(s&„, z&„)'
((±, ≠))ÌÔ (À, ã) labiodentalized denti-alveolar (with a raised tip) ‘(s&√, z&√)'
((‡, ƒ))•Ò (†, Ã) uvular. dental, or denti-alv. (with a raised tip, or more rarely lowered) ‘(s& &̂, z& &̂)'
((H, ·))•» (1, ÿ) labiodento-uvularized dental (with a raised tip), or …denti-alveolar ‘(s&̂√, z&̂√)'
(ß, fi)•” alveolar: (apico-) ‘(sÎ, zÎ)'
(À, ë)•’ alveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘((sÎ„, zÎ„)'
((), F))•[ (À, ë) alveolar protruded: (apico-)… ‘((sÎΩ, zÎ„Ω)'
(*, ï)•Ì velarized alveolar: (apico-)… ‘(sÎˆ, zÎˆ)'
((Ù, ¤))•• (*, ï) uvularized alveolar: (apico-)… ‘(sÎ &̂, zÎ &̂)'
((s, z))•] back-alveolar (apico-)… ‘(_sÎ, z_Î)' or ‘(Ëß, ËΩ)'
((Ç, Ì))• back-alveolar rounded (apico-)… ‘(_sÎ, z_Î)' or ‘(Ëß, ËΩ)'
(ß, Ω)•Ô postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(ß, Ω)' (=)
(è, ¶)]Ò postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(ß„, Ω„)'
(∑, „)]» velarized postalveolar: (apico-)… ‘(ß ,̂ Ωˆ)'
(., ÷)]” velarized postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(ßˆ„, Ωˆ„)'
((fi, Ω))]’ (∑, „) uvularized postalveolar : (apico-)… ‘(ß&̂„, Ω&̂„)'
((≈, ‰))][ (., ÷) uvularized postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(ß&̂„, Ω&̂„)'
({, Ç)]Ì back-postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(.ßπ, .ΩÎ )'
(a, å)]• apico-palatal (= between the palate and the tip) ‘(;.ßπ, ;.ΩÎ )'
(A, Å)]] apico-palatal rounded ‘(.ßπ„, .ΩÎ „)'
(ë, ò)] postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (with a lowered tip) ‘(S¥J, Z¥J)'
((≤, ≥))]Ô postalveo-palatal half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥{„}, Z¥{„})'
(S, Z)Ò postalveo-palatal protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥„, Z¥„)'
(«, »)» postalveo-palatal over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥„g, Z¥„g)'
((X, 5))” (ë, ò) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (with raised tip) ‘(S¥:J, Z¥:J)'

û 10.5.2.  Constrictive ([»-[•) and semi-constrictive ([]-Ì”) laryngograms (12). 
 +

+
· â Î 
[» [” [’ 

∑ ‹

+

+

ÿ 

[[

+

° 
[Ì 

+

° 

[• 

©

Ì» 
+

¸

Ì” 

√

[Ô 
Ñ

ÌÒ 
+

[] [ 
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((∫, ~))’ (S, Z) postalveo-palatal half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:{„}, Z¥:{„})'
((x, ç))[ (S, Z) postalveo-palatal protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:„, Z¥:„)'
((‹, ¶))Ì («, ») postalveo-palatal over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:„g, Z¥:„g)'
(., ÷)• postalveo-prevelar: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂Ω, Z¥:̂ Ω)'
((≈, ©))] postalveo-prevelar half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂Ω{„}, Z¥:̂ Ω{„})'
(/, \) postalveo-prevelar protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂Ω„, Z¥:̂ Ω„)'
(!, ˘)Ô postalveo-prevelar over-rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂Ω„g , Z¥:̂ Ω„g )'
(“, ‰)ÔÒ postalveo-velar: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂ , Z¥:̂ )'

û 10.5.3.  Grooved constrictive orograms (45). 
 

s/z s/z

`/– 

ß/fi À/ë )/F

*/ï Ù/¤

è/¶ ∑/„ ./÷ 

a/å 

A/Å ë/ò 

X/5

S/Z

«/» x/ç 

‹/¶ 

“/‰ S/q

£/} À/= ¿/B ∫/Ê 

ß/Ω 

À/ã 

s/z̋
 

±/≠ ‡/ƒ

H/·

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

° 

./÷

!/˘

//\

s/z

Ì[Ì’ ÌÌ 

Ì]

Ì• 

Ì ÌÔ 

•» 

•Ò 

]Ì 

•” •’ 

•Ì 

•[

•• •]
Ç/Ì
• 

]Ò •Ô ]» ]” 

fi/Ω ≈/‰
]’ ][

]]

]• 

Ô ÔÒ 

Ô’ 

Ô” 

Ô[ ÔÌ Ô• 

Ô]

[

Ì  • 

] Ò 

” » 

∞/

)/7

{/Ç

≤/≥
]Ô 

∫/~
’ 

≈/©
]

√/◊
Ô» 
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((√, ◊))Ô» postalveo-velar half-protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂ {„}, Z¥:̂ {„})'
(S, q)Ô” postalveo-velar protruded: (lamino-)… ‘(S¥:̂ „, Z¥:̂ „)'
(£, })Ô’ postalveo-velar over-rounded ‘(S¥:̂ „g , Z¥:̂ „g )'
(À, =)Ô[ pre-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(s¥J, z¥ J)'
(¿, B)ÔÌ bilabialized pre-palatal: (lamino-… with vertical labialization)… ‘(s¥JB, z¥ JB)'
(∫, Ê)Ô• pre-palatal rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(s¥J„, z¥ J„)'
(), 7)Ô] pro-palatal (= between prepalatal and palatal) ‘(s¥J, z¥ J)' (–).

10.5.4. Semi-constrictives () (18).

((…, ÷))Ô (å, 6) bilabial (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(F§, Bf)'
((f, v))ÔÔ (f, v) labiodental (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(ff, vf)'
((á, V))»ÒÒ (v) labialized labiodental (= intermediate between constrictive and approx.) ‘(vf „)'
((F, V))»Ò» (f, v) palatalized labiodental (= intermediate between constr. and approx.) ‘(ffJ, vf J)'
((fl, ∂))»Ò” (†, ∑) dental (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(†f , ∑f )'
((«, ∫))»Ò’ alveolar (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(<F≠, <F)'
((ˆ, ª))»Ò[ postalveolar (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(>F≠ , F>)'
((∆, ,))»ÒÌ (Â, J) palatal (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(Âh, ã°)'
((/, ı))»Ò• lateralized palatal (with slight friction noise) ‘(LF)'
((ù, |))»Ò] (Â, J) postpalatal (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(Âh:, ã°:)'
((/, Y))»Ò palatal rounded (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(ã°„)'
((/, ˚))»ÒÔ pospalatal rounded (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(ã°:„)'
((?, g))»»Ò (x, Ÿ) prevelar (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(xfË, ‚§Ë)'
((·, y))»»» (x, Ÿ) velar (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(xf, ‚h)'
((â, m))»»” velar rounded (= interm. between constrictive and approximant) ‘(xf„, ‚h „)'
((ò, !))»»’ (X, º) preuvular (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(Xh , ºf )'
((“, ”))»»[ (X, º) uvular (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(Xh , ºf )'
((≤, /))»»Ì (…) prepharyngeal (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(·f )'
((≥, /))»»• (h) pharyngeal (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(…f )'
((ˇ, /))»»] (–) pharyngeal rounded (= intermediate between constrictive and approx.) ‘(…f „)'.

û 10.5.4.  Semi-constrictive orograms (number »Ò» is also lateralized – 20). 
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10.5.5. Grooved semi-constrictives (`) (14).

((`, Ô))»» (s, z) prodental (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(sYh, zYh)'
((∂, d))»»Ô (s, z) dental (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(sYh, zYh)'
((», ≠))»”Ò (s, z) denti-alveolar (= interm. between constrictive and approximant) ‘(sYh;, zYh;)'
((S, Z))»”» (ß, fi) alveolar (= intermediate between constrictive and approximant) ‘(sÎh , zÎh)'
((], [))»”” (ß, fi) backalveolar (= intermediate between constrictive and approx.) ‘(.ßπ;, .ΩÎ;)'
((Á, Î))»”’ (ß, Ω) postalveolar (= intermed. between constric. and approx.) ‘(ßπ , ΩÎ )'
((√, ◊))»”[ (ß, Ω) uvularized postalveolar (= interm. between constric. and approx.) ‘(.ßπ„, .ΩÎ „)'
((, ∞))»”Ì (ß, Ω) backpostalveolar (= intermediate between constric. and approx.) ‘(.ßπ, .ΩÎ )'
((˜, ˚))»”• (ß, Ω) apicopalatal (= intermediate between constric. and approx.) ‘(.ßπ;, .ΩÎ;)'
((À, ö))»”] (ë, ò) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (= interm. between constr. and appr.) ‘(S¥hJ, Z¥hJ)'
((», «))»” (S, Z) postalveo-palatal protruded: (lamino-)… (= int. betw. con. “ app.) ‘(S¥h„, Z¥h„)'
((Q, Y))»”Ô (À, =) prepalatal (= interm. between constrictive and approximant) ‘(s¥§J, z¥§J)'
((œ, ì))»’Ò palatal (almost (Â, J) but grooved “ interm. betw. constric. and approx.) ‘(Â§¶, J§ê)'
((õ, ô))»’» postpalatal (almost (Â, J) but retracted, grooved “ interm. betw. constr. and appr.) ‘(Â§ ¶, J§ê)'.

ˇ

û 10.5.5.  Grooved semi-constrictive orograms (14). 
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Approximants /ß/ (ß, ´, j, ‡, ã, ã*, J) (114)

10.6. ˛ese include six synopses –in addition to those of normal phones– also
those of semi-approximants, some nasalized phones (among the various possibili-
ties), laryngeals, and lateralized ones (with structuring di‡erences, which we will
see below, as for semi-approximants).

10.6.1. (Normal, rather ‘static') approximants (ß) (in addition to ‘dynamic'
ones, shown by a double arrow on their orograms, indicating a tiny, but clear,
movement of the dorsum). We also indicate semi-approximant articulations, with
greater space between the articulators than for approximants and with a definite-
ly more elusive auditory impression (´). We put them close to real approximants,
for useful comparisons, in order to show their tiny di‡erences better. In addition,
to be of further help, the semi-approximant orograms bear a broken line on their
bottom. In order to adequately show the di‡erence between constrictives, semi-
-constrictives, approximants and semi-approximants, within the very poor possi-
bilities of oƒIPA symbols and diacritics, we would be obliged to use combinations
of even four same signs, as (° hf § ) – for instance, in order to transcribe our semiap-
proximant (b), it would be necessary to combine (B) with (°hf§). ˛erefore, we give
up fully trying to indicate the di‡erence between all of these four classes of con-
toids, especially seen that too often oƒIPA does not coherently distinguish yet even
between constrictives and approximants. ̨ e same is true for other nuances (such
as for places of articulation) that canIPA, instead, can adequately show.

As a matter of fact, we are showing these o‚cial monstruosities more to insist
on their absurdity, rather than to try to guide readers to their more or less (im)prob-
able interpretation (70).

(F, B)Ò» bilabial (= vertically) ‘(F§ , Bf)'
((ü, b))Ò” (B) semi-bilabial (= bilabial, with very wide narrowing) ‘(B§f)'
(Ç, Ì)Ò’ bilabial rounded ‘(F§„, Bf„)'
(1, »)Ò[ palatalized bilabial ‘(F§ J, BfJ)'
(F, ñ)ÒÌ velarized bilabial ‘(F§ ,̂ Bf )̂'
((ˆ, ã))Ò• (F, ñ) uvularized bilabial ‘(F§ !̂, Bf !̂)'
(&, V)Ò] labiodental ‘(ff, V)' (–, =)
(/, $)Ò semi-labiodental ‘(fV)'
(è, ¶)ÒÔ labiodental rounded ‘(ff„, V„)'
(/, ∫)»Ò semi-labiodental rounded ‘(fV„)'
(1, »)»» palatalized labiodental ‘(ffJ, VJ)'
((Ü, ˜))»” (f, ◊) uvularized labiodental ‘(ff &̂, V&̂)'
((/, ∫))»’ (◊) semi-uvularized labiodental ‘(fV&̂)'
(Ï, ƒ)»[ dental, or lamino-dental (with raised tip) ‘(†:f , ∑:f )'
((), d))»Ì (Ï, ƒ) semi-dental (= dental, with very wide narrowing) ‘(†§f , ∑§f )'
((‘, ’))»• (Ï, ƒ) denti-alveolar ‘(:†f;, :∑f;)'
((¶, •))»] (Ï, ƒ) semi-denti-alveolar (with very wide narrowing) ‘(†§f;, ∑§f;)'
(ˇ, ¸)» alveolar ‘(sÎh , zÎh )'
(≈, ˝)»Ô alveolar semi-grooved ‘(sÎh , zÎh )'
(⁄, ™)”Ò semi-alveolar semi-grooved ‘(°sÎh , °zÎh )'
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(¯, µ)”» backalveolar semi-grooved ‘(sÎh:, :zÎh )'
(%, ˘)”” semi-backalveolar semi-grooved ‘(:°sÎh , °:zÎh )'
(P, ⁄)”’ postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(ßhπ, ΩÎh )'
(©, <)”[ semi-postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(°ßhπ, °ΩÎh )'
(ë, Ë)”Ì postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘(ßhπ„, ΩÎh„)'
(≈, c)”• apico-palatal ‘(ßπ°., ΩÎ:h )'
(‰, C)”] apico-palatal rounded ‘(ßπ°.„, ΩÎ:h„)'
(Œ, ª)” prepalatal: (lamino-)… ‘(s¥hJ, z¥h J)'
(í, ˝)”Ô prepalatal rounded: (lamino-)… ‘(s¥hJ„, z¥h J„)'
(/, 8)’Ò ((Á)) uvularized palatal dynamic ‘(¥!̂)'

10.6.2. Dorsal approximants corresponding to some vocoids (43).

(â, ã)’» palatal ‘(hXj, Hıj)' (–)
(/, j)’” palatal dynamic ‘(j)' (=)
((., ÷))’’ (j) semi-palatal (with very wide narrowing) ‘(hf J, Hf J)'
((/, ã))’[ (j) semi-palatal dynamic (with very wide narrowing) ‘(°j)'
(‰ ¸)’Ì palatal rounded ‘(hx¥, Hx¥)' (–)
(/, y)’• palatal rounded dynamic ‘(¥)'
(◊, Ñ)’] semi-palatal rounded ‘(hx¥, Hx¥)' (–)
(/, 0)’ semi-palatal rounded dynamic ‘(¥)'

û 10.6.1.  Front approximant “ semi-approximant orograms (30). 
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(˙, ~)’Ô postpalatal ‘(hxj;, Hxj;)'
(/, 3)[Ò postpalatal dynamic ‘(j;)'
(¿, …)[» semi-postpalatal ‘(hxj;, Hxj;)'
(/, ˆ)[” semi-postpalatal dynamic ‘(j;)'
(h, ñ)[’ postpalatal rounded ‘(hx¥. , Hx¥. )'
(/, ¥)[[ postpalatal rounded dynamic ‘(¥.)'
(·, ∆))[Ì (¥) semi-postpalatal rounded (with very wide narrowing) ‘(hx¥. , Hx¥.)'
(/, %))[• (¥) semi-postpalatal rounded dynamic (with very wide narrowing) ‘(¥f.)'
(Õ, ?)[] prevelar ‘(hxj:, Hxj:) or (hxµΩ , HxµΩ )'
(/, j)[ prevelar dynamic ‘(j]:) or (µΩ7 )'
((/, \))[Ô (µ) semi-prevelar (with very wide narrowing) ‘(j»§) or (µfË )'

û 10.6.2.  Dorsal approximant “ semi-approximant orograms (including dynamic ones – 44). 
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((/, F))ÌÒ (µ) semi-prevelar dynamic (with very wide narrowing) ‘(j»§) or (µfË )'
(´, â)Ì» prevelar rounded ‘(hx¥. , Hx¥.)'
(/, é)Ì” prevelar rounded dynamic ‘(¥.)'
((ä, ã))Ì’ (¥) semi-prevelar rounded (= prevel., with very wide narrowing) ‘(h xwË§ , HxwË§ )'
((/, Æ))Ì[ (¥) semi-prevelar rounded dynamic (= prevel., with very wide narrowing) ‘(wËf)'
(‚, Ÿ)ÌÌ provelar (= between prevelar and velar) ‘(hxµË , HxµË )'
(/, µ)Ì• provelar dynamic (= between prevelar and velar) ‘(µË )'
((Ã, á))Ì] (µ) semi-provelar (with very wide narrowing) ‘(hxµΩh , HxµΩh )'
((/, =))Ì (µ) semi-provelar dynamic (with very wide narrowing) ‘(µΩh )'
(¯, µ)ÌÔ provelar rounded ‘(hxwË , HxwË )'
(/, °)•Ò provelar rounded dynamic ‘(wΩ )'
((û, ü))•» (µ) semi-provelar rounded (with very wide narrowing) ‘(hxwΩh , HxwΩh )'
((/, ∫))•” (µ) semi-provelar rounded dynamic (with very wide narrowing) ‘(µΩh )'
(∆, ˘)•’ velar ‘(hxµ, Hxµ)' (–)
(/, V)•[ velar dynamic ‘(µ)' (–)
(°, §)•Ì semi-velar ‘(hxµ, Hxµ)' (–)
(/, ‹)•• semi-velar dynamic ‘(µ)' (–)
(W, #)•] velar rounded ‘(hx', Hxw)' (–)
(/, w)• velar rounded dynamic ‘(w)' (=)
((Æ, æ))•Ô (w) semi-velar rounded (with very wide narrowing for both points) ‘(hxwh , Hxwh )'
(/, j)]Ò (w) semi-velar rounded dynamic (with very wide narrowing for both points) ‘(wh )'
(H, ¯)]» ((q, û)) uvularized velar rounded ‘(hx'&̂, Hxw&̂)'
(/, w)]” ((⁄)) uvularized velar rounded dynamic ‘(w&̂)'
((√, ◊))]’ uvularized semi-velar rounded dynamic ‘(hx'&̂, Hxw&̂)'
(/, ≈)][ ((Õ)) uvularized semi-velar rounded dynamic ‘(w&̂)'.

10.6.3. Back approximants (8).

(w, r)]Ì preuvular ‘(XË§ , ºËf )'
(˜, ˜)]• uvular ‘(Xh , ºf )'
(2, ·)]] uvular rounded ‘(Xh „, ºf„)'
(x, ‰)] pharyngealized uvular ‘(Xh /, ºf /)'
(ö, ü)]Ô pharyngealized uvular rounded ‘(Xh /„, ºf /„)'
(H, ˚)Ò prepharyngeal (= between the upper pharynx and the root of the tongue) ‘(hf , f̊)'
(·, H)» pharyngeal (= between the lower pharynx and root of tongue, ‘epiglottal') ‘(…f , Hf)'
(û, ô)” pharyngeal rounded ‘(…f „, Hf„)'.

10.6.4. Nasalized approximants (j) (4). ̨ e di‡erence between these and semi-
-nasals (in § 10.2.3) lies in the fact that these are normal contoids, with the addi-

û 10.6.3.  Back approximant orograms (8). 
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tion of a lowered velum, whereas the others are nasals with an incomplete contact.
In fact, in û 10.6.1, we have indicated double arrows as well (as in û 5.1), to show
the exact combination of the two articulation manners – by insisting and slightly
exaggerating. (˛e same happens to other contoids –as constrictives, taps, or lat-
erals– with added nasalization.)
(/, J)’ palatal dynamic (with a lowered velum) ‘(J)'
(/, q)[ semi-palatal dynamic (with a lowered velum) ‘(J§)'
(/, Q)Ì velar rounded dynamic (with a lowered velum) ‘(Q)'
(/, ä)• semi-velar rounded dynamic (with a lowered velum) ‘(Qf )'.

10.6.5.1. Lenited laryngeal approximants (‡) (10, including semi-approximants,
which are laxer, using less expiratory air. Others are possible).

(h, H)] laryngeal (= between the vocal folds, including the arytenoid cartilages) ‘(hf , Hf )'
(>, ≥) semi-laryngeal (= between the vocal folds, including the arytenoid cartil.) ‘(hf , Hf )'
(∆, ·)Ô laryngeal rounded (= with lip rounding) ‘(hf „, Hf„)'
(É, î)ÔÒ semi-laryngeal rounded (= with lip rounding) ‘(hf „, Hf„)'
(\, ∫)Ô» palatalized laryngeal (= betw. the vocal folds, including the aryten. cartil.) ‘(hf J, Hf J)'
(ø, Ö)Ô” palatalized semi-laryngeal (= betw. the vocal folds, including aryten. cartil.) ‘(hf J, Hf J)'
(å, Å)Ô’ velarized laryngeal (with velarization) ‘(h≠î ˆ)'
(ƒ, ‡)Ô[ velarized semi-laryngeal (with velarization) ‘(h≠î ˆ)'

û 10.6.4.  Nasalized approximant “ semiapproximant orograms (4). 
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û 10.6.5.1.  Lenis voiced “ voiceless approximant and semi-approximant laryngograms (4). 
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û 10.6.5.2.  Lenis voiced “ voiceless approximant and semi-approximant laryngograms 
(with lip rounding, palatalization, velerization, and rounding “ velarization – 8). 
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(∂, fl)ÔÌ velarized laryngeal rounded (with velarization “ rounding) ‘('≠î )'
(∆, ·)Ô• velarized semi-laryngeal rounded (with velarization “ rounding) ‘('≠î )'.

10.6.5.2. Laryngeal approximant with intermediate phonation and some coarticu-
lations, as in § 10.6.3.1 (the di‡erence lies in their laryngoid, shown on the right – 5).

((=)) laryngeal (with intermediate phonation) ‘(h≠î )'
((≠)) laryngeal rounded (with intermediate phonation) ‘(h≠î „)'
((+)) palatalized laryngeal (with intermediate phonation) ‘(h≠î J)'
((´)) velarized laryngeal (with intermediate phonation) ‘(h≠î ˆ)'
((±)) velarized laryngeal rounded (with intermediate phonation) ‘('≠î )' .

10.6.6. Lateralized apico-laminal approximants, with other coarticulations (ã)
(some with lip-rounding, as well – 9). Let us make it clear that lateralized does not
coincide with lateral (nor with semi-lateral]˘ As the first four linguograms in û
10.9.9 (that we reproduce here, as û 10.6.6.1) show, the mechanism is partially
di‡erent: for (bi)lateral (and semi(bi)lateral] articulations, the lower parts of the
sides of the tongue are completely moved away from the side teeth. ˛e di‡erence
between them is that (full) laterals have a contact with the upper part of the mouth
roof, while semi-laterals do not have it.

Lateralized phones, on the other hand, lack such a consistent space on both
sides of the tongue. ˛ey have just a smaller space, which normal approximants
lack. In addition, to be of greater help, the orograms of (semi)lateral have an ar-
row (bigger for full laterals), while added lateralization is shown by a simple head
of an arrow (which, of course, is not present on normal approximants).

((/, S))Ô] labiodentalized postalveolar slightly rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(V¬<<&„)'
((/, Ã))Ô dental, or lamino-dental (= with a lowered tip and with lateral contraction) ‘(∑¥§&)'

û 10.6.6.2.  Lamino-lateralized approximant orograms (9). 
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((/, ¸))ÔÔ alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(<Î&)'
((/, !))»ÒÒ velarized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(<Î&ˆ)'
((/, ›))»Ò» (!) uvularized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(<Î&<̂)'
((/, Í))»Ò” postalveolar: (apico-)… (with lateral contraction) ‘(<<&)'
(/, >)»Ò’ postalveolar slightly rounded: (apico-)… (with lateral contraction) ‘(<<&„)'
((/, |))»Ò[ velarized postalveolar: (apico-)… (with lateral contraction) ‘(<<&ˆ)'
((/, ˛))»ÒÌ velarized postalveolar slightly rounded: (apico-)… (with lateral contract.) ‘(<<&ˆ„)'.

10.6.7. Lateralized approximants and semi-approximants (with postaveolar and
labial coarticulations; the last one without the latter) (ã*, J) (5).

(/, <)»Ò• postalveolarized prevelar slightly rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘( Ωµ¬<<&„)'
(/, ‰)»Ò] (<) postalveolarized semi-prevelar slightly rounded (with lateral contraction – but

with very wide narrowing) ‘( hΩµ¬<<&„)'
((/, È))»Ò (<) uvulo-postalveolarized velar slightly rounded (with lateral contraction)

‘(µ¬<<&<̂„)'
((/, É))»ÒÔ (≈) (<) uvulo-postalveolarized semi-velar slightly rounded (with lateral contraction

– but with very wide narrowing) ‘( fµ¬<<&<̂„)'.
(/, L)»»Ò semi-provelar (with no labialization) ‘(µ&)'

ˇ

/L

≤ »»Ò 

û 10.6.6.3.  Dorso-lateralized approximant and semi-approximant orograms (with slight post-
alveolarization – 5). 
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Trills, taps “ flaps /ó/ (ó, Â, ‰, ˘, „) (41)

10.7. ˛ese include three synopses for trills, taps, flaps; and two more, for con-
strictive trills and taps; finally, we find lateralized taps and flaps. ˛e synopses of
tapped laterals are with those of laterals. Our orograms clearly show that taps and
flaps are two very di‡erent contoid categories.

10.7.1. Trills (ó) (11).

({Ì}, ∫)Ò» bilabial ‘(∫=, ∫)' (–, =)
{({ç}, r)}Ò” dental (with raised tip) ‘(r+Y, rY)'
({ç}, r)Ò’ alveolar (apical) ‘(r+Î, rÎ )'
(/, d)Ò[ alveolar rounded ‘(rÎ„)'
(/, 5)ÒÌ velarized alveolar ‘(rÎ ˆ)'
((/, ë))Ò• (5) uvularized alveolar ‘(rÎ &̂)'
({(}, #)Ò] postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(+r<, r<)' (–)
(/, E)Ò apico-palatal ‘(#¬#)' (–)
({{}, D)ÒÔ prepalatal: (lamino-)… ‘(r+¥J, r¥J)'
({'}, K)»Ò uvular ‘(K= , K)' (–, =)
({ö}, R)»» uvular rounded ‘(K= „, K„)'.

10.7.2. Taps (Â) (11).

(/, ´)»” bilabial ‘(∫z/wz )'
(/, ©)»’ labiodental ‘(©)' (=)
{({5}, R)}»[ dental (with raised tip) ‘(R+Y, RY)'
({5}, R)»Ì alveolar (with raised tip) ‘(R+Î, RÎ)'
(/, ∂)»• alveolar rounded ‘(RÎ„)'
({Ô}, R)»] velarized alveolar ‘(+RÎ ˆ, RÎˆ)'
({Ô}, R)» ((ˇ, †)) uvularized alveolar ‘(+RÎ <̂, RÎ <̂)'
({4}, e)»Ô postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(#+ , #)'
(/, R)”Ò apico-palatal (palatal and apical, not laminal) ‘(#.π)'
({[}, ç)”» prepalatal: (lamino-)… ‘(R+¥J, R¥J)'
({3}, r)”” uvular ‘(=Kz , Kz )'.

û 10.7.1.  Trill orograms (11). 
 

{Ì}/∫ {ç}/r {ç}/r /d

/5 /ë {(}/# /E

{{}/D {'}/K {ö}/R

˝ ˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

Ò» Ò” Ò’ Ò[

ÒÌ Ò• Ò] Ò 

ÒÔ »Ò »» 
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10.7.3. √aps (‰) (6).

(/, Ñ)”’ labiodental (= between the lower lip and the upper teeth) ‘(V̆/vz/©)'
({Ó}, [)”[ alveolar ‘(Í̆, R̆)'
({V}, e)”Ì velarized alveolar ‘(Í̆ ˆ, R̆ˆ)'
({V}, e)”• ((á, Ë)) uvularized alveolar ‘(Í̆ <̂, R̆ <̂)'
(/, ®)”] postalveolar: (apico-)… ‘(#̆ )'
({∆}, ®)” apico-palatal (not laminal) ‘(#̆±:, #̆:)'.

10.7.4. Constrictive trills (˘) (7).

((», «))”Ô alveolar (with raised tip and narrowing which produces friction noise) ‘(rÎH#≠ , rÎH# )'
((®, ‚))’Ò (x, Ÿ) prevelar (with friction noise) ‘(F+#KËË, KF#ËË)'
((H, ·))’» (x, Ÿ) velar (with friction noise) ‘(F+#KË, KF#Ë )'
((º, ˜))’” (X, º) uvular (with friction noise) ‘(K=H#, KH# )'
((ã, r))’’ uvular rounded (with friction noise) ‘(K=H#„, KH#„)'
((‹, â))’[ pharyngealized uvular (with friction noise) ‘(K=H#/, KH#/)'
((", 2))’Ì pharyngeal (between the lower phar. “ root of t.; with friction noise) ‘(…xKH#≠, HxKH#)'.

û 10.7.2.  Tap orograms (11). 
 

/´ {5}/R {5}/R

/∂ {Ô}/R {ˇ}/† {4}/e

/R {[}/ç {3}/r

˝ »” »[ »Ì 

»• »] » »Ô 

”Ò ”Ò ”” 

/©
»’ 

û 10.7.3.  ∫ap orograms (6). 
 

/Ñ {Ó}/[ {V}/e

{á}/Ë /® /® 

3
1

2

3
1

1

111

1

”’ ”[ ”Ì 

”• ”] ” 

û 10.7.4.  Constrictive trill orograms (7). 
 

»/« º/˜ 

"/2ã/r ‹/â 

H/·
”Ô ’» 

’[ ’Ì 

’” 

’’ 

®/‚
’Ò 
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10.7.5. Constrictive taps (˘*) (3).

((4, ())’• alveolar (with raised tip and narrowing which produces friction noise) ‘(+R@F, R@F)'
((h, ∆))’] velar (with friction noise) ‘(+KF@âË, KF@âË)'
((/, Í))’ uvular (with friction noise) ‘(KzF@ )'.

10.7.6. Lateralized taps “ flaps („) (3).

({¥}, É)’Ô alveolar tap (with raised tip) ‘(R+Î &, RÎ &)'
({r}, m)[Ò alveolar flap (with raised tip) ‘(R±Î:Ë &, RÎ:Ë&)'
({◊}, ©)[» velarized alveolar flap (with raised tip) ‘(R±Î:Ë &̂ , RÎ:Ë&ˆ)'.

ˇ

û 10.7.6.  Lateralized orograms: tap and flap. 
 

¥/É 
≤ ≤ 

{r}/m {◊}/©
≤ ’Ô [Ò [» 

1 1

û 10.7.5.  Constrictive tap orograms (3). 
 

4/( k/Íh/∆ 
’• ’] ’ 
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Laterals /‹/ (‹, Æ, ü, æ, Œ) (67)

10.8. ˛ese include five synopses for (bi)laterals, unilaterals, constrictive lat-
erals, lateral taps; semi-laterals; finally, the symbol for a diaphone is added, (`)
(which can be called either ‘lateralized tap' or ‘tapped lateral', for oscillations be-
tween (R, É, ¬, l)).

10.8.1. Laterals (‹) (30).

(/, Ö)Ò» labial-apical (= between the upper lip and the tip of the tongue) ‘(ly)'
((/, l))Ò” (l) dental, or predental (with raised tip) ‘(lY)'
((/, ¬))Ò’ (t) dental rounded ‘(lY„)'
((/, Ï))Ò[ (ı) velarized dental ‘(lYˆ) or (ıY)'
((/, ˛))ÒÌ (or (ı)) (ı) uvularized dental ‘(lY&̂) or (ıY:)'
((/, R))Ò• (l) denti-alveolar (= intermediate between the teeth and the alveoli) ‘(lY:)'
({a}, l)Ò] alveolar (= between the alveoli and the tip of the tongue) ‘(l≠Î, lÎ)'
(/, t)Ò alveolar rounded ‘(lÎ„)'
({ñ}, ı)ÒÔ velarized alveolar ‘(lÎ≠ˆ), (lÎˆ) or (ıÎ), (ı≠Î)'
(/, ∞)»Ò velarized alveolar rounded ‘(lÎˆ„) or (ıÎ„)'
({Ü}, ])»» semi-velarized alveolar (with reduced velar narrowing than (ı)) ‘(l≠Î§̂ , lÎ§̂) or (ıÎ§, ıÎ≠f)'
(/, 3)»” semi-velarized alveolar rounded ‘(lÎf̂„) or (ıÎ„f )'

û 10.8.1.  (Bi)lateral orograms (30). 
 

+
/Ö 

+
/l

+
/¬ 

+
/˛

+
{a}/l

+
/t

+
{ñ}/ı 

+
{Ü}/]

+
/3

+
/Ï

+
/Î

+
{ó}/$

+
/*

+
/¯ 

+
{ú}/Ú 

+
/ï 

+
{Ñ}/¬ 

+
{‹}/L

+
/F

/ì 

+

/L

+

+
/ı 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 
/.

/R

+

+
/Ï

+

Ò» Ò” Ò’ Ò[

ÒÌ Ò• Ò] Ò 

ÒÔ »» +
/∞ 
»Ò »” 

»’ »[ »Ì »• 

»] » »Ô ”Ò 

”» ”” ”’ 

”Ì ”• ”]

’Ò ”Ô 

/Ò

+

+
/¡

/ú
” +

/´
”[ +
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((/, Ï))»’ (or (l)) (ı) uvularized alveolar ‘(lÎ<̂) or (ıÎ:)'
((/, Î))»[ (or (l)) (∞) uvularized alveolar rounded ‘(lÎ<̂„) or (ıÎ:„)'
({ó}, $)»Ì postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘($≠, $)' (–, =)
(/, *)»• postalveolar rounded: (apico-)… ‘($„)'
(/, ¯)»] velarized postalveolar ‘($ˆ)'
({ú}, Ú)» apico-palatal (= between the palate and the tip) ‘($±:, $:)'
(/, ï)»Ô apico-palatal rounded ‘($:„)'
((L))”Ò (¬) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(l¥:J)'
({Ñ}, ¬)”» pre-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(l≠¥J, l¥J)'
(/, Ò)”” pro-palatal (= between prepalatal and palatal) ‘(LΩ )' (–)
({‹}, L)”’ palatal ‘(L= , L)' (–, =)
(/, ´)”[ postpalatal ‘(L&)'
(/, .)”Ì prevelar ‘(ìΩ )'
(/, ı)”• velar (= betw. the velum and the back of tongue; not ‘velarized {alveol.}') ‘(ì)' (–)
(/, F)”] velar rounded ‘(ì„)'
(/, ú)” velar–alveolar ‘(ìxl)'
(/, ¡)”Ô preuvular ‘(ì)'
(/, ì)’Ò uvular ‘(ì&)'.

10.8.2. Unilaterals (Æ) (10).

((/, …))’» (l) dental: (lamino-)… (air passing only, or mostly, around one side of the tongue) ‘(lY@)'
(({Ñ}, ô))’” (l) alveolar ‘(l≠Î@, lÎ@)'
((/, |))’’ prevelarized alveolar ‘(lÎ@ Ω̂)'
((/, l))’[ prevelarized alveolar rounded ‘(lÎ@ Ω̂„)'
((/, ÷))’Ì (ı) velarized alveolar ‘(lÎ@ˆ)'
((/, ÿ))’• (or (ˆ)) (ı) uvularized alveolar ‘(lÎ@<̂)'
((/, |))’] (¬) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(l¥:@J)'
((/, ¡))’ (¬) prepalatal: (lamino-)… ‘(l¥@J)'
((/, ü))’Ô (L) palatal: (lamino-)… ‘(LF)'.
((/, Ò))[Ò postpalatal ‘(LF:)'.

10.8.3. Constrictive (uni)laterals (ü) (11).

((;, .))[» (!, ¡) dental, or predental (with friction noise) ‘(!Y, úY )'
(!, ¡)[” alveolar (with friction noise) ‘(!Î, úÎ )'

û 10.8.2.  Unilateral orograms (10). 
 

+
{Ñ}/ô 

+
/|

+

/l

/÷ /ÿ

/ü

/¡/|

° 
/…

+

+ +

+

’» ’” ’’ ’[

’Ì 

’Ô 

’• ’] ’ +

+

/Ò
[Ò +
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(é, 0)[’ alveolar rounded (with friction noise) ‘(!Î„, úÎ „)'
(Ò, ´)[[ velarized alveolar (with friction noise) ‘(!Îˆ, úÎ ˆ)'
(è, ä)[Ì velarized alveolar rounded (with friction noise) ‘(!Îˆ„, úÎ ˆ„)'
(≠, ±)[• postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal – with friction noise) ‘(!Î:, úÎ: )'
((…, ÷))[] (≤, ≥) postalveo-palatal: (lamino-)… (with friction noise) ‘(!¥:J, ú¥: J)'
(≤, ≥)[ prepalatal: (lamino-)… (with friction noise) ‘(!¥J, ú¥ J)'
(î, ÿ)[Ô palatal (with friction noise) ‘(!xL, úıL) or (L≠F@, LF@)'
(l, ¬)ÌÒ velar (not ‘velarized {alveolar}' – with friction noise) ‘(!xì, ú¬ì) or (ì≠F@, ìF@ )'
(œ, Œ)Ì» uvular (with friction noise) ‘(!xì. , úXì.) or (ì.≠F@, ì.F@ )'.

10.8.4. Tapped laterals (æ) (3).

(/, ¬)Ì” alveolar ‘(à)' (=)
(/, »)Ì’ postalveolar: (apico-)… (not laminal) ‘(à:Î)'
(/, ¡)Ì[ apico-palatal (= between the {hard} palate and the tip) ‘(à:Î])'.

10.8.5. Semilaterals (or lateralized approximants) (Œ) (15).

((/, ¬))ÌÌ (l) alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&)'
((/, ù))Ì• (ı) velarized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&ˆ)'
((/, ◊))Ì] (ı) semivelarized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl& f̂)'
((/, §))Ì (ı) velarized alveolar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&ˆ„)'
((/, ˚))ÌÔ (ı) semivelarized alveolar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&ˆf„)'
((/, ¬))•Ò (ı) uvularized alveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&<̂)'
((/, ı))•» (ı) uvularized alveolar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(fl&<̂„)'
((/, 8))•” ($) postalveolar (with lateral contraction) ‘(§$&)'
((/, Ù))•’ (¬) pre-palatal (with lateral contraction) ‘(fL&)'
((/, ¥))•[ (L) palatal (with lateral contraction) ‘(fL&)'
((/, ˘))•Ì (ı) prevelar (with lateral contraction) ‘(Ëfì&)'
((/, )))•• (ı) velar (with lateral contraction) ‘(fì&)'

û 10.8.3.  Constrictive (uni)lateral orograms (11). 
 

;/. !/¡ 

≠/± …/÷ ≤/≥ 

î/ÿ l/¬ œ/Œ 

+ +

+ + +

++ +

˝ 
é/0

+
Ò/´

è/ä
+

+[» [” [’ [[

[Ì [• [] [ 

[Ô ÌÒ Ì» 

û 10.8.4.  Tapped lateral orograms (3).

+
/¬ 

+
/» 

+
/¡ 

˝ 
Ì” Ì’ Ì[
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((/, 7))•] (ı) velar rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(fì&ˆ„)'
((/, ì))• (ì) uvular (with lateral contraction) ‘(fì&)'
((/, Õ))•Ô (ì) uvular rounded (with lateral contraction) ‘(fì&ˆ„)'.

10.8.6. As already pre-empted in § 10.8, we also give the ‘diaphone' (`) (¤ ei-
ther a ‘lateralized tap' or a ‘tapped lateral' (or something else), for possible oscil-
lations between (R, É) and (¬, l)). Of course, our symbol is the combination of (R)
and (l). As a matter of fact, it is no easy task to try to show it with a suitable oro-
gram, given its particular nature. We leave the task of devising possible oƒIPA ‘tran-
scriptions' to the imagination of careful readers.

ˇ

/`

û 10.8.6.  Orogram of the alveolar 
            lateralized tap, or tapped  
        lateral, diaphone. 

]Ò +

/¥
•[+ +

/ì /Õ
• •Ô + +

û 10.8.5.  Semi-laterals, or lateralized approximants (15).

/Ù /˘ 

+

/)
+

/7

/8

/ù /§

+

/¬

+

++ÌÌ Ì• 
/◊

+Ì]

/˚
ÌÔ 

Ì 

•” 

•’ •Ì •• 

•]

+

/¬ /ı
•Ò •» + + +
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Appendix

Intermediate contoids: semi-grooved 

10.9.1. Semi-grooved constrictives “ stop-strictives can also occur. ̨ ere follows
an illustration showing the di‡erence between un-grooved˚ semi-grooved and grooved
dental constrictive contoids, as a necessary exemplification.

Now, for comparison, we show the orograms of grooved and semi-grooved den-
tal, denti-alveolar, alveolar and postalveolar constrictives. As can beseen, it is no
easy job to draw them by hand or in print at reduced dimensions, especially for
voiceless ones. However, we can rely on them, if needed.

Here, we just show the two most frequent semi-grooved stop-strictives and their
correspondent constrictives (but, of course, others are possible).

In certain societies, semigrooved contoids are often (though not always) asso-
ciated with gay-male lisp.

û 10.9.1.  Comparison between plain (un-grooved, or ‘slit'), semi-grooved, and grooved  
dental contoids.

s z

† ∑ un-grooved

grooved

> <semi-grooved

û 10.9.2.  Some grooved and semi-grooved constrictive orograms. 
 

s/z s/z

>/< ≈/∑ ñ/∫

ß/fi 

∆/Ÿ

ß/Ω 

û 10.9.3.  Some semi-grooved constrictive and stop-strictive orograms. 
 

®/Íø/Ø ⁄/Á ™/È
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Comparisons between similar contoids 

10.9.2. For nasals, to closely examine their many articulatory possibilities, we
can consider the position of German, as it emerges mainly from § 5.2.1-7 of HPr.
We have indicated many coarticulatory combinations, by using both (more) ‘nor-
mal' and (more) ‘special' symbols. Certainly, this has been done not for the sake
of useless pedantry, but rather to fully describe native speakers' ‘spontaneous and
automatic' phonetic reality, in order to allow even non-native speakers to use what
natives actually do. In fact, for the 3 nasal phonemes of German, /m, n, ˙/, we
have 6 taxophones, (m, M, n, ~, ˙, ,), and some special ones, ((º, ¸, n)) (if neces-
sary, ((n)), too). For the 2 intense (‘syllabic') nasals, /õ, ó/, we have 6 more normal
taxophones, (õ, è, ó, «, ô, ?), and 9 special ones ((:, !, õ, ò, ô, /, ¡, |, ˘)) (if
necessary, ((~)), too). ˛ey are all given in û 10.2.1-2 (with others).

10.9.3. For stops, let us carefully observe the characteristics of some (voiceless)
phones, belonging to the apical group (predental, dental, denti-alveolar, alveolar,
postalveolar, apico-palatal), ({˛}, t, 4, T, ˛, †). We find the last five respectively in:
Spanish tù ('tu), German Tod ('4ho:4), English tat ('ThπT), Hindi =aa= ('˛aa˛), and
Tamil =ii ('†ii). ˛e first orogram in û 10.9.4 adds the predental articulation which
in Malayalam opposes /˛/ (†) (and, in traditional pronunciation, also /T/ (T), which
in modern pronunciation merges into /t/ (˛); thus, they can both become (t)):
mu99u ('mU˛:U), muttu ('mUT:U), mu==u ('mU†:U). Others are possible (û 10.9.4).

10.9.4. For stop-strictives, let us expressly consider some groups, in order to see
their nuances well, since too often they are described badly. For simplicity, we will
see voiceless phones only. ˛e first three we consider are (prodental, dental, and
alveolar) un-grooved contoids, (=, ‡÷ .). We find the first two in regional Italian
pronunciations from Trentino (in north-eastern Italy), for /q/: marzo ('mA;R=P,
-‡P) (for neutral Italian ('mar:qo)), and (.), in Sicily, for /tr/: tre ('.™, '.™Ä) (this
is the ‘legendary' –and ‘phonetic-fiction'– ‘cacuminal' sequence ‘=ó', for ('tre)).

It is useful to also consider the grooved triple set, with no lip-rounding nor
lip-protrusion – postalveo-palatal with a lowered or raised tip, and prepalatal: (C),
((C)), (⁄), as in typical pronunciations in northern Italy, for /c/: cera ('Ce:Ra, C-, ⁄-),
/'cera/. Let us also consider the pair with lip-protrusion: (c), as in neutral Italian
('ce:Ra); ((c)), as in English chain ('ch™;In) /'cEIn/ and German deutsch ('∂OYc)
/'dOYc/. ≈nally, let us observe (Â), as well, with vertical labialization (not round-
ing or protrusion), as in Chinese ji (5Âi) /5Âi/.

˛ t 4 T

˛ † † ¥ 

û 10.9.4.  Comparisons between some (voiceless) stops: prodental, dental, denti-alveolar,  
alveolar, back-alveolar, postalveolar, back-postalveolar, apico-palatal. 
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10.9.5. In addition, it is worthwhile considering the set of eight grooved con-
strictives˘ For instance, (s, s, ß, s), can occur respectively in neutral Italian, region-
al Italian (of upper-southern and northern parts), and regional Italian (of other
northern parts), as in sì ('si, 'si, 'ßi, 'si) /'si/ (or of variants of Spanish; while neutral
Castilian Spanish uses (ß), neutral American Spanish (s)). English speakers can ac-
tually use any of these four contoids, but the neutral one is ((s)), although gener-
ally transcribed with (s): sixty (('s¤ksTi)) ('s¤ksTi) /'sIksti/. Look at û 10.9.6.2-3, too.

= ‡ .

C C ⁄ 

c c Â 

û 10.9.5.  Comparisons between some (voiceless) stop-strictives. 
 

û 10.9.6.1.  Comparisons between some (voiceless) grooved constrictives: prodental, den- 
tal, denti-alveolar, alveolar, back-alveolar, postalveolar, back-postalveolar, apico-palatal. 
 

ss ß ∞ 

s aß {

Á 

∂ S

]  

` » 

˜ 

û 10.9.6.2.  Comparisons between some (voiceless) grooved semi-constrictives: prodental, 
dental, denti-alveolar, alveolar, back-alveolar, postalveolar, back-postalveolar, apico-palatal. 
 

Ï/ƒ 

⁄/™)/d

≈/¸ ¯/µ

¶/• %/˘

‘/’

û 10.9.6.3.  Comparisons between some (voiceless and voiced) approximants and semi- 
-approximants: dental, denti-alveolar, alveolar, back-alveolar. 
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10.9.6. As far as median approximants are concerned, that is those produced
within the phonetic space of vocoids (Ô û 8.1), it is very important to also observe
some realizations with greater or lesser space between the dorsum and the palate,
up to constrictive phones, by considering the following areas: [prepalatal˚] palatal,
postpalatal, prevelar, provelar, velar (and uvularized velar, too). We will present the
voiced contoids in a synoptic way (whereas their articulations can be found in
previous sections). It is to be noted that the median approximants (and semi-
-approximants) in this table are dynamic contoids (rather than static ones – Ô û
10.9.14-15). Besides, the high vocoids, that we show below the table, are there to
help to connect them with the contoids.

10.9.7. It is important to also consider some alveolar contoids, which can be di‚-
cult to distinguish. For the speakers of certain languages (mostly spoken in the Far
East, as the various Chinese languages, and Japanese and Korean) they are a severe
di‚culty, since these di‡erences are not present in the phonemic systems of those
languages (Ô û 10.13 “ § 9.33). ˛ose Spanish accents which (really or presum-
ably) neutralize the patterns /R0, l0/ can have (R, É, ¬, l) (with apical contact, Ô §
10.8.6, as well), or (∆, ¸, ¸, ¬) (with no such contact). ˛e di‡erence between the
last three phones (and orograms) is fairly small: (¸) lacks any lateral contraction,

û 10.9.8.  Comparisons between trills, taps, flaps, laterals, approximants (“ combinations). 
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j
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Comparisons between  
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û 10.9.7.

Y ˚ ˛
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which is present in (¸) (as an added feature), and in (¬) (as a fundamental feature
coupled with the lack of any apical contact). It is important to pay careful atten-
tion to the size of the arrows, too. ˛e possible alveolar semi-tap, (∆) is intermedi-
ate between (R) and (¸), with which it can actually alternate (and might –indeed–
work as a diaphone, as well, Ô § 10.8.6).

10.9.8. û 10.9.9 shows some diagrams of frontal orograms, or linguograms, in
order to help to visualize the slight mechanism which contributes to di‡erentiate
similar phones. ˛ose in the middle concern the last three phones we have seen;
the two on the sides highlight other interesting relations.

10.9.9. Here we add some more linguograms to better show the di‡erence be-
tween certain (categories of) contoids already dealt with in this chapter. It is very im-
portant to accurately connect every linguogram to its articulatory chartacteristics.

û 10.9.9.  Linguograms (or frontal orograms) showing a di‡erent perspective. 
 

approximant

¸, j, w

semi-lateral

¬

semi-approx.

ã, j

(bi)lateral (approx.)

l

semi-uni-lateral (ap.)

˚

lateraliz. approx.

¸ 

unilateral (appr.) unilateral constrict.
(ungrooved) 
constrictivegrooved constr.

s, z÷ ß, Ω÷ S, Z †, ∑÷ Â, J÷ x, Ÿ !, ¡ ô 

û 10.9.10.  Further linguograms showing a di‡erent perspective for given contoid classes. 
 

approximant

j, ¥, ∆/µ, w

¬, ù

semi- 
-approximant

ã, F, j

l, ı, L ¸, <, >

s/z, S/Z†/∑, Â/J, x/Ÿ ∂/d, »/«fl/∂÷ ∆/,÷ ·/y

ı/D, fi/F

⁄/Ã, º/Ÿ 

(ungr.) stop- 
-semi-{con}strict.

grooved stop- 
-semi-{con}strict.

ô, ÷ 

(ungr.) semi- 
-stopstrictive*

grooved semi- 
-stopstrictive*

Ú/ï, >/̌  

T/Y, X/W

semi-lateral 
(approxim.)

lateral 
(approxim.)

lateralized  
approximant

unilateral 
(approxim.)

Ô/`

unilateral 
semiconstr.

!/¡, î/ÿ 

unilateral 
constrictive

(ungrooved) 
constrictive

grooved 
constrictive

(ungr.) semi- 
-constrictive

grooved semi- 
-constrictive

q/Q, c/G

‡/ƒ, k/› 

(ungrooved) 
stopstrictive

grooved 
stopstrictive

(ungr.) semi- 
-stop-strictive**

grooved semi- 
-stop-strictive**

}/], ¢/Ú

œ/Œ, –/—

semi-stop stop

p/b, t/d, k/gπ/∏, fl/∂, ˜/º

* by proportion 

** by detention 
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10.9.10. Palatograms are also very important to help to recognize some articula-
tory peculiarities which can make a real di‡erence between similar phones.  ˛us,
it is fundamental to accurately inspect all palatograms we are presenting here.

ˇ

10.9.11. We also show the palatograms of all principal vocoids, because even
comparisons between these two categories of phones can be very illuminating.
But, first, let us show them in their vocograms (as in m 8)

û 10.9.11.  Further di‡erent palatograms to be compared very attentively. 
 

ı ì 

l ı ô Ô, ` !, ¡ ] Ï

ù◊ ¬

˛, Ã ˙÷ t, d

~÷ +, _

4, 7 n÷ T, D N÷ ˛, Ã †, fl 

N÷ ©, á £, 8 ´, Ò ˙÷ k, g ,÷ ›, Gœ, Œ

L

), 7 À, =÷ ¿, B

s, z s, z ß, fi s, z ß, Ω a, å w, W; ., ÷ `, ´

⁄, Á÷ Â, © 

S, Z÷ ë, ò ß, Ω ∆, , â, j

ã ª 

Â, J

}, ] c, g÷ C, G

n÷ t, d

œ, ì

L ¬ 

˚

q, Q c, G÷ C, ‚ 
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10.9.12. Here is an expanded version of û 9.1, which can complete this over-
view, to continue making useful comparisons between phones and some of their
nuances.

û 10.9.13.  Palatograms of canIPA vocoids. 
 

i, ¨, Y

I, Ù, è 

e, È, ∏

™, Í, π

E, É, œ

π, Ω, ì

Û, 2, y

¤, :, Y

Ù, ,, ° 

É, ", #

Ä, †, § 

Å, Ë, π 

…, ˚, %

¢, &, T

È, ~, +

‘, Ï, ê 

å, ', @

a, Ä, ∏ 

M, W, ¯ 

û, w, ¨ 

X, „, P

x, ∑, Ö 

√, ,, ∏ 

A, a, ù 

*, 3, u

ï, 4, U

Ú, (, o

¢, 5, ø 

∏, ©, O

å, ¬, Ø 

unrounded rounded

high (å)
©¬øß™ 

µ¤∂ 

øπ™~

lower-high (∫)

higher-mid (©)

lower-mid (∂)

higher-low (™)
low (ƒ)

fro
nt

fro
nt-c

en
tra

l

ce
ntra

l

ba
ck

-ce
ntra

l

ba
ck

fro
nt r

ou
nde

d
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nt-c

en
tra

l r
ou

nd.

ce
ntra

l r
ou

nde
d

ba
ck

-ce
ntra

l r
ou

nd.

ba
ck

 ro
un

de
d

0      1       2      3      4                     5      6       7      8      9

Y

 
 
 

Yè 

° 
#

§ 
π 

[∏]

[π]

[œ]

[ì]

+

ê 

@
∏ 

∏ 
ù 

¨ 

Ö 

u
U
o
ø 

O
Ø 

y %

P

¯ 
T

i
I
e
™ 
E
π 

¤ 
Ù 
É 
Ä 
Å 

È 
‘ 
å 
a

√ 
A

û 

x

 

 
 

∏ 

å 

Û … 

X

M

[ï]

¢ 

[Ú]

[*]

¢ 

≥ 

≥ 

≥ 
 

û 10.9.12.  Vocograms with canIPA vocoids. 
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‘Aspiration' “ coarticulation 

10.9.13. Certainly, it will not be in vain to also reflect upon di‡erent possible
degrees of ‘(h)' in various languages, either as a phoneme, /h/, or as an element of
‘aspiration', either phonetic, for /0/, or phonemic, for /0h/. As a matter of fact, it
could be very important to be able to adequately distinguish, not only between
(voiced or voiceless) laryngeal approximants, (h, H), but also between laryngeal
constrictives, (·, â) (Ô § 10.6.4 “ 10.5.2). And, in addition to a possible interme-
diate phonation type, (=) (Ô § 10.6.4.2), we can also find the corresponding se-
mi-constrictive, ((∑, ‹)) (formerly ((Ö, Õ))), and semi-approximant, ((>, ≥)) (former-
ly ((h, ∆))), contoids – which are produced by using a lesser amount of air than the
respective constrictive or approximant phones. However, the special symbols are
not yet in great use.

˛is reflection can show that the vot theory (= voice onset time – \ the time
that elapses between some articulatory events, mostly the release of a stop and the

û 10.9.14.  Contoid labiograms (and seven orograms for the lips again). 
 

l

M, f v

m, p b

r R

L N, Â n, ∆ 

s z, À =÷ q Q, ⁄ Á 

k g, ˙ x «, · 

S Z, c G

n, T Dt d

[, ( {

± 

=
+

± 

≠ 

+
+

« », & 1

± 
=

j, i µ, Û … M ¥, y % ¯ 

± 

≠ 

w, u

ë, ò, C ‚ 

± 

≠ 

ë S « 

¿ À 

¿ B, Â © =
+

F B

+
=

å 6

+
=

V, À ã 

± 

∫ 

+
+

≤ ≥, Åfi 

+

+

≤



point at which the vocal folds begin to vibrate) is a very weak one, since not only
time, but also tension is important in the transitions from a phone to another.

Unfortunately, as we know quite well, oƒIPA is nothing more than a phonemic
alphabet (in spite of its o‚cial name: ‘International Phonetic Alphabet', with some
vague and curious definitions, too. It only has two voiceless and voiced ‘fricative'
(meaning approximant) sounds, /h, H/ (beside oldfashioned, or provincial, ‘/'/' –\
(Ww, hw)– mostly for English wh-]˘ In addition, let us notice that generally oƒIPA
indicates any kind of ‘aspiration' as /0h/ – and also (0h), even for voiced ‘aspiration'.
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˙ 10.9.15.  Orograms of some unrounded vocoids and their corresponding dynamic “  
(more) static approximants “ semi-approximants. 
 

Ù 

Û 

… 

È 

M

X

Ú 

*

e

i

ˆ

3

j

F

µ 

=

‹

V

ã 

j

¿ …

˙ ~

Õ ?

/ \

Ã á

‚ Ÿ

° §

∆ ˘

. ÷

â ã

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

˝ 

((i, i))¶ â â 

((e, e))zz¶

((Û, Û))z)z¶

((Ù, Ù))zz¶

((…, …))zz¶

((È, È))zz¶

((M, M))zz¶

((X, X))zz¶

((*, *))zz¶

((Ú, Ú))zz¶

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
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10.9.14.  „at corresponds to /h/ (h) “ /0h/ (0h)? Is it correct to represent the
‘aspirate' /h/ as (h)? In fact, the oƒIPA current representation –/h/ (h)– is quite
phonemic, but generally a satisfactory one, indeed.

<e same is true for a general canIPA representation. As a matter of fact, even
within canIPA, this is more than su‚cient, due to normal automatic coarticula-
tion. Of course, when the e‡ect of coarticulation is stronger, canIPA shows it ade-
quately (taking particular aims into consideration, as well), as we will see below,
for more or less important nuances.

It would not be convenient to continuously notate expressly that we have (pre-
velar) (k) /k/ before front vowels. But –if we want to be realistic– we have to in-

˙ 10.9.16.  Orograms of some rounded vocoids and their corresponding dynamic “  
(more) static approximants “ semi-approximants. 
 

° 

y

+

%

P

¯ 

o

u

∏ 

Y

%
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Æ

é 

∫

°

j

w

0

y

· ∆

h ñ
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Æ æ

W #
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‰ ¸
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dicate a palatal (©) (or a pospalatal (£)) realization, when it realizes the (velar) /k/
phoneme, either before front vowels, or at the end of a word, as it happens in neu-
tral French pronunciation: ('©i, 'mE©) qui˚ mec. Of course, strictly speaking, a tran-
scription like ((ki)) would not represent a natural /ki/ sequence in any real lan-
guage. <at is, a true velar stop, ((k)), would not be possible in any human lan-
guage, in front of a true palatal vocoid like ((i)), because –by assimilation– the ac-
tual articulation of /k/ necessarily becomes prevelar, (k). In fact, if we actually find
something like ((ki)), the only possible natural phonemic sequence is /›i/, as in Ara-
bic (›I'SÄ:ni) qi∞ani˚ which would rather be ((kI'SÄ:ni)). But, again, even in canIPA
Natural Phonetics˚ it is better to simply transcribe (›I), because assimilation does
the rest properly.

10.9.15.  Going back to /hé/ sequences, we have (using examples for internation-
al-English pronunciation): ('hiit) heat˚ ('h¤t) hit˚ ('hxt) hat˚ ('håt) hut˚ ('hØt) hot˚
('huut) hoot˚ ('hÈ;qt) hurt˘ <ese transcriptions are quite su‚cient for any human
being. However, they would not be enough for a talking machine, unless a suitable
adaptation is used, simply to take account of (natural) assimilation. In fact, to be
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x Ÿ 

· y

Â J ¢ Ú 

x )

∆ ,

â m

? g

Õ ?

/ \. ÷

â ã

° §

∆ ˘

Æ æ

W #

˙ 10.9.17.  Palatal, postpalatal, prevelar, velar “ laryngeal possible taxophones (with bilabial 
rounding, too). <ey can belong to the constrictive, semi-constrictive, approximant or semi-
-approximant classes (according to our Natural Phonetics conventions).

… ·

ù Ó

¿ …

˙ ~

å 6

… ÷

4 • 
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ü b ) d
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true, in any /hé/ sequence, /h/ is realized as a voiceless (non-intense, or ‘non-syllabic',
((=))) contoid, perfectly corresponding to the vocoid that follows /h/, (( â‚)). <ese are
all canIPA conventions that go far beyond poor oƒIPA.

<is distinction between contoids and vocoids is fundamental, so the ‘proper'
canIPA transcription of the above examples would, then, be: (('âiiit, 'z¶¤¤t, ' z¶xxt, 'z¶ååt,
' z¶ØØt, 'z¶uuut, 'z¶ÈÈ;qt)) (or perhaps, by convention, ((‚)): (('iiit, ' ¶¤¤t, ' ¶xxt, ' ¶ååt, ' ¶ØØt, ' ¶uuut,
' ¶ÈÈ;qt))). And so on, for any further vocoids (and in any other languages). But it is
perfectly clear that a notation like (h) is not only su‚cient, but also remarkably
simpler. In fact, otherwise, we should have further systematic symbols even for
/h0/ sequences, like Burmese /hm, hn, hN, h˙, hw, hl/ (hm, hn, hN, h˙, hw, hl),
\ (()m, £n, 8N, ˙, Ww, al)).

10.9.16.  Furthermore, many languages have phonemic sequences like /0h/, or
at least phonetic ones, (0h). Let us see a few (international-English) examples:
('phli;iΩ) please˚ ('kh<u;u) crue˚ ('thwa™s) twice˚ which should be rendered as:
(('pl¶li;iΩ, 'k<¶<u;u, 'tw¶ wa™s)) (and other more cumbersome combinations). <us, it is
very clear that the notation with (h) is the more convenient (and even natural]
one: (hé, h0, 0h). <is is a serious problem only for talking machines, not for hu-
man speakers (and hearers).

In German, ‘aspiration' is generally stronger than in English, ¬: ('phúaq)
{(('pl¶úaq))} Platz˚ as compared with ('phlxn) (('pl¶lx;n)) plan˘ <is can be indicated
–and even more clearly, indeed– while keeping the (h)-notation, as we have just
seen. In Danish, an even stronger ‘aspiration' occurs for /'th/, which shows its
strength changing a stop into a stop-strictive: ('çh).

10.9.17.  In Mandarine Chinese, ‘aspiration' is distinctive and still somehow
stronger. In fact, according to stress, we find, for instance: /ph/ ('p·, &ph, ’p); while
the ‘un-aspirated' counterpart is: /p/ ('ò, &Ê, ’b), and so on. As can be seen, we have
/'ph/ (p·) (a sequence of a stop and a true constrictive laryngeal contoid), while,
in completely unstressed syllables, we find /’ph/ (p), \ a non-aspirated taxophone
for an ‘aspirated' phoneme.

Other languages, mostly Indian ones, such as Hindi, can oppose voiceless /0h/
sequences to voiced ones: /=h, ÊH/. On the other hand, in Mandarin Chinese, the
‘aspirate' /h/ has three di‡erent ‘normal' voiceless taxophones: <1h, &H, ’·≤ (respec-
tively: uvular semiconstrictive, uvular approximant, and velar approximant). In
Korean, both /h/ and /0h/ have (â) + /i, j/, (W) + /u, w/, (∆) + /M/. Guarani has
tautosyllabic /éh/ sequences as (iâ, M∆, uW).

10.9.18.  Even without having to invent all possible (‘un-diacritical') symbols
for the assimilatory taxophones seen above (and their possible extensions), canIPA
has a number of phones and symbols to adequately account both for coarticula-
tion assimilation and for gradation tension˘

In fact, not only the ‘aspirate' /h/, but also ‘aspirated' consonants (such as /kh,
ch, sh/) can vary, first of all, because of di‡erences in their tension. <us, any /h/
(alone or in combinations) can range from true constrictives (·, â) (and semi-
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-contrictives (∑, ‹), formerly shown as (Ö, Õ)) to true approximants (h, H) (and
semi-approximants (>, ≥)) – including voicing lenition, with voiced phones (and
half-voiced ones, too).

Besides, in addition to plain laryngeal phones /h, H/, a number of assimilatory
coarticulations can be added to them, especially in correspondence to vocoidal
phones. As a matter of fact, such coarticulations are quite peculiar, so that they are
easily noticed (sometimes even by laymen). In particular, ˙ 10.9.15-16 show 20
(and 20 further voiced) approximants (and semi-approximants), corresponding to
as many high and higher-mid vocoids (and to their matching dynamic contoids,
too). <eir points of articulation are: palatal˚ postpalatal˚ prevelar˚ provelar and ve-
lar (including bilabial rounding, too).

<e ‘color' of /h/, then, depends mostly on the phone that follows it. In the case
of /éhé/, of course, the ‘color' can be determined also by the vocoid that precedes
/h/, according to languages and accents. <e influence of two vocoids alike, or sim-
ilar, is necessarily stronger than that caused by very di‡erent, or opposit, vocoids.
<us, just showing very general, and extreme sequences, we might consider: (ihi,
aha, uhu) or else (iha, ihu, uhi, uha, ahi, ahu).

10.9.19.  Frequently, however, this assimilatory strength derives not only from
a following vocoid (or a sonant contoid). In fact, also a preceding vocoid can deter-
mine their (places of) articulation. ̇  10.9.17 shows further contoidal orograms (in-
cluding some approximants and semi-approximants already seen in ˙ 10.9.15-16).
<ey belong to the four classes of (semi-)constrictives and (semi-)approximants, and
can be used by several languages, both for /hé/ and /0h/ sequences.

<ey can also represent the taxophonic realizations of other phonemes, such as
Spanish /s/, mostly in /s0/ and /s+/ sequences (but also, in /s+é/ sequences; more rare-
ly so for /ésé/). For instance, some accents of Spanish can have /s/ (â, h, ∆, ∆, W),
respectively, in sequences of /i, e, a, o, u/ + /s0/, depending on the preceding vow-
el; or they can have (Fp, Ït, ∆k), depending on the following consonant, and so on.
Sometimes, they are even (unprecisely) represented as ‘/h0/' (and defined as ‘aspira-
tion', too).

10.9.20.  In ̇  10.9.15-16 (and related sections) we saw that various (h)-type con-
toids could be shown as certain unsyllabic (or loose) vocoids: generically (( â‚)). Now,
to help to connect phonic things more completely, we will briefly show how given
vocoids (using some of the same) could be rendered as intense (or ‘syllabic') types
of voiced (h): generically ((Hc )), thus gaining a full-voice status, just as normal vocoids
(although starting from a lenis-voice situation). For instance: (i) = ((ãc)), (y) = ((ñc )),
(M) = ((Ÿc)), (u) = ((#c )); (e) = ((÷c)), (°) = ((∆c )), (È) = ((?c )), (X) = ((ác )), (o) = ((æc )).

Of course, this is just a mere reflection, to deepen the subject, as a useful artic-
ulatory and auditory introspection. In fact, nobody would ever suggest using such
loose vocoids, or intense contoids, in transcribing current texts.



An intermediate lip position for some grooved contoids: half-protrusion

10.9.21. Sometimes, it might be important, or even necessary, to distinguish
not only between protruded and non-protuded (or spread) lip positions for some
grooved stop-strictives or constrictives. In fact, in addition to the over-rounded lip
position, also a half-protruded position is possible (and recognizable, too, in spite
of complex coarticulation adjustments, due to rounded or spread vocoids that may
occur in contact with these contoids).

<ey can be seen in ˙ 10.4.2 and ˙ 10.5.3, by a lucky chance lined up, set by set,
for a more useful comparison: 47-51-55-59, 46-50-54-58, 45-49-53-57, 44-48-52-56, and:
81-85-89-93, 80-84-88-92, 79-83-87-91, 78-82-86-90.

<us, ˙ 10.9.18 shows these four lip positions, which are the only articulato-
ry di‡erence between the diphonic pairs that we show, here, through their ap-
propriate symbols: (&, 1÷ c, G÷ Å, fi÷ C, ‚), (v, ∆÷ c, g÷ ª, ˆ÷ C, G), (¿, ˚÷ ~,
˙÷ ∂, ƒ÷ ∫, Ê), (8, {÷ C, c÷ Ÿ, ∆÷ ©, ≈) “ («, »÷ S, Z÷ ≤, ≥÷ ë, ò), (‹, ¶÷ x, ç÷ ∫, ~÷ X, 5),
(!, ˘÷ /, \÷ ≈, ©÷ ., ÷), (£, }÷ S, q÷ √, ◊÷ “, ‰).

Of course, the same is true –at least for three positions– of the stop-semi-stric-
tive and semi-constrictive contoids (not shown in ˙ 10.4.6 and ˙ 10.5.5): (fi, F÷
¶, •÷ À, á), (», «÷ `, ∞÷ À, ö). Let us also note that only some among the most fre-
quent symbols are indicated below the labiograms in ̇  10.9.18. Arguably, further
contoids are possible, as well.

A couple of semiconstrictive laterals (“ an alveolar semi-uni-lateral)

10.9.22. As we know, constrictive laterals, like (!, ¡), can be used even as pho-
nemes, for instance in Zulu and (only the voiceless one) in  Welsh. <ey are also
frequently used as a well-known speech defect, for /s, z/ (and, sometimes, for /S, Z/,
and possible connected stop-strictives). <ey are generally realized as alveolar and
palatal, (!, ¡), (î, ÿ). Sometimes, the defect is milder, perhaps, in an attempt to
solve the problem and avoid the broader realizations, by trying to form the neces-
sary groove on the lamina. In fact, we can hear semiconstrictive contoids: (Ô, ̀ ), (´,
Ò) (¬ ˙ 10.9.10-12). For instance, Miss ('m¤Ô), cash ('khx´); Italian passo ('paÔ:Ôo),
pesce ('pe´:´e). An alveolar voiced semi-uni-lateral can also be found, (˚).

ˇ
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û 10.9.18.  Comparison between four important lip positions. 
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11. Phonic peculiarities

Intense (or ‘syllabic') contoids

11.1. Particularly nasal, lateral, and trill contoids (but others, too) can often be-
come intense (which does not mean ‘double, long'). ̨ ey are articulated with rela-
tively greater muscular tension, articulatory energy, and expiratory pressure. ˛is
kind of intensity is denoted by placing a short vertical stroke below the symbol (or
above, if there is little space below).

Such intense contoids can become nuclei for syllables in appropriate contexts
– namely close to, or between, less perceptible contoids (according to the scale of
syllabicity). After vocoids, instead, they do not form another syllable in any way
(unless there is an increase in their stress prominence, as can happen with vocoids).

Traditionally, though, these (more) intense contoids –for want of a better term–
are defined as ‘syllabic' (even when they are not syllabic nuclei), just to emphasize
that they are di‡erent from normal –or ‘non-syllabic'– contoids.  

We will now consider several examples. In (British “ American) neutral English:
suddenly ('såDóli, 's√-), dictionary ('D¤kSó>i, -È&n™<i, -ó&™<i)), from there (f>õ'∑™;‘,
f<õ'∑™;≥), compel (khûm'ph™ı:, khõ-), I can go (aÙkô'g‘;¨, -ø;¨), rifle ('>aÙf®, '<-), till
then (Th¤ı'∑™n:, Th®-), temporary ('Th™mp>È>i, -p>ˇi, 'Th™mpÈ&<™<i, -p≥&<™<i), literal ('l¤T-
È>®, 'l¤˛ˇ®, 'l¤[È<®, 'l¤T<®).

And: that was me ('∑πp wÇ'mI;i), a cup of tea (û'khåp *'ThI;i, -√p); German: kom-
men ('khOmõ), reisen ('ºaezó), fliegen ('fli:gô), Esel ('öe:zÍ), Mutter ('mUt…); Czech:
osm ('öøsõ, -sum), vlk ('v–k), prst ('p(st); Dutch: zonder ('fiondı, -d>); Mandarin
Chinese: shì/shΩ (4ßÖ) (less frequent a variant than (4ßR)); Japanese: gen'an (Çg™P2åP).

It is possible, and more advisable, to use intense consonants in phonemic tran-
scriptions as well. Among other reasons, they are more clear, and less ambiguous,
than transcriptions such as ‘/'s√dn, 'lItl/', to indicate /'såDó, 'l¤ù®, -°/ sudden˚ little˘

Coarticulation

11.2. ˛e ‘speech chain', or in other words, actual speech, ¤ spoken language,
is not constituted by disconnected single phones, as might be deduced from see-
ing the individual symbols making up a sentence or a rhythm group. To be true,
there is no interruption or pause even between words, although they are separat-
ed by spaces in writing (and in old-style phonemic/phonetic transcriptions).

‹ile speaking, the articulatory organs are continually in movement, and they
pass from one position to another. As it happens, there are never positions, or mo-
ments when the articulators are entirely static – this can be seen in x-ray films as
well. Even during the articulation of long phones, there are di‡erences in the posi-



tioning of the articulators, in muscular tension, and in direction, so that move-
ment is present here, as well.

˛e movement from one sound to another is by the shortest path, dulling a bit
the characteristics of the two sounds which are most in contrast with each other.
Moreover, in part for reasons of inertia and elasticity, the characteristics of the pre-
ceding phone are preserved. At the same time, for reasons of adaptation, the char-
acteristics of the following phone are anticipated. ˛is important cohesion be-
tween the di‡erent elements, in fact, constantly delays and anticipates informa-
tion regarding the structure of the phones surrounding each other phone in the
speech chain. ̨ is phenomenon, which (at the beginning) is not immediately ob-
vious, is called coarticulation.

˛e articulatory movements necessary to produce a particular phone in isola-
tion can be considered a target to be reached. In the speech chain, the di‡erent tar-
gets follow one another. ˛e targets exert influences on each other, according to
the speed and length of the utterance, as well as the characteristics of each single
target. In fact, the more the targets are di‡erent and independent from each oth-
er, the more the articulators are, on the one hand, free to move on their own, and
on the other, required to take up positions not unduly distant from each other.

Modifications

11.3. In order to articulate p, b, m, for example, the tongue has no precise role.
It is therefore free to move into position for any phone which follows, such as for
example (pr, pR, p<, p>, pK, pº, p˜, pl, pj, pw, pi, pa, pu). In fact, each one of these
(p)'s, strictly speaking, could be shown (although –definitely– not in transcriptions
for descriptive and teaching purposes) with a subscript: ((prr, pRR, p<<, p>>, pKK, pºº,
p˜˜, pll, pjj, pww, pii, paa, puu)) (û 11.1 gives several frequent coarticulations).

In the same way, the lips have no specific role in most contoids. ˛erefore, they
can freely move into the position for the lip shape of the following vocoids, such
as rounded or spread: (bu, ba, bi÷ su, sa, si÷ nu, na, ni÷ lu, la, li÷ ku, ka, ki). Here,
as well, we show the labial coarticulation anticipating the following phones
through subscripts, in order to focus attention on the phenomenon: ((buu, baa, bii÷
suu, saa, sii÷ nuu, naa, nii÷ luu, laa, lii÷ kuu, kaa, kii)).

Clearly, the subscript ((u)) refers, by anticipation, both to lip rounding and to
lifting the back of the tongue towards the velum (or soft palate), to a greater or
lesser degree according to the level of independence of the articulators involved.
By the same token, ((i)) refers to spreading of the lips and the corners of the mouth,
and to lifting the back of the tongue towards the (hard) palate. ˛e subscript ((a))
has a coarticulatory component as well, which consists in a neutral lip position
(neither rounded, nor spread) and in a much greater opening of the jaw than what
takes place in ((i)) or in ((u)). It has neither the front or back tongue movement of
these last two, given that it is low central.

In the case of (h), which is laryngeal, the coarticulatory possibilities are even
more abundant and common, because the tongue and the lips are both complete-
ly independent of the articulation. In fact, in sequences of the form (hé), we ac-
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tually have ((‚é)), where the first symbol placed in superscript stands for a plain
‘non-syllabic' and voiceless vocoid, corresponding in position to the (voiced) vo-
coid which follows. ˛us, the tongue and the lips have the same position, while
the articulation is that of a contoid, since it is less static than that of a vocoid. ˛is
is the same relationship we encounter between (i, u) and (j, w) (approximants) or
better yet, (ã, j) (semiapproximants) seen in û 5.1.

˛erefore, we have: (hi, he, hE, ha, hO, ho, hu) ((hii, hee, hEE, haa, hOO, hoo,
huu)), and similarly: (hπ, hØ, hÈ÷ hm, h<, hR, hl) ((hππ, hØØ, hÈÈ÷ hmm, h<<, hRR,
hll)). ˛e same goes, often, for (éh) – it corresponds to ((é‚)): (ih, eh, Eh, ah, Oh,
oh, uh) ((ihi, ehe, EhE, aha, OhO, oho, uhu))…

û 11.1. Automatic coarticulations, which are more or less marked according to languages.

In conclusion, the lips are always subject to coarticulation, within a syllable.
˛erefore, in words like the following we will actually have almost (with a = Amer-
ican, and b = British neutral accents) whole/hole (('∆Ö;¨∞b, '∆ø;¨∞a)), holy (('h‘¨-lib,
'∆ø¨-lia)), wholly (('∆Ö¨∞-lib, '∆ø¨∞-lia)), follow (('5Øt-‘¨b, 'fAl-ø¨a)), fall (('5ø:∞b, '5O:∞a)),
law (('tø:b, 'tO:a)).

(S), which has intrinsic lip protrusion (being protruded]˚ naturally has less pro-
trusion before (Ii, ¤, ™, π, å/√, ‘¨, ™I, aÙ, aÖ, È, ‘:). Instead, when preceding (¯u/Uu,
¨, ø:/O:, Ø, ø¨, øÙ), there is a bit more protrusion, even though it does not reach
the point of («); just as before non-rounded V it does not become (ë).

In the case of consonant articulations which are simply bilabialized, with bila-
bialization (not rounding, nor protrusion), there is a similar, but less obvious
mechanism. In fact, in the case of Japanese, /s/ followed by /i, jé/ is pronounced
as (¿), (¿i, ¿jé), not (Ài, Àjé), since the lips are not spread, with the corners of the
mouth pulled back (as happens with Slavonic languages), but are rather neutral,
for reasons of coarticulatory compensation and adjustment.

In any case, if these coarticulations are automatic, they should normally not be
marked except in points where they are explained while describing systematically
the phonic structure of a language. ˛erefore, coarticulation is not marked in front
of rounded V, unless it is of a stronger or additional level. A case of this sort oc-

+

p{i} ((p)) p{l} ((p ))p{u} ((())p{a} ((p ))

k{a} ((k))

k{i} ((´))

k{u} ((k))

k{i} ((©))

la

{n}o{n} ((Ú))

h{i} ((â)) h{u} ((W))



curs in Mandarin Chinese, in the case of mœ ([[øø), but not in mà ([muu) (Ô En-
glish more ('mø:/'mø:<), moo ('m¯;u/'mU;u)).

11.4. Given that, as we have indicated, these phenomena are automatic, once
they have been fully understood, it is better not to mark them in any way – nei-
ther with superscripts, nor with diacritics. It would rather be important to mark
the contrary, that is when the coarticulation does not occur, even when the ele-
ments which normally cause it are present; or instead, if the coarticulation should
reach excessive levels.

‹en (k) is followed by (j, i, Ii, ¤), it is not articulated as a velar, but rather as
a prevelar, as in queue˚ sticky˚ key˚ kit ('khj¯;u/-U;u, 'sT¤ki, 'khI;i, 'kh¤T). ˛is is also
true in the case of checked (especially final) syllables, when preceded by (Ii, ¤): an-
tique˚ tick (πn'ThIik, 'Th¤k). However, given that this fact is predictable and auto-
matic, there is no real need to use a special symbol (which would be ((´))).

On the other hand, if one should actually hear (or produce) a sequence of a true
velar stop and a high front vocoid, ((ki)), it is quite likely that we have a realization
of (›), fronted due to coarticulation. In such cases, the sequence can therefore be
transcribed without problems as (›i). ̨ is is a practical solution, because there are
a great number of nuances involved in the fronting of (›, k) followed by phones
which are progressively fronter and higher. ˛ree symbols ((›, k, ´)) would be in-
su‚cient to be fully accurate regarding phenomena which, in any case, do not re-
quire undue attention (once their frequency and normality have been understood
adequately). It is only appropriate to be particularly rigorous on this point in the
preliminary phase of analyzing a new (oral) text, in an unknown language. On the
other hand, if the stop is articulated in a fronter (palatal or postpalatal) place in
front of (i), then this fact should be indicated in the transcription: (©i, £i), even if
there is no phonemic relevance or importance.

Along the same lines, if the stop is (post)palatal in final position: (©, £), instead
of velar: (k), then this fact should be marked. ˛is is in fact less ‘normal' and less
predictable, respect to most languages, as a realization of the velar stop (even
though in French, Swedish, and Persian –for instance– we do have palatals (or
postpalatals) in this context: French flic ('fli©), mec ('mE©), qui ('©i), quai ('©e÷ '©E)÷
Swedish bruk ('bR%y©); Persian yak ('jÅ;©)).

Variations

11.5. A good transcription will not note explicitly anything which is normal
(and inevitable), just as it does not, in fact, mark the normal levels of stress (¤
weak), of tone (¤ middle), and of length (¤ short). Instead, it will show all of the
other, less universal characteristics, even if a large number of languages is an agree-
ment on particular matters. Phonetic transcriptions, in order to be useful, should
represent the di‡erences of sound belonging to di‡erent phones, even if these are
similar and near, and not actually distinctive, phonemic.

From a phonetic point of view, even small nuances which are perceptible, per-
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haps mostly unconsciously, are important for good descriptions and for teaching
and learning good pronunciation. ˛ese nuances include many of those elements
which determine the nature of a regional or foreign accent. ˛erefore, all taxo-
phonic (¤ combinatory allophonic) di‡erences, which occur in practice, and are
not automatic and predictable for non-native speakers, should be transcribed.

Let us consider some examples: English: dried ('Ã>a;Ùfl) (British), width ('w¤∂†),
has to ('hπsT¯), has she ('hπËSi, -SSi); Italian: banco ('ba˙:ko), lancio ('la~:co), un pane
(um'pa:ne), gonfio ('goM:fjo).

Contoids with particular o‡sets

11.6. ˛e production of phones occurs in three concatenated phases: the onset,
the hold, and the o‡set (these concepts could even be indicated by more complex
terminology as well, although this would be decidedly less useful). ˛e onset is
naturally the start of the phone. It forms the prelude to the hold, the central and
usually most characteristic phase. From here, we have the o‡set, which moves in-
to the production of another phone, with its own three phases.

˛e offset of a contoid can occur without being audible. In fact, if phonation
ends after the hold, the o‡set ends up coinciding with the silence of a pause. By
the same token, if during the hold of a contoid, the organs move into position di-
rectly for the next contoid, the articulation passes from one hold to another, while
leaving out the interruption due to the o‡set of the first contoid and the onset of
the second. ˛is phenomenon is particularly evident when the contoids are stops
– in fact, the first of the two stops then has an incomplete (and silent) o‡set. To
consider the point, û 11.2 could be useful; there the phenomenon is shown ap-
plied to the English sequences (pæT, kæT), where there is an intermediate phase with
an articulation with two occlusions.

Geminate articulations (‘doubled' consonant) are of this type, and are also ho-
morganic – they have the same place and manner of articulation, and the same
phonation type, as well. ˛erefore, geminate consonants are realized as geminate
contoids without an o‡set (whether articulatory or auditory). To be rigorous,
these articulations could be shown with the diacritic (æ), as in: bookcase (('b¨kæ-
&kh™Is)), big girl (('b¤;gæ 'g‘:ı, 'g≥:ı, 'g≥;®))); and in taxophonic geminates as well: good
girl (('g¨;gæ 'g‘:ı, 'g≥:ı, 'g≥;®))). In Italian we have: ecco ‘here/there' (('Ek:æko)), fatto
‘done/made' (('fat:æto)), carro ‘cart' (('kar:æRo)), which are di‡erent from eco ‘echo'
('E:ko), fato ‘fate' ('fa:to), caro ‘dear/expensive' ('ka:Ro).

In any case, in English (and in other languages) we have unexploded stops (¤
with inaudible release) even when followed by a stop of another place of articula-
tion: walked (('wø;kæT, 'wO;kæT)), robbed (('>Ø;bæfl '<A;bæfl)). In English, normally, stops
are unexploded in final position as well (except in cases of precision or emphasis):
rob (('>Ø;Êæ, '<A;Êæ)), Bob Dylan (('bØ;bæ 'D¤l-Èn, ('bA;bæ)).

˛e same is true of stopstrictives in Italian, as well: faccia (('fac:æca)), mezzo
(('mEQ:æQo)) (Ô § 9.15). However, in English things are di‡erent. In fact, there stop-
strictives are always exploded (also because they are in combinations and always
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belong to di‡erent lexemes): Dutch cheese (('Dåc$ 'chI;iΩ, 'D√c$)), judge Jones (('Gå;G$
'G‘;¨nΩ, 'G√;G$ 'Gø;¨nΩ)), a large channel ((È'lA:ä$ 'chπn®, È'lA:<G$)); finally, switched
(('sw¤c$T)), judged (('Gå;G$fl, 'G√;-)).

©th other geminate contoids, even continuous ones, the situation remains the
same, too. In fact, in completely rigorous transcriptions all of the Italian geminates
would be marked with the diacritic showing lack of explosion: sanno (('san:æno)), bal-
lo (('bal:ælo)), passo (('pas:æso)); including cases like the borrowing from English status
symbol ((s'ta;tusæ 'sim:bøl)), which would sound quite strange if pronounced ‘((s'ta;-
tus$ 'sim:bøl))' (with o‡set between the two (s)'s).

In Korean, the final contoids of words have inaudible o‡sets, since phonation
ends before releasing the hold phase, and expiratory air is blocked during the artic-
ulation: nat ('natæ) (which is also the pronunciation of nath, nas, nac, nach, words
of di‡erent meaning, and distinguished in the morphonological orthography, in
spite of their actual phonemic neutralization). Instead, in cetnamese and other
oriental languages, final (pæ, tæ, kæ, Cæ) Â are maintained di‡erent, although they are
unexploded.

û 11.2. Unexploded stops in sequences, with juxtaposition of the articulations.

11.7. An interesting case occurs when a stop is followed by a nasal or lateral con-
toid, especially when the combination is homorganic. In fact, without releasing
the contact between the articulators, a nasal or lateral explosion, respectively, is
produced (Ô û 11.3).

In a nasal explosion, the velum is simply lowered while maintaining the oc-
clusion in the mouth. ˛e result is a nasal contoid, whether a normal one or an in-
tense one, as in: cotton (('khØTæó, 'khATæó, 'khAöó), beatnik (('bIiTæn¤k)); in German:
sieben (('zi:bæõ)), bitten (('ÊI4æó)), sagen (('za:gô)); in Italian: etnico (('Et:æniko)). ˛ere
should be no break in the contact between the tongue and the palatal vault (or be-
tween the lips).

In a lateral explosion, the tongue passes from the position of the stop to that
of the lateral contoid by simply contracting the tongue body. In this way, expira-
tory air is allowed to pass along the sides of the tongue, producing a lateral, all
without breaking the contact with the middle part of the tongue (in our examples,
the tip of the tongue is against the alveolar ridge or the upper teeth): little (('l¤Tæ®,
'l¤[®)), lately (('l™ITæli)), medal (('m™Dæ®)); German: Mantel (('man4æÍ)); Italian: atlante
((a'tælan:te)).

It is not indispensable to mark nasal or lateral explosion with the diacritic
shown. It is enough to know exactly how and when it happens, and to learn and
be able to teach the correct pronunciation. It would be more useful to mark cases
where the transition might not be so (immediate) and direct, thus creating a true
separation between the elements. In this case, the phenomenon will be denoted

pt ((pæT)) kt ((kæT))
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generically by (0$) (¤ open transition), or with more details, according to the pos-
sibilities, with ((0È, 0È, 0O, 0h, 0∆, 0F))…

For example, in non-neutral Italian pronunciation, instead of (&lopsi'kO:logo,
'sub:dolø, op'qjo:ne, 'tEk:niko, seg'men:to), lo psicologo˚ subdolo˚ opzione, tecnico˚
segmento˚ we can find sequences with heterosyllabic stops with audible explosions:
(&lop$si'kO:logo, 'sub$dolø, op$'qjo:ne, 'tEk:$niko, seg$'men:to), with ((0È)).

‹ile in regional pronunciations, there can be full actual vocoids: (&lopÈssi'kO:lo-
go, 'sub:bÈdo&lø, &oppÈq'qjo;Un™, 'tEk:kÈni&ko, &seggÈ'men:∂ø) (Upper South), (lø&pIs-
sI'kø:løgø, 'sUb:bIdø&lø, &øppIq'qjø:n™, 't™k:kInI&kø, &s™g:gI'm™n:tø) (Lower South),
(&loppîssik'kO;lloggo, 'subb¨ddollo, &oppottsi'O;nne, 'tekkînnikko, &s™ggÉm'mEnto) (Sardinia).

Or they can be assimilated: (&lossi'kO:logo, 'sud:dolø, oq'qjo:ne, 'tEn:niko, sem-
'men:tø) (Center). ̨ e same happens, in a typical Italian pronunciation of English,
to forms such as: cab˚ good˚ look˚ rubbed˚ o‡set˚ with me ('kEb:$, 'gud:$, 'luk:$, 'rab:$d$,
'Of:$s™t$, wid$'mi), instead of ('khπ;Êæ÷ 'g¨;flæ÷ 'l¨kæ÷ '>åbæfl, '<√bæfl÷ 'Øf&s™T, 'O;f&s™T÷ 'w¤∑mi,
w¤∑"mI;i).

Prenasalization

11.8. Certain languages, particularly in Africa, use contoids (and consonant
phonemes) whose manner of articulation is modified by a particular type (of artic-
ulation): (èb, èd, èg, èG, èz, èj, èr, èR). We have here single segments, which, even
when occurring between two syllabic nuclei, belong entirely to a single one of the
two syllables (usually beginning the second). ˛eir length is comparable to that of
other common segments (or only slightly longer).

˛eir articulation (Ô û 11.14) is characterized by the lowering of the velum dur-
ing the onset, and possibly even during the first part of the hold (the di‡erent
possibilities give impressions of more or less nasality). During the second part of
the hold and the o‡set, instead, the velum is raised, thus excluding resonance from
the nasal cavity. ˛e second phase has therefore the articulation and timbre of the
basic contoid in question.

Generally, prenasalized contoids are voiced, and –most commonly– stops; but
also stopstrictives, constrictives, and approximants (without excluding other man-

èdèb èg

ès

èq

êq

≠ 
û 11.4. Prenasalized contoids.

tn, tó 
((Tæn, Tæó))

tl, tÍ, t® 
((Tæl, TæÍ, Tæ®))

û 11.3. Lateral and nasal explosions (respectively on the left/right).



ners, such as trills and taps). Examples from Swahili: nenda ('n™;èDa), mwenzi
('mj™;èzi), mbuzi ('èbu;zi), mvinyo ('èvi;Nø), njia ('è‚ia), ngoma ('ègø;ma).

‘Aspiration' (Ô § 10.13, as well)

11.9. Many languages use ‘aspirated' contoids in ways which are, to a greater
or lesser extent, distinctive. In other words, sometimes the aspiration is the only
feature (and is therefore essential, ¤ phonemic), at other times it works together
with others (then it is redundant, ¤ phonetic); Ô û 11.5. More commonly stops,
but also stopstrictives and constrictives, can involve various levels of ‘aspiration'.
˛e aspiration can, in fact, be sometimes more audible, and sometimes less. ˛e
normal level consists of a voiceless phone followed by the voiceless lenis laryngeal
approximant: (ph, kh, ch, sh) (this last, naturally, has nothing to do with the
English digraph sh, which represents /S/ (S); just as the first sequence, (ph), is not
related to ph /f/ (f); the same is true of th /†, ∑/ (†, ∑)).

If ‘aspiration' is more strongly audible, it typically involves sequences with a
voiceless laryngeal constrictive as a second element, (p·), or possibly a non-laryn-
geal approximant, such as (p∆, pF)... (all of the possibilities should be analyzed,
listening carefully). If followed by front vocoids (or velar rounded ones), this stron-
ger ‘aspiration' can consist in the voiceless palatal or velar rounded approximants,
respectively: (pâ, pW). ©th a voiced (or intermediate) phone, ‘aspiration' gener-
ally involves the voiced (lenis) laryngeal approximant: (bH, ÊH).

‘Aspiration' can be phonetic, as in English: pin /'p¤n/ ('ph¤n:), and German: zehn
/'qe:n/ ('qhe:n); or it can be phonological, as in (Mandarin) Chinese: ca /5qha/
(5q·a) ‘to rub' (Ô za /5qa/ (5qa) ‘to tie'), Hindi: pa;kh /'pånkh/ ('på˙kh) ‘wing' (Ô
pa;k /'pånk/ ('på˙k) ‘mud'), ghaal /'ghaal/ ('gHaal) ‘confusion' (Ô gaal /'gaal/ ('gaal)
‘cheek').

As can be seen from the transcriptions above, it is appropriate to treat the two
types of ‘aspiration' as sequences, either exclusively phonetic ones, or phonetic and
phonemic as well, respectively, composed of (0) + (h) and /0/ + /h/. ̨ is is the rea-
son why we have put the term ‘aspiration' in quotation marks, since, logically, it
is not di‡erent in any way from other consonant sequences such as: (0) + (j, w, l)
or /0/ + /j, w, l/…

We have already eliminated the useless formalistic complication of vot. Similar-
ly, ‘preaspiration' is simply the preceding sequence, taken in backwards order. It
occurs in some languages, including Icelandic: ˇetta ('†™hta), takk ('thahk) (in the
last example we have both types of ‘aspiration' together).

In regional variants of Spanish, we have the improperly so-called ‘aspiration' of
/s0, sò/, which we represent here generically as (h0, hò) (but for variations, see the
part on Spanish in HPr, é 6): estas casas /estas'kasas/ (&ehtah'ka;sah) (Ô the neutral
pronunciation of Spain (&eßtaß'ka;ßaß), or American Spanish (&estas'ka;sas)).

In § 4.1.7-12, and in û 4.4, we have seen the positions of the glottis for the
di‡erent phonation types, including the paraphonic ones. Let us consider now the
examples of û 11.5, using the same icons already shown in û 4.4. ˛e di‡erences
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between voiceless ((f, s, ·) Á] and voiced ((v, z, â, m, a) Ë]˚ phones are fairly evi-
dent, even in the case of the voiceless lenis type ((É, s, h, ], A) Ù]˚ or the voiced le-
nis ((v, z, H, ") È]˘ We also have the mixed (or ‘intermediate', (Ñ, Ω, =, ≈, Ø)) pho-
nation, which contains a voiceless part at the beginning (('Ña) Î], or in the middle
((a'Ña) Í]˚ or at the end (('aÑ) Û]˘

('AÓtu)
ËÛÁÙ

('πkTå, 'π∏Tå)
ËÁÁË/ËÏÁË

('w¤ks, 'w¤∏s)
ËËÁÁ/ËËÏÁ

('Eökça)
ËÏÁÁË

('w¤öks)
ËËÏÁÁ

('h™;fl&S¤p)
ÙËÛÁËÁ

('phaen)
ÁÙËËË

('Êaen)
ÎËËËË

('li:púIÂ)
ËËËÁÎËÁ

('öa:b…)
ÏËËËË

('öap&ÊIlt)
ÏËÁÎËËÁ

alto

actor wicks actor wicks

headship

(mediatic British English)(British English)

('pha;Ù)
ÁÙËË

('spa;Ù)
ÁÁËË

('ba;Ù)
ËËË

('b¤;Ê)
ËËÛ

('phl™;I)
ÁÙËËË

pie spy buy bib play ({American “ British} English)

(Lus. Port.)
('p¿e)
ÁÎË

('p#Å)
ÁÎË

('pÎi)
ÁÎË

('púÅ)
ÁÎË

('p§pa)
ÁËÁÙ

pied poids puis plat
('püis))
ÁÎËÁÙ
prismepeuple (French)

('©ÅtX)
ÁËÁÁ
quatre

Pein Bein lieblich aber Abbild
('ÊE‰k&∂ø‰f)
ÛËËÁÎËËÁ
Bergdorf (Germ.)

(5p·aÉ)
ÁÁËË

(—phaÉ[ßøøU)
ÁÙËËÁÚÚÚ

(5t·¤,2bu[tUU¥)
ÁÁËËËËÁÚÚÚ

(4paÉ)
ÁËË

(ÒÊaÉ7q·aË)
ÎËËÁÁÚÚ

pai paishœu tingbudœng bái báicài
(7pa3bå)
ÁÚËÚ
bàba (Chinese)

(ÌkhE)
ÁÙÚ

(çshu:)
ÁÙËË

(3hlE:)
ÙËËË

khé shu hlè 
(5phjiö)
ÁÙËËÏ
phyi'

(çhma:) (()m))
ÙËËËË
hma

(Ìhni©) ((£n))
ÙËÚÚ
hnìng (Burmese)

('phul)
ÁÙËË

('P:uV)
ÏÏÚÚ

('pul)
ÙËË

(i'bul)

((al))

ËËËË
phur ppur bur ibur

(i'phul)
ËÁÙËË

(i'P:uV)
ËÏÏÚÚ

iphur ippur
('shal)
ÁÙËË
shal

('s:aV)
ÁÁÚÚ
sal

(ãe'san, -Ω-)
ËËÁËË/ËËÍËË
yezan (Korean)

(3Âi'Âi)
ÁÙÁË
chichi (Jap.)

('thahk)
ÁÙËÙÁ
takk (Icel.)

('kaan)
ÁËËË
kaan

('khaan)
ÁÙËËË
khaan

('gaan)
ËËËË
gaan

(¿Ú'mì™21)
∏∏∏
mãq?

('gHaan)
ËÈËËË
ghaan (Hindi)

û 11.5.  Di‡erent phonation types exemplified by some languages: American “ British English  
(with mediatic British variants); Italian (with two regional variants: Naples “ Rome); French; (Lu- 
sitanian) Portuguese; German; (Mandarin) Chinese; Hindi; Japanese; Icelandic; Burmese; Korean. 
 

('fa:va)
ÁËËËË

(u˙'gwan:to)
ËËËËËËËÁË

(sa'pe:te)
ÁËÁËËÁË

(s√'Êe;I∂e)
ÁËÍËËÍË

(&u˙kan'tan:te)
ËËÁËËÁËËËÁË

(&u˙g√n'dan:de)
ËËÈËËÈËËËÈË

(&ilkap'pOt:to)
ËËÁËÁÁËÁÁÁË

(&ilk√p'pOt:ùo)
ËËÙËÁÙËÁÁÙË

fava sapete (Ital.)

(reg.)

un cantante

un cantante (~å)il cappotto il cappotto (~å)

('sud:H, -d:È)
ÁËËËÈ
sud

('Es:th, -tÈ)
ËÁÁÁÙ
est

(sa'be:de)
ÁËÈËËÈË
sapete (®µ)sapete (~å)

un guanto
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˛ere is, moreover, the glottal stop, by itself ((ö) Ï], or simultaneously pro-
nounced with a voiceless stop or stopstrictive ((P, ¸)]. Additionally, we have the
creaky type of phonation, frequently used for voiced phones in various Eastern
languages, such as Chinese ((C, a) Ú], and falsetto, used at least on entire syllables,
as in Hindi ((Úma) ∏] – Ô the relative chapters in HPr.

ˇ

Non-pulmonic consonants

11.10. All of the consonant (and vowel) articulations encountered so far are
‘normal', in the sense that it is expiratory air (originating in the lungs, and pass-
ing through the trachea) which makes them possible. For this reason, they can be
called pulmonic articulations. We will now, instead, see three consonant groups
which are produced through the aid of a non-pulmonic source of air (even if pos-
sibly more limited).

Ejective consonants

11.11. ejective (sometimes also called ‘egressive', or ‘explosive') consonants are
the combination of normal consonant articulations with raising of the closed lar-
ynx (Ô û 11.16). ˛e existence of this movement can be verified by observing the
upward movement of the ‘Adam's apple'. Besides raising the larynx with the glot-
tis closed, the degree of jaw opening is diminished too, as the lower jaw is raised.

All of these actions compress the air contained between the closed larynx and
the point of the mouth where the occlusion or constriction occurs. For this rea-
son, the o‡set of the contoid is accompanied and characterized by a fairly brusque
and perceptible explosion. ˛e glottis is then immediately opened, and the articu-
lation moves on the next phone or to a pause.

p« 

c« l« s« 

t« k« 
± ± ± 

± ± 

+

± 

û 11.6.
Ejective 
contoids.
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˛e more extensive and energetic the movements of the larynx, the lower jaw,
and the tongue are, the more perceptible will be the characteristic explosion (and
vice versa). Generally, ejective contoids are voiceless, and more often they are stops
or stopstrictives, although they can be ordinary constrictives, as well. (If they are
‘voiced', they are almost always devoiced stops.) ˛ey are especially used distinc-
tively, as phonemes, in African, Asian, and American languages. ˛ey are denot-
ed by an apostrophe placed after the symbol in question: (p«, t«÷ q«, c«÷ s«).

Here are some examples – Hausa: kasà /k«a3sa/ ('k«å3sa), tsahí /s«a3hi/ ('s«å3Hi, 'q«å-)
(stress is marked only in phonetic transcriptions, since this is a language with to-
n{em}es, in which the phonetic stress is generally on syllables with non-low to-
nemes); Quechua: k'asa /'k«asa/ ('k«a;2sa); Georgian: q'op /'›«op/ ('›«øp).

Injective consonants

11.12. injective (also called ‘ingressive', or ‘implosive') consonants are the
combination of normal consonant articulations with the lowering of the larynx.
˛e larynx is closed, but less tightly than in the case of ejective consonants (Ô û
11.7). ©th respect to the ejectives, there is also a corresponding di‡erence in the
direction of the movement of the ‘Adam's apple', since the larynx is lowered, as is
the lower jaw. Due to these actions, the air contained in the oral cavity becomes
rarefied.

Consequently, during the o‡set of the contoid, a certain amount of external air
enters, for an instant, into the mouth. ˛e result is an implosion, and thereby an
attenuation of energy, compared with normal phones. ˛e auditory e‡ect is oppo-
site to that of ejective contoids. Injectives are mainly stops and stopstrictives.

In the various languages which use them distinctively (¤ African, Asian, Oce-
anic, and American) the voiced ones are more common. In voiced injectives, voic-
ing is produced because while the larynx is lowered, the glottis (the space between
the vocal folds) is not tightly closed, and so the vocal folds can vibrate. We denote
injectives by preceding the symbols by a (vertically) flipped apostrophe: (‘b, ‘d, ‘g÷
‘G). In fact, we have here (as with the ejectives) an additional mechanism which
occurs in combination with normal articulations. If the vocal folds vibrate only
during the o‡set of the phone, the voicing is not complete, but rather only par-
tial: (‘Ê, ‘∂, ‘â÷ ‘ä).

˛e o‚cial IPA notation uses, instead, rather special symbols: ‘(ñ, Ã, Ÿ÷ á)', de-
rived from a phonetically-based alphabet which was devised intentionally to write

‘b ‘d ‘g ‘G± ± ± ± 

û 11.7. Injective contoids.



African languages which lacked a preceding writing tradition. However, this alpha-
bet was never fully used, and in any case was restricted to certain particular lan-
guages. For these reasons, people have often thought it more ‘practical' to return
to the normal letters of the traditional Latin alphabet, with diacritics and digrams
added when necessary.

Some examples – Swahili (the variants given are international and traditional,
respectively): bwana ('‘bja;na, '‘bjA;nå), dege ('‘d™;‘g™, '‘D™;‘ge), jiko ('‘‚i;kø, '‘ái;ko);
Hausa: baràà ('‘bå3Ra:), Ãafà ('‘då3fa); cetnamese: bà (ç‘baa), Éuc (ç‘dœkæ).

Dejective consonants (or ‘clicks')

11.13. dejectives (or clicks) are the ‘strangest' new type, and they are produced
with non-pulmonic air which has been drawn into the oral cavity from outside.
˛ese contoids contain, first of all, a characterizing occlusion, formed in some place
between the lips or the palate (with contact of the tongue tip or blade). At the same
time, there is another occlusion, the activating one (which is so called because it
activates the dejective mechanism, Ô û 11.8), produced between the back of the
tongue and the prevelum. Dejectives are appropriately indicated by placing the
symbol (6) in front of the relevant articulatory symbol, as will be seen in the fol-
lowing sections.

˛e back of the tongue moves rapidly backwards, while staying in contact with
the palatal vault (this fact is shown by using broken lines in the orograms), and it is
lowered further in the center (in the case of articulations formed with the front part
of the tongue). Consequentially, there comes to be greater space between the two
occlusions, and the intervening air becomes therefore rarefied.

In the meantime, the tongue slides back farther still, until reaching the velar
place, and the mediumdorsum is lowered farther, too. At this point, we have the
o‡set of the front articulation (the characterizing one), and external air comes into
the mouth, producing a sharp snap. ≈nally, the postdorsal occlusion (the activat-
ing one) is released. In the case of a bilabial characterizing articulation, the ex-
panded oral space extends from the lips to the (pre)velum.

We will give some examples from Zulu, after introducing all the characteristics
of dejectives. Among these characteristics, the most complicated ones are the ac-
companiments (which will be treated at the end of § 11.16).

11.14. In many languages, certain dejective contoids are used phonostylistical-
ly. For example, when children throw a kiss, or when an actress does the same to the
audience, this is nothing other than a bilabial dejective (¤ voiceless bilabial round-
ed stopstrictive), (6Ó). ˛e same movement is produced when we drink a liquid
through a straw. ‹en we wish to express disappointment, or impatience, we may
produce a dental dejective (¤ voiceless {slit} stopstrictive), (6‡). We may com-
municate disapproval if we repeat the sound twice (perhaps shaking our heads, as
well): (6‡ '6‡) or (69'69).

˛e peoples of southwestern Europe (and Africa) often express negation by us-
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ing this dental dejective contoid as a phonosymbol, accompanied by raising one's
head (or with horizontal shaking, singly or repeatedly; or without any shaking, as
one moves northwards). ̨ e postalveolar dejective (¤ voiceless stop), (6˛), is often
used to express appreciation for a beverage, such as a good wine. ˛e noise of a
horse's hooves is usually imitated by repeating continually the apicopalatal dejec-
tive (¤ voiceless stop), (6†).

To get a horse moving, wagoners and horsemen often use an alveolar dejective
(¤ voiceless lateral stopstrictive) (6l), which children associate with the image of
a horse, even when they are very young. In order to call a cat, we often repeat se-
quences of two dejectives (6Ó '6Ó, 6‡ '6‡) (already mentioned), or the prepalatal
(¤ voiceless stop), (6+'6+).

On the other hand, in order to get someone's attention, without causing too
much notice (among many people, or in places where there is silence), we do not
produce a dejective. Here the normal sound is a voiceless bilabial stop, possibly ei-
ther normal (pulmonic) or ejective, completed as follows: ('p#, 'p#tæ, 'p«#, 'p«#s).

11.15. Only languages of southern Africa (such as Nama/Hottentot, Zulu, Xho-
sa, and southern Sotho, which can be seen in the phonosyntheses of é 18 in NPT]
use dejective contoids distinctively (¤ as true consonant phonemes). In these lan-
guages, they are generally at the beginning of syllables, and they occur combined
fluently with other phones which are produced with pulmonic air.

˛e basic phonation type is voiceless; however voicing can also occur (through vo-
cal fold vibration; the voicing can be complete or partial), — nasalization (through
lowering the velum).

˛e manners of articulation used are stops and stopstrictives (including lateral
stopstrictives as well), naturally together with the dejective mechanism, which is
shown by simply adding the diacritic (6) in front of the current symbol. If the con-
toid is nasalized, we use (ê), thus avoiding the necessity of introducing new nasal
symbols for stopstrictives as well, which would be used only for dejectives. In fact,
the diacritic (ê) implies both the dejective mechanism ((6)) –activated by the back
of the tongue against the (pre)velum– together with lowering of the velum itself,
which characterizes nasalized ((–)) and prenasalized articulations ((è0)).

˛ere are four areas of articulation which can be used phonemically for dejec-
tives: labial and (referring here to the lower articulation) coronal, apical, and pre-
dorsal. ˛e number of actual places of articulation is definitely much greater: six-
teen (16), including labialization in many cases, which combined with the man-
ners mentioned, give twenty-six di‡erent basic types (26). ©th voicing and nasal-

6p6p 6q 6l

6˛ 6⁄ 

+
≠ ≠ ≠ 

≠ 

≠ 

≠ 
û 11.8. Dejective contoids.
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ization taken into account, we have about a hundred (±100), still without count-
ing the accompaniments and other combinations, which produce others with
di‡erent functionality (as will be seen shortly).

We have, therefore, the following – bilabial: (6p, êp, 6b, êb), (6p, êp, 6ñ, êñ)
(and bilabial rounded: (6(, ê(, 6{, ê{), (6Ó, êÓ, 6˝, ê˝)), labiodental: (6∫, ê∫, 6∫,
ê∫); dental (with lowered or raised tip, respectively: (6=, ê=, 6≠, ê≠) or (6‡, ê‡,
6ƒ, êƒ)), grooved dental:(6q, êq, 6Q, êQ) (and grooved dental rounded: (6q, êq,
6fl, êfl)), grooved labiodentalized dental:(6Ë, êË, 6Z, êZ) (also dental–bilabial: (6t,
êt, 6d, êd)).

Moreover – alveolar: (6T, êT, 6D, êD), (6l, êl, 6¬, ê¬), postalveolar: (6˛, ê˛, 6Ã, êÃ),
(6fi, êfi, 6", ê"), (6ª, êª, 6ˆ, êˆ); apico-palatal: (6†, ê†, 6fl, êfl) (with five rounded
variants: (6†, ê†, 6˛, ê˛), (6´, ê´, 6Ò, êÒ), (6t, êt, 6∂, ê∂), (66, ê6, 6•, ê•), (6Ï, êÏ, 6í,
êí); Ô the following section, on additional characteristics); prepalatal:(6+, ê+, 6_, ê_),
(6⁄, ê⁄, 6Á, êÁ), (6<, ê<, 6>, ê>) (and prepalatal rounded: (6Â, êÂ, 6©, ê©)).

11.16. After the release (or o‡set) of the front occlusion, instead of passing di-
rectly to the following vocoid, there can be a segmental ‘back' accompaniment (in
the actual languages which use dejectives phonologically). ˛is segment can be ve-
lar, uvular, or laryngeal, and can be furthermore combined with labialization.

˛e accompaniments can be constituted by stop, stopstrictive, constrictive, ap-
proximant, or nasal manners of articulations (while their phonation can range from
voiceless to voiced, with intermediate degrees possible: lenis or mixed). ˛e voice-
less stops, stopstrictives, and constrictives can also be ejective ((0«)); while the voiced
ones can be prenasalized ((è0)), and the voiced approximants can be labialized.

˛e possible accompaniments for dejective phon(em)es are the following: velar
(, ˙÷ k, k«, g, èg÷ w, w«, Ÿ, èŸ÷ x, x«, Ÿ÷ ∆, V); uvular (,, —÷ ›, ›«, G, èG÷ ∑, ∑«,
W, èW÷ }, }«, £, è£÷ X, X«, º, èº÷ º, º«, è˜, ˜÷ ˜, ˜); laryngeal (ö÷ ·, â÷ h, H). All
of these can also have rounded variants, shown by adding (è); while for the velar
approximants, the symbols (W, w) are used. For example, in the case of /6‡w, 6†w/,
the primary articulation is (, Ä), because here there is not only lip rounding, but
also velarization, which is perceptible in the moment of the velar o‡set, because
the back of the tongue remains raised, as happens during velarization.

˛e o‚cial IPA symbols generically indicate four areas with ‘(Ö)' (bilabial), ‘(|)'
(dental), ‘(!)' ({post}alveolar), ‘(õ)' (‘palatoalveolar', for prepalatal]˚ and the lateral
manner with ‘(~)'. ˛ese symbols are then preceded by ‘(k, g, ˙)' (to indicate
voicelessness, voicing, and nasality, respectively), but also by other symbols for se-
quences with uvulars or laryngeals, and followed by –still other– symbols for the
accompaniments.

Leaving aside the disharmony and insu‚ciency of these five symbols (‘(Ö, |, !,
õ, ~)' – much more appropriately used, if ever, for prosodic values than for articu-
latory ones), we find it more logical to use the diacritic ((6)) to represent the mecha-
nism (with (ê) for supplementary nasality), but to maintain the regular symbols
(distinguishing voiceless and voiced, too) for the twenty-six types of articulations
found. ˛ese conventions make for a more realistic description, to which the ac-
companiments mentioned above can be added when necessary.
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In this way, we avoid masking phonic reality and losing the relationships with
the pulmonic articulations. In fact, notwithstanding the particular mechanism (in-
volving the postdorsum of the tongue), the characterizing articulations remain
fundamental throughout. For this reason, using ‘special' symbols is completely out
of place, especially considering that these symbols have nothing in common with
the others.

Let us now see some examples from Zulu: icicí /i'6ti36ti/ (I'6‡i;I36‡I), qinà /'6˛i3na/
('6†i;I3na), uxâmú /u'6la3mu/ (U'6la;a3mU), chàchà /ç6tha36tha/ (ç6‡ha;a36‡ha), qhàqhà
/ç6˛ha36˛ha/ (ç6†ha;a36†ha), xhûmà /è6lhu3ma/ (è6lhu;U3ma), gcínà /ç6di3na/ (ç6ƒi;I3na),
gqúmà /ç6Ãu3ma/ (ç6flu;U3ma), gxílà /ç6¬i3la/ (ç6¬i;I3la), kancanè /ka'êda3ne/ (ka'êƒa;a-
3nÄ), nqênà /èêÃe3na/ (èêflÄ;Ä3na).

Nasalization of vocoids

11.17.1. Most vocoids are produced orally. By this we mean that the air comes
out through the mouth (after passing through the articulatory channel, formed
by the tongue, the palatal vault, and the pharynx), since the velum is raised. In-
stead, in order to produce nasal(ized) vocoids, air has to come out through the na-
sal cavity as well. Phones like (a, b) are oral, while (Å, m) are nasal(ized). ‹en pro-
ducing (m), air comes out through the nose only; for (Å), the air comes out of the
mouth as well (Ô û 11.9, which contrasts (i, a, u) and (i, Å, u)). ˛erefore (m) is a
nasal phone, but, rigorously, (Å) is merely nasalized. Should it become important
to denote semi-nasalized vowels, this would be possible by writing (Ä); on the oth-
er hand, however, a transcription like (H, Ê) would only indicate a nasalized C (for
C's, nasalization is without a doubt less important and not phonemic, unless we
are dealing with actual nasal contoids). In these examples, the diacritic was placed
below the symbol exclusively because there is no room to put it on top of the sym-
bol. Let us note, however, that in o‚cial IPA practice (§) is –unfortunately– used
to indicate creaky voice, while (°) –of course– indicates nasalization.

11.17.2. Here we take a look at the four French phonemes /í, ^, Õ, Ú/, and we
will also consider the taxophones which are stress-dependent (for details, even in
cases where a single symbol is used, Ô é 4 of HPr]\ bien /'bjí/ ('b,ì), bientôt /bjí-
'to/ (b,3'tP), brun /'bK^/ ('bº^), lundi /l^'di/ (l}'_i), bonbon /bÚ'bÚ/ (bÚ'bÚ), pen-
dant /pÕ'dÕ/ (pŒ'dŒ); in Parisian and mediatic pronunciation, we have: ('b,a, b,a-
'tP, 'b‰a, la'_i, bœ'bœ, pÔ'd_).

In the Parisian pronunciation of the banlieues, the ‘suburbs' (outlying areas):
('b,Å, b,Å'tP, 'b‰Å, lÅ'_i, bÚ'bÚ, pœ'd_); in ‘refined' Parisian pronunciation: ('b,π,
b,π'to, 'b˜π, lπ'_i, bÚ'bÚ, pÕ'dÕ); in Canadian neutral pronunciation (û 4.15-15 of
HPr give further more or less marked variants, which are not shown here): ('b,™e,
b,™e'to, 'bR}J, l}J'Qi, bÓ9'bÓ9, pÅA'dÅA).

˛ere is a practical and e‡ective way to check whether the reader has succeed-
ed in producing true nasalized vowels, instead of sequences of vocoids followed by
nasal contoids.
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≈rst, pronounce a very long (m::); while continuing to pronounce the (m::),
block the passage of air through the nose by lightly squeezing the nostrils shut
with the thumb and index finger. Immediately the production of sound is inter-
rupted, since in nasal contoids, the only place where air escapes is through the
nose. Try with (n::) as well – the result is the same.

Now, pronounce the French word on /Ú/ (Ú), drawing it out more than normal:
(Ú::), and repeating it as well. Squeeze on the nostrils, and if the sound continues
without any interruption, that means the reader is actually producing (Ú) (at least,
in terms of the mechanism; as for the exact quality of the vocoid, it will be neces-
sary to check with the vocogram and by listening carefully).

However, if while squeezing the nostrils, the same thing happens that happened
with (m::, n::) – namely, if (at a certain point) the sound and flow of air become
blocked, then this means that, instead of (Ú), the reader is actually producing (on),
or (o˙), or at most, (Ún), or (Ú˙).

˛erefore, it is necessary to learn to pronounce the sound so that it does not be-
come interrupted, and so that it remains at all times with the same timbre. ˛e
reader could possibly begin by closing the nose and trying to produce any vocoid,
not to mention (Ú)! But it is important to make sure that the result is not simply
(o). ˛e first thing to remember is that the timbre of nasalized vocoids is always
darker (than corresponding non-nasalized vocoids), because –in cases like (Ú)– the
resonator of the nasal cavity comes into play, modifying the sound wave. More-
over, while pronouncing voiced nasal phones, such as (m, n), or voiced nasalized
ones, such as (Ú, Å), the outer walls of the nostrils vibrate, as can be felt by touch-
ing the nostrils with the fingers (naturally, without blocking the passage of air
through them, as in the preceding exercise).

˛is vibration is considerably reduced in the case of non-nasal phones, since
then the velum is raised, thereby cutting o‡ the nasal cavity from being an active
resonator. If we compare (Ú::) (or also (n::)) with (o::), the fingers manage to per-
ceive a noticeable di‡erence.

11.17.3. Moreover, there are still other possible tests. If, while producing (o, a),
we close our lips (by bringing them together, or by putting a hand over our mouth),
the resulting sound is (bæ) – or else possibly something paraphonic, representable
by §(?æ)@. Instead, if we are truly producing (Ú, Å), then when we intentionally close
our lips, we produce ([) (or (M), for (Ú); and (m) for (Å); or else, if we put a hand
over our mouth, (õ)). ˛erefore, the sound continues in this case, passing out
through the nose (even though the timbre is modified by the operation of the lips
or the hand).

i Å u

i a u

û 11.9.

Vocoid 
nasaliza-
tion.
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Devoicing vocoids

11.18. In certain languages, some vocoids can be partially devoiced, phonetical-
ly, (î, Ø, ¨), or totally devoiced, (i, A, u), as will be seen in several chapters of HPr
(especially {Ô û 11.5} in Japanese, but also in Lusitanian Portuguese, French, and
Russian). Very few languages have been described with voiceless vowel phonemes,
among which Comanche (¨ßå, Oklahoma), and Ik (Western Africa). In these cas-
es, it is always possible to analyze the voiceless vowels phonologically as sequences
of the form /hé, éh/. Here is an example from Comanche (Shoshone): noribaki-
ki'u' ('nøRi&Baki&kiöuö) ‘he came to pack his bags' and noribak[ki'u' ('nøRi&Baki&kiöuö)
‘he packed his bags and came'. ̨ is example could be interpreted as /-kiki-/ V /-khi-
ki-/ or /-kihki-/.

Vocoids in unstressed syllables

11.19. In unstressed syllables, it is natural that the phonetic space of the vocoids
is somewhat reduced in size, given that there is less (general and, particularly, artic-
ulatory) tension present. ˛erefore even languages such as Spanish or Italian,
which do not reduce their unstressed V, have an inevitable tendency towards ‘re-
duction'. On the vocogram, this reduction corresponds, more or less, to what is
seen in û 11.10, namely /i, e, E, a, O, o, u/ (i, e, ™, a, ø, o, u) ‘tend to move towards'
(Û, Ù, É, å, Ö, P, ¯), without however reaching them. In fact, this ‘movement' is
rather fictitious, in the sense that what actually happens is that in unstressed syl-
lables, there is reduction mainly in the degree of jaw opening (and somewhat in
the movement of the back of the tongue in a front–back direction, too). However,
the relationship between the elements remains exactly the same as what it was be-
fore (just as if one spoke with a mouth of smaller dimensions, even without reach-
ing the di‡erence between the mouth of a child and one of an adult).

˛e ear automatically compensates for these small and inevitable di‡erences,
without letting itself be fooled. In this respect, it is di‡erent from machines, which
‘obtusely' (in a manner characteristic only of machines) computes physical di‡er-
ences. ˛ese physical measurements are given as simple numbers, out of context,
without any means for calibrating and reinterpreting the data. ˛us the machine
tends to fail in reassigning the new realizations to the appropriate phonemes and
phones. We see clearly here the di‡erence between natural phonetics (¤ audito-
ry/articulatory and functional), and artificial phonetics (¤ acoustic).

Naturally, other languages, among which even English and certain regional pro-
nunciations of Italian (and dialects of Italy), can have true reductions and even
neutralizations of vocoids in unstressed syllables. ˛ese reductions can actually
reach the points (Û, Ù, É, å, Ö, P, ¯), and even arrive at (È, ‘, å). However, these real-
izations are noted immediately as being di‡erent, and, as was mentioned above,
they make up an element of certain regional accents and dialects, as well as certain
languages. In such cases, but only in such cases, these realizations should be marked
appropriately in transcriptions, as of course happens in English with /È/: about
(È'baÖT), again (û'g™n:) (near velars), sofa ('s‘¨få/'sø¨f√) (prepausal).
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˛e supremacy of the ear (a well-trained one, or one of a native speaker which
responds to relevant phonological oppositions) is still more obvious when compar-
ing di‡erent voices, belonging to people with phonoarticulatory apparatuses of
di‡erent dimensions and shapes. Even using the bark acoustic measurements it is
(still) not possible to rival the incredible work of the human ear, which is capable
of normalizing (phonetically and phonologically) the utterances of di‡erent peo-
ple, and also of a single person, in di‡erent types of speech, with respect to vari-
ables such as speed, precision, and spontaneity.

˛e possibility of making seriously useful acoustic comparisons is complicated
further by the fact that acoustic analyses depend dramatically on the skill of the
analyst, on the quality of the apparatuses and computer programs employed, and
also on the specific way the research is organized. Measurements, unfortunately,
are subject to the evident limits of certain programs and the ways these are used,
as well as the choice of questions considered, without mentioning di‡erences in
aims and hypotheses. For these reasons, any comparison with the acoustic data of
someone else (with di‡erent informants) is a very risky undertaking, which can
lead to surprising and misleading conclusions. ˛e important thing is not to take
as gospel truth everything which ‘science' o‡ers us (given all the limits and weak-
nesses to which we have briefly but incompletely referred).

Vocoids in singing

11.20. ≈rst of all, it is necessary to point out that ‘normal' language, from a
phonetic point of view, is spoken language, such as what can be heard on the radio
or television. Instead, while singing –and particularly in opera singing– the phys-
ical structuring of the phonoarticulatory apparatus becomes modified. ̨ e change
is particularly important for vowels, which are central to the syllables in words
(within phrases and sentences).

In fact, the oral cavity is usually more open during singing than in normal
speech. ˛is occurs for fairly evident reasons of professional technique: in order
to obtain more impressive results, and in a way which is physio-pathologically less
risky (above all, to avoid serious damage to the vocal folds).

In fact, the operatic position involves a deformation of the vocogram in the fol-
lowing ways (whether advisably or not): (1) the mouth is generally more open,
given that the jaw is lower; (2) the lips are consequently never spread for (i, I, e, ™,
E, π), even though they are still at least somewhat rounded for the back vocoids
(u, U, o, ø, O, Ø); (3) the tongue is correspondingly raised, in order to compensate
for the lowering of the jaw (thus bringing the dimensions almost back to those of

≠ ≠ 

≠ ≠ 

û 11.10.

Reduction in the size of the articulatory
space for vocoids in unstressed syllables.
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speech, but with a slight lowering, thus moving down and back by one box in the
vocogram), as can be seen in comparison with the original vocogram; (4) the voco-
gram is therefore not so much ‘deformed' as lowered and drawn back, with regard
to the original.

û 11.11 gives the ‘opera' vocogram, together with its boxes, placed in relation-
ship with the normal vocogram of speech. ˛ere, it is easy to see how the ‘opera'
vocogram is slid downwards and backwards, and slightly enlarged.

Considering the figure attentively, we see that the column of front vocoids such
as (i, I, e, ™, E, π), coincides in practice with the next column, whose phones would
be represented, rigorously by the symbols (Û, ¤, Ù, É, Ä, Å). Actually, they are those
vocoids, but in a square which is relatively lower and farther back, within the
mouth.

˛e important thing is to remember that the lips can never be spread – it is in
fact physiologically impossible, given the four di‡erences mentioned above. ̨ ere-
fore, a more realistic representation would show this absence of spreading, by at
least using a dot placed underneath the ‘normal' symbols (as a mnemonic diacrit-
ic): (e, E, È, «, Œ, ⁄).

As it happens, it is a fact that this position is typically surpassed, while singing,
moving past the spread position (of speaking) (i, I, e, ™, E, π), and the neutral one
(now seen) (e, E, È, «, Œ, ⁄), to reach a half-rounded position (¨, Ù, È, Í, É, Ω) (which
could be considered halfway between (i, I, e, ™, E, π) and (y, Y, °, #, §, π), of
French and German, Â). ˛e reasons are, as before, technical ones having to do
with the necessities of maintaining an appropriate sound for a greater length of
time. ˛is characteristic is undoubtedly paraphonic (Ô § 14.1-2), and it is denot-
ed by §$@, added to the normal symbols: §$ (i, I, e, ™, E, π)@; or (although not nec-
essarily) it can be added to symbols with the diacritic: §$ (¨, Ù, È, Í, É, Ω)@ (since §$@
is enough by itself to imply the particular articulatory di‡erences seen here).

Abolition of the term (and concept of) ‘retroflection'

11.21. Natural Phonetics excludes any so-called ‘retroflex(ed)' contoids; while,
contoids such as (N÷ ˛, Ã÷ ß, Ω÷ ⁄) are postalveolar by nature (and (>) is slightly
rounded as well); in addition, (%÷ †, fl÷ a, å÷ c) are (sub)apico-palatal (Ô û 10.2.1 “
10.3.1 “ 10.5.3 “ 10.6.1 “ 10.6.5).

˛e concept and term of ‘retroflection' are highly misleading, since they can nei-
ther explain anything, nor can they describe any phonic reality. 

≠ û 11.11.

Di‡erence in production of vocoids
between speaking and singing.



Furthermore, if they are applied to vocoids, they are even more misleading. As
a matter of fact, the device which is used for what is incorrectly defined as ‘retro-
flex(ed) vocoids' is not real postalveolarization (as it is called in more correct
terms). Instead, it is lateral contraction of the body of the tongue, with a simulta-
neous –and unavoidable– retraction of the lamina (of the tongue), near the post-
alveolar zone, but with no actual (nor intentional) approaching. On the contrary,
the lateral contraction (of the body of the tongue) with no retraction of the lami-
na, produces semi-lateralized approximants, such as (¬, ù) (Ô û 10.8.5).

˛e space in the mouth where the supposed ‘retroflex vocoids' (that is lateral-
ly contracted ones) can be produced is very limited. Actually, it corresponds to the
space of the following intense (‘syllabic') contoids (≥, ◊) (prevelar), (>, √) (uvular-
ized velar, Ô û 10.6.6 for both pairs, respectively approximant and semi-approx-
imant in each pair), with more or less marked lip-rounding. Less often, that space
corresponds to the intense postalveolar contoids, (ˇ, CÍ), or to the velarized postalve-
olar ones, (‰, C|) (with or without rounding, Ô û 10.6.5 – the second element of
each pair is unrounded), or even to (Ö) (Ô û 10.6.1) as in Mandarin Chinese:
shi/sh⁄ /5ßˇ/ (5ßÖ).

In addition to these intense contoids, which can form syllabic nuclei, we also
find sequences of V + some of these contoids (either intense or not). We will only
give the following examples fur˚ fear˚ far, from neutral American English, ('f≥:, 'fI;≥,
'fA:<), mediatic American English, ('f>:, 'f¤;>, 'fA:<), and International English, ('f◊:,
'f¤;◊, 'fA:‰); all of them are diaphonemically /'fÈ:≤, 'f¤È≤, 'fA:≤/.

Generic symbols (for phonic categories)

11.22. It might prove useful, sooner or later, to have symbols available which
do not directly represent particular segments, but rather whole phonic categories.
For this task, phonetic and phonemic formulae can be used, and the resulting sym-
bols can be employed, for example, on the edges of vocograms or tables. We there-
fore provide a list of appropriate symbols of this type.

û 11.12 gives a schematic presentation of the seven fundamental manners of ar-
ticulation, for contoids. Also given are useful groupings and subdivisions, includ-
ing the distinction between obstruents and sonants (however, the mixed manners
of articulation, typical of approximants, and even more of trills and laterals, are
not included).

˛e category of obstruent contoids includes stops (but not nasals, even though
these could technically be considered stops with added nasalization), stopstrictives,
constrictives (including constrictive trills and constrictive laterals), and approxi-
mants (only the peripheral ones). ˛e sonants (or sonorants) comprise, on the oth-
er hand, central and lateralized approximants, besides nasals and trills (together
with taps and flaps), and laterals (including unilaterals and lateral taps).

In various languages, for any manner of articulation (rarely trills, taps and flaps),
phonetically semi-… articulations are possible (¤ less tense – with no full contact,
for nasals, stops, stopstrictives and laterals, as well).
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0

ö ‹ ó ß ò!F

µ∑¡ƒ _` Ô 

ùô

û 11.12.

Groupings of the fundamental
manners of articulation.

é vocoid/vowel
é reduced V (in duration: = ä)
ä shortened V
– nasalized V
´ devoiced V
V voiced lenis V
‚ voiceless lenis V
◊ half-nasalized V
≠ rounded V
Ÿ unrounded V
5 advanced V
Ì retracted V
† lowered V
Ï raised V
é normal V – or under other conventions
ü creaky V (or laryngealized)
0 contoid/consonant
0 reduced C (in duration: = ¸)
¸ shortened C
ô glottalized voiceless C, with simultaneous

(ö)
— intense (‘syllabic') C
Ò devoiced C
Â voiceless lenis C – or under other conven-

tions, especially diaphonemic
C voiced lenis C
= voiceless C
Ê voiced C
± rounded C
Ü unrounded C
J palatalized C
ˆ velarized/uvularized C
ó advanced C
ô retracted C
ú tenser/closer C
õ less tense/close C
ó creaky/laryngealized voiced C
‹ lateral C
ü constrictive lateral C
û voiceless lateral C
æ lateral tap C
Æ unilateral C
Œ semilateral C

µ lateral — trill/tap C
¯ intense (‘syllabic') lateral — trill/tap C
@ voiceless lateral — trill/tap C
ö nasal C
M intense (‘syllabic') nasal C
° voiceless nasal C
ù sonant (or sonorant) C
% intense (‘syllabic') sonant C
# voiceless sonant C
ó trill (or trill “ tap) C
§ voiceless trill (or trill “ tap) C
˘ constrictive trill C
Â tap C
≈ lateralized tap C
‰ flap C
„ lateralized flap C
∑ median approximant C
ß approximant C
´ semi-approximant C
ã lateralized approximant C
J lateralized semiapproximant C
¡ peripheral approximant C
ô obstruent (F, !, ò) C, in diphonic pairs
‡ laryngeal approximant C
â laryngeal constrictive C
F stop C
K semi-stop C
ƒ (slit) constrictive C
 (slit) semi-constrictive C
_ grooved constrictive C
` grooved semi-constrictive C
ò (generic) constrictive C
∞ (generic) semi-constrictive  C

` (slit) stop-strictive C
@ (slit) stop-semi-strictive C
¤ (slit) semi-stop-strictive C
Ô grooved stop-strictive C
& grooved stop-semi-strictive C
I grooved semi-stop-strictive C
! (generic) stop-strictive C
Ì (generic) stop-semi-strictive C
î (generic) semi-stop-strictive C
˜ lateral stop-strictive C
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º trill(ed)/tap(ped) stop-strictive C
* lexeme
$ grammeme
O rhythm group
o reduced rhythm group
à phono-syllable
i reduced phono-syllable
à ‘light' syllable
9 ‘heavy‘ syllable
` ‘zero' phone/phoneme
0 indicates proximity to é – 00, 000, 00

Ò indicates proximity to 0 – Òé, Òé Ò, é Ò

0$ C with audible explosion
0 æ C with inaudible explosion
05 = /=/ – /=h/
0Ì = /Ê/ – /Êh/
0« ejective C
‘0 injective C
60 dejective/click C
ê0 prenasalized dejective C
è0 prenasalized C
'é stressed V (with strong/primary stress)
&é half-stressed V (with mid/medium/secon-

dary/half-strong stress)
’é unstressed V (with weak stress)
»é destressed V (with reduced stress, up to

weak; starting from 'é)
"é over-stressed V (with extrastrong stress)
é: long V
é; half-long V
éà less than long V
éò less than half-long V
é| utterance-final V
|é after a pause or silence V
éò word-final V
òé word-initial V
é˘ syllable-final V

-é- V within a word, word-internal V
| pause
\ potential pause
|| longer pause
ì œ (low) parenthesis
‘ ’ (mid) parenthesis
^ Œ quotation
. emic conclusive intoneme
? emic interrogative intoneme
÷ emic suspensive intoneme
, emic continuative intoneme

normal preintoneme (no sign)
¿ interrogative preintoneme
¡ imperative preintoneme
˚ emphatic preintoneme
& supplementary interrogative preintoneme

(in French)
5 (Ì ' Ç ç) tone with strong stress, Ô § 12.17
— (& –) tone with mid stress, Ô § 12.17
1 (2 3) tone with weak stress, Ô § 12.17
8 ( " ∞ £) tone with extrastrong stress, Ô §

12.17
9 (6 0 à è é) falling tone, Ô § 12.18
Ô (• Ò ` ¶ ´) rising tone, Ô § 12.18
ù Japanese akusento (distinctive pitch lower-

ing, Ô § 12.3.2.1-4 of HPr)
# (@ § ° í ï ÷ /) shift diacritic, Ô § 8.11, 9.5

§ @ paraphonic element (Ô § 14.3-5) – or
grapheme

( ) phonetic transcription
/ / phonemic transcription
(( )) hyperphonetic transcription
// // hyperphonemic transcription
( ) symbol/phon(em)e which can fall (or be

lacking)
(( )) potential symbol/phon(em)e, which can

be used, as in û 8.8-9.



7. ˛e o‚cial IPA
“ other notations

O‚cial IPA

7.0. We will present –for informative purposes– the o‚cial IPA chart (û 7.1,
which we indicate as oƒIPA), as the result of the latest reform (brought about in
1989-1993, with corrections in 1996), which –almost playfully, but not without
very good reason– can be considered a reform of the past century – indeed, of the
past… millennium! Again, as we have done for the preceding, introductory, part
we will be using the –generic and phonological– terms vowel and consonant,

since these are still beginning, general, levels.
Of course, when we deal with phonetics in specialistic terms (from the next

chapter onwards), for enthusiasts, for çexpertsÇ, we will accurately distinguish, by
using vowel and consonant, at the phonemic (or graphemic) level, but vocoid

and contoid, at the proper phonetic level, which can satisfy real scientific and hu-
man curiosities, in order to enjoy the wonderful world of linguistic sounds, with
all its variegations (which remind one of the rest of the natural world very much:
zoology, botany, mineralogy, astronomy, Â).

Consonants

7.1. If we observe the o‚cial chart, we find consonants given first, although it
might have been better to start from vowels. However, in the consonant table (at
the beginning of û 7.1), we immediately notice that the manners of articulation
are slightly di‡erent from those presented in our early simplification (û 6.2, and
the specialist chapters: é 9-10). In fact, their order is: stops˚ nasals˚ trills˚ taps $
flaps˚ fricatives˚ lateral fricatives˚ approximants˚ lateral approximants˘ Instead of
providing a global view, it moves along by slight internal di‡erences, as between
stops V nasals (= stops with lowered velum).

˛e chart goes on by comparing trills with taps (including flaps). In our mini-
-table in û 6.2, which shows the fundamental types of manners and places of artic-
ulation, flaps are not given, as seems to be more suitable for a first, high-impact,
approach. Our rigorous treatment will start from é 8 to é 14, although symbols
like (R) have already been used right from the start. However, attentive and keen
readers of a book such as this should first go through the content and index pages
and the various figures, in order to understand their way around the book, which
will make future reference to specific topics easier.
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†ø~¤ ™ å©©™~†¤ ∂¤ πå®ø¬å 
©øß†å~†¤ 

o

± 
≠ 

Extra-alto
Alto
Medio
Basso
Extra-basso

Sollevamento (relativo)
Abbassamento (relativo)

µø∂¨¬å†¤ 

o

± 
≠ 

Ascendente
Discendente
Alto ascend.
Basso ascend.
Ascend.-discend.

Sollevamento globale
Abbassamento globale

ßøπ®åß™Ÿµ™~†å¬¤ 
Accento primario'
Accento secondario:&

Lunga: a:
&fone'tista

Semilunga; a;
Brevissimaz q

Gruppo minore 
(gruppo ritmico) 
 

Ó 

Gruppo maggiore 
(gruppo intonativo)

Ó 

Divisione sillabica:.
Si.are

Legato (mancanza  
d'interruzione)

Ñ 

∂¤å©®¤†¤©¤ (possono esser posti sopra i simboli che scendano sotto il rigo, per es. ô)

Desonorizzato=
Sonorizzatoî 
Aspirato5
Più arrotondatog
Meno arrotond.G
AvanzatoΩ 
Arretrato!
Centralizzato7
Centripeto
Sillabicoc

Z

W Non-sillabico
Rotacizzato&

∂  ¨ 

ÿ    ‹ 
t5 d5
Æ   o
æ   O
%  — 
m   ù 
ë   ö 

ó   ≥ 
¬   • 

k   ¶ 
È&  A&

Mormorato)
Cricchiato§ 
Linguolabialey
Labializzato„ 
PalatalizzatoJ
Velarizzatoˆ 
Faringalizzato/
Velarizzato o faringalizzato° 
Innalzato
Abbassatof

F

ƒ Radice della lingua avanzata
Radice della lingua arretrata‡ 

b   "
ë   Ä 
u    p
t„  d„ 
tJ   dJ
tˆ   dˆ 
t/   d/

ı   t

L  (≈ = approssimante velare sorda)
l  (∑ = fricativa labiovelare sonora)

¯   ¤ 
µ   Ù 

DentaleY
ApicaleÎ 
Laminale¥ 
Nasalizzato° 
Rilascio nasaleô 
Rilascio lateraleó 
Ril. non udibileæ 

U   P
Û   ∏ 
¨   π 
e   Ú 

dô 
dó 
dæ 

Ò 
´ 
0
`
Ô 

>1
≥1
ˇ1
≤1
<1

£ 
8
3
’ 
à 

»1
«1
21
"1
4[1

p    b
m
∫ r

R© #

K
M n N N ˙ ,

t    d ˛    Ã ©    ˝ k    g ›    G ö 

F    B f     v †   ∑ s    z "    Z
!    ú 

ß    Ω Â    ˝ x    ‚ 

V < > j µ 
l $ L ì 

X    º h    ˚ h   H

Bilabiali

Occlusive

©ø~ßø~å~†¤ (π~™¨µø~¤©∆™)

©ø~ßø~å~†¤ (~ø~-π~™¨µø~¤©∆™) å¬†®¤ ß¤µ∫ø¬¤ 

Nasali

Polivibranti

Monovibr.

Fricative

Fric. later.

Approssim.

Appr. later.

Nelle coppie, la consonante sulla destra è sonora. Le zone in grigio indicano articolazioni considerate impossibili.

Labiodent. Dentali Alveolari Postalveol. Retroflessi Palatali Velari Uvulari Faringali Glottali

å¬ƒå∫™†ø ƒø~™†¤©ø ¤~†™®~åΩ¤ø~å¬™ 
(u‚ciale, del 1993, corretto nel 1996 e aggiornato nel 2005)

Bilabiale

Avulsive/Clicks

Ö 
Dentale|
(Post)alveolare!
Palatoalveolareõ 
Laterale alveol.~

Bilabiale

Implosive sonore

ñ 
Dentale/alveol.Ã 
Palataleá 
VelareŸ 
Uvulareä 

come in:

Eiettive

« 

Bilabialep« 

Dentale/alveol.t« 
Velarek« 

Fric. labiovelare sorda'
Appr. labiovelare sonoraw
Appr. labiopalat. sonora¥ 
Fric. epiglottale sorda… 

Fric. epiglottale sonoraH

Occlusiva epiglottale¿ 

Fric. alveopalatale sorda ¿ 

Fric. alveopalatale sonoraB

Monovibr. laterale alveol.

Fricativa alveol.s« 

Le a‡ricate e le articolazioni  
doppie si possono indicare 
con legature, se necessario

ï 

e= simultaneamenteÀ " x

˜ 
Ï 

(Traduz. “ realizzaz. ˝)

f 7.1.  Tabella u‚ciale IPA (2005). 
 

√ø©å¬¤ 
Anteriori Centrali Posteriori

Chiuse

Semichiuse

Semiaperte

Aperte

Nelle coppie, la vocale sulla destra (e U) è arrotondata.

i y … % M u

e ° 
I Y U

Ù + ‰ o

E § ‘ ê √ O
π å 

È 

a π A Ø 
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˛e o‚cial table also shows the çfricativesÇ (an auditory term instead of our ar-
ticulatory one, constrictives) V çlateral fricativesÇ (for our constrictive later-

als); also approximants (¤ central approximants) V lateral approximants (or sim-
ply laterals – since even nasals, strictly speaking, are nasal approximants, rather
than çnasal stopsÇ, seeing that air is not completely blocked and, above all, that
they are not çnoisyÇ).

7.2. One may immediately observe that the table gives no ça‡ricateÇ manner
(an auditory term instead of our articulatory one, stop-strictive). Only at the
end of the çother symbolsÇ addition, do we find that name, accompanied by the
indication: ça‡ricates and double articulations can be represented by two symbols
joined by a tie bar if necessaryÇ. And here some of the absurd notational complica-
tions arise, since symbols like (q, c) –which, before the çreformÇ, were highly-rec-
ommended çexpertÇ variants (although never clearly withdrawn by the reform)–
are no longer indicated. Instead, one can infer that their çnormalÇ notation is
meant to be ç(ts, tS)Ç, exactly like (ts, tS) sequences, which actually occur in lan-
guages of the world. ̨ e çsophisticatedÇ o‚cial alternative consists in making use
of the clown-like notation ç(t xs, t XS)Ç V ç(ts, tS)Ç (or ç(ts, tS)Ç V ç(t-s, t-S)Ç, respec-
tively, or even ç(t.s, t.S)Ç for the latter, in case it coincides with syllabification).
O‚cially, the çboatÇ (( x )) or the çumbrellaÇ (( X )) are also possible for double ar-
ticulations, ¤ with two (simultaneous) coarticulations, as for the velar and labial
ones, ç(kXp, gXb)Ç, corresponding to our unitary symbols (p, B).

7.3. We will now examine a serious problem in the o‚cial consonant table, in re-
lation to places of articulation. ≈rst of all, it is absurd to maintain the ambiguous
term çretroflexÇ (instead of postalveolar), which more than a place of articulation
could be a possible coarticulation with many fallacies. But the worst thing is the
presentation of the section from dental to alveolar, up to çpostalveolarÇ (which
has deceived quite a few people who try to do phonetics with no good grounding).

˛is inaccuracy is directly responsible for published pages çtellingÇ that in most
languages (including neutral Italian) (t, d÷ s, z) would be çalveolarÇ (instead of den-
tal); and even English (<) would be çalveolarÇ too! A brief moment of quiet medita-
tion would be su‚cient to realize that this (serious) mistake is brought about by
that absurd presentation, with those pseudo-science subdivisions. In addition, it
is seriously misleading to define (S, Z) as çpostalveolarÇ; again, by actually observ-
ing the real articulation of (S, Z), and of (c, G) as well (Ô û 6.6), one should easi-
ly realize once and for all that we are dealing with three coarticulated places, not
only one; in fact, (S, Z÷ c, G) are postalveo-palatal protruded contoids.

˛e true postalveolar articulations are, for example, (˛, Ã÷ ß, Ω÷ >) (¤
çpresumedÇ retroflex sounds). ˛e reform has misplaced, or ignored (?), the
çpalato-alveolarÇ place, which used to indicate (S, Z÷ c, G) slightly better, although
ambiguity with çalveopalatalÇ was very frequent. Furthermore, up to the 1951 re-
form, çretroflexÇ rightly stood for postalveolar÷ whereas the 1979 reform added
çpostalveolarÇ, while maintaining çretroflexÇ. In addition, there were çpalatalized
palatoalveolarÇ sounds (¤ our postalveo-palatal, with no lip rounding), (ë, ò),
which have now disappeared and o‚cially must be rendered as ç(SJ, ZJ)Ç! 



7.4. Let us now consider the additional symbols (and of course the articulations
and, consequently, the sounds) we find in the o‚cial table by comparing them
with what was used as a first impression to be developed gradually (Ô û 6.2).
Nonetheless, from our own point of view, the o‚cial table is too limited to be
su‚cient or useful. In fact, to produce more realistic transcriptions –within the
oƒIPA– one must resort to compromises, by using complicated diacritics. ˛is is
the reason why, although oƒIPA is better than any other çphonetic alphabetÇ, its
limitations spontaneously call to mind the negative feelings connected to o‡ in
various phrases, as for instance an o‡ day – quite di‡erent, of course, from a day
o‡ !

However, by following the o‚cial order (which is di‡erent from what we con-
sider more logical and convenient from an articulatory point of view), for stops

we have palatal ç(©, ˝)Ç (©, á) (as in Greek k√rios˚ anánke [kÊriow, anãgkh] ('©i;Rjøß,
a'naNái)) and uvular (›, G) (Arabic qadiim˚ suuq (›A'di:m, 'sU:›), Persian enqeraaz
(&Ù,GÙ'Rù:Ω)), and laryngeal (or glottal, (ö), which is placed here among voice-
less sounds, being correct for two thirds, since the vocal folds are not vibrating, al-
though they are not open either, as for true voiced sounds, but rather tightly
closed…).

In the table of the çreformedÇ IPA, which is mainly phonemic (although it is
still called phonetic), among the nasals, we also find (amazingly enough) the
labiodental, (M) (envy ('™Mvi) /'Envi/), which is not phonemic in any language!
As a matter of fact, also in Teke (spoken in Congo), what has been described as
ç/M/Ç is actually the short homorganic element of prenasalization in /è∫/ (è∫)).
Besides, we find postalveolar (çretroflexÇ) (N) (Hindi kaara¿ (ka'RåN), Norwe-
gian korn ([khu:N)), and uvular (,) (German Zeitung ('qhaetU,) /-U˙/; also seen
in the Persian example given above, as a taxophone of /n/).

Among trills, a bilabial (∫) is added (as in Asua, spoken in {the D. R. of} the
Congo, Bo'e (ç∫O3öE)). ˛en we find an alveolar tap (R) (as in Italian rifare (Ri'fa:Re)
/ri'fare/, or Spanish cara ('ka;Ra)), but also a postalveolar (¤ çretroflexÇ) flap ç(#)Ç,
which has a di‡erent nature (as we will see). ˛is must be one of the reasons why
too often, the terms tap and flap are dangerously mistaken or misused. 

7.5. Among the constrictives (çfricativesÇ) we find bilabial ç(F, B)Ç (for our
(å, 6), whereas we prefer to use (F, B) for the approximants, which occur more
çnormallyÇ in the world's languages), as in Ewe: èÑè (3eç6e) çEwe (language)Ç, di‡er-
ent from èvè (3eçve) çtwoÇ and fù (Ìåu) çboneÇ, di‡erent from ãù (Ìfu) çfeatherÇ. Let
us briefly note the graphemes â/f and F/ã, or V/Ñ and V/v, by comparison with F/f
and V/v – let us look at their shapes and serifs, since the lower cases are all di‡er-
ent: three types of f and three of v˘ ˛e çnormalÇ or çunmarkedÇ ones have interme-
diate shapes between the two extreme ones, which are used distinctively (although
just two forms would su‚ce, as happens with upper cases).

˛en we have (slit) dental (†, ∑): this thing (∑¤s'†¤˙:), in addition to various
(grooved) dental (s, z), seizing ('sIiz¤˙), Latin-American Spanish seis˚ desde ('s™is,
'd™sƒe, -zƒe), which are to be distinguished from the alveolar ones which we tran-
scribe as (ß, fi) – Iberian Spanish: seis˚ desde ('ß™iß, 'd™fiƒe); Greek: zéste [z°sth] ('fi™ß-
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ti). After çpostalveolarÇ (S, Z) (¤ our postalveo-palatal protruded), we find çret-
roflexÇ (ß, Ω) (¤ just true postalveolar), as in Swedish: Lars ('laß), Mandarin Chi-
nese: shu (5ßu), cetnamese: sà (•ßoo), ru ('Ωuu)); palatal ç(Â, ã)Ç (Â, J), in Greek:
chióni˚ giágia [xiÒni,giãgia] ('Âø;ni, 'Ja;Ja), German: ich ('öIÂ); velar ç(x, ‚)Ç (x, Ÿ),
in Greek: láchano˚ gála [lãxano,gãla] ('la;xanø, 'Ÿa;la), in American Spanish: jefe
('x™;fe), general Spanish: luego ('lw™;Ÿo); uvular (X, º), in Iberian Spanish: jefe
('X™;fe), French: roi ('ºwÅ), German: rot ('ºo:t); and voiceless pharyngeal (h), in
Arabic: ∆ubbi˚ fa∆∆aa∞ ('hUbbi, fah'ha:S).

Unfortunately, in this row (of çfricativesÇ) we also find some articulations which
are evidently approximant. ˛e first is the voiced pharyngeal ç(˚)Ç (Arabic: ba‘da˚
sal‘ ('baHda, 'sÄlH)). But we prefer to subdivide more clearly and exchange symbols:
prepharyngeal (çpharyngealÇ) (˚) and pharyngeal (çepiglottalÇ) (H) (in any case,
always approximant!).

˛e other two pseudo-constrictives –çfricativesÇ– are (voiceless and voiced) la-

ryngeal (h, H) (hat˚ behave ('hπT, b¤'H™;IÑ, bÈ-, -'h-); Hindi: bahut (bå'HUt)), which
are decidedly approximant! ˛us they are a diphonic pair, although both of them
are lenis (or lenited) since the aretynoids are drawn away (Ô û 4.4).

˛e constrictives (çfricativesÇ) seen up to now are all normal, or central, ¤

produced with no deviations from the most common articulations along the cen-
tral part of the articulatory channel. ˛e table then introduces a çlateral con-
strictiveÇ articulation, ¤ constrictive lateral, ç(!, ú)Ç (a diphonic pair; al-
though we prefer the symbols (!, ¡), which are more harmonious and coherent,
for whole series, as we will see), with friction noise produced at one side of the
tongue, where air is forced; otherwise the result would be a normal lateral approx-
imant, as in: lily ('l¤li). 

7.6. Moving to approximants, we see that in the o‚cial table they are all
voiced (although, of course, many of them are voiceless, as we can ascertain below,
§ 9.19-20 “ § 10.6 “ û 10.5). ˛is fact of (diphonic) pairs is undoubtedly responsi-
ble for the mistaken placing of ç(˚, h, H)Ç –¤ our own (H, h, H)– among the con-
strictives. However, we find a labiodental (V) (as in a typical variant of /</ in me-
diatic British English, often colorfully called çEstuary EnglishÇ: very ('v™VÙI) /'vE<i/,
corresponding to normal ('v™>i), or to American English ('v™<i)). 

˛is last example also introduces the çdental/alveolar/postalveolarÇ general fac-
totum, ç(<)Ç, in actual fact, in our classification, in a more objective and normal
way, apart from the dental one, we have three primary types: alveolar (¸), prevelo-

-postalveolar rounded (<) (for neutral American pronunciation /</), and çret-
roflexÇ, actually postalveolar rounded (>) (for neutral British pronunciation).
˛ey represent three di‡erent articulatory types, for di‡erent places of articula-
tion. 

We shall return to (>, <), illustrated above in contrast with (V), in order to ex-
plain quite a fair few things. For now, however, we limit ourselves to relate the o‚-
cial situation, with ço‚cial transcriptionsÇ, but adding our own transcriptions, to
avoid further distortions and misbeliefs: for instance, for rat –according to the o‚-
cial version– we would have ç(<πt)Ç in British English, and ç(>πt)Ç in American En-



glish. However, if one does phonetics –and transcribes– seriously, by relying on ac-
tual articulations, the two symbols must be exchanged, writing ('>πT, '<πT), respec-
tively. ˛is means that (besides the important addition of stress, since a word has
to be inserted in a sentence, where even among monosyllables there may be stressed
or unstressed syllables) the neutral British sound is postalveolar (çretroflexÇ) (>),
better still postalveolar rounded, since the lips are involved too, whereas the
neutral American sound is postalveolarized prevelar rounded (<).

Among laterals, we find postalveolar (çretroflexÇ) ($), in addition to velar
ç(ì)Ç (for us, (ı), as already said).

7.7. Obviously, since the o‚cial symbols are too few indeed, it is necessary to
add the çother symbolsÇ appendix, with: a voiceless çlabial-velar fricativeÇ –or ve-
lar-labial– ç(')Ç (better defined as velar rounded approximant and represent-
ed by (W), both to make handwriting easier and –above all– for its link with oth-
er similar sounds – which will be revealed in the more scientific part, é 9-10), and
the corresponding voiced sound (w) (Scottish English: which ('W¤c), New Zealand
English: which ('WÙc, 'w-), British and American English: which and witch ('w¤c)).
˛ere is also a çlabial-palatalÇ approximant (more precisely postpalatal round-

ed) (¥) (French: lui ('¬¥i)).
Next, we find çfictionalÇ phonetics, too, with three çepiglottalÇ sounds, ¤ indi-

cated with the name of the supposed çlowerÇ articulator; in fact, instead of refer-
ring to the –legitimate– çupperÇ part, constituted by the roof of the mouth and
its extensions (in the labial, pharyngeal, and laryngeal cavities), reference is made
to an area of the gregarious part. It would be like calling (©, á÷ k, g÷ ›, G), or (N, ˙,
,), or (Â, J÷ x, Ÿ÷ X, º) simply çdorsalÇ articulations; in fact, çepiglottalÇ sounds cor-
respond to our own pharyngeal, whereas o‚cial çpharyngealÇ ones correspond
to our prepharyngeal.

Again, under çother symbolsÇ we find the çalveopalatal fricativeÇ pair (¿, B) (bi-

labialized prepalatal), which turn up like… a bad penny, in that –given the se-
vere deficiency of o‚cial symbols– several authors use these two symbols as if they
were a jack of all trades; namely when a sound is neither (s, z) nor (S, Z), it is çmag-
icallyÇ transcribed as ç(¿, B)Ç, to render an all-embracing otherness, to the detri-
ment of accuracy… And to think that, sometimes, our own symbols (which will
be seen later on, é 10) may seem to be insu‚cient for any decently reliable render-
ing! 

˛en comes an alveolar lateral çflapÇ ç(à)Ç (actually a lateralized tap: (¬)) proba-
bly drawn in a hasty way, by simply overturning an old symbol, as when it was im-
possible to redraw symbols using a computer. ˛e çfree giftsÇ end with another
monstruosity: ç(À) for simultaneous (x, S)Ç (wrongly drawn from laryngeal (H)!),
instead of a pre-reformed ç(˘)Ç, corresponding to our (S) (velarized postalveo-

lar protruded, which can be seen among the orograms in û 10.5.3, obviously
in its second part, since it has a back component).

7.8. ˛us far all consonants have been pulmonic, ¤ produced using only expi-
ratory air. ˛ere is a box for non-pulmonic consonants – çclicks, voiced implo-
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sives, and ejectivesÇ. ˛e clicks (or dejectives, Ô § 11.13-16) appear in five places:
bilabial, dental, (post)alveolar, çpalatoalveolarÇ (inadvertently maintaining the
name of a place abolished by the çreformÇ), and alveolar lateral. Here we limit our-
selves to report the çsymbolsÇ judged to be çfundamentalÇ (in fact we reserve their
scientific treatment, with our symbols, for some later sections, Ô § 11.15-16): ç(Ö,
|, !, õ, ~)Ç (which from the cross-eyed point of view of the reform, are accompanied
by another {velar or uvular} symbol, instead of using a normal consonantal sym-
bol preceded by a special diacritic to indicate the dejective mechanism).

For implosives (or injectives) the five following places appear: bilabial, den-
tal/alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular: ç(ñ, Ã, á, Ÿ, ä)Ç; for ejectives we find four ex-
amples: (p«, t«, k«, s«). ˛is treatment is also reserved for the specialistic part (from
é 8 onwards), since –apart from the neophytes' curiosities– their natural place
(with a çEuropeanÇ slant) is there.

Vowels

7.9. In the o‚cial chart (Ô û 7.1), there are 28 vowels, placed in a trapezium,
or trapezoid, resulting from a partially wrong initial approach, although within
the brilliant idea of analyzing the positions of the tongue dorsum through x-rays,
as we will see (é 8). Here we also accept the trapezium-shaped diagram as a pre-
cious device, since as regards the usual chaos, it is decidedly at a fundamental stage.
However, we have already seen û 6.1, which meets phonetic requirements better.

˛e vowel space is slightly subdivided, but without the advantage of real bound-
aries, into four heights (of the dorsum, placed in three superimposed bands): close,
close-mid, open-mid, open; but, of course, they are not su‚cient, so other interme-
diate positions have to be added. As far as forward and backward movements of
the dorsum are concerned, three classifications are given, in two irregularly shaped
areas (which should have been more realistic, according to physiology): front, cen-
tral, back. Unfortunately, o‚cial markers –used to indicate the placement of vow-
els– are always big black dots; therefore the opportunity of showing lip positions
too is lost (whereas our markers have two basic shapes: round and square).

Consequently, looking at the trapezium from top to bottom and from left to
right (keeping in mind that when symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right rep-
resents a rounded vowel, including isolated (U)), we find: (i, y÷ …, %÷ M, u), (I, Y÷ U),
(e, °÷ Ù, +÷ ‰, o), (È), (E, §÷ ‘, ê÷ √, O), (π÷ å), (a, π÷ A, Ø). Note the çreformedÇ shape
of ç(‰)Ç (for our own –and pre-reform– (X)), which was meant to be useful to avoid
authors, editors, and publishers confusing (X) with (Ÿ) (o‚cially, ç(‚)Ç); but noth-
ing has improved…

7.10. Let us maintain that the o‚cial trapezium is mainly theoretical, since it
tries not to neglect any possibilities. But the actual result is a forced reality, due to
lack of practice and direct experience with at least dozens of structurally very
di‡erent languages. In default of this, people may labor under the illusion that
they know the real value of vowels, but will inevitably be bound to the vowels of



their own personal pronunciation of their mother tongue. ‹at is even worse is
that they will be limited by what they think their realizations are and by what they
presume the çcardinalÇ values of the o‚cial vowels are… Actually too many
English-speaking phoneticians, instead of cardinal (u), instead produce (almost)
(%).

On the basis of the degrees of proximity to cardinal (and additional) vowels,
phoneticians are supposed to place markers, to which the articulations of a given
language ought to correspond. Too often, though (and unfortunately even in pub-
lications!), it is possible to find trapeziums with markers that seem placed at ran-
dom and hastily. At other times, the markers roughly coincide with the points
placed on the o‚cial trapezium (as if they really might correspond to the theoret-
ical positions). ˛is mainly happens according to the particular symbol in ques-
tion (be it right or wrong!), used mechanically, without realizing the importance
of the vocogram. Instead, lengthy work ought to be done, by attentively and pa-
tiently listening to many recordings, in order to compile an average of samples,
excluding inadequate and occasional performances, but showing even two or more
placements, provided they represent actual contextual, geographical, social, gener-
ational, or individual variations… It is absurd to place the /O/ phon(em)es of di‡er-
ent languages such as French, German, Portuguese, Italian, and many more, ex-
actly on the o‚cial point. However, those who do so, inevitably lose the incredi-
ble and useful resources of the trapezium.

7.11. Let us now see the approximate values of the 28 o‚cial vowels, whereas
exact values (with our 52 vocoids) will be given in the vocograms used in the pho-
nosyntheses of 350 languages (including variants, é 16-23, and also in HPr, which
is dedicated to 12 languages dealt with systematically and with variants). Only by
doing this, is it possible to prepare complete transcriptions and descriptions,
which actually show the structure of languages, for descriptive and teaching pur-
poses.

˛e observations made about the eleven vowels introduced in § 6.1.1-2 must be
kept in mind; here we will give only some examples, as can be found in texts and
dictionaries, making only few comments. Again a scientific treatment is postponed
to the specialistic part of this handbook, although it should not be so, since it
would better to start well, and to go on even better… However, we thought that
some help might be useful, to avoid discouraging people, especially those who are
beginning phonetics reluctantly and more as somebody else's çwishÇ than to meet
their own needs. Even those who might fall within this last category could find
this part anything but useless…

7.12. ˛erefore, omitting the vowels already seen in û 6.1, we have – Russian:
ty [tv] ('tF…;), Norwegian: null ([n%l), Mandarin Chinese: zí (7qM), German: litt
('lIt), Stück ('StYk), rund ('ºUnt), English: light ('laÙT), Dutch: bus ('b+ß), Mandarin
Chinese: gé (4kX) (ç(‰)Ç), British English: bird ('b‘:fl), New Zealand English bird
('bê:fl), Swedish: höra (Ìhê@œRa), English: hat ('hπT), British English: hut ('håT),
American English: hut ('h√T), American English: hot ('hAT), British English: hot
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('hØT), non-neutral Canadian French: preuve ('pRπ:v).
Let us only observe that the o‚cial chart continues to consider ç(È)Ç as some-

thing undefined, to oppose more precise timbres; something with a kind of in-
trinsic theoretical statute, more with a phonemic value than as an actual sound.
In fact, unfortunately it is used as a jack of all trades (Ô § 8.16 – with a range of
possibilities which is even bigger than those assigned to the çjack-of-all-trades
consonantsÇ (¿, B), seen above, § 7.7).

Also for (a), completely without foundation, the chart continues to make peo-
ple believe that it is actually articulated in a full front position, that is as if it corre-
sponded to what, objectively (even according to acoustic analyses) is (π); whereas
the chart continues to çinsertÇ ç(π)Ç (in the trapezium), putting it above ç(a)Ç.

In addition, as will appear obvious due to the scarceness of o‚cial symbols, each
one of them must assume very broad and di‡erent values (from language to lan-
guage), which may not correspond to an actual phonetic value to be used positive-
ly. At a phonemic level, things can be (almost) satisfactory; mainly if we limit it
to one or few languages, ¤ for interphonemic indications. However, as soon as
we try to do something intralinguistic, according to the criteria of interpho-

nemics (Ô § 1.9-10, and é 16-21), we immediately feel severe limitations, which
prevent actual and useful comparisons between di‡erent languages. Indeed, we do
not want to render the pronunciation of some languages poorly, as they would be
inevitably flattened into something barely decent (when someone uselessly tries
to indicate many di‡erent phones, by using only few symbols {as the o‚cial
ones}). On the contrary, we prefer to be able to choose among many phonemic
and phonetic symbols, in order to manage to –accurately– potentially render all
languages, and dialects (including variants not yet described). On the other hand,
even the few o‚cial symbols are a problem to people who are no good at pho-
nemics and phonetics, and practice them reluctantly, by using symbols in a ridic-
ulous and unsatisfactory way (considering them to be real… enemies).

Prosodic indications “ diacritics

7.13. ˛e o‚cial chart has a tiny section on tones (which meant to be illustra-
tive, but many have taken as the complete çrevealed truthÇ), and another one on
suprasegmentals: primary and secondary stress, indications on leng$, and
structural boundaries; but it is better to look directly at the whole chart. ˛e same
holds true of the diacritics which from the çreformÇ point of view ought to be
used to indicate modifications of çcardinalÇ values, in the hope of achieving a cer-
tain descriptive accuracy. On the other hand, intonation is completely missing,
so much so that whoever tries to transcribe it within oƒIPA, according to the chart,
is obliged to use the çdi‚cultly deliveredÇ notation for tones. Before the çreformÇ,
there was an o‚cial notation system for ton(em)es which was more nimble and
flexible and (almost) seemed appropriate to mark intonation too. From the pre-
-reform system, with adjustments and necessary expansions, we have derived the
system we use in the true scientific parts of this NPT/HPh (é 8-23, and in HPr, as
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well as in MaPI and DiPI, and in the various books in progress too).
Before preparing these sections, we had thought of leaving the readers with the

task of evaluate what the o‚cial chart may o‡er. As the saying goes: enough is as
good as a feast – but science is quite another thing… In addition, at many readers
of MaPI's insistence, we re-propose for reflection é 19 of the second edition of
MaPI –¿to IPA or not to IPA?– which shows the problems and limitations of oƒIPA
and other widely used phonetic alphabets, with respect to canIPA. Some observa-
tions might sound repetitive –but are certainly not useless. As the ancient Romans
wisely said: repetita iuvant…

How come the IPA is not used by everyone?

7.14. ˛e International Phonetic Alphabet, o‚cially born in 1888, is the most
widely used system of transcription all over the world. Indeed, it has high inher-
ent qualities of clarity, rigor, and non-provincialism, in spite of varied and colored
resistance, in almost every Country, where anachronistically people continue to
use heterogeneously several di‡erent notation systems, which are often contradic-
tory and strangely mixed. All this happens more out of laziness and unwillingness
to accept çinnovationsÇ than for respect of çtraditionsÇ.

However, the IPA is based on phonological principles, rather than phonetic
ones, especially after the latest reform, of 1989 (çde-worsenedÇ in 1993 “ 1996) –
thus it would be more appropriate to call it the çInternational Phonemic Alpha-
betÇ, as we will see below. Nevertheless, besides providing a certain number of sym-
bols and diacritics, it allows everybody the necessary freedom of expanding the
number of diacritics and symbols, to satisfy various needs, as we have done in
NPT/HPh (and in HPr), with the canIPA symbols.

7.15. ˛e first perfectly evident weakness of most phonetic alphabets resides in
being devised by considering pronunciation as a by-product of writing, instead of
vice versa, as it is obvious and evident: pronunciation precedes writing, all the
more so that the latter, for many languages and mainly for most traditional dia-
lects, does not exist yet or is not coherently standardized. ¿How many people in
the whole world then can not read or write, although they speak their tongue as
çperfect nativesÇ?

All other phonetic alphabets are çprovincialÇ since they stem from a very limit-
ed number of letters, which are generally those of an o‚cial orthography, with
some additions or modifications. In order to increase, as is necessary and unavoid-
able, the number of çsoundsÇ to be represented, several diacritics are introduced,
which are often used in various orthographies, as well: accents, strokes, dots, dash-
es, Â, often in combinations of two, three, and even more. ˛is inevitably makes
writing, and especially printing, heavier; it also complicates reading, which some-
times becomes real deciphering, and not always with successful results. As a mat-
ter of fact, several authors, and also several editors and publishers, mix and con-
fuse not only diacritics, but also basic symbols. 
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A further obvious weakness of these alphabets resides in their limited phonetic
— phonemic reality, although they are often not based on functional criteria, but
only on graphemic or, even worse, typographic principles for each language.
˛erefore, a may represent (™) in Denmark, (E) in Australia, (π) in England, (Å) in
France, (a) in Italy, (A) in ≈nland, (å) in Norway, (Ä) in the Arab countries, (å) in
India, (O) in Bangladesh, (ù) in Hungary, Â. Equally, r generally has to represent
not only (R), but also (r), and even… (K, º, ˜, ‰, r÷ <, >, ˛, <÷ 5, R÷ ¸, ¸, ⁄÷ z, Q, 4, (÷ ¬,
») in addition to (å, √, x, ∏)! Â, according to languages (which we will not state
here, being so many, although readers can certainly guess).

As can be seen, it is no bright idea at all to use common graphemes for the real-
izations of one's own language. It would inevitably lead the various phonetic alpha-
bets to become more and more diverse, up to the point of using identical symbols
with di‡erent –even opposite– values.

On the contrary, a real scientific criterion obliges one to leave out of considera-
tion any particular orthographic tradition, preferring not what may be familiar
(and often localized too) but what is widespread (and so more general and practica-
ble, intuitively enough). ˛e only phonetic alphabet which is founded on this rig-
orous method is the IPA, and –not by chance– is the çInternational Phonetic Al-
phabetÇ. As a matter of fact, the choice of its symbols is based on a wider range of
sounds and on the values most often assigned to them in the best-known and most
widely spoken languages in the world.

Furthermore, another basic criterion is that every symbol represents one of these
sounds, without needing to use diacritics, in order both not to have second-class
symbols (and sounds!), and to make them readable –and writable– without prob-
lems or complex calculations to achieve the awaited values of symbols with one or
more diacritics. 

7.16. ˛e IPA used to resort to diacritics only when they show some addition-
al articulations or systematic modifications of basic articulations, but mainly when
such characteristics can not be expressed with slight modifications in the shape of
basic symbols, which are more economical and convenient for reading too. It goes
without saying, however, that the IPA is thus more a çphon™µicÇ than a çphon™†-
icÇ alphabet. Indeed, using the present-day oƒIPA version, when it is needed to be
more specific and precise, it becomes necessary to resort to some diacritics, which
of course have their own rigorous and scientific value; but they make writing and
reading less easy. Nonetheless, this is still better than other alphabets, which more-
over use various and conflicting diacritics just to indicate articulatory timbres, or
some of their nuances, as for instance: "/é = (e), '/è = (E), $/ó = (o), ì/ò = (O).

˛e (o‚cial) IPA then has (e, E÷ o, O), which can be shown as nasalized, for in-
stance, without problems, indeed with definite advantages: (e, í÷ Ú, Ó). On the oth-
er hand, when a vocoid is to be indicated which is neither (e) nor (E) (or neither
(o) nor (O)), but intermediate between the two of them, the oƒIPA has two pos-
sibilities: either to ignore the di‡erence (which is what other so-called phonetic al-
phabets, more often, do), but arbitrarily choosing between (e, E), (o, O); or to resort
to a diacritic such as (§) for lowering, or (°) for raising, with respect to (the position
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of) the tongue dorsum. ̨ ese (small-sized) diacritics can be put under or over a sym-
bol (however, complicating writing, and especially printing), or after it (further
complicating reading, though). ̨ e latter possibility is mainly practicable when one
wants to precise a timbre in isolation (e§, E°, o§, O°), avoiding computer acrobatics.

7.17. However, it is much better to have unitary symbols as (™, ø), without hav-
ing to renounce precision. ˛ese symbols belong to the expanded version of the
IPA known as canIPA, which is rich of çnecessaryÇ symbols, both for precision and
not to belittle a part of them, so as to make them çsecondaryÇ, or restricted, ¤ çdia-
criticalizedÇ.

On the other hand, resorting to (e§, E°, o§, O°) for (™, ø) further reduces the po-
tential and precision of diacritics, which may be necessary indeed for meticulous
and competent phoneticians. In fact, it is often important to show, in addition to
a mean value of (™) or (ø) (¤ the çnormalÇ or çcentralÇ value), also a closer ((™°,
ø°)) or opener ((™§, ø§)) articulation, or a fronter ((™@, ø@)) or backer ((™#, ø#)) one;
or even both closer and fronter ((™ï, øï)) or backer ((™í, øí)) ones, or both open-
er and fronter ((™÷, ø÷)) or backer ((™/, ø/)). Incidentally, those who know the
strange o‚cial use of (@, #) (for advanced/retracted çtongue rootÇ, instead of a more
logical (+, _)) will surely note their greater coherence and completeness. 

˛us nine (9) –non-negligible– nuances are available for each vowel phone; be-
sides, on quadrilaterals (¤ vocograms) precision can be even greater. As a matter
of fact, a canIPA vocogram contains 30 boxes (less four extreme peripheral ones,
which are not usable, as will be seen below, § 7.18-9 “ û 7.2) which are doubled
in number by possible additional lip rounding, for the amount of 52 vocoids, or-
ganized in 6 degrees of mouth opening (¤ high, lower-high, higher-mid, lower-mid,
higher-low, low) and 5 places of articulation (front, front-central, central, back-
-central, back) or 10 places if we separate rounded vocoids.

Instead, for the same articulatory space, the oƒIPA has only 28 vocoids, with 4
opening degrees (çclose, close-mid, open-mid, openÇ) and 3 places (çfront, central,
backÇ); a kind of remedy for this deficiency has been the insertion of (Y), and quite
messily also ç(I)Ç = (¤) and ç(U)Ç = (¨) (in addition to ç(π)Ç) and the jack-of-all-trades
ç(È)Ç, which is being used –with considerable practical disadvantages– for (both
primary and contextual) phones such as (¢, È, ‘, å÷ û, X, x, √÷ Ù, É), and even (+, #,
ê), up to (Ä, Å, a, ∏) as well!

Obviously, also for consonantal phones, the canIPA version –in comparison to
the oƒIPA– has many symbols more. But this, of course, is just a possibility, not an
obligation at all. However, when people realize that it is possible and easy to be
more precise, they are induced to precision, as a categorical imperative. ˛e IPA
has three ways of transcribing stopstrictives (¤ ça‡ricatesÇ): a çmonographÇ ((q),
the best and smartest, the most respectful of the articulatory reality, and canIPA),
a çdigraphÇ ((ts), ambiguous and risky), and the use of a çbowÇ (together with a
digraph: (Ï, t XXs), oppressive and complicated). But, strangely enough, the mono-
graph has been… çleft outÇ from the oƒIPA chart.
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Quick comparison between o‡IPA “ CANIPA

7.18. By taking the most o‚cial symbols and adapting them in a special table
(fairly impoverished though, compared to the general one of the canIPA version),
we will indicate in italics both the o‚cial symbols that would receive further val-
ues and the symbols and terms which are hardly recommendable (and which are
worthwhile changing with some more rigorous and satisfying ones, given in the
corresponding canIPA table, Ô û 7.3). However, at the beginning of this chapter
we have already seen the oƒIPA table (û 7.1), with the original terms and symbols,
which are criticized in § 7.22-9, as is the missed reform of the IPA.

7.19. As for the vowel quadrilateral çcorrespondingÇ to the oƒIPA position (û
7.2), there are some empty boxes in the cases where one of two near o‚cial sym-
bols ought perforce to be chosen (at considerable personal discretion to çdecideÇ
between one or the other).

˛e grey boxes indicate unused articulations in the di‡erent languages and dia-
lects, since they would be ergonomically useless: in fact, they would produce a
hardly evident auditory impression, in spite of an unnatural articulatory e‡ort to
combine on the one hand lip rounding with the highest degree of non-high ad-
vancement of the tongue, and on the other hand unrounding with the highest de-
gree of non-low tongue retraction.

For the vocoid in 5-© the result would be a value which could be placed at the
junction between (Y˙°˙+˙T), for 5-∂ (°˙#˙ê˙+), for 5-™ (#˙§˙@˙ê), for 5-ƒ
(§˙π˙∏˙@); for 4-å (M˙û˙¢˙…), for 4-∫ (û˙X˙È˙¢), for 4-© (X˙x˙‘˙È), for 4-∂
(x˙√˙‘˙å). Despite this, the oƒIPA continues to make people think that (M X √ A)
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û 7.2.  Vocoid table.
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correspond to column 4, and (y, °, §, π) to column 5, and also that (π) is closer
than 0-ƒ (çzeroÇ-ƒ), where it persists in placing ç(a)Ç = (Å).

Obviously (a), which is the most widespread and frequent vocoid in the world's
languages and dialects (irrespective of specific orthographies), is 2-ƒ, and with good
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û 7.3.  Partial table of IPA contoids for comparison.
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reason indeed! It may be interesting to note that the rounded version of (a), that
is (∏) (7-ƒ), is instead the least used vocoid of all, together with (π) (6-ƒ); they both
mainly remain as almost theoretical elements, since they are hardly distinguishable
from (Å, a), especially if we consider the significant influence of coarticulation. 

7.20. As for the tables of consonants (û 7.3), it can be noticed that in the IPA
one, again, terms and symbols in italics are less recommendable and often they
must forcibly be used for di‡erent phones, for want of more precise symbols (to
compare with those given in the canIPA table). But most of all we have to consid-
er that in spite of the analyses (acoustic ones too) of many languages and the recog-
nition of the di‡erence between constrictives (çfricativesÇ) and approximants, the
oƒIPA continues to (let one) believe that (F, B, ˚, h, H), which are real approxi-
mants indeed, are instead constrictives (as (h) actually is, though)!

Owing to the preservation of the inappropriate term çretroflexÇ, teamed with a
good deal of hasty superficiality (which makes people still accept old descriptions
based on outdated articulatory concepts with no objective verification or validi-
ty), the symbol (>), at last o‚cially accepted, is however assigned to the articula-
tion of American English r, instead of more correctly to the British one. On the
contrary, the latter is linked to the traditional symbol (<), used for the alveolar
place of articulation too (¤ (¸)), whereas it would seem to be clearly evident and
useful to use it for the most widespread and frequent articulation of American En-
glish r, which is a lateralized prevelar rounded approximant, although in the re-
duced and limited canIPA table we had to resort to a terminological device for the
çpostalveodorsalÇ column, which in this way also includes the most widespread
(rounded or unrounded) postalveopalatal places of articulation.

7.21. Outside the o‚cial table there are some of the rarest consonantal symbols;
although the voiced bilabial trill (∫) is certainly not frequent either! On the other
hand, even (›, G, ,) do not enjoy widespread use, except –relatively– (›)… But, a-
gain, the boxes were available. It is true, though, that in the o‚cial table there is
no room for (w), even if this sound is really one of the most widely used in the
world's languages. In the reduced canIPA version given in û 7.3, in a convenient
way, we have indicated both (w) and (¥) (and even (W)). ˛is last symbol is older
and o‚cially withdrawn, but we have retrieved it because it is much more suitable
and in harmony with the series of approximants (as can be seen in the integrated
table) than the o‚cial (') which also poses big problems of confusion with hand-
written (m, M), Â.

Again, outside the o‚cial table a pair of jack-of-all-trades consonants has been
introduced –o‚cially– which brings to minds the rough use of (È) (Ô § 7.17) from
a phonetic point of view (not from a phonemic one). In fact, given the excessive
scarceness of symbols for lingual constrictives, all those who must indicate some
articulations, which do not fall within (s, z÷ S, Z), believe they are çsolvingÇ the
problem by resorting to (¿, B), which are actually bilabialized grooved prepalatal
articulations (although they have something in common, of course). In this way,
according to di‡erent languages, variants, and dialects described, various authors
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make (¿, B) çcorrespondÇ to (s, ß, À, ë, À÷ z, fi, ë, ò, =) (sometimes even to (ß, Ω)!), in
addition to sequences such as (ëj, Sj, Àj, ÀJ, ¿j÷ òj, Zj, =j, =J, Bj) Â. ˛e same holds
true of the corresponding stopstrictives (ça‡ricatesÇ). After, a canIPA table is given
(û 7.4), although limited to the phones considered here. By careful observation,
it will be apparent that its arrangement is more logical and rigorous (although the
tables previously seen, û 7.3, may look more familiar, since they have been around
longer), in particular as far as the indication of voicing, or çvoiceÇ, is concerned;
and with (ö) which can not be voiced nor voiceless indeed, as (since the vocal folds
are in contact) no air passes through the glottis.

˛e o‚cial revision of the IPA (1989-96): A missed reform

7.22. In these sections we will try to explain, with as much objectiveness as is
humanly possible (since there is a limit to everything), the present situation of the
International Phonetic Alphabet. ≈rstly, we can not help recalling once again that
the most fitting formulation which, strictly speaking, correspond to reality should
(and it is hoped will continue to) be the çInternational Phonemic AlphabetÇ. In
fact, as it is now, it does not manage to objectively render the necessary phones
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û 7.4.  Reduced table of canIPA contoids.
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even for just one given language. Should knowledge really be only theoretical, that
is abstract, this alphabet would be more than enough! But, seeing that many peo-
ple can appreciate and use the advantages of practical articulatory phonetics (ob-
viously not separated from theory, provided it is realistic, without frills or glotto-
sophisms), it is clear right from the start that it is necessary to resort to something
more systematic and rigorous (and not just vaguely çsu‚cientÇ). As a matter of
fact, we are talking about the most çnaturalÇ artistic science, or about the most
çgeneralÇ scientific art.

7.23. Enough has been said in the previous sections about the evident vocalic
deficiencies of the oƒIPA. Let us merely report one curiosity: during the spread of
the reform, in 1989 and 1993, the vocoid (ê) always appeared as (∏); only in the
additions of 1996 the much awaited and required correction was finally made! As
far as consonants are concerned, we have already managed to insert a few more
with respect to the original setting. Again, we add some further ones in a slightly
recast table presented in û 7.3 (that are those put in a sort of çother-symbolÇ ap-
pendix there). In the overall treatment we will use our own more rigorous ter-
minology: so we have the pair of bilabialized grooved prepalatal constrictives (¿,
B), the grooved velarized postalveolar constrictive (“) (which, less intuitively, the
IPA used to symbolize with (˘), or with the highly ambiguous present-day (À),
which is clearly hastily drawn by some designer who knew nothing about phonet-
ics), the voiced alveolar lateral flap (¬), but represented with ç(à)Ç, by awkwardly
overturning (ï), which used to indicate the voiced alveolar slit constrictive (z)
(found for Czech r, or for Sicilian r-).

However, with an incredibly lively imagination, now some çepiglottalÇ conso-
nants appear: ç(…, H÷ ¿)Ç, respectively: voiced and voiceless constrictives, and voice-
less stop, which are actually just the çoldÇ pharyngeal (h, ˚) (in canIPA, more coher-
ently they are rendered as (h, H): the former is a voiceless constrictive, whereas the
latter is a voiced approximant, although in the o‚cial table it is still placed and
defined as a constrictive). ˛e corresponding stop is added too, (¿) (but, in point
of fact, five further ones could be added: a voiced stop (Ñ), the true voiced constric-
tive (h), a voiceless approximant (·), and the corresponding trills (‹, â)!). ‹ile,
without bothering the epiglottis (which is there for di‡erent bio-physiological pur-
poses), it is possible to add some rarer çprepharyngealÇ constrictives and approxi-
mants, respectively –and more usefully– represented by (…, ∆) and (H, ˚) (by pay-
ing attention to the true value of canIPA (…, ˚), although this is definitely a kind of
secondary articulatory area).

As an addition to the o‚cial table, we find the funny and awkward way of show-
ing complex articulations by putting bows above (or even under, in the extra re-
form of 1996): ( X , x ): thus a voiceless dental stopstrictive (q) more ço‚ciallyÇ
would be (Ï), which goes canoeing, Â, and a velar-bilabial (or bilabial-velar) stop
(p) o‚cially would be the heliophobous (or pluviophobous) (˜), Â.

7.24. In an added inset we find ejective contoids, marked (this time, by mutu-
al consent) with an apostrophe, («), after the appropriate symbols of (voiceless)
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stops, stopstrictives, and constrictives: (p«, t«, k«, q«, s«). Surprisingly, voiced injec-
tives (çimplosivesÇ, or çpreglottalizedÇ contoids) have undergone the unwelcome
influence of the (more or less o‚cial) orthographies of some African languages,
which have in turn derived from old and inconvenient symbols. ˛us (ñ, Ã, á, Ÿ,
ä) would represent (‘b, ‘d, ‘á/‘G, ‘g, ‘G) (more often, (á) would stand for a postal-
veopalatal rounded stopstrictive (‘G), instead of a palatal stop (‘á)).

It must be noted that, in our system, while ejectives are followed by an apostro-
phe: (0«), injectives are preceded by a (vertically) flipped apostrophe: (‘0); these are
two ways not to confuse the two diacritics and their functions (which do not indi-
cate articulations, but phono-articulatory types; thus it is legitimate indeed, in this
case, to use actual diacritics): iconically (‘) also helps to remind one that with injec-
tives the larynx lowers, whereas it raises, («), with ejectives.

In 1989, the burning enthusiasm for exotic novelties on the one hand over-
looked some surely more useful and necessary things, on the other hand it showed
o‡ –not in an appendix, but within the table– a whole absurd series of voiceless
injective (çimplosiveÇ) consonants, even with special symbols: (Õ, ˛, ¸, Ü, ›), which
luckily had been definitely concealed as early as in 1993!

˛e same inset çpresentsÇ us with the colorful symbols for dejective contoids (or
çclicksÇ) which are typical of some South African languages: (Ö, |, !, õ, ~); again,
these are drawn from makeshift devices to typewrite some of those languages, but
completely losing the articulatory link of phonetic reality, which is respected in-
stead by the canIPA symbols: (6p, 6‡, 6˛, 6+, 6l), since their value can be easily in-
ferred, even without technically defining them.

O‚cial diacritics

7.25. Now we will give an exemplified account of the oƒIPA diacritics. As can
be seen, a number of them are decidedly needless, since they are better represent-
ed by using symbols of the same rank, instead of çconditioned symbolsÇ (by ab-
solutely impracticable small marks above — underneath, which are very compli-
cated to combine and print). We have already seen that English itself, the most
transcribed language (mainly due to the considerable separation of its present-day
orthography from actual pronunciation), arbitrarily has to resort either to (e) or
(E), to indicate (™) which is an intermediate vocoid between the values of the two
given symbols.

˛us, as we have generously said in previous sections of this chapter too, it
seems quite obvious that it is more practical (and more e‡ective for teaching pur-
poses, and more appropriate for descriptions) to have a satisfactorily greater num-
ber of çbasic symbolsÇ, which may be on a par with the others, so that no one of
them may be regarded as secondary or inferior because of the diacritics.

We will quickly present them, with indicative comments, for less experienced
people. We will also consider (with better general adjustments) the oƒIPA table, al-
ready given in û 7.1, to clearly show its inadequacy and various limitations and
serious drawbacks. 
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Segmental diacritics

7.26. Voiceless (or rather devoiced] (=), (n, ∂) (which is necessary); voiced (or rath-
er with added voicing): (î), (‹, ÿ) (more advisably substituted with more realistic
notations such as (Ω, ∂) or, if necessary, (z, d), Â); breathy voiced: ()), (b, "); creaky
voiced: (§), (ë, Ä) ((Õ, a) are much better, since (,) brings (ö) to mind and thus the
participation of the glottis, with irregular vibrations); aspirated: (5), (t5, d5) (in
case (t5, dÌ), but better still (th, dH) and other more precise possibilities for di‡er-
ent degrees of çaspirationÇ strength).

Besides, more rounded: (g), (j) (various canIPA vocoids settle the question bet-
ter); less rounded: (G), (ª) (various canIPA vocoids settle this question better as well);
advanced tongue root: (ƒ), (¯) and retracted tongue root: (‡), (µ) (again, various canIPA
vocoids settle the question better, and also restoring to these two diacritics the val-
ues they very often had earlier {and still have for many non-dominated authors},
that is those of the two following signs, in perfect parallel with the further two giv-
en soon after), advanced: (Ω), (%) (rather (ƒ), (¯)); retracted: (!), (ù) (which seems to
be underlined, so (‡), (µ) is much better); raised: (F), (l, b); lowered: (f), (L, B); cen-
tralized: (æ), (ë); mid-centralized: (Z), (¬) (that is diagonally centralized in the quad-
rilateral). As we have already said a few times, the richer number of the canIPA vow-
els seems to be more appropriate than the use of these last diacritics.

Furthermore: syllabic (or, better, intense): (c), (ó) (very important); non-syllabic:
(W), (k) (which is of very little account once we accept a truly phonic conception
of syllables, ¤ phono-syllables, and not morphological-etymological, with grapho-
-syllables). ˛en, linguolabial: (y), (u, p) (but (p, b) seem decidedly less odd and
less bat-like); rotacized: (&), (ò, `) (but the canIPA system has no such vowels, which
are better treated as intense laterally contracted approximants, or as sequences of
vowels plus such {intense or normal} approximants which are about ten); labial-
ized: („), (t„, d„) ((è), (T, D) are much better); palatalized: (J), (tJ, dJ) (again, (v),
(+, _) are much better, even compared to the old (V), which was still better than the
new o‚cial çsolutionÇ); velarized: (ˆ), (tˆ, dˆ) (if anything, (\), (t\, d\), for ho-
mogeneity and coherence, but (è), (t, d) are decidedly much better still); pharyn-
gealized: (/), (t/, d/) (but more often, instead, they are uvularized, so generally (è),
(t, d) are su‚cient); a velarized l is then (ı) (but for a uvularized l, which is dark-
er to the ear, it is convenient to use (l)); nasalized: (°), (e) (very important).

Furthermore, dental: (Y), (U, P) (but, (t, d) are realistically and statistically much
more appropriate; apical: (Î), (Û, ∏) (much better (T, D), Â); laminal: (¥), (¨, π) (ac-
cording to cases, (t, d÷ q, Q÷ +, _÷ Á, ⁄), or something else); among the various
canIPA symbols there are more satisfying answers (even if we are not considering
here all possible cases). Lastly, nasally released: (ô), (dô) (which is better not to use,
but to explain clearly); inaudibly released: (æ), (dæ) (which could conveniently be
used for the previous two cases, to insist on the important di‡erence with canIPA
($), (t$, d$) = audibly released]˘



Suprasegmental diacritics

7.27. Primary stress: ('), ('e) and secondary stress: (&), (&e); long: (:), (e:, n:), half-long:
(;), (e;, n;), and extra-short: (z), (K) (but, when necessary, a small superscript sym-
bol is better: (e)); syllabic break: (.), ç(<i.πkt)Ç (but instead dots at di‡erent heights
{as before the çreformÇ} are ideal for indicating pitch without stress, or the full stop
for tonemic conclusive intonemes; thus for marking syllabic division a hyphen is
more appropriate, ç(<i-πkt)Ç, and it is used at the end of a line too, but sometimes,
as here, a stress symbol is su‚cient ç(<i'πkt)Ç; minor [foot] group: (|); major [intona-
tion] group: (||); linking (absence of a break): (Ñ). 

Again, also for intonation, the canIPA signs are decidedly more complete and
satisfying, and less ambiguous too. Before the çreformÇ a similar system was o‚-
cial, although not so complete.

O‚cial tones “ word accents 

7.28. level (or constant) – extra-high: (Å), (Ò), (>1) (rather (Ø)); high: (å), (´),
(≥1) (rather (5)); mid: (_), (0), (ˇ1) (rather (')); low: (®), (`), (≤1) (rather (ç)); extra-low:
(Í), (Ô), (<1) (rather (ø)). Among the canIPA signs we also have (Ì) semi-high and (Ç)
semi-low. contour (or compound) – rising: (e), (£), (»1) (rather (8), or at least (¶1));
falling: (E), (8), («1) (rather (7), or at least (63)); high rising: (Q), (3), (21) (rather(•));
low rising: (Á), (’), ("1) (rather (¶)); rising-falling: (R), (9), (4[1) (rather (2), or at least
(•2)). Utterance pitch diacritics – downstep: (≠) and upstep: (±), global rise: (±) and
global fall: (≠). (As many other intonation characteristics, even these can be shown
better using the canIPA system.)

Furthermore, we have to recall that, also for level or contour tones, there are sev-
eral other possibilities and combinations (which can adequately be expressed us-
ing canIPA symbols, without any problems) in addition to those indicated by the
o‚cial source. However, too many people have considered them to be thorough
and complete; on the contrary –alas!– even further things such as (à, ', ‘, ì, œ, Œ,
^, $, ¢, Ú, *, ∞, ) would be o‚cial… Equally, many people have thought they had
to use the so-called çtone-lettersÇ even within uninterrupted transcriptions, pro-
ducing then such masterpieces as (ja>1pO˙ˇ1XM“ç1wånQ1sou»”1) (even with spaces be-
tween syllables it would not be correct: (ja>1 pO˙ˇ1 XM“ç1 wånQ1 sou»”1)). Tone-letters
may have a certain practical functionality to show ton(em)es in isolation, since the
vertical bar is a constant point of reference, especially in handwritten samples; but
generally (square) brackets are su‚cient and even better for this function.

As far as intonation is concerned, the o‚cial reform has practically ignored it,
by supplying only phonemic and tonemic signs, and only for tonemes; but noth-
ing more.

7.29. In conclusion, this is the story of a reform carried out very badly. But, giv-
en that it is something o‚cial, very many misinformed people have accepted it as
complete and even satisfactory, by going so far as to adapt the reality of languages
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to the ço‚cialÇ chart. Too many books and articles have been published where Ital-
ian (and many other languages) would have çalveolarÇ (t, d÷ q, Q÷ s, z) (¤ (T, D÷ ç,
Ç÷ ß, fi)) and çpostalveolarÇ (c, G÷ S, Z) (¤ (fi, "÷ ß, Ω)!), since the unfortunate o‚-
cial table of consonants under dental seems to locate only (†, ∑). Even (π, a) are
misleadingly placed, as we have already said, but many people continue to believe
that statements such as those are true (while they are clearly not so), although it
would be quite easy to settle the matter once and for all, by simply doing some ac-
tual articulatory and auditory phonetics, which cannot be substituted by acoustic
phonetics, since all the most sofisticated instruments of this world cannot do any-
thing at all, especially if the only possible references are based on çdeskwork pho-
neticsÇ! However, even acoustic analyses have demonstrated that (π) is really low
front.

To finish, after well-pondered reflection, we decided to provide an almost com-
plete table of the canIPA contoids, û 10.1 (while vocoids are also given in û 7.2).
˛is has been done both in order to encourage (perhaps even to reward – ¿why
not?) the most interested people, and to discourage (and to caution in time) the
less interested –and above all the non-interested– people. In fact, nobody obliges
us to study these things in depth, except for a real personal, social, professional,
and cultural interest (and more still). 

Although these symbols are undoubtedly many, they have the clear advantage
that, once one has entered the spirit of natural phonetics (¤ articulatory, auditory
and functional), the value of each symbol is easy to ascertain, according to its posi-
tion in the table and to the values of nearby symbols, although they do not include
the whole of our articulatory figures (¤ orograms) for every symbol (but in é 10
they are all shown). It is obvious, however, that a keen interest is necessary, togeth-
er with sheer perseverance and systematic personal, articulatory and auditory
training, also using a (good) taperecorder with earphones.

About non-IPA alphabets

7.30. Moving back to provincial alphabets, which as we have said çdisseminateÇ
many diacritics to indicate timbres, which would be more logically expressed with
unitary and çprimaryÇ symbols: none of them would be a second-class symbol. Let
us make an extreme case to show their limitations: IPA (§) is generally rendered
as í, and (^) = Ô, often ('§) = Ò, and consequently ('^) = ≠, and ('^:) = ±! ˛e IPA
convention of putting (') before a whole stressed syllable has the obvious advan-
tage of not making notations heavier while simplifying reading; it also shows
(phono)syllabic boundaries, which is often of fundamental importance both for
pronunciation and actual understanding of transcriptions.

Let us pass over the various traditional terminologies, which are often pure fan-
tasy or based on unscientific misbeliefs (Ô the observation at § 1.7). Certainly, they
do not make comparisons between di‡erent alphabets easy. Indeed, in the case of
these alphabets it would not be useful to present vocalic and consonantal tables,
like those we have seen for the IPA, since they are even poorer and more arbitrary.
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˛erefore, we will just give some lists of correspondences, to help the readers; but
we must make it clear at once that often symbols and diacritics are used with lit-
tle skill and even less attention (not only by typesetters).

In order to do this, and just this once, we will adapt ourselves to misleading
graphemic criteria; as a matter of fact, those who consider phonetic symbols like
alphabetic letters are doomed to failure, since they remain bound to the values
each letter has in their own language. For all these, phonetic (and even phonemic)
transcriptions are an awful nuisance they would be glad to avoid. Indeed, some-
times this is preferable, since when they find they have to make a transcription,
the results are, to say the least, picturesque. In this way, monumental errors are
spread, and incredible phonic beliefs arise which are often groundless but spread
as widely as epidemics, and afterwards are di‚cult to fight and correct.

Let us give a notorious example: Mandarin Chinese phonology has been under-
mined for practically a century by a very strange belief about two alleged çapical
vowelsÇ which Karlgren in 1915 represented as q and Q, referring to our (M, Ö); the
former is a high back-central (unrounded) vocoid, whereas the latter is an intense
postalveolar approximant. Even Pinyin (the o‚cial romanized spelling for Man-
darin) has been misled, and in fact uses i for (i, M, Ö), because they are all interpret-
ed as belonging to one phoneme /i/, so that (M) occurs after /q, qh, s/, (Ö) after /fi,
fih, ß, >/, and (i) after any other consonant, including ç/Â, Âh, ¿/Ç. In our analy-
sis (Ô é 11 of HPr) we have /q, qh, s/+/M/ (M), /fi, fih, ß, >/+/ˇ/ (Ö), and (for any
other C] /0/+/i/ (i) (including /q, qh, s/ = (Â, Âh, ¿), by assimilation). Regardless
of the particular phonological interpretations chosen, the actual phonetic facts are
that we have (i, M, Ö), as acoustic analyses also show. Instead, most descriptions
are still based on Karlgren beliefs and have to force the facts to match the position
according to which i /i/ would have the variants q and Q (even placed on actual tra-
peziums near /i, y/, as if they really were çapicalizedÇ and çretroflexedÇ (i)!). In an
article unfortunately published in the Journal of the International Phonetic Associ-
ation (2003), they are both transcribed as ç(≥)Ç and described as ç(apico-)laminal
denti-alveolarÇ (where no groove is mentioned, of course) and çapical post-alveo-
larÇ approximants respectively. ˛e latter is correctly described (¤ can(Ö)), while
the former is still not (¤ can(¡)); there is a great (articulatory, auditory, and acous-
tic) di‡erence between (¡) and (M).

7.31. Scholars and students of linguistic subjects, such as language history, phi-
lology, dialectology, glottology and linguistics (and further subdivisions) ought to
be able to skillfully use di‡erent phonetic alphabets, managing to pass from one
to another without big problems, except for the ambiguities inevitably caused by
the lack of scientific bases of many of these alphabets. Even mental idleness, which
make people stick to questionable definitions and representations, does not seem
to be justifiable at all. Actually, even those who are mainly interested in linguistic
evolution, lexicology or lexicography (perhaps of dialects), or morphosyntax, or
other linguistic aspects, should not ignore phonetic notation and its careful uses.

It might seem logical and necessary to think that çintellectualsÇ in general, and
especially those who devote themselves to linguistic subjects, first of all should care
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–with loving conviction– for the phonic aspect of their own language (and even
of others). Unfortunately, reality is gloomier: the implacable enemies of language
are often exactly those people who unashamedly (or even unawarely) misrepresent
it. And what to say about transcriptions using capital letters at the beginning of
sentences or for names?! Still such mistakes are found even in linguistics books and
grammars written by university çexpertsÇ –not by novices!– and not only in the
first printing of the first edition…

‹ile even children, whether they are exposed to phonetics or not, know that
çsounds can not be upper-case, so much so that there is no di‡erence between
frank and Frank, or smith and Smith, which are /'f<π˙k/ and /'smI†/ in any caseÇ
(leaving aside… randy and Randy), certain books çpresentÇ things such as */'Hu: Iz
'KeIt/, instead of /'hUuz 'kEIt/ (or at least /'hu: Iz 'keIt/) ∑o is Kate?

Comparison with the main non-IPA symbols used in Romance studies

7.32. Since there are so many di‡erent symbols, in di‡erent publications, often

a  (a) 
ä (π/Å) 
¢ (A/å/√) 
â˚ ã (Å)… 
a˚ a/ (a:)… 
b  (b) 
b˚ B˚ b (B) 
£˚ ©˚ c (c/C) 
Â (k/©) 
© (éSé) * 
d  (d/7/D) 
É˚ d˚ d (ƒ/∑) 
ƒ (Ã/D) 
e  (e/™) 
"  (e) 
'  (E/™) 
È (¤/I) 
É (π/Ä/E) 
fl (X/x/√) 
ë˚ æ (È/‘/¢) 
f  (f) 
g˚ î˚ g (g) 
À˚ g˚ Ë  (G/‚) 
G˚ ›  (›/á) 
‡˚ ‚˚ g  (Ÿ/H) 
· (éZé) * 
h˚ h  (x/h)

â˚ x  (Â) 
i (i/I/¤/Û) 
é (i/Û) 
¤ (I/¤) 
i  (j{é}, {é}i) 
[  (M/û) 
j (j/J/›) 
k (k) 
l (l) 
ı ($) 
m˚ ¬ (L/¬) 
¬ (ı, L) 
m (m) 
û (M) 
n (n) 
ö˚ ñ (N/~) 
;˚ ¿ (˙) 
o (o/ø) 
$  (o) 
ì (O/ø) 
O  (¨/U) 
Ø (Ø/∏/O) 
ö (°/#/§) 
œ (°) 
Œ (§/#) 
p (p) 
P˚ p˚ f (F)

r (r/R) 
ó (z, Q) ** 
R  (K/º/˜) 
s (s/s) 
≈ (ß/À, z/z) 
∞ (S/ë, S) 
x, s (z) 
„ (fi/=) 
∑ (Z/ò) 
t (t/4/T) 
=  (˛/T) 
≠˚ y  (Ï/†) 
t  (⁄/©) 
u (u/U/¨/¯) 
∞ (u/¯) 
¨ (U/¨) 
u  (w{é}, {é}u) 
ü (y/Y) 
Ç (y/Y) 
ê (Y/T) 
v (v) 
z (q/q) 
Z  (†/‡) 
` (Z) 
Ë˚ z, Ω (Q/Q) 
Ω (∑/ƒ) 
 

 * Often used for Tuscan, as if they were di‡erent from short ∞˚ ` !  ** Traditionally used for 
Sicilian ç«Ç, instead of (z)! (and =ó˚ ƒó, (., …) as well, as if they really were (˛®, Ã®), ç†«, ∂«Ç)! 
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even by one and the same author, it will not be useless to show [in italics] the main
variants, at least for the most important and frequent sounds. Several variants are
clumsy and ambiguous, others have very di‡erent values from the IPA ones (as: (z,
Z, S, ©, y, X, ı)). At first, it might seem that things are uselessly more complicated.

˛e most important thing, however, is to consider every symbol as an attempt
to overcome the ambiguities implied by traditional orthographies. In addition, as
we have already said, even symbols severely su‡er from typographical and imagina-
tive limitations, which often çforceÇ one to make inappropriate choices or not to
choose. ˛e first list (¤ from italics to IPA) is intentionally more limited. Roman

(i) é ì i 
(I) i ª i ô ¤ í ¤ È 
(e) " é È  
(™) e ê ë 
(E) ' ™ ë è e 
(π) ù É ë ä a l 
 
(Û) i ª Ù I ô ¤ í ï È 
(¤) i ª Ù ô ¤ í ï È æ 
(Ù) i ª Ù i ô ¤ í ï È e e æ 

(É) e ù æ ë È e ' ™ 
(Ä) ù æ ' ™ ë è É e ä 
(Å) æ l ( a à a ä É 
 
(…) ï | i ª i ô ¤ 
(¢) ï | i ª i ô ¤ ë “ fl E æ 

(È) ë “ fl E å ´ 
(‘) ë “ fl E å ≤ æ ´ 

(å) √ å a ë æ 
(a) ( a à a 
 
(M) I ï ¨ ï } u 
(û) æ I ï ¨ > æ 
(X) æ æ > I ï ë 
(x) ì æ ^ ≤ √ ë 
(√) ≤ æ ^ a ë 
(A) l a A w ¢ â á 
 
(∏) √ ≤ æ ^ a a ¢ â A Å § 

(å) w ¢ â á l a A Å § 
 
(Y) y Y Ñ 
(è) y Ñ Y 
 
(y) ü Õ 
(Y) ü ê Õ 
(°) ö œ œ 
(#) œ ö œ Œ í 
(§) ö Œ í 
(π) œ Œ í ö  

(%) ü y Ñ 
(T) Û ü Ñ fi ê 
(+) @ œ ö æ 
(ê) œ @ ö æ ^ 
(@) œ ö ^ ≤ √ § 

(∏) œ ö ≤ § < 
 
(¯) u ü Û è 
(¨) u > æ 
(P) o ö fi 
(Ö) o § ö 
(∏) § ö √ 
(ù) § ö √ < Ø Ö a A ¢ â 
 
(u) ∞ ù û u è 

(U) u ≈ ¨ ï } ú ¨ O 
(o) $ ó O 
(ø) o § ó ò ô $ 
(O) ì ø Ö ò w < o 
(Ø) < Ø Ö ¢ § Å o 
 
(F) f P p π 
(B) B b ∫ 
(∫) pf f ∏ 
(∫) bv v Ê 
(†) ˇ y ≠ T Z « = 
(∑) É d d D Ω „ 
(Ï) Î ≠ s 

(ƒ) & É d « 

(q) ts s tz z c z Ë 
(Q) dz « ds dx dË Ë ≤ z ⁄   

 Ω „ Z 
(s) s 
(ß) s « ≈ sQ 
(z) x ≈ ∫ s « ß , 
(fi) z „ z zQ „ x 
 
(c) tx s £ c c © ≈ t∞ Ï∞ †sQ   
            ¸ S 
(G) dË z À ∫ < ª ˆ Ÿ g d` 

 dW ÎW ¥„  j › Ë 
(S) ∞ ≈ C © c 
(Z) ∑ W „ ` · j ‹ ˘ 
(Â) H hQ â h' x x' y ‰ 
(J) J j j y 
(©/k) ˜ † t Ï t ÏH tH Â ÂH   
 K © 
(á/›) ƒ ò ¥ f Î ∂ Îj G Gj   
 › g g 
(k) k Ü 
(g) g î g 
(x) h h h6 x X x c º % Æ 
(Ÿ) ‚ ‡ ã ñ F 
(h) – ‘ 
(H) h ' – 
 
(M) n m m û 
(~) n N n ~ n, ~ nQ ö n'  
 6 
(N) ñ n ~ ö n' nQ ̇  ¿ 
(˙) n h ; ¿ 

(¬) l L ú ı l, M m • 
(L) l M m ¯ µ µ ¬ l l 
(ı) l l 
(r) ® r ; 
(R) ó r r 
(K) r R r 
(º) r R Ö Í r 
(j) y i ¤ i 
(w) u ¨ u 
(¥) U w ü y 
 
('a) 'a ‘a á à a' a' 
(&a) ,a ∫a à a a‘ a“ 
(Ú) ô o˝ 
(o:) o: o| oo o o: 
(ó) ¡n ? 
(n) ˚ 
 
('^:) ± í'|˝ 
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symbols are oƒIPA (and also canIPA) symbols, those in italics (in the second list, ¤
from IPA to the others, § 7.33) also include some of their previous versions and
several taken from non-IPA alphabets (as they are often mixed).

Let us then carry on this pathetic operation (square brackets contain oƒIPA or
canIPA symbols. Symbols are çrigorously given in alphabetical orderÇ, mixing vow-
els and consonants, and with no distinction among manners of articulation. Of
course, here we are doing this to demonstrate how a graphic-mnemonic approach
to phonetic symbols is di‚cult and unfruitful. In fact, the most profitable way ob-
viously is from sounds to symbols (using the more appropriate ones).

From a couple of IPA's to many di‡erent non-IPA's

7.33. We will provide here (on the next page) the variants of some phonetic
symbols, starting from the (can)IPA values to reach several di‡erent alphabets, a-
mong the most widely used ones. It is important to note that there is no necessary
correspondence with those just seen. As a further çsadisticÇ contrast, we will con-
tinue according to scientific categories, within the basic subdivision between vow-
els and consonants. ˛us, we will first give the (can)IPA symbols – roman and in
brackets, a byword for a scientific method, in contrast with those who go as far as
to put graphemes between slashes, as if they were phonemes, in a false attempt to
be scientific!

˛e phonetic alphabet of the Atlante Linguistico Italiano (£Italian Linguistic
Atlas∞): Another example not to follow!

7.34. ©th the publication of the second volume of the Atlante Linguistico
Italiano (1996), the list of the symbols used is provided, at last. In the first volume
(1995) nothing of the kind was given, although a certain number of symbols had
changed in comparison with bulletins previously issued. Such a list is very concise:
a 38 — 50 û wall sheet (plus margins) with medium-to-small-sized typefaces. But
most disappointingly, they are not explained; they are just listed in a kind of al-
phabetical order. Sometimes we find indications corresponding to Tuscan, Italian,
Spanish…; at other times some explanations are attempted, but often they are con-
fused and very approximate, so that they give rise to more doubts than answers (to
trained phoneticians as well).

In short, it is a çphoneticÇ alphabet which does not consider phonetic types, but
rather graphic types to be artificially distinguished by unlawfully using disorgan-
ic and scrappy diacritics and graphemes, which have not been expressly devised.
Even vowels are severely çwriting addictedÇ, which is the major drawback of these
phonetic pseudo-alphabets and shows the absurdity and incongruity of represen-
tations (and equalizations) such as (where slashes separate unstressed from stressed
ones): O/ò, $/ó, o/oC, Ø/ò, o= /ò& !

But is this algebra or phonetics? It would have been more logical to have O/ó",
$/ò, o/ó, o& /ó&, o= /ó= ; or, better still, even simplifying both composition and the sign in-



ventory: O/'O, $/'$, o/'o, o& /'o& , o= /'o=. So why do we not remove all those troublesome di-
acritics (which certainly do not facilitate either reading or composition)? ˛ese
five blocks ought to be distinguished according to closing/opening degrees. On
the other hand, how open can a-sounds be? According to certain false interpreta-
tions, they could indeed be well over the actual vowel space in the vocogram!

7.35. Unfortunately, these possibilities are not generally applied according to
phonetic criteria (relating to the articulatory space in the vocogram), but rather
by progressively drifting away from what subjectively is thought to be more com-
mon, more normal, more familiar. ‹en some di‡erence is perceived, a diacritic
is searched with the aim of indicating it, while remaining linked to graphemes, on
a‚nity grounds, or even because dominated by etymology! So it could happen to
find u= when there is a çwishÇ for a given u to be very open, but o" when the çwishÇ
is to have a very closed o sound; but in all likelihood there may be just one phone
(or the two are very similar) to be represented with the same symbol. As a matter
of fact, this phonetic alphabet çwould provide forÇ even 85 vowel phones (against
the 52 of canIPA, that some think are too many!). But that is not enough: in fact,
the symbols are 85 — 2 = 170 (!), counting the awkward and troublesome accents
over the vowels too. Of these 170 symbols, only 10 are free from diacritics, where-
as 14 other çsymbolsÇ have three diacritics (3!); all the other have one or two! Is
this not çdiacritico-cracyÇ…?

Seven vowels, which were probably considered to be primary, are not explained
at all: i˚ e˚ ä˚ a6˚ a˚ o˚ u. According to phonetics' logic and articulatory possibilities,
they have the indicative value of (i, ™, π, a, A, ø, u). Seven further vowels, y˚ æ˚ ë˚
ü˚ ö˚ ï˚ ´, are absurdly and uselessly çexplainedÇ. ˛eir values ought to be: (…, È, X,
y, #, %, ê). Furthermore, we find three çvelarizedÇ vowels, e, a, v, which could cor-
respond to (É, å, √). Each one of these 17 vowels, as we have seen, can be modified
by diacritics five times, plus five more, due to the possible addition of accents!

7.36. As far as the consonants of the å¬¤ are concerned, the situation is even
worse. ˛ere is a limited number of graphemes, mostly from the Latin alphabet,
with some stylistic variations, and a few Greek ones; they are often exemplified,
whereas in other cases the readers are lost, faced with fictitious definitions, which
are more confusing than indicative. Besides, not rarely there are symbols or, more
often, combinations of symbols, sometimes as superscript characters, or with var-
ious diacritics which are not specific but çrecycledÇ, for about 90 phonetic values.

However, a number of these combinations also indicate (true or presumed) fluc-
tuations between other articulations, which are then generally wild and indeci-
pherable.

≈nally, let us draw a veil over all this by exemplifying an emblematic case: (s, S)
are represented by çs, ∞ (Italian sale, scena)Ç; then several combinations with dia-
critics are presented, and s, s9 are among these. ˛e funny thing is that one is çex-
plainedÇ through the other which, obviously, is as cryptically çexplainedÇ by refer-
ring to the previous one! In fact, we are told that s is çbetween s and s9Ç and that s9
is çbetween s and ∞Ç; it is likely that they are (ß, À) respectively. But why not say that
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in a clear and firm way? On the other hand, several further cases are even more
ambiguous. After some more diacritics, we also find some sounds used to spur or
call animals. We have isolated the clicks (or dejectives): ç>p'<, >z'<, >tl'<, >k'<Ç =
(6p, 6‡, 6l, 6+).

Furthermore, in the volumes containing the survey proceedings there are dozens
and dozens (and dozens) of further symbol combinations (even reduced and super-
imposed) and further diacritics, which are generally not explained at all!

7.37. By now, it should be a known fact that the only clear and valid way to
make the values of sounds understood is to show their articulations, by means of
appropriate figures (orograms, rigorously drawn, but without useless frills), con-
nected with symbols (not graphemes made up with some disturbing diacritics).
‹enever it is possible, it is useful to add some references to well-known lan-
guages, but with no fear to introduce less-known ones too. As a matter of fact,
when a correct example has been given, comparisons and verifications are always
possible. Instead, with no example, there is little left to do…

©thout all this everything is vague and unclear. ˛is situation is congenial on-
ly to those who content themselves with superficiality.

Observations on the (non) £respect∞ of symbols

7.38. Too many printers, editors and publishers (even important ones) seem
happy with symbolic approximation, either because they do not know, or cannot
appreciate, what rigor and internal harmony there is in the symbol inventory.
Even authors are often not su‚ciently informed — refined; or else they are sub-
jected to typesetting limitations. Even without moving away from oƒIPA, and even
in Great Britain where the IPA is more used than ever, we too often find cases such
as those which follow. 

˛e most serious, and too frequent, is the confusion and exchange of symbols
with completely di‡erent values, even vocoids V contoids, as (the problem is with-
in pairs – the first symbol is the correct one): (Ÿ, X), (†, +), (È, Ù), (U, V), (ı, !), (x,
X), (N, ˙), (˙, N).

7.39. ˛en we find undue substitutions with çnormalÇ letters (or çspecialÇ ones
for computers): (S, $), (S, *), (Z, 3), (Z, ò), (g, g), (I, ¤), (I, ª), (N, ñ), (B, A), (K, R), (I,
I), (U, U), (Y, Y), (G, G), (X, X), (ö, ?), (:, :), (', ') (or (', ‘)) and (&) rendered as (,).
And it is a hard task indeed to try to make typesetters notice the (obvious) di‡er-
ence, especially when lower-case signs are concerned! Try it and see… Some even
put a space after {:} and {,} (which they use for (:) and (&)); others on the contrary
(especially in the English-speaking countries) do not take the trouble to put the
legitimate space after commas separating symbols, so they are able to produce
strings like ç/I,E,π,√,A:,Ø,O:,U,‘:,È/Ç (for the most readable and legitimate sequence
/I, E, π, √, A:, Ø, O:, U, ‘:, È/) even for all the phonemes of a given language (30 or
40 elements, and even more!).



We also find the absurdity of ligatures used with phonetic symbols: (fi, fi), (fl,
fl), (ff, ‡), (ffi, ‚), (ffl, ·), and the opposite absurdity is found too (¤ çfalse liga-
turesÇ for phonetic ligatures or monographs): (q, ts), (Q, dz), (c, t%), (G, dË) (and
even (t$, t*), (d3)).

7.40. ˛en come substitutions with Greek letters: (L, l ), (F, f ), (F, F), (B, b),
(Ÿ, g), (†, y), (∑, d ), (˙, h), (¥, m ), (N, m ), (A, a), (I, i), or Cyrillic ones: (F, f),
(k, k), (K, r), (¥, u), (E, q), (‘, ‘) (there is an actual di‡erence even between the last
two signs). In addition, we find that the çphonic zeroÇ – /`/, (`)– can be represent-
ed with the symbol of the vocoid (°), instead –at least– of çdiameterÇ, çÖÇ, which
at times is used for /°/, (°) instead.

Lastly, we also find symbols not drawn by phoneticians, but by some inaccurate
persons (of no scruples or principles), which are purchased by linguists and phone-
ticians too! It is sad to see that even the Journal of the International Phonetic Asso-
ciation uses them (although years ago it used to use some absolutely despicable
ones!): (á, ˝), (á, ¡), (J, ˝), (“, ˘), (“, À), (¬, à), (Ÿ, ‚). A rather weird idea was the sub-
stitution of (X) with (‰), to –pointlessly– try to avoid it being confused with (Ÿ)
(which, as is apparent in the o‚cial version, ¤ (‚), dangerously has too small a
loop). In fact, again, even in the Journal of the International Phonetic Association
(‰) has been used in place of (‚) (2003, 33/2, p. 262)! 

7.41. Not to mention then the undue and undesired substitutions that, too fre-
quently, are to be found even in serious texts… ˛e use of mixed symbols is partic-
ularly insulting: ç/'bel/ or ç/ëÉE™/ (obviously for /'bEl/); or ç('bel); or else ç/'bΩl/,
ç/'b›l/. Besides, today, it is a mark of great and guilty slovenliness to publish tran-
scriptions such as those just indicated. ˛ere are computer programs (although it
is true that not all of them are really good), which enable phoneticians to produce
all the symbols they need, by really making them as they should be done (so to
say… ças Phone commandsÇ).

7.42. Since the oƒIPA has told the world about its (sham) reform, the authors
of linguistics books feel obliged to insert an appendix with the chart of the IPA.
However, this çfashionÇ is (almost) always old, since the version of the inserted
chart is (almost) never the latest one, even for books appearing many years after
the latest revision. ˛is does not happen only in the çcoloniesÇ, but also in Great
Britain and North America, where novelties arrive first, since they are generally
produced there. ˛ere are new books that still appear with the chart revised in
1993, instead of 1996 (or partially so, in 1989), or even in 1979, or in 1951 too!

Above all, many people are not even able to make the necessary corrections of mis-
printed symbols, on the contrary they often add some new (even serious and em-
barrassing) ones. For instance, in 2002 in Italy a book bearing the title of Linguistica
elementare (çElementary LinguisticsÇ) appeared; it is a second edition (although it
is defined as the ninth one… – the first one was dated 1998!) and it reproduces the
chart of 1989! Among the mistakes it contains, and excluding here foreign languages,
we cannot help pointing out the highly misleading ones referring to the Italian lan-
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guage and some dialects: according to this book, Italian has only (r) (whereas most
often it has (R)), and palatal stops *(©, á) before front vowels (whereas they are nor-
mal prevelar ones, (k, g), ((´, Ò))); besides ç(tS, dZ÷ S)Ç are variously defined as
çpalatoalveolarÇ, çprepalatalÇ, or çpalatalÇ (¤ (c, G÷ S), which are postalveopalatal
protruded). But, the most surprising fanta-phonetic inventions regard dialects: in
Rome, according to this source, they have a uvular *(,) (for (M) of the example giv-
en), in Naples, again, uvular *(›, G) (for normal (k, g)). And, again according to this
source, in Sicily they have a retroflex sequence *(˛#) (for the alveolar slit stopstric-
tive, (.)), but someone else has had a finger in this pie for more than a century. ̨ us
we can balance this by adding a further çauthenticÇ invention: ç(à)Ç (¤ (¬)) would
be the impossible çflapped lateral clickÇ… It goes without saying that such errors are
very misleading. And the author of that book had been… Minister of Education (al-
though for a very short while); but for many people Phonetics is not çeducationÇ.

7.43. Our conclusion is quite obvious: ¿why should people want to deal with
what they do not know? Regrettably, this way of thinking is still widely prevailing
in the academia, in particular for linguistic and glottological studies. Fantastic sto-
ries are told about the fact that one should deal with all linguistic aspects, just to
demonstrate how to çfully masterÇ the whole subject. ‹at is demonstrated, in-
stead, is only (blind and uncritical) superficiality and presumption, which still un-
dermine true qualification and competency. Inevitably, qualification and compe-
tency must be specialistic (as far as books to be written), but not limited (as far as
books to be read).

Hypostatization “ £ipastatization∞

7.44. Writing –we will never tire of repeating it– is nothing but a (very deficient
and defective {even hysterical}) means of representing the absolute reality of the
signifier of a given language or dialect (obviously in order to convey the signified).

It is necessary to consider writing simply in this way, although it is true that it
is often based on a phonemic criterion, sometimes even without the inventor's full
awareness. ˛is mostly happens to new orthographies, if they are prepared calm-
ly and after long reflection, by operating çfrom inside the languageÇ, through a
symbiotic relationship produced by a deep interest in the language and the
need/necessity to represent it.

Instead, when people try to adapt the orthography of another language (even
if it is a cognate language they known well), real problems arise owing to the inter-
ference from the native tongue, which inevitably prevails and leads to bad
çchoicesÇ. In addition, if people try to do this with no phonological or phonetic
bases, although with the best intentions, they are likely to fail.

However, also those who approach the di‡erent orthographies as if they were
something absolute, almost divine, are likely to do worse things. Let us give some
practical examples: to consider j as if it actually were /j/ (j) clearly means to hypo-
statize (or çipastatizeÇ) the few and poor orthographic signs available to ordinary



mortals. ˛e same is true of n = /n/ (n), whereas it is natural that, before conso-
nants, it usually assimilates by place of articulation. ̨ us, although orthographies
may give aj˚ nk˚ there is no good reason to consider those written sequences as cor-
responding to (aj, nk); it is more likely that they stand for (ai, ˙k), even if in pho-
nemic transcriptions we can actually find /aj, nk/.

7.45. Another connected problem, but even more serious, regards the stopstric-
tive (ça‡ricateÇ) articulation as too often wrongly described in so many books (e-
ven good ones). ˛e use of more appropriate symbols, such as /q, Q÷ c, G/, would
make people realize that we are not at all dealing with /t+s, d+z÷ t+S, d+Z/, as the
most widely used IPA way of transcribing –¤ /ts, dz÷ tS, dZ/– would allow one to
think at first. Nevertheless, even in influential books, we too often happen to read
that such ça‡ricates are formed by apical (t, d) followed by (s, z÷ S, Z)Ç. ˛ree mis-
takes are quite evident here: the articulations are not presented (as they actually
are) as homorganic, unitary (although not simple), and lasting as any other conso-
nant (not as two).
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